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Silhouette of Morgana off the South Stack at the ICC Whit Rally.
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Secretary’s Report 1985

Commodore: C. J. Fitzgerald
Vice Commodore: Liam McGonagle
Rear Commodore: Michael McKee
Hon. Secretary: Brian Hegarty
Hon. Treasurer: Donal O’Boyle

Annual General Meeting
Our AGM took place on Friday 22nd of March, 1985,
at the Royal St. George Yacht Club. The meeting was
chaired by the Commodore and 64 members attended.
In the absence of nominations for the Committee, the
Commodore put forward his own which were duly elected.
Those involved are already listed at the beginning of this
Report.

The Hon. Treasurer, Donal O’Boyle, took members
through the accounts which included Irish Cruising Club
Publications Ltd. The members were told that our Club
finances were in a reasonable state. A small overdraft of
IR£110 in 1983 had changed to cash-with-the-Bank to the
tune of IR£3,659 in 1984, a situation created by the sale of
sailing directions. He stressed that but for the sale of
publications, ends would not meet, as subscription income
had not kept pace with the outlay on our Club Annual,
prizes, postage and printing, and insurance etc. However,
the increased subscription of IR£20 effective from 1/1/1985
would help. The Hon. Treasurer thanked those who had
helped deliver the 1984 Annual throughout our island
thereby saving a significant amount on postage. He drew
attention to IR£973 written off in the accounts, which
represented subscriptions overdue. He said that the accounts
in future would not take credit for subscriptions other than
those which had been received by the Club. The Hon.
Treasurer concluded by thanking Mr Benny Gallagher, our
club member, who had audited the accounts.
The Commodore in his address welcomed all those
members who were present, and extended a particular
welcome to the 26 new members elected in January.
To acclamation from those present, he thanked the Royal
St. George Yacht Club for it’s generosity in once again
making the Club and it’s dining facilities available to us for
our AGM.
Speaking on the cruises of Club members, the
Commodore spoke of the quality and diversity of cruising
grounds visited. He singled out Dr. Otto Glaser and Jack
Coffey for special mention. He was pleased that Dr. Glaser
had justly been awarded the Faulkner Cup for his cruise in
Verna from Rio de Janeiro to St. Lucia in the West Indies.
Jack Coffey had reached senior citizen status, yet had won
the Atlantic Trophy as the oldest competitor in the single
handed OSTAR Trans Atlantic Race.

Commodore and Past Commodore at the Club’s annual dinner.Photo: Ann
Bunting

Murder most fowl aboard the St Patrick.

Committee:
Northern Area: Peter J. Bunting (ex officio), Hugh P.
Kennedy, Michael O’Farrell, Arthur S. P. Orr and T. Robert
J. Shanks
East Coast Area: Robert Barr, John Gore-Grimes, John
Guinness and Dermod Ryan
Cork Area: Barry Hassett, Dan J. Kiely, David Nicholson
and Michael R. Sullivan
Western Area: Patrick A. Dineen and David Fitzgerald
Committee Meetings
Four Committee Meetings were held during the year, all at
the Royal St. George Yacht Club. Average attendance at
meetings was 65°7o.
On behalf of the ICC I record our Club’s gratitude to the
Royal St. George Yacht Club -- its flag officers Committee,
and Secretary George Nairn -- for making their club
premises and dining facilities so readily available to us for
our Committee meetings and for our AGM.

Photo: Ann Bunting

’I love you’

Photo: Ann Bunting

The Commodore of the Clyde Cruising Club, Bill McKeane aboard the
St Patrick.
Photo: Ann Bunting
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Two heads are better than one.
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To Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon he extended a special thanks
for very graciously taking on the job of adjudicating the
logs.
The Commodore spoke of the t984 Club Annual which
he described as a superb edition. To acclamation from those
present, he thanked John Gore-Grimes for producing a
wonderful read in time for Christmas.
In connection with the John B. Kearney Cup he reminded
members that it is awarded to a person who in the
Committee’s Judgement has made a significant contribution
to Irish Sailing. For 1984 it was awarded to new club member
John Moore of Newcastle, Co. Down, who had recently
completed a four year assignment as skipper of the Ocean
Youth Clubs’ Northern Ireland Yacht Grania.
The Commodore concluded his address by thanking his
fellow Flag Officers, Committee, Hon. Treasurer and Hon.
Secretary for their good attendance at meetings and efforts
on the Club’s behalf during the year. For special mention
he thanked Jennifer Guinness for the ’nice quiet job she does
as Hon. Publications Officer’. Dermod Ryan and Michael
McKee were thanked for arranging the East Coast Whit
Rally to Strangford Lough; and John Guinness for acting
as liaison between the CCC and the ICC for the forthcoming
CCC 75th Anniversary Cruise-in-Company.
Memberships
Membership presently stands at 475. At the AGM we
remembered seven members who died during the past year
-- David Carrington, Thomas L. Cobbe, J.C. Duff, Jack
McKeown, Peter Verschoyle, Desmond Bradley and Thomas
Taggart.
Twenty-six new members were welcomed to the Club,
namely, William Brady, Anthony A. Clarke, John D.
Currie, Sean G. Fergus, Thomas J. Fitzpatrick, Dr. W.R.
Gilmore, Frank Hand, George S.N. Hawthorn, James J.
Kelleher, Neil G. Kenefick, W. Bruce Lyster, Francis
McCarthy, Neville D. Maguire, John S. Moore, S. William
Riordan, John A. Ryan, Frank A. Sadlier, Brian Siggins,
David J. Shiel, Chris J. Stillman, Frank Traynor, Brian A.
Tucker, Dr. Declan Tyrrell, L. Roy Waters, Geoffrey F.
Whelan, and Michael J. Whelan.
Senior Membership
Senior Membership, for the benefit of those who may not
know, applies to any member who having attained the age
of 65 has been a member for 35 years. Such a member is
not required to pay a membership fee. For the year from
January 1985 the following sixteen are senior members:- J.R.
Bourke, K.J. Broderick, R. Courtney, R.S. Cresswell, F.
Cudmore, Miss D. French, C.J. Fitzgerald, T.J. Hanan,
J.J.Macken, K. McFerran, L. McMullen, R. Morehead,
J.D. Pearson, T.H. Roche, P. Somerville-Large, and J.
Tyrrell.
Subscriptions
The annual membership fee, for those other than
Honorary or Senior members is IR£20. The 1986
subscription falls due on the 1st of January, 1986 and should
be sent to our Hon. Treasurer Donal O’Boyle, Drake Lodge,
Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.
Quite a number of members have asked that the Club
would provide a Direct Debiting System for handling
subscriptions, and our Hon. Treasurer is presently working
on just such a system.
Meantime, Donal O’Boyle is anxious that members would
cancel any Bankers Orders which exist for amounts which
by now are out of date.

Annual Dinner
Our 1985 dinner was held on board the Irish Continental
Line Ferry St. Killian on Saturday, 2nd March, 1985, on
the return passage from Cherbourg to Rosslare. Between
members and guests 168 sat down to dine. Bill McKean,
Commodore of Clyde Cruising Club was with us and spoke
on behalf of the guests -- appropriate as the CCC was
celebrating its 75th anniversary this year.
From the Hon. Secretary’s view point the whole event was
a bit of a nightmare! Firstly the St. Killian was just out of
dry dock and was only running on about two thirds .power
and could not keep to schedule. As a direct result of this
our planned time at Cherbourg was severely curtailed. Then
we caught a gale between Lands End and the Tuskar which
effectively shut our pre-luncheon, free bar, and Jack Wolfe
was fortunate not to sustain more serious injuries than he
did.
Nonetheless those who travelled seemed to enjoy
themselves and many said the gale added excitement to the
return trip. As our Commodore put it -- ’When the going
gets tough, the tough get going’!
Whit Rally to the Menai Straits
This year it was decided to break with tradition and have
the Whit Rally to the Menai Straits. We are indebted to
Dermod Ryan for arranging the event and whipping up
enthusiasm even though his own boat was not ready.
The usual race for the Wright Salver was to take place
from Howth to Holyhead starting Friday evening 31st of
May. In the event the weather was settled and lovely with
the result that it was ’harry flatters’ that night so that racing
was abandoned in the interest of getting to Holyhead in time
for Saturday morning. Hence the Wrights Salver will not
be presented this year.
By lunchtime at Holyhead a nice NEIy breeze had filled
in to give the ICC fleet a wonderful reach along the SW
shore of Anglesey to assemble at Llanddwyn Island close
to 18.00. From here the fleet proceeded via the SW entrance
to Port Dinorwic where we were made welcome by the local
yacht yard and accommodated in the dock. Sunday morning
found most of the fleet getting away, though some could
not resist staying behind. Those that left made their various
ways to Holyhead where John Guinness organised a
successful raft-up. Monday dawned to give another perfect
day with a free wind to waft us back across the Irish Sea.
Taking part were Shardana (John Gore-Grimes), Deerhound
(John Guinness), Gay Gannet (Leonard Sheil), Anasu
(Aidan Dunn), Marden (George Nairn), Demelza (Neville
Maguire), Bandersnatch (Ross Courtney), Morgana (Ron
Cudmore), Lady Shamrock (Bruce Lyster), Ring of Kerry
(Cormac McHenry), Beaver (Philip Byrne), Korsar (Dermod
Ryan), Sinead (Sean Fergus), Freebird (Brian Hegarty), and
Saoirse (Steven Gibbons) from Carlingford Lough.
It was a hugely successful and enjoyable week-end. We
were not to know that it was the week-end of our summer!

A sheep in Wolfe’s clothing.

Photo: Ann Bunting

ICC AGMs are thirsty work for yachting correspondents. Photo: J.
Harbison

Brendan Connor, Jimmy Markey and Brian Tucker afloat on the St Patrick.
Photo: Tom Goulding
Ross Courtney and friends.

Glandore Rally
This event was held on Saturday the 29th of June, 1985
and the Commodore who organised everything has sent me
this Report -- ’This year we had a race to Glandore which
may have tested the shore facilities and the ferry service
provided by the Marine Hotel. The dinner attendance was
nearly seventy and was as enjoyable as ever. Yachts present
included Geronimo (A. O’Leary), Miss Demena (Dr M.
O’Keefe), Lola (P.D. Walsh), Luv Is (s. Mansfield),
Moonduster (D.N. Doyle), Whistling Oyster (B. Cahill),
Spellbound (Dr. R. Fielding), and Mandalay (C.J.
Fitzgerald). Other members present were N. Kenefick, B.
Hassett, G. Radley, M. Sullivan, and W. Walsh.
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Photo: Tom Goulding

East Coast End-of-Season-Rally to Port St. Mary
Arranged for Saturday 24th of August, 1985 this event
was cancelled because of adverse weather conditions. The
decision had to be taken at fairly close range, and as the
weather developed it proved to be correct for members in
the Dublin area particularly. Communicating the
cancellation had to be by phone and the message was got
out to all those who normally support these events.
Unfortunately we did not close the net completely and our
new member, Dr. Gilmore of Groomsport, Co. Down, in
his yacht Scotch Mist made it to Port St. Mary only to find
no muster. We are sorry about that, but well done Scotch
Mist’s crew, and we hope it will not deter you from getting
involved next year.

There, there Brendan! Consolation for Brendan Cassidy.Photo: J. Harbiso

South Coast End-of-Season-Rally to East Ferry
Held on Sunday 15th of September 1985, the Commodore
reports, ’A good turn-out with more rafting-up than usual
which seemed to be much enjoyed by all. Many thanks to Dr Otto Glaser -- winner of the Faulkener Cup talking to Peter Bunting
Photo: John Harbison
members Jim Butler and Bill Brady for making space
available in the marina. Members yachts attending were:Auretta (H. Cudmore), Bokma (D. Daly), Carrigdoun
(W.M. Walsh), Lola (P. walsh), Mandalay (C.J. Fitzgerald),
Meander (M. Sullivan), Setanta H (F. Cudmore),
Spellbound (Dr. R. Fielding) and Windrose (J. Minchin).
Other members present were R. Cassidy, B. Hassett, D.
O’Boyle and M. Snell.
Clyde Cruising Club 75th Anniversary Curise-in-Company
Out of a flett of some 200 yachts participating in this
unique occasion some 30 were entered under the burgee of
the Irish Cruising Club. We can be proud that the ICC’s
entry was the largest of the visiting clubs, but then it should
be, because we are close to the CCC in so many ways. We
take this opportunity of congratulating Commodore Bill
McKean and his team on a superbly run event, which will
provide lasting memories for the many of us who were there.
In a summer of trying weather conditions this writer can
be nothing less than amazed at how the CCC managed to
find three magnificent sunny days for their pre-arranged
parties at Crinan, Vatersay and Arduaine.
John Kearney Award 1985
This year the John Kearney Cup is awarded to Jennifer
Guinness in recognition of her outstanding contribution to
sailing in Irish waters through her quiet work in the role of
Honorary Publications Officer.
At the 1983 AGM the late Douglas Heard said that a
tribute other than words should be given to Jennifer for her
contribution to the ICC and sailing as Honorary
Publications Officer. He said he would leave it to the
collective wisdom of the Committee to decide how this might
be arranged.
At that time we did not have a John Kearney Cup, but
of course now we have, and it is the Flag Officers’ wish that
for 1985 she would receive it as a tribute to her work.

’Can’t you see I’m talking to the Hon. Sec.’ Dermod Ryan at the AGM
Photo: John Harbison

Galway v Cork -- Dave Fitzgerald and Barry Hassett.Photo: John Harbis

List of Members and Yachts
I make my annual plea to members that on receiving their
copy of this 1985 Annual they would check the detail of
addresses, phone numbers, yacht etc., as it applies to them
and pen me a quick note if there are errors.
Many members have done this in the past year and for
this information I am grateful.
Lastly
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the Flag
Officer and Committee for the help and support they give
me in dealing with Club matters. To all members may I wish
a Happy Christmas and fair winds in 1986.
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Challenge Cup Awards 1985
Lt. Comm. T. Sheppard

1985 Summer being what it was, it is not surprising that the
logs of cruises in home waters tell almost invariably of gale
forecasts, wet and windy passages, dragging anchors, delays,
all miseries, yet a lot of fun was had by a lot of people. The
CCC rally attracted many Irish boats; without that incentive
perhaps fewer would have left their home ports.
As is now becoming the norm, the Club members have
also been sailing far and wide. Deerhound’s voyage to the
Faroes is briefly described, but was a well planned and well
executed adventure, as indeed was Safari of I-Iowth’s to
warmer latitudes. Hugo du Plessis and Peter Mullins give
us a taste of languid sounding, but carefully thought out
passages. Particularly enjoyable and nostalgic for me was
Terence Kennedy’s account -- I was in those parts more than
half a century ago.
David Nicholson’s trip to Stockholm was certainly mouthwatering. These are waters I should love to visit also, and
on the other side of the world, Fergus McKinley’s account
of the passages among North Western islands was highly
evocative.
Awarding the prizes was a mixture of difficult decision
making and of easy judgements.
With the many good logs from the participants in the
CCC’s celebrations I had a very hard task in picking the
winners for the Wybrand Cup. I finally settled for Freebird.
Brian Hegarty’s account, as well as describing a good cruise,
gives us some useful information about some of the places
visited. And what is particularly pleasing is the fact that it
was a family cruise.
Another excellent and exciting account was of Robert

Caernarfon Castle photographed at the I.C.C. Whit Rally from Shardana.
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Barr’s trip to Scotland and Donegal. There was an agreeable
family element here also. Those young men -- for that is
what they are, having been blooded in those conditions will
be much sought after as crew in the future. I award the
Fortnight Cup to Joliba. It left me breathless.
The Round Ireland Cup I award after a lot of deliberation
in spite of there being only two entrants to Tom O’Keefe
in Orion.
I did enjoy reading St. Patrick’s Cruise to Tenerife. What
a trip for this Galway Hooker. One gets a very strong feeling
that here we have a vessel lovingly cared for and expertly
sailed. She is for me the worthy winner’ of the Fingal Trophy.
In accordance with Perry Greer’s wishes the fine Rockabill
Trophy is to be awarded for a cruise by a member who in
the past year has undertaken an exceptional feat of
seamanship and/or navigation. This year I award the trophy
to John Gore-Grimes.
Jack Coffey’s fine return voyage -- in spite of the earlier
disappointment in the Hudson River is wonderfully
described and well carried out so I have pleasure in awarding
him The Atlantic Trophy.
I was very impressed by Tony Morton’s series of voyages
taking him from Port Grimaud to Rymington, particularly
as a lot of it was done single-handed. He therefore qualifies
for the Strangford Cup.
I had no difficulty whatsoever in deciding the winner of
the Faulkner Cup -- John Gore-Grimes’ splendid account
of an epic voyage, superbly researched, planned and
executed -- Marvellous.

Photo: Tom Lawlor

Hon. Editor’s Note

The summer of 1985, in the waters around these islands,
must go down as the worst ever. In spite of this, members
have made the best of their cruising and we have some wet
but happy accounts of the Cruise in Company in Scottish
waters. It is a great credit to the Clyde Cruising Club that
our members had such an enjoyable time in the rain. I am
most grateful to Ann Bunting and to Tom Goulding for
photographs which accompany the Secretary’s report. Tom
Lawlor has also provided some excellent photographs of the
Club’s east coast rally in the Menai Straits for which I am
most thankful. Our member Dr. John Harbison has
provided us with pictures taken at the AGM for which our
thanks are due.

As usual, it is the members of the Club who have made
this annual what it is. I hope that you will enjoy the varied
selection of members’ accounts of their summer sailing. This
will be my ninth Annual and my contract (self imposed)
expires after 1986. I would very much like to hear from any
members who might be interested in taking over the
Editorship of the annual starting in 1987.
As usual, my profound thanks are due to Declan Clancy
and my wife Jan for the considerable work which they have
undertaken. Without their patient and kind help this
publication would not have met its Christmas deadline.
Inevitably, I fear that errors and omissions may have crept
into the final proof corrected copy and for these I apologise.
John Gore-Grimes
Hon. Editor

Opening the lock gates at Portdinorwic
Lawlor

t

I.C.C. Whit Rally.Photo: Tom

Waiting for the bridge to come down at Portdinorwick. Photo: Tom
Lawlor

This cruise was no honeymoon
Dermod J. Ryan

What a miserable Summer 1985 produced, strong winds,
leg. The journey was largely uneventful although I notice
rain, more strong winds, even more rain. It did not seem an entry in the log, in female hand, which recorded ’night
to matter when one took to sea for the annual cruise the
watch -- Skipper and Paul polish off bottle of Scotch to
weather was dismal and the sailing hard -- all in all no get into the swing of things -- morning watch: Yvie and
honeymoon. Anyone therefore could reasonably use the Binnie do likewise to a bottle of Vodka just to even things
above title but we lay a further claim, of which more anon. out’. The liver was getting a crash course for things to
Last year as the season progressed it became clear that
come!! The sunset that night was spectacular with the Paps
the repairs to Sceolaing, carried out in Spain during the of Jura, over thirty miles away, clearly silhouetted against
Winter, were inadequate, so I engaged the services of Hugo
the remains of the sun’s afterglow and it was close to
Du Plessis to carry out an in depth survey from bow to stern,
midnight. On arrival at Crinan at 08.30 next day, Sunday,
from masthead to keel. This he did and Sceolaing, together
July 14, we had considerable difficulty anchoring until we
with Hugo’s report, was delivered to Paddy Goodbody,
changed to the fisherman anchor, the CQR just would not
Wicklow Marine Services for rebuilding. From the onset it
bite. From this point on we used the fisherman exclusively
was obvious that the repair would extend into the Summer,
in Scotland.
what with my insistence on Sceolaing being brought to better
Ashore we met the Commodore of the CCC, Willie
than new condition and with Paddy’s meticulous attitude
McKean and his wife, Rosemary, praying fervently that the
and attention to detail, it could not be otherwise. However, sunny morning would last until evening when the official
I must confess to my exasperation when Sceolaing was still
’opening’ was to take place in the boat shed of the Crinan
unfinished by mid-June when American friends were coming boatyard. Unbelieveably it did. The Clydesdale Bank kindly
to Ireland to avail of my offer to cruise to Brittany. Paddy provided a champagne reception -- the cost must have been
pointed out -- ’We have started on a quality job and it
of massive proportions. Dinner was served in two sittings
cannot be rushed’. I was in a terrible dilemma, Americans
to accommodate the 1,000 visitors and what with free
on the way and no Sceolaing. To my great relief Mervyn champagne the Irish contingent decided to remain in the bar
Hall, on hearing my problem, kindly offered me the use of until the second sitting!! The most unlikely of characters
his lovely Yamaha 36 Andante for the two week cruise. The
were seen generously inviting friends to champagne! It can
weather for this cruise was vintage 1985, with big seas and genuinely be said that the first event went with a bang -lots of cold wind. My American friends, lake sailors
or should I say pop?
incidentally, left a sunny 100°F Texas behind them and so
Next morning, July 15, we were advised that not only were
found conditions, weather and sea, decidedly different to
we anchored on the starting line for the race to Tobermory
their norm (see Dunns Ditties).
but indeed in the middle of it, so at 08.20 we raised anchor,
Sceolaing was finally launched early in July and I happily complete with a ton of kelp and a mooring chain. This
forgave Paddy for the late launching when I saw her. She exercise burned out the electric motor in our recently
was as I had asked, better than new. Every internal fitting overhauled windless. We sailed goosewinged to Tobermory
including furniture and engine had been removed so that in a beautiful S-5 along with 160 racing yachts. Tobermory
the hull could be ’beefed up’, the electrics were rewired, a was packed when we arrived and finding space to anchor
new engine fitted, interior reinstalled, cushions
in less than 15 fathoms proved impossible. The evening
reupholstered, and absolutely everything replaced or poured rain and was generally miserable. The elders stayed
reconditioned. The bottom was painted with three coats of on board while the young things of crew couldn’t resist the
epoxy and all repainted and re-varnished -- Sceolaing temptations ashore. It was a dismal night but at least I slept
looked the belle of the ball.
well knowing that the angel, a 56 pound weight, was down
So afloat at last, to our main cruise. I had committed
the anchor chain. The miserable weather persisted next day
myself to participate in this year’s Clyde Cruising Club as we shopped, watered and refuelled in Tobermory,
Cruise-in-Company to celebrate their 75th anniversary. It
following which we motored the short distance over to Loch
was obvious from the programme that however severe the Drumbuie for the Sunflower raft. We and Andante were
cruise might be on the liver, it would not be too demanding allocated a spot in a very exposed part of the developing
sailing wise. I decided therefore to add a little spice by Sunflower. We cast out 12 fathoms of chain, as did
returning to Dun Laoghaire via the west coast of Ireland. Andante. You can imagine our surprise when we came to
I have raced non-stop around Ireland three times, but never leave and discovered the chain hadn’t reached the bottom,
cruised around, so it would be a new cruising ground. The
we were in 15 fathoms. In any event the yachts in our part
Cruise-in-Company was to be a family affair while the round of the raft were working excessively in a nasty slop coming
Ireland was for the heavies.
in through the narrow entrance. On hearing the BBC
We cast off from Dun Laoghaire on Saturday, July 13, forecast at 17.50 which was for gale force winds, we decided
at 02.00 and motored the entire journey to Crinan in zero
to leave before the raft closed. A pity, but I wasn’t risking
winds, almost unheard of in 1985. The importers of Perkins any damage to Sceolaing’s shining topsides. On the advice
engines, E.C.I., insisted that the new engine was to be run of our good friend, Ronnie Sharp, ICC and CCC member,
in under load, a 26 hour commitment. Little did I realise we rounded the corner to a beautiful anchorage off Charna
that the running in period would be completed on our first Island. Here we were within a few hundred yards of the

Sunflower yet completely protected in an anchorage new to
us. Shortly after anchoring we heard the cheers as the raft
of 191 yachts closed to complete the Sunflower, a new record
number for the Guinness Book of Records. Andante and
Marden followed us into Charna, the latter just making it
before dark. By now there was some 10 yachts or so
anchored around us including Wild Goose who was doing
a solo job away from the ’in company’ mob. We stayed here
for two days as it blew hard and rained. It was however no
hardship with parties in varying degrees of inebriation,
taking place at all hours. On one occasion Sceolaing had
24 weatherbound yachtees below deck!
During our stay the Avon overturned in the wind,
submerging the engine and casting the oars adrift. A speedy
mechanical kiss of life saved the engine but the oars were
lost. Fortunately Wallace Clark, being the experienced
seaman he is, offered us a spare pair he carried for such
emergencies, thereby saving us possible embarrassment
should our outboard’s submersion prove fatal.
The wind decreased somewhat on Thursday but we
decided to stay as the anchorage was so pleasant. On Friday
the forecast reduced from W-7/8 to W-5/6 and we decided
to make straight for Castle Bay, on the island of Barra,
rather than spend the day en route. We had a beautiful sail,
a 45 mile beat, in a W-5/6. It was largely uneventful except
that the line on our furling headsail broke and presented
us with a full genoa rather than a well reefed one. So
somewhat on our ear, we arrived in Castle Bay at 20.00 wet
and glad to be in, even if the sail had been exhilarating. Being
in a day before the crowd gathered gave us the opportunity
to anchor close to shore in reasonable depth. Saturday was
a lazy day, sunny, with heavy squally showers and we relaxed
on board as the fleet assembled or rather half of it did, the
other half decided against beating across the Sea of
Tory Island slip.
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Hebrides. Live Wire arrived during the day after a severe,
frighteningly quick, non-stop sail from Dun Laoghaire.
A cocktail party in Kisimul Castle with Sandy and
Christine Taggert as hosts was all very pleasant, followed
by a seafood dinner in the Isle of Barra Hotel. Sunday
morning dawned clear and sunny with moderate westerly
winds. We joined the exodus from Castle Bay to Vatersay
Bay via the fisherman’s passage and joined a raft of
Deerhound, Live Wire, Adele (Bunny Burns), Reindeer
(Newbold Smith, and Stardust, a sister ship of Sceolaing.
The sun shone all day which was fortunate as the event was
a beach barbecue which would have been a disaster in poor
weather. As it happened, in a miserable summer, it was an
outstanding success and one felt sorry for those who did not
make it, well reasonably sorry, as with only a 50°70 showing
there was a surplus of steaks, burgers, chickens etc., which
were given generously to participants in return for a
donation to the local life boat. Much as we enjoyed the event
so too did the locals who participated with a Celtic
enthusiasm. Incidentally with much foresight the CCC sent
their six Optimists dinghies to the islands complete with an
instructor a week before the invasion so that the local
children could be taught the rudiments of sailing, this was
highly successful and appreciated by the islanders. The Irish
won the day in the haggis hurling competition, an hilarious
Scottish shot putting event using a haggis. Inevitably such
a great day resulted in a great night certainly for our rafted
group. There was singing on a certain large dark green Hood
50, intelligent conversation on Reindeer, goodness knows
what on Live Wire etc. Naturally I was on board Reindeer.
Poor Newbold Smith is still mystified by the laws relating
to the use of our Club Ensigns. Perhaps Heg and I were
not as lucid as we should have been!! While rafted John
Guinness saved our bacon with an excellent splice to our
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Tory Island pier.
broken furling line, so good it was still perfect at the end
of the cruise.
Our happy raft came to an abrupt end early next morning
when the wind filled in sharply from the east and caused
a considerable slop. The raft broke up and we motored in
heavy rain back to Castle Bay. The day gradually improved
and we had another lazy day on board, apart from a visit
ashore to shop and shower in a local hotel. On Tuesday,
July 23, we made our way back to Tobermory alternating
between sail and power. The day started pleasantly but
ended in non-stop rain. Another quiet evening on board for
the elders.
The final party of the cruise was Arduaine on Thursday
evening. Once again we decided to head the mob and arrive
at the anchorage a day before the event. This curtailed our
cruise somewhat but without a windless it paid to be early
and get a spot close to the shore in a reasonable depth. We
anchored in a perfect spot for the final party. We visited
Enilor under the command of Ronnie and S.M. Sharp, with
George and Dorothy McGruer as humble crew. Needless to
say we had a dram or ten.
Thursday, 26th, the final day was again a beautiful one.
How did the Committee manage it, each event day was
beautiful and the barbecue under the Loch Melford Hotel
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Live Wire tied alongside us
and as one could reasonably expect a party developed and
kept developing. The concluding buffet and dance was a
great success during which Liam McGonagle, our Vice
Commodore, having made a splendid speech, made the
presentation to Willie McKean on behalf of the Irish
Cruising Club. All in all a great night. The final unscheduled
event had yet to arrive, namely an incredible aerial fireworks
display, it was the night of the now famous electrical storm.
The lightening must have been impressive on land but it was
breathtaking on the water. The sky was a bright eerie blue,
as sheet and fork lightening competed with each other as
they flashed in a non-stop display. The peals of thunder were
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deafening, seemingly directly overhead, and the rain came
down in sheets. The squalls were severe and there was great
activity as yachts dragged all over the bay, so much so that
regardless of the conditions many had to be reanchored,
some several times. We held perfectly during the entire
performance, Live Wire confirmed this, but interestingly the
yachts anchored astern were slowly dragging towards us!!
Eventually the storm passed leaving huge areas without
electricity or telephones.
Next morning the cruise was truly over, a thoroughly
enjoyable event, wonderfully organised, and all in all one
which must have impressed even the greatest cynic. By 13.00
the afternoon had cleared pleasantly and we raised anchor
for the short sail to Craighouse. The wind was aft of the
beam and we unfurled the genoa and sailed beautifully and
quickly without setting the main. Halfway to Craighouse
the wind disappeared completely leaving us to motor the
remaining 14 miles to our destination. The Highland Island
Development Board have laid seven very heavy moorings
in Craighouse for the exclusive use of visiting yachts. The
weedy bottom here has always been a worry when the wind
increased encouraging anchors to drag, however, no longer
with these splendid new moorings thanks to the HIDB. The
Hegarty family arrived a little later on Freebird and very
kindly invited us over for drinks -- accepted with alacrity.
It blew hard during the night and we thanked the HIDB for
their new moorings. We had intended leaving early next
morning, Saturday, July 27, so as to make Rathmullen in
Loch Swilly but it was blowing smoke. Eventually it
decreased and we set off at 13.30 for anywhere near
Rathmullen as we had to change crew there on the morrow.
The sun came out as we sailed down the east coast of Islay
and the wind W-3 gave us beautifully relaxed sailing.
However, Loch Swilly was dead to windward so eventually
I decided to motor to Portrush for the night, a pity but
practical. At 22.15 in semi-darkness, we tied up alongside
a large motor yacht at the pier. We left next morning at 08.30

to get maximum value from the west going tide and motored
in a beautiful flat calm morning. If the Decca is to be
believed the tide turned several hours later than indicated
in the tidal atlas. We arrived in Rathmullen in the early
afternoon and anchored outside the moored boats.
Rathmullen was a cultural shock after two weeks in the
quietness of the Hebrides. A carnival was set up close to
the beach and pier, and the loudspeakers blasted distorted
scratchy music at maximum revs. There were at least a dozen
speed boats pulling skiers at great speed and where better
to practise circling than around an anchored yacht, or better
still around a slow moving overloaded Avon. Ashore there
were thousands of cars blocking the little town. All in all
I hated the place and have decided to leave it alone in future.
I realise that being a Sunday the town was playing host to
a massive influx of day trippers, so perhaps under other
circumstances it would be more civilized. In any event the
crew change took place and Sheila and the girls drove home
while Jarlath Mullen, Dave Ryan and Harry Grimes settled
in. We dined ashore with friends that night as it rained
steadily. The return journey in the dinghy in lumpy seas
caused by wind against the strong current, in pitch darkness,
didn’t improve my jaundiced opinion of the town.
Next day, Monday, the town was quieter and considerably
more civilized as we stocked up as best we could, stores were
somewhat limited, for the leg around the Donegal coast.
John McGuire was scheduled to join us, but couldn’t do
so until Thursday, so we fixed Killybegs as the meeting point.
This would be an easy place for him to get to and would
enable us to carry out a ’big shopping’ as we awaited his
arrival. It was mid-afternoon before we raised anchor and
sailed/motor sailed in light northerly winds to Downings in
Sheephaven Bay, a five hour relaxing voyage. Freebird was
already anchored. Downings we liked, undoubetly the
beautiful sunny evening helped, but perhaps it too would
be ruined on a Sunday.
Our plan for Tuesday, July 30, was to visit Tory Island
and then continue on and anchor for the night off Gola.
We left at 10.45 to light northerly winds and overcast grey
skies. However, gradually the sky cleared to beautiful
sunshine and the wind rose to NW-4 providing the
wherewithal for a relaxed reach to Camusmore Bay on Tory
Island. The anchor was well buried by 13.20 as we sat in
the cockpit eating lunch and swilling G & Ys under a hazy
sun. The town looked most interesting from aboard and so
it proved when we went ashore after lunch for a few hours
education. Walking around the island one saw just how
barren the high ground is, it looks like a lunar landscape,
yet how well built and roofed were the houses in the two
villages. Incredibly there is no pub, how do they get
together? We met the local lighthouse keeper who had
somewhat of a chip on his shoulder. It seems that he, being
the only employed person on the island, pays PAYE et al,
while the remaining 130 inhabitants get the dole, grants for
speaking Irish and even more for living on an island. They
also have free electricity and transport. They all have colour
televisions and videos. To rub salt in his wound they fish
for salmon during the months of June and July and make
a tax free ’fortune’, so much so that only a few bother
fishing for lobster at other times. We could sympathise with
our friend’s frustration for in spite of his full employment
he was the poorest, by far. At 16.30 we left and broadreached before a N-4 to the southern anchorage in Gola.
As we made our approach we had difficulty in identifying
Torroe Islands as shown in the Directions but eventually
realised that what we regarded as a small rock was the
missing island. By 20.00 we were anchored. However, 1
wasn’t happy as the anchor seemed to have little grip on
the weedy rocky, bottom. Additionally there was very little
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Gola Island.
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Gola’s ghost town.
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remainder of the cruise. Having cleared the shelter of Gola
and its surrounding islands we encountered a perfect
NW-5/6 and sailed southwards like a bomb. The seas were
very large but not in any way dangerous. As we made our
way south we eased sheets, passing inside Rathlin O’Birne
and broad-reaching rapidly towards Killybegs. At 20.00 we
were tied alongside a fishing boat in perfect safety. Another
great day sailing.
Next morning we met a fisherman on the pier who in the
past had fished from Skerries and was well known to us.
He went to endless trouble to ensure that diesel and water
were available and provided baths in his home and all in
all ensured that we were well looked after. It was raining
heavily all this time. We were surprised at the lack of fishing
boats in what is supposed to be a busy harbour and were
advised that during the months of June, July and August
most of the boats leave Killybegs for their annual overhaul
or disappear to other parts where fishing is more plentiful.
They return in late August and the quays are crowded.
Hence the locals welcome yachtsmen outside the busy
months. Being off season we found the town very welcoming
and were introduced to many of the locals including the
attractive widow/owner of the Pier Bar which was to become
our H.Q. (No scandal here, as T.J. pointed out, we have
reached an age where we can’t take ’yes’ for an answer!!)
John arrived that evening and we adjourned to the Sail
Inn for a good, if expensive dinner. A few jars in the H.Q.
before the elders turned in, leaving T.J. and Dave, who
believe it or not regarded themselves as the ’youngers’, to
keep Sceolaing’s flag flying. Friday and Saturday came and
brought gales and more gales and endless rain. Sunday not
to be outdone produced a forecast of a westerly force 10!!
Although it was extremely windy outside, we were very snug
alongside in unbelievable shelter, at times misleadingly good.
By Sunday boredom was setting in and regardless of the
W-10 forecast the temptation to leave was strong. Several

swinging room and a constant swell, which I feared was a
portent of a backing wind although an NW gale was
forecast. After dinner we decided to move to the eastern
anchorage which seemed to have more room and should be
sheltered. On raising anchor it was covered with weed and
had only the minimum of grip, we were quite happy with
our decision to move. We manoeuvered carefully through
the rocks south of Gola and made the eastern anchorage
as darkness fell. Needless to say the spot recommended in
the Directions was occupied by a mooring, astern of which
floated several fish boxes on long floating polypropelene
lines which made for difficulty when manoeuvering to
anchor in the semi-darkness. After three unsuccessful
attempts, we changed to the fisherman and while it held we
felt the grip was tenuous as indeed it proved next day when
we raised anchor. It did however hold our position during
the short lived gale which blew during the night, rolling us
incessantly. Nonetheless we were snug with masses of chain
out and the angel down, it was by now 22.30. As we sipped
a nightcap we reflected on what had been a great and
interesting day’s cruising -- the west coast was proving
captivating. Next morning we walked around Gola including
climbing to the summit, surely some 3,000 feet. The chart
suggests its maximum height is 200 feet but a heavily
breathing crew insisted it was higher, much higher. One way
or another, the view was exciting. The excellent houses which
were vacated some 20 years ago still looked good and many
still retain their splendid slated roofs. Although some of
these houses are used as summer houses for mainland
visitors and by fishermen, it was sad to see a ghost town
of fine houses which the community had abandoned to live
on the nearby mainland. We returned to Sceolaing as she
lay quietly to anchor in a gentle westerly breeze under a hazy
sky. The forecast however warned that our gentle cruising
days were to be replaced by strong and prolonged winds.
Our next destination was Killybegs to collect John for the

Teelin Harbour.
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fishermen advised us to stay ashore commenting that if it
was too much for their modern 100 footers, it was too much
for us also. As luck would have it we were advised that the
local sailing club were holding their annual Regatta on that
afternoon and we would be a welcome entry.
Dave, brave man, set off in the local launch to enter
Sceolaing for the event. The pilot was dressed in tweeds and
seemed happy as he took large mouthfuls from a bottle of
whiskey which he hid underneath his jacket. The entire scene
could have been borrowed from the Irish R.M., T.V. viewers
will appreciate. Dave returned to announce that we were
entered. The race was a pursuit one so that the slowest yacht
left first and the quickest last. I had invited the owner of
the Pier Bar and her young son to join us, neither of whom
had sailed before, to witness my dynamic crew in action.
The fleet had well started when Sceolaingcrossed the line
to a call from the O.O.D. welcoming us to the Regatta and
advising that due to our late entry our handicap would be
adjusted after the finish!! Slowly but steadily in a W-5 or
so Sceolaing passed boat after boat as we rounded the two
lap course in the sheltered water of Killybegs harbour until
we were the lead boat on the final leg. We crossed the line
well ahead of our next competitor, the gun sounded, the
crowd on pier cheered and, I think the sun shone for a
moment. We stripped sails and returned to our safe haven
alongside. Having tied up we walked to the pier head for
the prize giving and were advised we were second, ’local
handicap you know’! and the beautiful silver cup was
presented to the second finisher. To show we had no hard
feelings we invited a group on board Sceolaing for a few
drinks. They came, both shore organisers and sailors, and
a good time was had by all. Many drinks later the O.O.D.’s
assistant inquired in ’vino veritas’ how we folk from Dun
Laoghaire could race under a Danish flag. We explained that
flag officers carry swallowtails which are rectangular and
a white cross on the red background was the cross of St.
George -- as in the Royal St. George Yacht Club. There
was a moment’s pause before the reply came -- ’Oh Christ,
we decided at the start there was no way the bloody Danish
yacht would win’!! The Regatta was a highly contested affair
by locals and regular visitors and it would be improper for
any casual visitor to win and interfere with the intense local
competition which obviously exists. Clearly the organisers
think likewise and in their own subtle way see to it that no
stranger’s name is inscribed on their precious cup. I should
also confess that the combined length of the 16 competitors
did not greatly exceed Sceolaing’s as the winner was a laser!
Nonetheless we enjoyed the sail, the race broke our boredom
and raised our spirits, a needed happening at the time. The
widow and her son were elated at the whole event and
insisted that Sceolaing was the true winner. They sent us two
bottles of champagne to celebrate our ’victory’. This night
the elders, flushed with near success, decided to have a
thrash and drink followed drink in the H.Q. until at a time
when the dawn had broken and the birds were singing, the
widow asked of John the simplest and most obvious of
questions, namely why he didn’t join Sceolaing on Sunday
with the others? John looked bemused and confused, but
eventually confessed -- ’I couldn’t, I was getting married
on Monday last’. The hush that fell was deafening. The
widow braced herself, well why was he not on his
honeymoon, to which John replied that this was out of the
question, he couldn’t have a honeymoon, he had arranged
the cruise first. The goodly widow shook her head in
disbelief. She had made it clear earlier she thought we were
somewhat chauvinistic but this news surely proved we were
of the ’piggiest’ variety. As we made our shaky way back
to Sceolaing the birds’ morning song had subsided but the
news was important enough to awaken the sleeping juniors

The Lord of the Dance, John Maguire; and the God of Wind,
Jarlath Mullen.
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to join in the celebration. I regret to say they did, with
predictable enthusiasm.
Next morning, Monday, August 5, more gales were
forecast but in spite of this we decided we had spent too
long in Killybegs, some 4 days and had to break out. We
knew that outside in the bay both wind and seas would be
unpleasant but we only planned to sail the 10 miles to Loch
Teelin a few hours of sailing, even if it was on the nose.
We set off shortly after mid-day heavily reefed into a very
lumpy sea and an NW-6. Although lumpy it was a beautiful
beat and the wind and spray quickly cleared the head. We
arrived in Teelin less than 3 hours later following an
exhilerating and sunny sail. In Teelin severe squalls blew off
the surrounding hills so much so that it seemed unwise to
anchor off thereby requiring the dinghy for getting ashore,
madness in the strength of wind. However tying alongside
also proved difficult as the harbour is shallow, it was low
water and we had a strong following wind pushing us ashore.
Nonetheless we tied up successfully. The overall scene was
beautiful with the loch, surrounded by hills and illuminated
by the sun which flashed and sulked as heavy clouds crossed
beneath it. It was a beautiful place, a Maurice Wilks
painting. We were happy to have left Killybegs, much
though we enjoyed it. A visit to the local, the Rusty
Mackerel, before bed was deemed compulsory before a well
deserved sleep.
We left Teelin next morning before 06.00 after a good
night’s sleep and set sail for Frenchport, around the corner
below Eagle Islands, a rhumb-line distance of some 70 miles.
Initially the wind was SW-6 and we had a fast sail out of
Donegal Bay, just free. Eventually the wind backed to the
west, as forecast, giving us a lumpy beat, but by midafternoon it decreased to force 4 and the sailing became very
pleasant under a bright cloudy sky. We rounded Eagle Island
and reached the few remaining miles to Freeport, where the
surf broke at the entrance with disconcerting power. At
19.20 we were anchored where recommended as it started
to rain and blow hard. The roll referred to in the Directions
was apparent but not excessive, especially in the prevailing
conditions. We were happy to stay on board that evening
as there was little of interest to encourage us ashore, the bay
is relatively uninhabited and Belmullet over three miles
away. Dave, as always, produced a splendid dinner with
salmon steaks for starters, followed by chicken in a cream
sauce and then cheese and biscuits, all sloshed down with
copious quantities of various wines, oh the hardship of
cruising!! A happy and well-fed crew settled into their bunks
that night as the rain, blown by gale-force winds, hammered
the deck.
Next morning, Wednesday, August 17, at 09.30 we raised

a well dug-in anchor, the holding is good, and set out for
the open sea. The considerable swell in the entrance was very
rough and confused; it could be dangerous in strong winds.
Once outside we sailed, just free, at a steady seven knots
outside the Inishkeas and inside Black Rock to Achill Head
which we rounded three hours later in beautiful sunshine.
All was well with the world, we were making progress
southward at last and in conditions of which dreams are
made of.
The seas off Achill Head were unpleasant but once
rounded and a course set for Clare Island, they decreased
gradually to a calm, reflecting the blazing sunshine. Clare
Island looked magnificent as we approached and it stood
tall and proud against the backdrop of Connemara. We were
anchored off the harbour by 16.30 and relaxed with a G &
T as we absorbed the beautiful scene, from Grainnewaile’s
Castle to the south, around the bay to the 1500 foot
mountain of the north. We went ashore for a few hours to
explore the island and to enable Harry meet his many
friends, his wife Davidine was born here. We greatly enjoyed
our short visit, the island looked its best on that sunny
afternoon. Laden down with bags of crabs, we returned on
board and set off for Inishboffin. After two hours leisurely
sailing the wind gradually went down with the sun and we
resorted to the engine to drive us the remaining 5 miles to
Inishboffin before dark. We arrived in semi-darkness and
carefully picked our way in through the tricky entrance. By
now the sky was covered with hostile heavy cloud and it
became very cold, but it mattered little. We had arrived at
our snug anchorage and were in top form, after another
memorable day’ cruising. The spirits reached an even greater
high when Dave produced another dazzling meal, crab
mayonnaise, cream of sherry soup with a dash of
mushroom!! and roast leg of lamb. Heavens, it rained and

Clare Island.

blew during the night and next morning, so much so that
it seemed we would be weather-bound again. Unexpectedly,
although forecast, the sky cleared in the early afternoon and
the wind veered to the west. We went ashore for a stroll and
to shop before setting out in glorious conditions to Clifden.
The swell left over from the gale made the entrance
somewhat tricky especially as it was low water, thus leaving
parts of the bottom very close to the top. Once out we had
a fabulous, if all too short, sail to Clifden amid spectacular
scenery. The Twelve Pins stood up in all their glory, capped
with white clouds and bathed in soft sunshine.
Unfortunately due to our enforced delay in Killybegs we
were very much behind schedule, otherwise I would love to
have spent a few extra days in this lovely area between Slyne
Head and Achill Head.
Once more the forecast was for gales on the morrow and
as Dave and Harry were planning their return to wife and
life, we decided to effect the change in Clifden. Two days
later they were gone and my son, Paul, was back on board.
We had anchored off Adrian O’Connell’s boatyard, an
excellent operation capable of undertaking extensive work.
He kindly offered any assistance we might require, including
the use of a mooring. Nearby a 42 foot steel yacht Hanna
IV owned by Amanda and Mark Wilson, was anchored,
completing bits and pieces at Adrian’s yard before setting
to sea. They invited us on board for a drink. As we sipped
their drink genteely, in reply to our query, they told us they
were planning to sail non-stop to Vilamoura in Portugal so
that Amanda’s younger brother, Richard, could complete
his first 1000 mile non-stop voyage and so qualify for
membership of the Ocean Cruising Club. After that Amanda
and Mark were planning to sail to Patagonia and the
Falklands!! As one could expect Hanna IV was their home.
During their two years of married life they crossed the
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L.E. Emer waiting for Fastnet racers.

Atlantic several times. Amanda’s mother, Rachael
Hayward, made up the total crew. A lady in her mid-fifties,
as nice and genteel a lady as one could hope to meet.
Imagine our put down when she told us of her rotten luck
at the finish of last year’s OSTAR she became confused at
the finishing line, left the light on the wrong side and her
lovely Sagitta 35 Loiwing was wrecked on a reef. She
continued to tell us of her previous trans-Atlantic race, a
two man, or rather in her case a two lady race, with Kitty
Hampton, when they had done well but she plans to do even
better next year in a new 34 footer she has acquired for the
purpose, this time crewed by her son. The heavies from
Sceolaing were absolutely squashed, we were among the hard
core members of the OCC whose lives are dedicated to sail
and the sea. We discussed the Irish education system, the
plight of our farmers, anything but sailing, as we quietly
hid our OCC cap badges, we were in ’mighty’ company. In
any event, Hanna IV was a beautiful home, spacious with
plenty of stowage yet with enough wood to provide warmth
and character. Her heavy steel hull was driven by a large
spread of sail, all in all a real ocean voyager. We wished
them well.
We left Clifden next day, Sunday, August 1 lth at 13.00.
The forecast was for westerly 6/8 decreasing and backing
SW and finally S. As we rounded Slyne Head the wind was
sW-5 but it veered to the west and we roared southwards.
With only six days remaining to complete the cruise and with
southerlies in prospect, I decided to continue this leg around
the Mizen. During the evening and night the wind backed
to SW-6, leaving us hard on the wind until morning, 06.00
by which time the Skelligs were abeam. The night had been
cold with a lot of spray as Sceolaing carved her way through
typical western seas, indeed T.J. likened the sail to an offseason delivery trip. We eased sheets as we rounded the
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Skelligs to a morning that promised a good day ahead as
the sun gradually showed through. The Mizen was rounded
by 13.30 and we tacked down-wind to Crookhaven where
we anchored at 15.00. It was a pity to sail past Kerry’s lovely
coast but we simply did not have the time. We had been
fortunate with the weather on this leg, a sail of a mere 26
hours, with southerlies it could have been very long and
lumpy beat.
Having anchored and tidied up we went ashore for well
deserved refreshment at O’Sullivans. The scene as we sipped
our pints overcame us, the ’drip dry’ brigade from the
nearby caravan park had a hoard of noisy young children
in the bar who raced around, bumping into everyone and
everything. With hindsight the miserable weather didn’t help
their holiday either, living in the confined space of a caravan
they were probably deaf to the children after a few days.
Nonetheless to us coming from the beautiful, unspoiled,
silent west coast, it was unbearable.
Tuesday, August 13, dawned calm and sunny. With time
pressure now relaxed we decided on a lazy day watching the
Fasnet racers rounding the Rock. We motored gently to the
Rock and watched three contestants a mile or two away
making little headway in the windless conditions. We finally
motored to them just as two of the three were changing from
spinnaker to genoa. Although windless the sea was sloppy
and condusive to a spinnaker wrap. Both crews took a
lifetime to effect the sail change, so much so that my lot
look brilliant by comparison!! We motored to Baltimore and
were anchored by mid-afternoon. The lovely morning
developed into a wet miserable afternoon. We dined ashore
that evening and discovered that half the membership of the
’George’ were on holidays here. It was a late liquid night.
We were awakened next morning to the scream of wind in
the rigging. An unexplained crack had us up on deck where

to our horror we discovered the mooring cleat had broken
in half under the pressure of the wind. Fortunately we had
passed the tail of the chain over the windlass and it now
held us from being blown ashore. Despite the strong winds,
the ’George’ holiday-makers made it aboard for a drop or
two, what some people will do for a drink!!
Next day, Wednesday, August 14, our plan was to sail
to Kinsale. T.J. jumped into the Avon to remove the
outboard. As he reached over the stern, the dinghy flipped,
depositing T.J. in the drink, over twenty feet thick. T.J.,
a non-swimmer, had the presence of mind to lie flat on the
water and hold on to the dinghy. From the inverted dinghy
we passed a line under his arms and hoisted him aboard
using the main halyard. When he was safely on board it all
seemed so funny, the wit was overpowering, comparisons
to whales blowing etc., etc., but it clearly could have been
extremely serious had it not been for Jarlath’s commonsense
and self control. The troops were mustered again and we
were away shorty after 13.00 for a glorious sail goose-winged
before a SW-5/6. It was a great sail but cold. In less than
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six hours we were tied alongside the marina in Kinsale. We
had a splendid dinner in the ’Vineyard’, our final one of
this year’s cruise, as we planned to set off for Dun Laoghaire
at mid-day on the morrow. A beautiful sunny day with a
SW-5 had us speeding towards the Tuskar. For the first time
in ages we could sit in the cockpit without wearing our oilies.
The day remained fine but by evening the wind had veered
and decreased to W-3 and finally disappeared altogether
after midnight, it was a lovely clear, starry night and a joy
to be at sea. Tuskar Rock abeam at 05.00 as we motored
north outside the Banks. Shortly after mid-day the wind
gradually filled in from the south enabling us conclude the
cruise under sail. At 16.20 on Saturday, August 17,
Sceolaing was back on her mooring in Dun Laoghaire and
the cruise over.
In summary the Cruise-In-Company in Scotland was good
fun and unanimously rated a great success by the family.
The west coast of Ireland is beautiful and must be revisited.
Unfortunately the weather throughout the cruise was windy,
cold and wet, putting oilies to the ultimate test, nonetheless
we enjoyed some really outstanding sailing and had a great
time. All in all it was another superb cruise. I believe a
successful cruise depends primarily on a good, happy crew
and in this I am fortunate. To them, yet again, my sincerest
thanks -- what would I do without them? I promise to find
sun for them next year!!

SUMMER CRUISE
1985

CRUISE SUMMARY
Date
July

Destination

Miles

Sailing

Power

13/15

Cruise-in-Company

382

30.0

40.0

26
26
27
28

Arduaine
Craighouse
Portrush
Ta

24
51

1.5
3.5

2.0
5.2

28
29
30
31
August
1/4
5
6
7
8
9/10
11/12
13
14
15
16/17

Rathmullan
Downings
Gola via Tory Ils
Killybegs

46
33
28
48

2.5
5.0
7.5

7.0
2.2
1.0
.5

16
75
55
13
155
19
39
172

2.0
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What with one thing and another
W. M. Nixon

What with one thing and another, Turtle’s involvement in
the Clyde Cruising Club’s 75th Anniversary Cruise-inCompany was, how shall we say, somewhat peripheral.
Total domestic upheaval led to our departure being on flexitime, and we finally got away from Howth on the morning
of Sunday July 14th. By so doing, we missed much of the
formal Cruise-in-Company, but were still able to be present
at the 75th Birthday Party itself at Arduaine on July 25th.
Thus we could pay our respects to an admirable
organisation, whose excellent sailing directions have guided
a dozen of our cruises in the last twenty-five years, without
being totally immersed in nearly a fortnight of determined
organised conviviality -- in truth, we find that a little bit
of cruising-in-company goes a very long way.
Not least of the prior upheaval came in a phone call just
four weeks before we were due to sail. For the noblest of
reasons, Brendan the Senior Member decided he couldn’t
come. It took some days to accept that his decision was final,
but having come to grips with it, John Malcolm and I then
came to grips with an Autohelm 2000 to take his place. With
literary pretension, I suggested that this splendid little gadget
should be called Captain Ahab. John said firmly that the
name was to be Little Brendan, and that one stuck.
He was a grand little shipmate, if a bit short on his larger
namesake’s idiosyncratic conversation. But the absence of
Brendan Senior enabled us to be profligate with stowage
space -- we were able to carry Mrs Beeton’s Book of
Household Management mainly for the recipes, and it
virtually had a bunk to itself. The Senior Member always
having been decidedly conservative in the eating line, his
absence gave us a new culinary freedom. The two of us sailed
the Hebrides in a cloud of garlic.
Our eventual departure date proved a happy choice. We
missed going on a very foggy 13th of July, indeed Sunday
14th was the one clear day in weeks of rain and gloom. Even

A grand fellow altogether -- Little Brendan in full working order.Photo:
W. M. Nixon

.... ....

Unfilled promise of reasonable weather on way north -- sunset beyond
St John’s Point.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

if the winds were bewildering with first a Wly and then an
Ely trundling us up the Irish Sea, the sun shone and progress
was smooth. John excelled himself with supper, roast beef
with all the trimmings to the sounds of a recently-acquired
tape of Hoagy Carmichael, plus the ritual of Tommy
O’Brien on the radio and then a gentle sunset beyond the
Mournes. Through the night the breeze drew from the west
once more, and we ambled into the North Channel, up past
Mew Island and laying across towards the Antrim coast.
The forecast had been for a trough to go through to give
favouring winds from the SW, and as the tide turned against
us off Larne at daybreak this new wind came through. For
all that it was SWIy, it was unbelievably cold, and the low
associated with the trough was eventually to settle itself
stubbornly in place about 150 miles N in the 970s. For the
next six days, our weather was to be dominated by damp
and astonishingly cold SW to W winds.
But on this passage-making phase, it was a fair wind, and
mid-afternoon found us sweeping towards Islay with the
visibility closing in and the wind rising. We still weren’t
totally on holiday as John absolutely had to make a business
phone call first thing on Tuesday afternoon (July 16th), so
it seemed best to seek a modicum of civilisation and
communications at Port Askaig. The tides in the Sound of
Islay were against us, but they were neaps, so once past
MacArthur Head the ferocious rain-filled gusts from the
Islay mountains swept us over the foul stream in jig time,
and we came somewhat hectically to a halt in the distinctly
rumbly Port Askaig, with 176 miles logged from Howth at
a satisfactory 51/2 knots.
Not liking the look of the exposed and crowded berths,
we moved on half a mile northward to the little quay at the
Caola Ila distillery, where the aroma of whiskey-making
mingled with the smell of sodden vegetation. It was a much
snugger berth, and soon three craft were there -- Dougal
Ferguson’s fishing boat, the all-too-appropriately named
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with small craft, and you’d need a full meeting of the island
council, presided over by King Kevin I himself, to make any
re-arrangement, by which time you’d probably be
shipwrecked anyway.
But during the next two days (Wednesday July 17th and
Thursday July 18th) while we were weatherbound there -’bletherbound’ might be the more appropriate term -although the wind at times went round to the S, it never
went any further E, and when it really blew, it was straight
down the little valley from the SW. Just three boats in the
anchorage S of the pier made it seem crowded enough, but
as one of them was Bright Eyes with Dick and Pat Watson
and their family making a splendid job of having a good
cruise despite three weeks in which it rained every day and
some days all day, we looked on Scalasaig as an extension
of Howth harbour.
Going ashore was a laborious business of having to put
on complete foul weather gear, but it was well worth it for
the crack in Kevin Byrne’s Colonsay Hotel, where a spirit
of the blitz prevailed. When the brief spells of sunshine came
hurtling over, the walks over the island were invigorating
even if one felt nervous about getting too far away and thus
out of sight of the boats tugging at their anchors.
Although gale warnings were continuous, it was only on
the Thursday morning that we had a real gale, and that only
for the traditional summer gale span of five hours. It was
the remarkably high humidity which made conditions seem
more depressing than they really were, so we simply festered,
living slug-like existences and contemplating the foundation
of a new organisation called WISP -- ’Wimps In Sailing
Prevail’. Life wasn’t entirely disagreeable as the boat lay
comfortably despite a quite substantial swell which, having
come in round both ends of Colonsay, marched into
Scalasaig directly against the wind.
It was somewhat unnerving at low water as it crashed
monotonously on the nearby slip, and even when conditions
were gentler on our first day there, the swell was enough
to have the ferry from Oban crashing against the pier. But
life went on, and we’d a memorable evening aboard Bright
Eyes when no less than eight sat down to supper - the
Conessa 32’s saloon is a masterpiece of design ingenuity.
Afterwards, there being a lull that night, all adjourned
ashore to catch up the with news in the Inn, and we’d the
Great Colonsay Knot-tying Competition, in which the adults
tried to create knots the kids couldn’t undo. The kids won
every time.
Came the Friday (July 19th) and there was a bit of
relenting in the weather. So after bidding farewell to the S
bound Bright Eyes as we both headed out from Scalasaig,
we romped away for The Gluepot, good old Tobermory and
a spot of comfort.
On paper it was a grand sail, 55 miles at 6.1 knots, and
the photos while it was sunny were most picturesque. But
my God it was cold, and when the afternoon’s mighty squalls
came hurtling over Mull, we’d a busy job beating up the
Sound. But the wind being mostly westerly, there was
profound peace in Tobermory Bay close under the trees, and
we found ourselves catching up with the tail-end of the
Cruise-in-Company, a meeting with the crew of yet another
Howth yacht, Ross Courtney’s Bandersnatch, leading to a
most entertaining party in The Mishnish.
Thereafter, with a splendid dinner at Gannet’s, it was
down the slippery slope all the way. Something around three
o’clock in the morning, in the back room of the MacDonald
Arms, a trio of Gaelic singers from that windy island of
Tiree solemnly informed us that we had to be the worst
singers in the entire world. For myself, I was prepared to
accept their judgement, but thought it unduly severe on
John, whose soulful rendition of The Ballad of Sam Hall

Berthed at a distillery, probably the best possible place in 1985’s weather .....
Turtle alongside Windy Isle at Caola Ila half a mile north of Port Askaig.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

Windy Isle, ourselves, and Tom and Mary O’Keefe up from
Fenit in their Club Shamrock Orion for what was already
proving a rather frustrating first visit to Scotland. Dougal
the fisherman had brought in all his nets and pots as a friend
in the coastguard service had told him we were in for three
or four days of even worse weather than he’d been
experiencing, so he was on enforced holiday and celebrating
accordingly, and that night in Port Askaig’s little inn -reached from the distillery quay by an entertaining hillside
path -- we’d an amusing get-together with him and the
Orion people, as well as John Briggs and his crew from Sea
Raven of Dartmouth.
Getting back via the hillside path was further
entertainment -- miraculously, we’d remembered pocket
torches -- and then next morning we solemnly re-traced our
steps for the Great Phone Call. Somehow, from a coinbox
in the Hebrides, John was able to make a significant input
into a conference in Dublin about a major project in the
west of Ireland. Agreement was reached! The holiday could
now begin. To hell with the weather forecasts, which by this
time were dishing out F 9s for everyone, the weather seemed
to have cleared a bit, so we scampered up to Scalasaig on
Colonsay, consoling ourselves with the thought that if any
secondary low brought in a sou’easter, we could find shelter
there by drying out in the little inner harbour.
In fact, were Scalasaig’s little bay to become exposed to
onshore winds, going into the inner basin is not an option
to be counted on, as every inch of quayside is cluttered up

Hoping it doesn’t blow from the east,. ....
Scalasaig.

Turtle and Bright Eyes at
Photo: W. M. Nixon
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There were exotic vessels on the West Coast of Scotland in 1985 -- this is Guy Goodbody’s Sea Shanty at Tobermory -- she’s a miniature revenue
cutter, with no less than 37 different lines to control the sails.
Photo: W.M. Nixon

The big country -- looking across Drumbuy and Loch Sunart to the hills of Ardnamurchan.
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Photo: W. M. Nixon

In good company at Drumbuy with (right to left) Alec Rollinson’s
Pellegrina, Turtle and Steve Houghton’s Dylan.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

has brought tears to the eyes of music lovers everywhere.
Not surprisingly, the next day (Saturday July 20th) was
more or less cancelled for lack of interest. Awaking painfully
at a very late hour, I was intrigued to note that the end of
my nose was a very accurate predicter of the imminent
arrival of yet another violent rainsquall. Only the end of
the nose was showing from the voluminous sleeping bag,
and it went positively icy as the cabin temperature plunged
in advance of each squall. Sure enough, within minutes the
rain and hail would be crashing on deck. As a method of
weather predicition, it was a perfect example of the WISP
technology.
In the late afternoon, we finally dragged ourselves ashore
for a spot of genteel shopping. Normally I detest shopping,
but Tobermory is so good for the stores-seeking cruising
man that it’s a pleasure to do business there. On that
afternoon, it was doubly pleasant, for earlier in the week
the merchants of the town had made their decent profit from
the influx of the cruise-in-company, and now with peace
returned there was a delightful old-world civility to the place
- the business of buying some Mull trout for that evening’s
supper became a leisurely half hour’s discussion with the
fishmonger about how best to cook them, and his
suggestions resulted in a feast well up to John’s high
standards.
We met up with Davy Greenhalgh and Freemew, and
Willie Dickinson with Seaboard, both heroically familycruising in the eminently unsuitable weather conditions. We
met too with Peter Bunting and Gulkarna, and John
Clapham with Tesillian, and others who for various reasons
had fallen by the wayside from the Cruise-in-Company. And
we met other people the way you do when cruising normally,
just by coincidence and as part of real cruising’s way of
doing things. And after the cutting down to size of our
singing ability, it was a great pleasure to beat the Western
Isles champion at pool by the greatest possible luck.
So like a couple of little old men we eventually wandered
away on the Sunday, and ambled over to Loch Drumbuy.
Morvern’s rugged landscape beckoned, and we bestirred
ourselves for a grand walk ashore, over soggy hillsides and
then up hill and down dale on a mountain road to get fine
views of the cloud shadows sailing across the Scottish
mountains. It was the first time in three cruises to Scotland
with Turtle that we’d actually set foot on the mainland.
There were half a dozen boats in the anchorage, and we’d
our own little cruise-in-company party with a couple of
Liverpool crews - Steve Houghton on his own in his little
Poacher ketch Dylan, and Alec Rollinson and his wife were
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sailing that deservedly famous sloop, Pelligrina, formerly
owned by Michael Tomlinson. It was just very pleasant
setting the world to rights, it was cruising sociability as it
should be.
A little low went through during the night, but its
attendant easterly wasn’t enough to make the anchorage
uncomforable. By mid-morning the rain was easing. Soon
a patch of blue sky appeared, and out we went to run across
to Arinagour in Col with fabulous visibility and the sun
shining. It was a truly WISP-less day, for though the good
weather was passing so rapidly that we began the twenty mile
passage on a dead run and finished it beating, we were so
invigorated that no sooner was the anchor firmly dug in than
we raced ashore to Alastair Oliphant’s inn, hired a couple
of bikes, and zoomed across to the W coast for a marvellous
swim in the Sea of the Hebrides.
That evening saw us beginning to get involved with the
Cruise-in-Company, as Arinagour filled to bursting with
boats in from Barra, all sizes right up to the American
schooner Wellcome and the mighty War Baby. Before
midnight it was raining again, but de joint was jumpin’ in
the little hotel, and this feeling of being at the centre of the
world of yachting continued in the morning rain as people
queued for baths and the tiny bar at the hotel became at
lunchtime the Royal Coil Yacht Club with Bill McKean,
Sandy Taggart and all sorts of other hard workers from the
Clyde Cruising Club relaxing in the knowledge that despite
the worst summer on record, their 75th Anniversary Cruisein-Company was already an outstanding success.
The wind having drawn to the S, Arinagour’s main
anchorage was very rolly, though the more protected berth
to the NE of the little mid-harbour island seemed well
sheltered. But it was time to move on anyway, so we trundled
out for Bunessan and soon disappeared into the fog and
rain. A plodding, damp beat with the visibility steadily
deteriorating -- it was with much relief that Eileanan na
Liathanaich finally appeared out of the gloom close ahead
at 2000 hrs, and soon the hook was down with a group of
yachts behind Eilean Ban. The humidity was at an all-time
high -- fog, rain, and any movement leading to a lather of
sweat which soon became horribly cold as soon as action
ceased. But we ate well as usual, and then went ashore with
great expectations, for it looked to us as though Bunessan
was located in Mull and in the same way that one of our
favourite places, Carbost, is located in Skye. So despite the

Oh yes the sun did shine -- glorious sailing from Loch Sunart to Coll.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

Entering a decidedly crowded Puilladobhrain.

Photo: W. M. Nixon Never mind the weather ..... the Christie family’s veteran Boomerang
celebrating in the rain at Puilladobhrain.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

misery of the evening, we walked along the road with high
hopes that Bunessan was Mull’s Carbost. It wasn’t. A
nightcap back aboard Turtle with appropriate music,
however, made life worth living.
The fog persisted in the morning, but had increasing gaps,
so we headed out around 10 o’clock, and amused ourselves
by beating though the Sound of Iona with a good tide under
us. Off the cathedral there was a goodly gathering of Cruisein-Company yachts lying somewhat uncomfortably in the
wind-over-tide conditions, but in the glowering day
Columba’s isle was emphatically not its traditional luminous
self. The fog swept in again, we took a short cut past the
entrance to the Tinker’s Hole, and after ticking off the
various rocks of the Torrans as they were passed, set a course
for the Garvellachs as we’d hopes of getting to
Puilladobhrain that night.
Climatically speaking, it was in some ways the most
unpleasant day of all, fog coming and going, rain coming
and going, and then the wind going altogether. But life went
on aboard in its pleasant routine with a long and leisurely
lunch, and John snoozed the afternoon away as I kept a
general eye on things as Little Brendan functioned to such
good effect that the NE corner of the Garvellachs came out
of the fog right on cue dead ahead, the little machine having
steered us all the way from the Ross of Mull with equal
efficiency through breeze and calm.
We had close pilotage thereafter to get on into
Puilladobhrain, with it getting as thick as champ north of
Easdale, but eventually all the pieces fell into place, and
Puilladoghrain was determinedly jolly, well filled with
cruisers-in-company in their last post before the final
roundup at Loch Melfort. Jim Anderson with Baily of
Howth, and OUie Waldron with Framic, both of whom we’d
met out at Coil, rafted together just ahead of us and Baily’s
much-travelled saloon was the setting for pre-supper drinks,
Turtle’s supper being John’s speciality of stoved howtowdie
as Puilladobhrain has been one of our favourite places since
we first visited it with Safina in 1977.
Of course, you haven’t really been to Puilladobhrain
unless you’ve been over the path across Seil Island to the
Bridge over the Atlantic and the pub nearby. The stewards
reported that after two days almost continuous rain heaped
on top of the summer’s exceptional precipitation, the going
on the path was ’soft to ridiculous’. The stewards were right,
but we made our increasingly muddy way across

nevertheless, as did the family groups from Baily and
Framic, for which achievement alone they deserve the
Faulkner Cup. It was worth it. The pub has been improved
out of all recognition since our last visit. Therein we met
Hon. Sailing Directions Editor Arthur Orr and others. The
crack was mighty, and Turtle’s crew were absolutely the last
to leave for an utterly muddy return.
The calm morning (Thursday July 25th) was given over
to a good hour of mud-removal before we eventually started
heading for Loch Melfort through Cuan Sound, where the
tide was positively going downhill. This posed us with a
special problem, as our propellor had picked up weed, and
we were proceeding at much reduced speed. Full speed being
of the essence in Cuan Sound, we would dearly have liked
to give a short sharp burst of reverse to clear the weed, but
this was impossible as another boat, too lazy to do her own
pilotage, was following right in our wake only a few feet
away.
Somehow we got through despite our reduced
manoeuvrability, and emerged into that delightfully different
world of more sheltered water and gentler coastlines. The
word was the big party was to be at the Loch Melfort Hotel.
We proceeded into Loch Melfort, only to meet Adele and
Deerhound, two good-looking sisters, heading out. It seemed
the Loch Melfort Hotel wasn’t actually in Loch Melfort,
but round the corner at Arduaine .....
Approaching round the corner made for an even more
dramatic first sighting of the assembling fleet, packed into
the bay with the attractive backdrop of the hills and woods,
and in the midst of it Colin and Jane Tindal’s hospitable
hotel with the CCC’s marquee on the sweeping greensward
above the foreshore. By this time, although the humidity
was as high as ever, the sun had come out, and brought
everything to life despite the heavy calm of the afternoon.
We found a spot to put down the hook, and gave it all
the chain, and then went a-visiting with the Hegartys aboard
Freebird, and John Olver on Moody Blue. Then ashore and
up the meadow to the hotel, where the staff were the very
soul of helpfulness, and somehow all who wanted a bath
managed to get one.
Then the Great Moment. The crew of Turtle repaired
aboard, and re-appeared dressed up to the nines .... I tell
you, it’s proud of us you would have been, and no mistake.
The first time we have even carried the Number Ones in
many years of cruising, let alone don them. Feeling quite
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the boulevardiers, we adjourned ashore, and joined the
throng, more than 800 people and all of them finding that
the slight slope of the marquee’s floor increased as the
evening wore on.
There were speeches and fellowship and festivity. Our Vice
Commodore did us proud, for not only did the lack of any
public address system prove no hindrance to him, but as well
he made a pretty speech in which inspired by his foggy visit
to Iona, he drew analogies with the visits of St Columba
and the jaunts of today’s Irish cruising folk. In other words,
the Scots weren’t really given the ultimate credit for anything
of a seafaring nature except the fact that they had so
magnificently organised this party for the latest wave of
invading Irish. And so it went on, the dancing became even
livelier, and sometime in the small hours it came dramatically
to a conclusion with the father and mother of a
thunderstorm which went on non-stop for twelve hours,
took a few hours rest, and then resumed on the Friday
afternoon.
Trust Sandy Taggart to arrange the biggest free fireworks
display ever seen. With the wind boxing the compass
sometimes with strong gusts, the anchorage at times became
a lively place. Turtle has -- touch wood -- never dragged
yet in our five seasons of cruising with her, and with 32
fathoms of chain down at Arduaine, she didn’t drag there
either. But next morning, when it was clear that the
thunderstorm seemed capable of going on for ever, we
decided we’d had enough of pre-arranged socialising, and
after stowing the Number Ones carefully for at least another
quarter century, slowly hauled the hook and went down to
Craobh Haven marina to see about replenishing our petrol.
They didn’t stock petrol, so Crinan began to seem very
attractive -- I hadn’t been there for years, and John had
never been there at all.
It was a brisk sail down in a lusty easterly, and we arrived
to find the Gateway to the Isles jammed shut. The sea lock
at Crinan relies on electricity for its hydraulic operation,
and the thunderstorms had put the entire electric system of
western Strathclyde out of action. Queues were forming. I’d
had it in mind to lock into the basin for a night of total peace
before going on S outside Kintyre, but instead we hired a
mooring in Crinan Harbour from the obliging Mick Murray,
and in a brief spell of electrical functioning managed to get
petrol from the pump beside the hotel.

The biggies together -- Framic (on charter to Ollie Waldron) and Jim
Anderson’s Baily of Howth at Puilladobhrain. Photo: W. M. Nixon
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Catching up on sleep as the fleet gathers at Arduaine. Photo: W. M. Nixon

Within minutes Crinan ground to a halt again as lightning
struck further inland -- it seemed most appropriate that
lightning strikes were the order of the day, as it just
happened that Mr Ian MacGregor, who has an estate in
Kintyre, happened to be dining in the hotel that night. What
with one thing and another, the crew of Turtle were still
ensconced when he arrived, having a quiet drink by
candlelight and savouring the sight of other captains of
industry impatiently chugging up and dgwn in their fancy
pleasure yachts awaiting the restoration of the electricall
service. It was hyper-damp, the thunder rumbled on, and
we were in a distinctly WISPy frame of mind.
The morning was no better, but we cleared out to beat
down to Gigha, and every mile made good into the Sound
of Jura brought clearer weather. Astern, the sky was black
as pitch, but up ahead there was even a hint of blueness,
and the Paps of Jura appeared majestically above the
rainclouds. We were cruising again.
Approaching Gigha in early evening, there was a spot of
excitement off the N end of the island, where a ketch had
gone aground on the Dubhskeir Reef. The forecast was poor
(as usual), so there was some urgency about getting her off,
a task performed most efficiently by the Hallberg-Rassy 35
ketch Lapunta from Strangford Lough, whose considerable
auxiliary power hauling a line from the stranded vessel’s
mainmast did the trick while we in Turtle bumbled around
getting in everyone’s way.
Gigha was its usual delightful self, indeed in that time of
general dampness it was even more delightful than usual,
as its absence of accursed mountains meant it was rainfree,
while precipitation was still all too clearly within sight further
N. We did the ritual shopping with the ever-obliging Mr
McSporran, and then treated ourselves to a dinner in the
inn which was not quite up to Turtle standards, but then
shoreside meals seldom are.
Afterwards we fulfilled an ambition of many years by
meeting the great and good John Waddell of Strangford
Lough in the bar. John’s Heather of Mourne had come into
Ardminish Bay shortly after us, and the evening had been
spiced with the possibility of meeting this cruising legend,
who ranges all seas between Brittany and the Butt of Lewis
every season between April and October at an age when most
people are quite happy to take full advantage of their right
to free public transport.
It made for as good a run ashore as we’ve ever had. John
was having a quiet pint with his Gigha friends, Ian the
fisherman and his wife Dot, and as we yarned of this and
that the bar began to fill up with people even more oddly

Photo: W. M. Nixon

The party’s over....mega-rain at Arduaine.

Friendly Gigha, the gem of the inner Hebridies -- Mr MacSporran’s shop is on the extreme right of the picture, and that’s the inn on the left.
Photo: W. M. Nixon
The ketch is lying to one of the new moorings laid for visitors by the Highlands and Islands Development Board.
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Heavy metal at Arduaine -- Warren Brown’s War Baby with Bunny Burnes’
Adele beyond.
Photo: W. M. Nixon
dressed than young people generally are nowadays. It was
the night of Gigha’s famous Fancy Dress Disco. John was
being pressed to act as the judge. He would only accept on
condition that John Malcolm and I were co-judges along
with him.
So through the velvet darkness of the Gigha night, we were
driven to the island hall. Gigha is an island of unexpected
vitality, with more than its fair share of statuesque young
women. For 1985’s fancy dress competition, the theme
seemed to be Amusing Things You Can Do With a Black
Refuse Sack. The young women of Gigha, no shrinking
violets among them, had created garments out of refuse
sacks which were occasions of sin. The judges having
regretfully concluded that awarding prizes via the castingcouch method was unfortunately out of the question, we
gave first prize to a pair of giant wellington boots and
hastened away to savour Ian’s pure malt and Dot’s tea, and
yarned far into the small hours.
The weather generally, still wasn’t great, but the vice had
gone out of it, and a new shallow low over the S Irish Sea
gave a prospect of fair winds next morning (Sunday July
28th) for a hop down to Portpatrick. We’d a day or two
in hand at the tail end of the cruise, and John was keen for
his first visit to that quaint Galloway port.
A gentle northerly gave a quiet run down the outside of
Kintyre, but a dirty greyness spreading over the sky to the
SE told its own story. Off Macrihanish the wind fell flat,
the rain started, and we’d to motor until we’d passed the
Mull of Kintyre light, S of which we found a useful
nor’easter. Course was set for Portpatrick, and soon Turtle
was trundling along at 5.5 to 6 knots. ’Y’know something’
remarked John, ’this would be just perfect sailing, if it
wasn’t raining ..... ’ But raining of course it was, drip drip
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drip, and lousy visibility to match. Only feasting could stave
off such conditions, and with Little Brendan doing his thing,
we dined off a splendid haggis bought from Mr MacSporran.
Purists would insist you should boil the noble haggis. John
chose to fry him, accompanied with vegetables done to
perfection. A feast for a king, and when the dishes were
done, there was the white shape of Killantrigan lighthouse
looming through the gloom, and we were comfortably into
Portpatrick for a most agreeable evening ashore in The
Crown.
It was 18 years since I’d been there, and though the
harbour would be less than perfect in strong sou’westers,
and the little basin has something of the goldfish bowl feeling
about it, nevertheless it’s a little town of real charm. Its
atmosphere of the Scottish lowlands make for a refreshing
contrast with the Hebridean ’townships’ you’ll have been
at among the islands. We met up with old friends from
Belfast Lough, we met up with Jim Dempsey and Milo
Reddy from Skerries returning from a damp fortnight on
the West Coast in the former’s ketch, and in all Portpatrick’s
charm won us over completely.
Thus it was no trouble at all to wait for the right tidal
conditions next day (Monday July 29th) for the final hop
home. The messy low in the Irish Sea was slowly moving
E, and though another low was hurtling in from the Atlantic,
there was even a chance of a weather window for the final
sail to Howth. So we had a tarpaulin muster with the last
of our sterling for lunch in The Crown (there were three
ha’pennies left for the lifeboat) and then out we went to find
the weather clearing and a good Nly to help us S with the
afternoon’s flood tide. Little Brendan took over the instant
the harbour was cleared, and steered perfectly for the kind
of 92-mile passage you dream about. The wind was just in
that awkward quarter where the genoa wouldn’t quite boom
out comfortably, yet it wouldn’t stay filled if set on the same
side as the main. An autopilot is ideal for such conditions
-- you simply set the boat to sail ten degrees below her
course for two hours, with the genoa comfortably boomed
out, and then you let her sail for two hours ten degrees above
her course, with the sail pulling well on the same side of
the main. Your human helmsman, knowing the proper
course, will always be trying to get onto it, with the genoa
banding irritatingly about, but your autopilot, your Little
Brendan, he does just as he’s told, and consequently the sails
are always quietly asleep, while the two hourly exercise of
either taking down the spinnaker pole or putting it up is good
for the crew.
As it had been going N, we dined with the evocative
silhouette of the Mournes along the western horizon, an endof-cruise dinner of Turtle stew with all fresh ingredients,
Portpatrick -- quaint and charming even with the quayside car parking.
Photo: W. M. Nixon

and a glass or three of wine, and all with the table-cloth on
the saloon table -- despite a crisp breeze, she ran smooth
as silk. And then that night was very perfection -- the sky
cleared and we ran down the path of the moon, and all too
soon there was the familiar flash of Rockabill up ahead and
by 07.25 (Tuesday July 30th) we were back in Howth
marina.
Perhaps we should have made all our passages at night,
for t~e diurnal pattern of increasingly bad weather as each
day progressed was very marked. But then there were many
days on which the weather was plain awful throughout. Not
to worry, we’d sailed 551 miles in all, engine use had been
a very acceptable 17%, thanks to some good sailing the
average speed had been higher than usual at 5.53 knots, we’d
been to twelve different places, five of them new ones, and
though it wasn’t a vintage cruise by any means, it had been
a good one for the times that were in it, with some glorious
memories to treasure, what with one thing and another, it
all happened within sixteen days.

Dist logged
miles
179
16
55
5
20
25
45
12
8
31
63
94

Destination
Howth
Port Askaig
Scalasaig
Tobermory
Drumbuy
Arinagour
Bunessen
Puilladobhrain
Arduaine
Crinan
Gigha
Portpatrick
Howth

%

18

Total:
Engine use:
Average speed:

17%
5.53 knots

551

Time
Ave speed
hrs.
knots
32
5.5
5.3
3
6.1
9
1
5.0
31/2 6.1
5.0
5
81/z 5.3
4.9
2%
1Y2
5.0
6
5.2
11¼
5.5
163A
5.5
991/2

Poughkeepsie, Susquahanna,
Rappahannock and Calabash
Jack Coffey

I wasn’t the least surprised to find Meg ready and looking
in apple-pie order when we tracked her down in the yard
of Pilot’s Point Marina, Inc., Westbrook, Connecticut on
the sunny morning of the 10th April 1985. ! was, however,
surprised and downright annoyed that in this vast and busy
yard, with all mod. cons., I had to make the usual search
and wander into every nook and cranny for a ’going up and
down’ contrivance. I eventually found a lethal job, with
dilapidated rungs, the like of which one would hardly expect
to find ’abroad in the haggard’.
I had informed the yard that my crew and I would
undertake most of the ’fitting out’ and purchase our needs
from their rather attractive chandlery, with which we were
famili.ar from the previous August. Several items we
considered different, unusual and worth a buy. However,
on reflection, the dollar ($) being on parity with the Punt
as purchased in Dublin, rapidly dampened those ideas. To
illustrate, we paid $140 (£140) for one gallon of Micron 33
International. Dublin Price £100.00. Notwithstanding, we
put two coats on Meg and by Friday the 12th April all was
assembled and ready for launching at noon, as arranged by
letter in February. Not bad!! The launch, according to
schedule, did not relieve the two of us from working full
belt from noon until after dark at 20.30 hours.
Accompanying me on my return was the very able crew,
Brian McAllister from Dalkey. He had his young years of
experience at sea in the fishing industry and presently holds
his International Commercial Diving Licence.
The weather since we arrived aboard Meg had been sunny
but sufficiently chilly to suggest a ’heavy clothes’ start as
we slipped the Marina into a tributary of the Connecticut
River at 05.45 hours on the 13th of April. Motoring, we were

abeam of Ducks Island and into Long Island Sound by 06.45
hours. A course was set for Falkner Island and later the
dominant feature in the centre of the Sound -- Stratford
Shoal Middle Ground Light, approximately 30 N.M.
towards New York. It was now cloudy and very cold as we
went westwards and onwards at a great old romp and just
before noon, to add to our pleasure, it became warmer and
later turned into a pet of a day.
Making fine progress from the eastern end of the Sound,
it was noticeable that we were losing both the Long Island
shore on our port side and the Connecticut mainland on our
starboard, all the while making for the centre of the ellipse
(the shape of this indescribable maritime amenity), the
Stratford Shoal. In the early afternoon we were reaching
to a SWly F 5, loving every minute of the first sail of 1985
and having passed our Centre Point, when the shorelines
noticeably started to converge ahead of us. We recalled that
darkness was due down about 19.30 hours and simple sums
suggested, there was no way we were going to be at City
Island before dark, as we had hoped. After all, the passage
is 80 to 90 miles.
Probing the Admiralty Chart No. 2580, it was plain to
see we were in for a few hairy hours of darkness as we go~
close to New York. Although it was a Saturday evening, it
apparently made little difference to the commercial ’pulling
and pushing’ traffic which required great care and attention
as we came up to Execution Rocks, the bastion straddling
the channel and the final five sea miles to City Island and
the East River.
The approaching skyline was all lights towards the city
and down at our level a bewilderment of flashing greens and
reds all on the opposite side to where I would have thought

Manhattan’s ghostly appearance from the Narrows in the UDDer Bay NY.
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they should have been. We eased our way in fairly good
conditions towards Hart Island, where they say the City
Islanders can walk across to when it freezes up. Finally
around Beldon Point to take up a City Island Yacht Club
mooring in Eastchester Bay. It was 22.15 hours and we had
recorded 90 N.M.
We spent a poor Sunday, weatherwise, occupying a
floating deck, a wee bit bigger than my L.O.A. This premier
position below the City Island Y.C. forecourt was obviously
for Commodores and Admirals, but in early April the
boatman thought it might accommodate someone without
rank, such as Meg’s skipper. For all day Sunday, Brian and
I were the Club’s guests and entertained to all meals, a la
carte, and drinks any time we entered the Bar. The
unmanageable hospitality had not changed since I had visited
the Club in 1981 and was responsible for us leaving next
day in poor visibility to face a tide that would turn before
we reached our target, the horrific Hills Gate in the East
River. This must have been the most unseamanlike decision
ever undertaken for we were beginning to lose as we motored
in the misty rain under the Bronx Whitestone Bridge. We
seemed to move along, albeit slowly, past Rickers or La
Guardia Airport, when it was staggering to behold, with
heads bent, the screeching noise of the landing aircraft just
above our heads every 30 seconds, but not being able to see
them in the mist.
As the afternoon wore on our pace deteriorated. Soon
we were in sight of Hells Gate, but barely moving. We made
for a now familiar vessel, a sanitation barge, the only
permanent structure in the area that would have depth under
it and clearance above it so as not to harm our rigging. With
a supreme effort and at 2,200 r.p.m., we made Messrs.
Hughes Bros. barge, our full address being 91st and York
Avenue, N.Y. City. We doused all our colourful flags so
as not to attract busybodies, but yet, at 05.30 the next
morning I was awakened to see the hatch cover opening and
the tips of three fingers exposed. With my heart in my mouth
I arose gently to see exactly where my vicious looking Italian
hardware, a very light pistol, lay on the chart table. I saw
it and with a screech -- more like a nightmare scream to
me but a scream that was stifled by the action of rising up
from a lying-down position~ I had my hands on the weapon
and by the time I had landed beneath the hatch, I saw legs
through the port side saloon windows as they raced on to
the adjoining barge and off towards the wharf. Dressed in
a black track suit and slippers, I thought I saw a knife, but
it well may have been a jemmy. I had no ammunition for
the pistol as I thought I might have difficulties with it on
the airplane. I intended to purchase it in the U.S.A. I bought
the pistol for exactly such a situation -- as a possible
deterrent. I was lucky I did not initiate a confrontation. I
believe I had no option but to do what I did. The intruder
made a laugh of the security, put together by Hughes Bros.
-- a cage with two madly barking alsation dogs just beside
US.

Later, after Hughes Bros. coffee and the New York Times
-- more hospitality, we drifted down the East River, passed
all the attractive world famous buildings and under the three
bridges from where, I believe, their character and
engineering genius can be best appreciated. Around the
Battery and barely up into the Hudson when we were called
to ’hove-to’ by the Coast Guards. The two gentlemen ttiat
boarded us examined every inch of the saloon and forepeak
headboards. They weren’t much concerned with lockers, etc.
Papers must be in order and Country Registration is
elementary. They kept us for a long time, screening us and,
I believe, slotting us into their computer.
Now that the voyage was more or less at its starting point,
perhaps I should outline my plan. It was to see as much of
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the North American Continent as possible before returning
to Ireland. I felt that if we returned north by the Great Lakes
and down the Mississippi, across the Gulf of Mexico, then
Florida, Bermuda and home, it would be a full and
reasonable adventure.
I had the time, a willing and able crew, and Meg, my 1972
Camper & Nicholson 35 was in spanking condition. Ronald
Cudmore, our esteemed member, submitted logs on the
journey and in fact I received great help from him.
We settled for early rising, at first light, always anchoring
before dusk and apart from our jousts with the ocean, we
kept to this rule for the eight weeks we were sailing in the
U.S.A. averaging no more than 50 miles a day.
Happy to see the Coast Guards drop behind and clutching
a formidable DISCHARGE OF OIL PROHIBITION
NOTICE, which always had to be available for inspection,
we carefully took on a full tank at a Texaco Station at
Edgeworth on the New Jersey side of the Hudson, just below
the George Washington Bridge. The New Jersey price per
gallon was 10 to 12 cents cheaper than the New York side,
which did not, incidentally, even compete.
On these chilly but fine April days, the Hudson River,
on the New Jersey high ground or port side going up, had
no semblance of spring in its forests of grey spindly silver
birches. It all seemed to ’say’ that it wasn’t yet ready to be
seen. Immense are the public amenities, the State parks, the
recreational areas on the verges of both sides. The river at
least doubles its width around Dobbs Ferry, after the famous
Yonkers and ceases to have any great charm until it closes
together again at Stoney Point, just below Bear Mountain
State Park.
Perhaps at its widest point is the famous Sing-Sing prison.
It looks just like Hollywood’s make believe, with many high
round concrete sentinal towers. The local area is known as
Ossining. I now recall what the policeman, Pat O’Brien was
getting at when he warned James Cagney he’d ’send him
up the river’.
Its width at its widest is three miles and this width lasts
for about fifteen miles. It is in this run of the river that one
sees hundreds, if not thousands of craft, mostly power boats,
in riverside yards awaiting the ’off’. It would be hard to
imagine the traffic on the river when they all waddle down
sometime in May. Although we missed the real beauty of
the State of New York, with its spectacular colours, there
is no doubt in my mind that April is the time of the year
to be on the river, for we didn’t meet another private boat
in our sail up or down, covering in all 300 miles.
There is so much going on, going by, and going to, so
much indeed, that the important ebb and flow is not all that
severe or noticeable and is easily manageable. The river did
not appear to be polluted and we rarely noticed a film or
sheen or other discolouration, certainly no plastic. I believe
all the boats we saw ready for the water would, by law, have
to be equipped with a MSD (Marine Sanitation Device).
The railways occupy the premier riverside sites for as
much of the river as we travelled upon. The freight trains
on the new Jersey side and Amtrac passenger trains on the
N.Y. side. One does not have to be a railway buff to enjoy
the cQmpany of these giants as they howl and screech their
warnings, especially when the river narrows to half a cable
through the high ground at Peekskill and Bear Mountain,
the echo being devastating. Once we counted 136 freight
wagons drawn by four diesel locomotives. A most
memorable sight.
Quite the most spectacular stretch of the river was
occupied by the U.S. Military Academy, West Point. On
this vast reservation, strategically located on high ground
overlooking the river, are the buildings of the Military
College. As you squeeze past and around Crows Nest

Meg high and nearly dry in Calabash NC.
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Barracks, the entire complex is on view and reveals a
sophisticated planning not seen anywhere else on the rive~.
Everything is either done on the double or the entire
perso~nhel of the Academy were jogging for our benefit.
We pointed some degrees east of north for most of the
passage up and often sailed on the genoa for many miles.
It was surprising for such a beautiful flowing river, with its
lavish growth, to quite often come upon appalling sand and
gravel sites. I suppose there must be some relation between
the vast concrete jungle on Manhattan Island and the
numerous open excavations for building stone. We anchored
on the river each evening rather than make up to many of
the vacant wharfs used by Industry. The reason being: when
a towed vessel or one being pushed passed by, it spread its
wash over the river and rocked Meg about sufficiently to
do damage to the top sides or some of the deck gear.
We arrived at Caslleton-on-Hudson on the 18th of April.
A small village some few miles south of the New York State
capital, Albany. It was here at the unpretentious Yacht Club
that Ronald Cudmore recommended we might find
sufficient shore gear to assist in dropping our mast. Because
of the Club’s close proximity to Albany and the canal start
point, Waterford, they were geared to do the job. All was
arranged for the next morning with the Commodore, Bill
Deise. However, he did mention that we should check with
N.Y. State Regional Waterways for clearance in case of
delays in getting through the Erie Canal. We both checked,
as did another Member of the Club, and I found to my
horror that, due to severe winter damage at Lock 6E and
its dam, it would be out of order, and therefore the Erie
Canal, until the 6th of May and probably later. This might
mean a month’s delay and starting at that late stage there
would be no possibility of getting to Florida, via the Great
Lakes and Mississippi River, by the 1st of June. We then
thought of going into Lake Champlain, which is directly
north of Albany and via the St. Lawrence Seaway (Canada)
into Lake Ontario. Believe it or not, Lake Champlain would
not be open for the same reasons until the 16th of May, just
one month away. Decisions, decisions! ! There was nothing
to do but abort the Great Lakes/Mississippi venture and
return down the Hudson and make for Florida via the
Intracoastal Waterway. That sunny State would then be
more than a possibility with the six weeks available. We
would meet the spring as we sailed down and perhaps a bit
of summer in the Carolinas.
It was a sad decision after making such preparations but
there was a tiny morsel of joy at the thought of heat fairly
soon and delight in contemplating sailing down the
Chesapeake. Also, visiting Charleston, Savannah and St.
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Augustine. They were the real live compensations in this
southern 1,500 mile adventure.
Up before first light showing signs of enthusiasm rather
than glumness, we were away from Castleton at 04.45 on
this rainy morning of the 20th April. We motored and sailed,
in better weather later on, down the river for sixteen hours
until, in darkness, we dropped the hook off Peekskill in a
wee inlet just away from the busy fairway well pleased with
a hard day’s work of ninety miles. It was an unforgettable
day’s sailing and, strangely, a repeat of the’day of last week’s
other enjoyable day’s sail down Long Island Sound and the
same mileage, ninety miles. We treated ourselves to a few
stiff sherbets, split a can of Dinty Moore’s steak and kidney
pie, and flopped into a state of oblivion.
Another early rise for our last day on this beautiful river
which carried us away at once at a great rate down towards
the sea and where Meg belongs. The sun was a ball of fire
at 05.30 and although we had to play hide and seek behind
the chimneys of power stations and other elevations, it’s still
an exciting phenomenon at any time. We were motoring on
mirrored glass with not an awful lot of fuel but hoping to
fill up in New York. This did not materialise at the only
filling station about and under the George Washington
Bridge. We became apprehensive and at once cut the engine
and began to sail, which meant continual tacks from the
Hoboken, N.J. shore across the Hudson and to the west side
of New York. Eventually we cleared the Battery and tacked
about four times towards the New Jersey shore on Upper
Bay before we cleared the Verrazano Narrows. We sailed
well with a south easterly F 4-5 between the Ambrose
Channel and the Old Orchard Shoal in Raritan Bay, all the
time making for Sandy Hook Bay and the Marina at Atlantic
Highlands. Late that evening, but still in daylight, we
dropped the hook just south east of the Marina at the
Highlands. This anchorage, although apparently well
protected all round, was quite vicious in anything N of E.
The next morning we spent ashore stocking up a bit, too
far away from the boat without a trolley. In the afternoon
we were hit by a long easterly squall which ran the wind
swiftly to 35 knots. Our inflatable parted, throwing the oars
overboard. All, luckily, ran before the wind towards a beach
watched by very kind people. I had to up anchor and motor
Brian to a jetty to collect our belongings. It worked out well
but these examples of mistakes and poor seamanship take
up so much time, the entire afternoon in this case. We made
our first sally into the north Atlantic Ocean this year -- on
the next morning. Into Sandy Hook Bay around the point
and away through the channel that runs parallel to the
Ambrose Channel. Sandy Hook must be a pleasant summer
Baltimore’s (MD) attractive downtown development where the premier
anchorages in the city’s inner harbour are for the transients.Photo: J. F.
Coffey

place, all sand and long low easy family beaches. We had
heavy seas rounding the Hook, winds up to 25 knots and
on the nose, from the SE. When we finally rounded we were
able to fetch down the Atlantic coast of New Jersey, we felt
we would be far enough south for such a late start if we
chose Manasquant, 30 N.M. away. It was a lucky preference
and a most pleasant haven where we were welcomed.
Apparently it has some of the best fish restaurants on the
coast. It is a fishing port. We went to the Yacht Club and
had a bumper dinner, the Club being little more than a well
appointed restaurant and bar on a franchise.
As we made our way seawards in the morning through
the Manasquant inlet, a recently renewed, tight-fitting
entrance, the Coast Guards’ red flag was flying horizontally
warning small craft that there were winds around and about
between 34 to 38 knots. We spent an unpleasant day motor
sailing on an 180° course for the entrance to Delaware Bay.
It rained most of the day and we therefore got a jaundiced
view of the Atlantic City as we passed about three cables
offshore. The main interest, as we sailed south on this
wretched day, was the identification of cupolas, tanks, spires
and sand pipes which, altogether, did not succeed in arousing
even an argument as to which was which. A dull passage
then, this New Jersey Atlantic Coast. We intended to cut
the corner of Cape May into Delaware Bay by entering the
New Cape May Canal. With good visibility and a mass of
lights foro easy identification, we missed the Canal and
entered the Bay on the Cape Henlopen side. It was early
morning so we dropped the anchor, out of the way of pretty
heavy traffic, to await daylight and get our bearings. It had
been a long nineteen hour, tedious sail from Manasquant,
just 115 miles away.
Quite unconsciously we made for the Jersey side of the
Bay and sailed into three charming rivers before reaching
the Chesapeake/Delaware Canal. The Bay, which is full of
tankers, freighters, Navy ships, oyster and other fishing
boats, apparently is written off for cruising, for as well as
the traffic, there are so many impediments, such as shallows,
studded with sand bars and difficult tides. We sailed into
the Maurice River and were fascinated with its twisting
course and extremely low banks. This river, at Bivalve, was
the base for a huge oyster industry out in the bay but now
all that remains is a Department of the New Jersey
University of Rutgers researching the reasons for the oyster
disease and demise. We were informed by the beak, during
a visit through their very modern laboratories, that they were
winning. The Cohansey River, they say, is New Jersey’s
prettiest, certainly of the three we visited it was. The town
of Greenwich (pronounced Green Wich -- two words) is a
boat centre with an unusual amount of sophisticated
boatyard gear. They rarely get visiting yachts so we were
highly appreciated and entertained. The boat people consider
any visitors to their remote and lonely area as having the
explorers’ touch. The third of our three river explorations,
the Salem, on the opposite side to the Chesapeake/Delaware
Canal, a most outstanding engineering feat and a vital link
in the Intracoastal waterway for its twelve mile length. One
is subjected to an annoying wash from most all craft and
a current flows at two knots. It was an interesting passage,
but not in any way remarkable.
Someone in our travels mentioned not to miss exploring
the Sassafras River on the upper east shore of the
Chesapeake Bay. It was, in fact, a sharp left as we came
out of the Chesapeake/Delaware Canal. It turned out to be
a charming venture. Poorly marked, one had to be extra
cautious in case one went aground, as we did, happily just
in sight of our goal -- Georgetown. I should explain that
going aground is of little consequence, apart from doing
damage to one’s pride. The mud bottom experienced

throughout the estuaries, canals and Intracoastal waterway
only means a delay, rather like being put back a square or
two in ludo or snakes and ladders. Georgetown, Maryland
at the top of the Sassafras River is a pleasant spot, having
a historic restaurant serving excellent seafood and steaks -the Kitty Knight House. On the same east side of the bay
is Fairlee Creek, buoys mark a way through an exceedingly
narrow mouth which runs frighteningly close to shore. When
inside, one relaxes in a lovely wooded area with a hotel,
which serves reasonably priced food. Our selection of this
Creek was just to poise us for our run across the bay to
Baltimore.
As soon as we reached into the Patapsco River it was
obvious that Baltimore’s reputation as a world harbour was
justified, if only by the maze of water traffic between us
and the Francis Scott Key Bridge, a breath-taking span with
a clearance of 185 vertical feet and its bumper to bumper
road traffic adding to the never-ending humming and
buzzing of the big industrial city.
Keeping to starboard at Fort McHenry brought us into
the yacht and boat basins of the city. We might have settled
for one of a half a dozen anchorages or wharfs that would
have been comfortable, but we kept motoring on until we
reached the limit and the city’s Inner Harbour. Here, below
the three pavilions and 40-storey Trade Centre Tower of this
most attractive downtown development, is the anchorage
for transients. We dropped the hook and had several acres
of water to ourselves in view of the city bustle. For this whole
exciting development, especially the water hospitality area
for visitors, the City Fathers deserve the highest credit. We
stayed a couple of days going ashore in the rubber dingy
and docking it alongside a dozen or so pedallos for hire.
These play things flitted about the harbour all day. All
manner of stalls, shops, pubs and restaurants were in situ
within the pavilions, with a rare audience on the move all
of the time. It was a real live place, with a light hearted
holiday atmosphere which, at night, turned carnival in a
blaze of coloured light.
Back into the Chesapeake and south again for Annapolis
in pretty grim weather, we floated down on genoa only, the
real distance between these important centres is getting from
Baltimore into the Bay. Once there and under another aweinspiring span between Sandy Point and Kent Island, the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge, with a clearance of 186 feet, you
are looking at Annapolis.
The Naval Academy cannot be missed. It is Annapolis
and apart from the yachting industry and ancillary services,
which take themselves very seriously here, there is little else.
Incessant rain does not make for pleasurable impressions
no matter how one tried and although we kicked it around
for a couple of days, including getting the foot of the genoa
mended by the makers, it was disappointing. The Asgard
was due to visit on the next Saturday, the 4th of May, but
we were told, due to some heavy weather in Europe, it had
cancelled its visit. I would dread to take sides between the
Navy and the Army in the United States as to which of their
Academies shone the brighter. However, from the deck of
Meg, I have no doubt West Point on the Hudson dazzles
in comparison to Annapolis. I met a charming American
round-the -world sailor, named Captain Melville C. Fordice.
He gave me his card which described his profession as -sailor-adventurer-consultant. He was awaiting word from
the National Geographical Magazine where, apparently, all
his thousands of miles sailing alone would pay off in print.
We sailed down the Bay with a following northerly wind
and the ebb, again with the genoa only, registering figures
on our knotmaster dial that were quite out of keeping with
the instrument and, indeed, with Meg. Eight, nine and ten
knots surfing in a rather thin channel when the traffic was
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heavy and ocean-going. At Smith Point, possibly the half
way mark down the Bay, we reckoned we had had enough
for the day and reaching around the Point made for
Reedville, a fishing village with little facilities other than
good shelter.
We were advised not to bother gQing up the Potomac
River to Washington. Difficult when in the city and an
indifferent river to take on such a distance.On a lovely sunny
day we completed the other half of the Bay, arriving in the
Hampton Roads around the late afternoon. This shippingroundabout is known to many ICC Members and it is
exciting to be in the company of so many ocean-going giants,
both freighters and fighters. We picked our way into and
up the Hampton Reach and ’downed tools’ alongside the
Yacht Club. This was a super place, a new building, with
a vast staff, good food and a lively bar. Hampton/Norfolk
being the start of the Intracoastal Waterway, we felt our
adventure was at the half way stage, from the American
point of view. Anyway, it was Saturday, we were in need
of some exchanges of company, it was a beautiful evening
in first class surroundings, so we decided to have a minor
ball, which we did.
The Intracoastal Waterway has been referred to and
logged by ICC Members over the years, sometimes
fleetingly, oft’ times northbound, rarely from Norfolk,
Virginia to Daytona Beach, Florida, southbound in the
spring, and this, against the endless traffic scurrying north
to get the best of both worlds -- the pleasant summer climate
of New England and Canada.
This downhill marathon of close on one thousand miles,
through five Atlantic States, averaging 45 miles a day, 95°70
motoring, deserves in travel detail alone a Michner saga.
From the utter beauty of Charleston’s eighteenth century
mansions, where one could readily imagine Rett Butler
storming down their elegant steps, to Savannah’s beautifully
restored antebellum homes surrounded by magnolia lined
squares. However, these dazzling gems had often to work
hard to blot out the horrid thoughts of some days in South
Carolina and Georgia when we fought continually with
mosquitos and large horse flies, both nasty stingers and
determined fighters, ending our scraps with the battle
honours usually about even.
The weather in the Southern States was wonderful. It was
never cold, although it rained now and again, the humidity
as we passed through the swamp areas of Georgia was often
alarming.
The lazy hazy days of spring/summer down South were
played out on broad estuaries, narrow rivers, small islands
and man-made waterways. It was boating at its best with
the convenience of stocking up with fresh food practically
at will and more than often, good restaurants available to
take the weight off the ’home cooking’.
Bascule, swing and lift bridges are in abundance along
the waterway. There was never any delay and they usually
opened when approached. Some required a wait until the
hour and others the half hour. It was mostly a cheerful
occasion with waves and shouts of greetings. Adjacent to
at least a dozen of these moveable metal giants were their
replacements under construction, permanent maximum
clearance flyovers. Most were scheduled to be in operation
by October. Obviously, signs of the times. Navigation by
book charts or Waterway guides and binoculars from
marker to marker, was a simple matter but avoiding going
aground is something else altogether.. Side-currents in the
very tight channels, which do not shoal gradually, are
constant hazards. There is a great deal written about the bad
manners of the large power boats and their upsetting wakes.
Apart from eroding the banks of the thousands of homes
on the waterway, their wash can easily push the yacht side-
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on and aground. There is legislation prohibiting this rude
practice, but it is rife and very annoying. Seldom do they
reduce speed in time to make the passing pleasant. Like
everything today, it’s all ’go’.
Norfolk was looking good on the sunny, balmy spring
morning of Monday the 6th of May as we passed the old
passenger liner United States of America in the throes of
an already month old auction. Every item inside and out
coming under the hammer. At any time, Naval hardware
is solemnly impressive, but the miscellaneous mass on offer
here had a profound effect. One weaves one’s way to port
and starboard, around bends and in and out of apparent
’cul-de-sacs’ for at least an hour until free of the naval yards
and into the waterway proper, replacing the dull but
pompous grey with indifferent greenery. But what a welcome
relief! !
Decisions, always decisions. There are two ways south,
to port via the Virginia Cut and starboard by Dismal Swamp
Canal, both eventually entering Abermarle Sound and the
Alligator River. We plumbed for the port course and found
this portion to be tedious and requiring a high measure of
concentration to keep on the magenta line. This area is where
the outer banks protecting the Abermarle and Pamlico
Sounds form the dreaded cape Hatteras.
We enjoyed a pleasant evening and an excellent meal in
the fishing village of Oriental, on the Neuse River. The
restaurant, the Trawl Door, provided a courtesy car from
the Marina and return, a distance of a mile and a half.
Morehead City was disappointing. For some reason or other
it had this magic American frontier sound to it, but in
reality, it was to be hurried through on the way to the Cape
Fear River and Wilmington N.C. where my wife and
daughter would join us.
South 25 miles there was what the Americans call a
gunkhole alongside Swansboro and for us a haven from a
blistering easterly of 30 knots that persisted all day. Here
we were told we would have to lie up for 48 hours because
of a Marine Corps’ battle exercise with live ammunition
which was ’in heat’ some miles away. The noise from the
waves of ’Choppers’ passing overhead gave credence to the
hold-up. It appears that a large lump of the coastline of
North Carolina is the home of this famous US Corps, the
Centre being Camp Lejeune.
The enforced delay in this marshal atmosphere
subliminally prompted the skipper to think of getting his
hair cut. It’s not by any means an exercise frequently
undertaken, especially as it never seems worth the money,
and he believing in the Moslem theory, that a tuft is left
for Mohammed to grasp hold of when drawing the deceased
to paradise. The barber was some years older than his client,
in fact many years older, for he had to sit down on the washhand basin while operating. He had a dangerous involuntary
agitation in his hands and as the client was facing into the
middle of the shop with the barber’s back blocking the
looking glass, the outcome of the exercise -- what could one
expect in these regimental surroundings other than ’short
back and sides’ and ’how is your father’!! It will want to
grow soon to be ready for Mohammed.
We were away in fact in twenty-four hours into the
tranquil countryside, free of the warlike noise and rounding
Swan Point we found an all purpose Marine Engineer, a
Perkins and Volvo Agent. We replaced the Jabsco pump,
a water temperature guage and a hedder tank cap.
Adjacent to Swan Point was a super inlet for a quiet
night’s rest, Mile Hammock Bay. After this rest we were
well able to take on Cape Fear River to Wilmington, N.C.
where we docked at a new wharf, without permission, but
felt this would be forthcoming for an overnight stay. Our
guests arrived and to celebrate the reunion, we tested the

premier restaurant of yet another waterside development a
stone’s throw from the dock. We slipped our ties early and
floated down the River to Southport, the town on the
Corncake Inlet or Cape Fear.
With jib and main we sailed to a NE 4-5 all the way down
to the State border with South Carolina and the town of
Calabash. Next morning in light fog that thickened rapidly,
we went solidly around on the ebb tide. There we were high
but not dry, a half boat length off the channel on the
crossroads of the Little Rix, er inlet, Calabash and the
Waterway. Away in the early afternoon, we sailed down
South Carolina admiring some beautiful summer places and
courageous architecture. We dropped the hook in an inlet
off the waterway called Enterprise Landing. Here, tall thin
elegant trees in their spring array were in profusion. My wife
and daughter rowed towards the bank to pick up some water
lillies disturbing an alligator who swam to the bank, up and
off into the undergrowth, thank goodness. The reptile was
about 6 ft. long and well camouflaged. Later we were
delighted by at an illuminated display by fireflies, some
landing on deck. We had a hard day and night to follow

of the idea. We took on fuel and water at the Marina on
Lanier Island where I found my Visa Card. as on so many
other occasions, worth its weight in gold. Up the Brunswick
River to the city and there arranged to meet the Greyhound
Transport for Jacksonville Airport in Florida for my
family’s return to New York.
Frankly, we were getting weary of the endless motoring
and the continually sharp concentration the waterway
demanded. To do the job properly we were taking hourly
twists at the helm and when Florida appeared in the form
of Fernandina Beach, a town that for weeks had had an aura
of magic about it -- the jewel in the sunshine states crown
-- we were left damp and dejected as we peered up the only
thoroughfare known as Centre Street. Perhaps the beach
over the rise was the greatest -- it would have wanted to
have been.
Over the Memorial Day weekend, we had gracious
treatment at the Yacht Club of St. Augustine, Florida’s very
old preserved Spanish town. It has remarkable charm and
coming on it suddenly as one does, having passed under the
Vilano Beach bridge, it is a revelation. Some cable or so

The Pool, Savannah Yacht Club, Skidaway River GA.

with mosquitos and flies of all description and were glad
to get into the Ashley Marina at Charleston S.C. We had
a memorable few days in this elegant southern city. Further
south we dropped the hook in the newly developed and
pleasing town of Beauford S.C. This had almost everything
but heart and personality. The town was dead at 20.30. Its
life trading had been removed to a shopping development
on a highway some six miles away. What an example of a
great mistake, to our way of thinking.
We decided not to go up the Savannah River to the City,
but to dock at the Savannah Yacht Club where all facilities
were available to us. This was in reality a sporting complex
with many swimming pools and six hard courts. We went
up to Savannah by taxi, lunched at Kevin Barry’s Irish Pub,
washing it down with bottles of Harp. The city boasts of
the second biggest St. Patrick’s Day Parade in America.
We were experiencing halcyon days travelling south. The
sun was hot but not too hot. We contemplated sleeping out
on a romantic but remote island known as Blackbeard
Island. It was just north of the large Sapelo Island, one of
many similar sea islands in size that seem to cling onto the
Atlantic Coast of the Carolinas and Georgia. We landed,
cased it, but it ~aeing a wild life sanctuary, we thought better
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before the Yacht Club on the Tolomato River was the
riverside restaurant, Captain Seafood. We anchored off,
rowed in and took up a candlelit table. The meal was
sumptuous and the rustic river surroundings made little of
the waterway distance marker just outside, registering a
meandering 775 miles from Norfolk, Virginia.
On the holiday Monday, well satisfied with St. Augustine,
we drifted down the Matanzas River through Ocean Beach
into Daytona Beach, passing on the way hundreds of
summer homes where one felt one was trespassing through
their back gardens. We stayed here for five days at the
Halifax River Yacht Club getting ready for the North
Atlantic and home.
Well stocked, but at a dollar premium, we drifted further
south to the Ponce de Lion inlet some 50 miles north of Cape
Canaveral, for our departure to Bermuda, approximately
900 miles offshore. It was the 30th of May at one hour after
noon, in typical Florida sunshine and the intense heat it
generates, that we passed through this opening on the 29th
parallel, it being similar to a river opening out of
Dollymount Strand and as awkward to negotiate as the Old
Cockle Lake River on Sandymount Strand. It has a light
on a red brick conical tower standing 48 metres high, an

object that is difficult to leave behind. We did however by
late evening in the gentlest of south westerlies and by
morning we had registered 50 miles and were well satisfied.
We took 10 days to get to Bermuda, our passage
accounting for 952 N.M. Painfully aware that we were
passing across the western North Atlantic gyre, at its most
powerful -- the Gulf Stream, which, when leaving the
narrow gap between Florida and the Bahamas, often exceeds
four knots, we still continued to lose to it northwards in
lightish conditions throughout and on the final day we were
some 50 N.M. north of the St. Georges, Bermuda. We made
our corrections and passed through the Town Cut Channel
on Sunday, the 9th of June. Our passage was made with
the help of south westerlies never exceeding 6 knots, and
on average, 4 knots. Barometer readings between 1004 m.b.
and 1008 m.b. We met a lot of ocean shipping northbound
and southbound.
The next day in St. Georges was the Queen’s birthday and
from early morning the island was in carnival mood with
colour and music in the sun, similar to a West Indian island.
A very large liner, the Bermuda Star, entered St Georges
in the morning from New York and this seemed to be the
signal for all out celebrations which went on in this packed
tiny town until the next day. A happy island.
We rested here and due to a severe SW 25 knot wind that
persisted for the week, we took public transport to Hamilton
rather than Meg. It was an unusual holiday capital city with
cruise liners actually docked in the centre of the town. The
premises of the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club were impressive.
The following Saturday morning, the 15th of June, after
a complete rest under the spell of St. Georges village
atmosphere, we slipped away at noon out of this landlocked
harbour through the Town Cut onto a great circle course
for the Saltee Islands and home. St. Georges position is
32°.22 N, 64039, W. Coningbeg 52002, N, 06040, W.
The Atlantic crossing was as pleasant as one could wish
for. The winds reached F.7 for two mid-day hours on the
28th of June and otherwise on average were F.5. Their
direction was predominantly from the W to NW, with the
odd few scattered days from the N. The seas were typically
North Atlantic ’heavies’ with never a ’greybeard’ to be seen.
The barometer varied up and down between 1000 m.b. and
1020 m.b. Apart from one or two days late in the passage
when we waltzed around the compass, our main bearing
varied between 65° and 95°. When three days out, the genoa
halyard parted, depriving us of the luxury of furling. With
this possibility always in mind, we carried a jackstay which
was bent on at once and thereafter we hanked on our sails
as required. On the 29th of June we were galloping along
with spinnaker in bloom when its halyard parted and we
sailed through the centre of the balloon making an awful
mess of it. Aloft we found that the genoa halyard sheave
was forced out of shape and was now elliptical.
Consequently it was cutting through anything that came near
it. We still had the topping lift.
Carrying a spinnaker in a chute for singlehanded use
elminiates the pole. Therefore no pole for other uses such
as goose winging foresails. However, we carried an 8 ft.
timber plank which was used continually as a fender plank
on the river and on passage we found it most useful for
’guying’ out the foresails. It worked well.
Apart from the shock of one’s day dreaming being
interrupted by the considerable noise of an exhaling whale,
some 20 yards to the starboard side, the mad blind scramble
for cameras can lead to arm and head injuries for nothing
at all. For the whale, we have found, goes merrily on his
way, paying no attention to the boat, and by the time one
is ’topsides’, he is gone for ever. This, of course, is directly
opposite to the dolphin who apparently enjoys the company.
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The cruise liner, Bermuda Star, docking at St. Georges, Bermuda.Photo:
J. F. Coffey

Perhaps, on reflection, taking into account the whales’ great
size and massive strength, this is a good thing.
We had some happy conversations in mid-Atlantic with
all sorts. They are important distractions from the daily
routine. On the 27th of June at 42°56’N 41°23’W, we came
upon a submarine cable ship. To us it was not moving, nor
would they be able to talk to us at that moment as they were
’on’ something big for the next quarter of an hour. We sailed
astern of her, she was the Longline. I imagine Canadian and
she was laying cable for the National Telephone Service of
France. We had believed the satellite eliminated this type
of system.
At midnight on the 1st of July at 46°23’N, 28°32’W our
Watchman called us to witness a huge cluster of light rapidly
passing some 9 cables off (informed Radar distance) our port
beam. She was the passenger liner QE2 bound for
Southampton. They were surprisingly talkative and
informed us that after a swift turnabout in
Southampton/Cherbourrg, she would meet us again out here
on Thursday night.
At 24.00 hours on the 10th of July we had the Kinsale
Gas Rigs on our port beam and during that night possibly
every fishing vessel in the South of Ireland, including the
illuminated Celtic Sea oil testing vessel. Sailing past the
Conningbeg L.V. at noon at 6 knots, a rate we maintained
as we charged inside the Tuskar and up along the coast to
Dun Laoghaire picking up a mooring at 03.00 on the 12th
of July.
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Saint Patrick to Tenerife
Paddy Barry

The day we went to Gomera turned out very differently from
that intended. From Los Cristianos, on Tenerife’s southwest
coast to San Sebastian, the capital of Gomera is only 21
miles. A mere puddin’ for men who have sailed the ocean
wide! Or so we thought. This was to be a ’promenade sur
mer’ a sea picnic for the entertainment of Our wives and a
trio of casual German acquaintances.
Motoring out of the harbour, only an hour and a half
a’fter the appointed 09.00 start, life felt good. There was
diesel in the tank, bottles of wine in the bilges and sun
xTvarming the deck. The breeze, an F 1 from ahead offered
no scruple to our consciences as wind sailors. And so it went
for an hour or two. No need for log or compass with
Gomera looming out of the mist. A casual remark on white
seagulls in the water ahead went unnoticed. About ten
minute’s later a cry was heard as the first wave ran several
inches of water down the towels spread on deck, the next
wave drenched all on it and the next one ran in the open
portlights and hatches. Pandemonium ensued. Oilskin
jackets were dug out of storage, picnic baskets flew, some

Paddy Barry.
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felt sick. A Nly F 7 had come out of the blue on our
starboard bow with steep two metre breaking seas. How
could this be? We were in 1,000 fathom about midway
between the islands. There was nothing for it but to bang
on. Weren’t we lucky not to have had sail up. And so for
an hour and a half we crawled forward, praying against fuel
blockages and air locks. The women would not have been
assured or amused by salty phrases involving heaving to,
bare poles, short sail, running for sea room and so forth.
At 14.45 we swept round into the shelter of the harbour of
San Sebastian and tied alongside the wall beyond the two
interisland ferries. One French yacht swung to anchor, a
dozen open fishing boats inside her. We dried out, we swam,
we picnicked, we visited the town, we spoke to a resident
Dutch yachtsman who explained the wind phenomenon to
us and the eddy of the Canaries current which kicks up the
sea nearby, we lost several of our guests to the ferry, pulled
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all reefs in the mainsail, put a ’barrog" in the flying jib by
tying in the top one third or so, donned oilskins and
harnesses and took off on a broad reach like a 5.0.5. The
ferry overtook us a couple of hours later as we were taking
out reefs and by the time it had passed the wind was gone.
The ship was tidied and we engined home to Los Cristianos.
This was our last sail on a cruise that had taken us 1,900
miles from Dublin Bay in the previous three weeks.
The crew were Sean Mullan and Kevin Cronin, as usual,
Joe Kenny again, and Fred Rochford on a first outing, with
Paddy dispensing orders. Johnny Walsh from the Irish
Mountaineering Club and with the benefit of a week in
Glenaans was to join us later. A modicum of organization
had been brought to bear on this year’s preparation. Joe
was in charge of first aid. Himself and Paddy had taken
a nine lecture Red Cross course. Various tinctures, tablets,
drugs and syringes were prescribed by a friendly sailing doc.
who also supplied a supporting certificate of authorization.
Kevin was doing camera man. He had acquired an additional
yellow plastic underwater camera for £39 to capture all those
hitherto unshootable moments. He didn’t of course, but that
is not the fault of the camera, merely that at those crucial
times his best interests lay elsewhere. Sean was quartermaster
and chef, a post for which herequired no additional training;
he said. Paddy supplemented the navigation gear with a
Kelvin Hughes sextant.
The ship herself appeared much as she had for her
previous 76 years. The rig and sails were unchanged. The
coachroof was strengthened and bolted down. Deck sealing
had been done, a new sampson post fitted, five oak frames
replaced and six planks renewed. The caulking was
hardened. A trim tab was fitted to the rudder. A brake was
put on the prop shaft, a seawater tap taken off the engine
Water inlet and a gimballed cooker with oven was installed.
The ballast was wedged in and the floor boards coachbolted
down. The inside received a new coat of cream and the
outside several coats of black. We needed a holiday after
that !
The evening of Friday July 5th saw us motoring quietly
away with sails up hoping for breeze. The forecast was Wly
F 3 which as usual was too good to materialise. We quit
the charade and at Killiney dropped sail and motored on.
Here we go again. What is it about Friday nights that we
always seem to motor down the Irish Sea. In earlier days
in lighter boats getting round Carnsore Pt. seemed to be a
justification for use of the engine. Indeed as unpleasant a
night as ever I spent was off Cahore Point in a bilge keel
Eventide waiting to catch the S going ebb at dawn. Poulduff,
an uneasy anchorage N of Cahore, has also been indelibly
impressed on my mind as one of my non-favourite
anchorages. Such thoughts passed the night as we went S.
We had reviewed safety drill -- ’if you go over, you’re dead’
and who takes what if we launched the liferaft. Paddy -Locat Beacon and chart, Sean -- food, Joe -- First Aid,
Kevin -- fishing tackle, Fred -- water. Watches were set
as two man, four hour. With a crew of five this allows every
second off watch to be eight hours. Inshore, watchkeeping

Kevin Cronin.
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Fred Rochford.

is hard on the navigator as he can never be easy within
soundings, particularly if it is his boat!
We actually had more sailing that night than I recollected,
and at 07.30 on Saturday we saw the Tuskar go abeam as
we moved quickly away on the still flowing tide.
Breakfast, the real breakfast that is with fry, cereal, fruit
juice, toast, the works, was produced about mid-day. Cups
of tea issued earlier. By 12.00 everyone was up and about,
radios and cassettes went on and conversation resumed its
normal level, i.e. slagging and subtly abusive. The man can
invoke the mysteries of the universe .by taking a sunsight.
Crew members ambitious to learn astro-navigation are
always conducted through.the morning and evening sight
procedure. Never let them see a noon sight worked out in
a few lines!
The short wave radio, recently installed, was working fine
on the HAM bands. The BBC forecast gave a continuation
of good breeze for us. 141/2 miles were covered in the last
watch. Late afternoon we bore 15° below course to continue
close reaching in a freshening breeze. A salad lunch was
good and the evening sight gave a result which was not so
good. Dinner, it is logged, was eaten at 23.00 with a modest
glass of wine. All the stars were up. The auto-helm was
sailing the boat (had we not told you about that), monitored
on the cabin compass by the watch drinking coffee. We were
sailing on the eastern edge of a stable high pressure system
and all seemed well with the world.
And believe it or not so it continued until we reached the
coast of Spain, almost. By Wednesday on our fifth day out
we were closing Cape Finisterre. Our strategy had been to
Joe Kenny.
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clear it and its shipping by some 30, 40 miles. Heartened
by the steady favourable weather we had altered directly for
the adjacent Cabo Villano. Our R.D.F. was not working
we had discovered off Tuskar but our sunsights were tying
in well with any positions given by ships we spoke to. After
our morning sight on Wednesday we hardened sheets to close
the land. Our watch runs had been lifting gradually with
a combination of rising wind over the previous day and an
increasing desire to get to shore. The 06.00-10.00 hour run
on Wednesday was 26 miles, noted as a ’definitive record’.
However from 10.00 on Wednesday to landfall 16.00 the
log is virtually bare of comment. The wind rose, the sea rose,
the foam blew off the wave tops in streaks. We got the
mainsail and jib down and with engine and steadying foresail
closed the land, still not in sight. The easy alternative of
running SW before wind and sea, if it occurred to us at all,
was not seriously considered. In a long few hours land
eventually appeared through the haze about two miles
ahead. The seas eased and we met a French yacht coming
downwind under her headsail.
At 16.30 the trailing log was taken in in Ria De Corme
Lage. That night the village of Camarinas, 18 miles on, was
our haven and our heaven. Anchoring off the pier, with four
or five other yachts, the restaurant was pointed out by people
with dark and creased features who wore black and dark
blue. Washing and flowers hung overhead in the narrow
streets. The restaurant looked like any of the other bars with
its terrazo and T.V. But they took good care of us. Later
we watched the sardines being iced and loaded from the
fishing boats to lorries. Sean swam back to our boat which
Sean Mullan.
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Identify yourself.
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was probably as safe away as our return in the dinghy. All
retired in reasonably good shape and conked flat out.
The next day we were under sail at ten but within a few
hours the wind fell light. After drifting and fishing awhile
we put in and anchored off a sandy beach, a mile to the
N of Cape Finisterre. The Admiralty Directions give its name
as Playa Del Mar De Fora. Later in the day we motored
to Muros.
Muros is a lovely small town. The Imray sailing directions
are quite wrong in calling it a village. In matters of
navigation these directions we found to be excellent. It is
however a pity that it does not more accurately describe or
grade the facilities and attractiveness of the places. The
Biscay pilot does this well and it is a great help if one is
planning a cruise or if one has a choice of places while on
passage. We lay alongside undisturbed on an end berth too
short for the big fishing vessels. A clock chimed the hours
over town, berthed fishing fleet and the dozen anchored
yachts.
We were for Bayonna the next day. At 06.00 the fishing
harbour was empty and a dense fog gave visibility of about
½ mile. After careful checking of our compass and course
we motored, picking out by depth sounder the features on
this shoal coastline. The sun broke through gradually about
midday by which time we picked up the Isla Cies guarding
the Bay of Vigo. We anchored off the beach on the northern
side of Isla De St. Martin for the afternoon. This island has
pine woods down to the beach, one summer house, a high
peak, which we did not climb, and on that afternoon a half
dozen anchored yachts mostly out for the day.
By late afternoon a fine breeze gave us a good sail the
eight miles to Bayonna, where for the first time we lay sternto the pontoon, anchored off the bow. Two attempts were
required for this little manoeuvre. Bayonna has been amply
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described and we found it fulfilled all descriptions and
expectations.
The same unfortunately cannot be said for journey’s end
the following day. We were away at 03.45 with a light head
wind from the east. Rounding the outer shoals with
minimum depth of 40 m. we motored all day. We were now
off Portugal. Where were the Portugese trades? There were
plenty of small open fishing boats tending buoyed longlines.
For anyone used to the Irish salmon nets and lobster pots
on overlong polypropelene lines, these presented no
problem. Their lines were vertical and boats can without
danger go close to the marker buoys. Povoa De Varzim is
the Blackpool of North Portugal. Skip it unless stuck for
a good harbour of refuge.
Sunday July 14th, at 01.00, after a lively and frank
exchange of views we put to sea. We had a forecast, from
the Irish Met., via Peter White on H.A.M. radio, of light
Nlys for the next 24 hours. This tallied with the local T. V.
forecast in this area. There was no wind at all. Joe has a
note in the log at 04.00 that he was listening to Portugese
radio and is not surprised that the country is better known
for its sailors than its music. 09.05 it is now raining! This
lasted five minutes. Still motoring we considered various
options. 13.30 wind from the east F 3. All sail up. Engine
off at last, thank God. And a couple of hours sailing brought
us into the basin of Figuera de Foz. This looks like a nice
place. And it was. On this Sunday afternoon we saw
traditional folk-dancing in the park, followed by an army
band. We sauntered, we sat. I bought shoes and sandals -big deal, for six quid. We ate ice cream. As in most places
in Portugal we couldn’t talk much to others because of the
language. Figuera is a local capital. We saw no tourists to
speak of, one other yacht and in the way that some places
do it left a very pleasant feeling.

Easy going.
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It wasn’t all fun and games.
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Selvagem Grande. One and a half days south of Madeira.
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Monday 00.45 our ship put to sea under sail. By 08.00
sails were down to two reefs and then to all four reefs. When
cruising the first and third row of reef points are not used.
We moved in a F 6 from the NW. All day we coasted passing
inside Berlenga islands and picking off the features on the
coastline of endless beach and sun. Tee-shirts were worn
because of the breeze. 18.20 the wind blew up to F 7
approaching Cascais. This must be the Nortada, an
afternoon strengthening of the wind, which translates to
’hard north’. We pulled in to Cascais intending to anchor.
There is no quay. But the wind would have made dinghy
work impossible or certainly dangerous. So we continued
up the mighty Tagus to Lisbon where by dark we were
berthed in the hospitable Marina of Club Naval de Lisboa.
A full gale had risen in the last few hours. We were relieved
to be in.
For three days we touristed the city, visiting the
monuments, Maritime Museum, old quarter, the lot. By
Wednesday night Johnny Walsh had joined us on cue and
Thursday saw us to sea once more bound for Madeira, 500
miles to the SW. This Nortada had us scared with~ss by now.
And it wasn’t all bar talk where the hazards of the sea are
often exaggerated. Since arriving in Lisbon each afternoon
saw a full fledged gale from the N. The Lisbon Met. said
this would continue but would be less away from the land.
How far away? We could not find out, And so we left at
the dawning of Thursday streaming the log off the Tower
of Belem and getting under sail at Fort Buggio, the sandbank
fortress which guards the great harbour of Lisbon. We
cleared with Cascais Radio and were on our way.
Course was set to the N of the rhumb-line in anticipation
of heaving to the Nortada and the Sly current. Neither
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occurred. For day after day we sailed without incident,
always reefs in, sometimes all. Generally we stayed
undercanvassed, and always so by night, shades of the East
Indiamen. Without pushing, the clock moved up 120 miles
or so each day. The auto helm had packed up. We weren’t
using it much anyway. With a crew of six there is no need.
Meals were regular. There was welcome cloud cover for the
earlier half of each day. Each evening at 18.00 G.M.T. we
tuned to the U.K. Maritime Network on the short wave 20
m. band. Yachts with licenced operators can call in on this.
A forecast is given for wind and swell in the various areas
of the eastern Atlantic.
The sea got bluer, a deep azure, or was it turquoise? We
argued about the exact colour but it was certainly different.
Each afternoon a baking session produced three soda bread
loaves which were eaten as soon as cooled. Oilskins were
worn after dark to keep off the dew. The harnesses, always
worn at night, were sized for wearing over oilskins anyway.
Somedays there were no ships but at one stage four could
be seen at one time. On the fourth day out a Madeiran Petrel
was spotted. At 22.00 on Sunday Porto Santo light flashed
on the starboard bow and five hours later we dropped our
hook in the new harbour on Port Santo. To bed. In the
morning a nominal shore party spent a couple of hours on
this little sister island of Madeira. Two yachts swung at
anchor. It had the flavour of a tropical version of Aran with
a large crowd waiting for the plane from Funchal. Like all
the Portugese harbours we saw, extensive construction works
were in hand. It was there that Christopher Columbus, while
a young sea-captain, had met his bride, the Governor’s
daughter. A brisk quartering sail closed the thirty mile
channel to Madeira. Going into the big Funchal harbour

under easy sail the yacht harbour was found to be
considerably altered in the last year from the sketch in the
sailing directions. Funchal is beautiful. Its people are
civilised. For us to attempt to say more would be
presumptuous.
We enjoyed its hospitality for three days. The yacht basin
is a major gathering spot for long distance sailors. The talk
was of trade wind crossings and distant places, self steering
and solar generators. Some four dozen boats were there of
all nationalities. We seemed to be the only one spending less
than a year or two afloat. On Thursday morning we left for
Tenerife 300 miles to the S by way of the Salvage Islands.
15 miles off, in a rising wind while reducing from two to
four reefs, we had an unmerciful gybe. The 24 foot gaff
snapped in two and jammed aloft. The topping lift was torn
off the boom end and we were in trouble. The seas were
knocking the boat about making a bosun chair job not
impossible but certainly hazardous. We couldn’t reach the
clew of the sail to cut its lashing and brail the sail to the
mast. The engine was started and we motored slowly head
to wind to consider. Isla Deserta lay upwind on our
starboard about thirteen miles. There we read we would find
an uninhabited island with goats and wild tomatoes. We put
back for Madeira. The sea and wind dropped gradually. We
anchored and made repairs by late afternoon but held our
departure until the next morning.
Much chastened we put out again in the clear starry air.
This was the day the seagull paid us a visit. He landed. We
gave him a fine feed of bread while he became the most
photographed bird ever. At 07.00 the following day, 133
miles out, Selvagem Grande rose to meet us. Hardening
sheets we anchored 3 V2 hours later in Cagerras cove on the

sheltered S side. We were surprised to see people about. It
was supposed to be uninhabited. And there was even a
Portugese flag! We had been having the crack as to how
we would plant our flag and mark our arrival. This was
mildly deflating. The holding being poor on a ravine rotted
rock bottom, we shorepartied in two groups. The people
were ornithologists -- one group of four from the Portugese
mainland, the other English speaking Madeiranese. The
Shearwater abounds in these waters and until recent years
was much sought after as a delicacy by fishermen from
Madeira who came annually in July. They used to catch
them in their burrows with hooks and barrell them. We
walked the island round. It is a volcanic plateau of some
one mile diameter, 500 feet high. There are some signs of
former agriculture with water ditches. There are no houses
apart from the two we saw at the landing place. All our
information was that it was unlit and uninhabited. This has
been incorrect since 1980 when the Portugese built a solar
powered light and put a keeper on the island. It was
remarked that this might have more to do with fishing and
mineral prospects than navigation.
Captain Kidd’s treasure is thought to be lost in these
waters. Shackleton returning from the South Pole sought
and received Admiralty approval to search for this. He died
before reaching this latitude and that was that.
And so we hauled our hook once*again, pointed our
bowsprit for Tenerife and 11/2 days later sailed into Los
Cristianos on Sunday evening, July 28th. There we were met
by three of our wives/girlfriends who travelled more
conventionally. For the following week we swam, ate well,
sailed locally and met some people. The Hooker was lifted
Photo: K. Cronin

Running repairs to the gaff. Madeira.
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ashore in the local boatyard, stripped, scrubbed and washed
down. Hot work!
It felt unreal to be in Dublin Airport on a rainy cold
Sunday night.
In conclusion some particular points of useful and useless
information may be mentioned.
The ’Ilheus Selvagem’ are called thus in Portugese. Many
English references call them the ’Salvage Islands’. They have
always been Portugese and the translation of ’Selvagem’ is
’savage’ and not ’salvage’.
From Tuskar to Cabo Villano we had a Sly set of 6
miles/day on average. Off Portugal, contrary to tidal charts,
no set was found. From Madeira to Selvagem the southerly
set was ½ know as charted but from Selvagem to Tenerife

where we could have expected the same Sly current it was
found to be running ½ knot towards the N.
The heat on our black boat was not a problem at sea but
S of Madeira it became uncomfortable in harbour. The
compensations are ample.
The lift out charge in Los Cristianos is 25 punt. The yard
charge is 120 punt per month. A shipwright for caulking,
painting work we expect to run to 40 punt per week, if
required.
In only two places did we have to produce our paperwork.
We flew the Q throughout and kept all passports and papers
in a folder grandly titled ’Ships papers’, produced only if
requested.
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,John Oore-Grimes

In 1982 Shardana had taken us from Cape Farewell to Disko
Bay. Sailing the W coast of Greenland and the waters of
the Davis Strait was not without tribulations, produced by
strong winds and heavy concentrations of ice in the Cape
Farewell area.
The plan for 1985 was to sail to Scoresby Sound and to
the E coast, past which constantly files a procession of packice and icebergs driven from the Pole and from the calving
shore glaciers, by constant and burdened currents and by
a prevailing NE wind, to Greenland’s southern tip.
Henry Hudson sighted the E Greenland coast in 1607 as
he sailed parallel with it, naming the lofty Mount of God’s
Mercy and Cape Hold-with-Hope. The intrepid Dutch
whalers, based at Smeerenberg on Amsterdam Island off
the NW Spitzbergen shore, sighted that forbidding coast
across the intervening ice. With the passing of years and with
whaling, from necessity, being carried on more and more
in open seas, whaling ships, in increasing numbers, sailed
the waters of E Greenland, but there still remained the old
danger -- the old dread and in 1777 12 ships were caught
in the pack ice, and, one by one, their number was tragically
reduced until finally only a few of the crews, huddled
together on an ice-floe, managed to live as it carried them
southwards to Cape Farewell where they were rescued. Three
hundred and twenty souls had perished.
In 1822 the younger William Scoresby built the Baffin and
accompanied by his father in the Fame, he charted the E
coast of Greenland from 75° N to 69° N. In that year his
father entered Scoresby sound which he erroneously
identified as the mythical waterway bisecting Greenland, and
here too the young Scoresby found traces of human
habitations -- asbes of dead fires, spent arrows and
discarded household implements. The results of his labours
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are published in ’Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale
Fishery’ republished and readily available from Caedmon
Reprints of Whitby at a modest cost.
In 1823 Captains Clavering and Sabine broke through the
ice at the 75th parallel, and Clavering explored the land
behind Shannon Island, finding there a small community
of Eskimos. The whole group, men women and children,
numbered only twelve. This little lost bit of humanity was
hundreds of arduous miles from its nearest fellow men. It
was, at the time, the only case of Eskimos found on the E
coast of Greenland N of latitude 66°. When this site was
revisited fifty years later, all trace of this small human society
had disappeared.
The N coast of Greenland was explored and charted by
the Danish L. Mylius-Ericksen-J.P. Koch Expedition of
1906 - 1908. The southern part of the E coast was explored
and mapped by the Danes, Holm and Garde between 1883
- 1885 and Ryder in 1891 - 1892, but what is of interest is
that the unknown coast between Angmagssalik and 69° 10’
N was first explored and mapped between 1899 - 1900 by
the Swede, Nathorst and the Dane, Amdrup. Just 86 years
later Shardana was to cover the same ground holding close
the the shore and making patient progress through pack ice
in a summer which, it must be admitted, was the most
favourable in living memory.
Our voyage was a year in the planning -- a year of mixed
pleasures and drudgery. Reading the stories of those who
had sailed before us was a great joy but attending to the
hundreds of small tasks and preparing and victualling
Shardana was a chore in which I was greatly assisted by
Andrew Somerville, Pat Colleran, and Paul Cooper. These
three are men of the arctic and when they agreed to sign
on my burden was lightened. Particular thanks are due to
John Vaughan of Esso who had the vision and kindness to

allow Paul Cooper an extra two weeks leave. Paul has made
his summer home on Shardana in 1982, 1983 and 1984;
without him and without Andrew and Pat, the prospect of
the E coast ice was a dismal one. Ice experience among Irish
sailors is as rare as balanced budgets in the Irish economy.
My elation at having these three competent experts as shipmates was only slightly diminished by the fact that my dear
friend and ice compatriot Bob Fannin was unable to join
us. His absence caused me great sadness, and the realisation
of just how much I missed this wise old comic lasted
throughout the voyage.
There were many volunteers for the last two places and
I thank each one for their interest and commitment. Perhaps
next time! The final two members of the team were Tom
Lawlor and Paul Doonan.
Our departure from Howth on Thursday 24th July at
12.00 G.M.T. was ’inverted commas’ with some exclamation
marks!!! and far too many question marks??????. The
commercial well wishers were stout hearted men. Families,
lovers and wives held back bravely, disguising emotions with
hurried public kisses and handshakes. I must confess that
I took to the bottle, but all the hustle was soon over and
as we passed Ireland’s Eye’s Martello tower, we were alone

with our own thoughts. Shardana wallowed northwards like
a great pregnant whale weighted down below her markings
with supplies for seven weeks for six people.
As we sailed northwards from Howth the many voluntary
kindnesses from well-wishers were greatly appreciated. My
nephew John Scott -- aged I0 met us at the harbour mouth
and gave us a bottle of champagne with a rose on it and
his mother’s recipe for curry -- not to be opened until
Scoresby sound. Unsolicited, Hanlons had given us three
sides of salmon, Nescafe -- two large tins of coffee, Golden
Vale -- 20 lbs of Dairygold, and Steve Silvermint had given
us a large box of his mints. Michael O’Neill and John
Finnegan of One Hour Photos had presented us with a neat
automatic camera which was to produce excellent results.
Passing through the North Channel was as it always has
been: some great speeds forward with the tide, followed by
frustrating hours going nowhere on this occasion, right
beside the disused lighthouse workings on the west Maiden
Rock. This time the whole experience was heightened by
spectacular thunder and lightning, sufficient, as we learned
the next day, to bring C.I.E. and E.S.B. to a halt. The tide
turned and we were soon under Altacarry Head, having a
chat with the keepers.
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With main and working jib hauled tight we set a course
through the fog to Orsay Light. Suddenly Channel 16 and
then Channel 6 was alive with voices. Deerhound calling Live
Wire -- Live Wire calling State-O-Chassis -- State-OChassis calling Lovely Lady. The merry members were
returning from a windy, rainswept but happy cruise in
company with the Clyde Cruising Club. What a pleasure
to receive a call from Reindeer. We were too soon out of
range but Newbold Smith wished us God speed. Newbold
had visited us in April, and on that occasion and in
subsequent correspondence had given us much helpful
advice and information on the inhospitable ice conditions
on the E coast of Greenland. If yon sail that way I would
recommend you to read Newbold Smith’s ’Down Denmark
Strait’. It is a sailing classic, a volume which should not pass
unheeded by those who will sail in arctic waters.
It was wet and windy as we passed by an unseen
Skerryvore Light but soon conditions improved as we
headed northwards towards St. Kilda. We were to shake off
northern Europe’s most dreadful summer and sail into the
almost consistent high pressure which blessed our voyaging
in northern waters.
It was bright at 04.10 on the 29th July as we sailed W
of St. Kilda. Its mountain peaks were shrouded in mist but
these islands called out to us. Rory O’Hanlon’s words are
still scorched on my mind. In a most poetical and simple
way they capture the spirit of St. Kilda so well:- ’I must get
to somewhere I have not seen before. St. Kilda it is to be,
for like you I have dreamt of this island and of the people
who spent their lives there. There is not a ripple on the water
and only our engine disturbs the summer silence. We pass
through the Sound of Harris and so to the west through a
sea alive with God’s creatures. The birds play, the dolphins
roll and even the mighty whale tumbles nearby. Ahead of
us, like a painted scene, stands St. Kilda -- every changing
in the evening light. I will not describe the Village bay for
you -- it has been done many times. Go there for yourself
and walk up the village street. Sit upon a stone and close
your eyes. Then you will see down the years and hear the
children play’.
It could not have been better said. It will draw you and
me back to St. Kilda. Shardana sailed past with longing in
her soul, narrowly escaping the sirens of St. Kilda by the
faint but hopeful and ever present call of the Scoresby
settlement.
It was the 29th July and the land birds had left us. The
graceful raisin-eyed fulmars were our constant companions.
Frequently the terns would argue about us and we had our
first sighting of dolphins. Our Walker Satnav 802 behaved
as it reliably does ....... it broke down.
The new man Paul Doonan was settling in well. I expect
in 1985 you might describe Paul as my son-in-law, though
I do not recall the wedding. At 24 he was very much the
youngest and his natural youthful exuberance resulted in
several arias of rock opera per day. Not to my taste I fear
but I will forgive a man anything if he has salt in his veins.
Paul has and it showed from the beginning. Tom Lawlor
was shaping up well also. I particularly liked his log entry
at 02.00 on the 30th July:- ’A gentleman is someone who
can play the accordion but doesn’t.’
The Decca-navigator took us to within 146 miles of
Glettinganes which was to be our landfall on Iceland’s E
coast. In effect, this means that anyone planning a voyage
to Rockall or to the Faroes, would be well within Decca
range. But as Pat Colleran had cautioned me not to place
my faith in the microchip, the sextant was put to work. The
only place where success comes before work is in the
dictionary and the first few calculations were slow searching
affairs.
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Howth to Akureyri measures 1029 miles and we logged
1232 which allowed for a fair amount of head winds. The
sailing was pleasant and fast and our approach to the
Icelandic coast was with a generous F.6 across the aft
quarter. The snow- capped mountains greeted us and we
rushed passed Glettinganes and around Langanes with great
flourish. From the S, Langanes looks like a long, man-made
pier. The headland and its northern cliffs are rocky and
natural and here the shy fulmar disappeared as thousands
of bickering terns and kittiwakes filled the air, occasionally
terrified by a pair of gliding arctic skuas - the dark brown
hunters. We set course, with free sheets, for the entrance
to Eyjafjord and the hull fairly jumped through the seas with
speeds frequently hitting 10 knots, while Pat fed us with an
excellent meal of sliced chicken, cooked with ginger and
other secret and private ingredients which appeared from
a small corner of his locker. Indeed, our speed was so good,
that when I came on deck in the early morning Pat was
sailing merrily past the entrance to Eyjafjord. A war of
words followed. Dr. Johnson put it well:- ’The Irish are a
fair people. They never speak well of each other’.
We had been at sea for exactly eight days when we tied
up at Akureyri. It had been an easy passage and somehow

Eyjafjord is a pretty place but man has made a mess of Akureyri.Photo:
Tom Lawlor

we all felt that the Great Designer would make us pay for
it later on. It is just 30 miles from the entrance of Eyjafjord
to Akureyri. Eyjafjord is pretty but man has made a mess
of Akureyri. 14,000 Icelanders live there and there is a small
yachting community comprising four small cruisers.
We left Akureyri at 18.00 on Saturday 3rd August, which
was my daughter’s 21st Birthday. Paul and I wished
Francesca well as we sailed through the night to arrive at
the little port of Sandvick on the island of Grimsey at 05.40
on the 4th August, a distance of 54 miles. Shardana had
called there in 1978. It is a remote place, of interest to us
because of its bird cliffs and because it is bisected by the
Arctic circle. Neither Tom Lawlor nor Paul Doonan had
crossed the Arctic circle but they did so on this morning,
without trousers and with buckets aloft and black plastic
bags amidships. Pat, Paul Doonan and I climbed down the
cliffs. The rope, which was firm in 1978, is now quite rotten.
Climbing down the cliffs in 1978 was a simple matter, but
it was raining on this occasion and great care had to be taken
not to clobber the man below with falling rocks. Paul
Doonan and I had a brief, shrivelling swim at the foot of
the cliffs. The water was as cold as it had been in 1978.

We were able to call the Narssarssuaq Ice Central through
Sigulsfjord radio and I spoke to Gorm Houlberg who had
been introduced to us by our good friend Captain Niels
Ilsoe. The news for Scoresby sound was most encouraging.
Seventy miles of ice between us and Cape Brewster mainly
at two-tenths to three-tenths with bands of six-tenths ice.
We sailed from Grimsey at I 1.00 on the 4th August with
main and working jib set, beating into a light nor’ easter
and a lumpy sea with heavy damp fog touching the wave
tops. I am almost ashamed to admit that the distance from
Grimsey to Cape Brewster is just 234 miles and that is why
I have hidden this information in the middle of this very
ordinary paragraph, in the hopes that the casual reader will
miss it. Nevertheless, it is another 20 miles from Brewster
to the Scoresby settlement.
We had hoped to see an isolated off-shore rock named
Kolbeinsey which is 38 miles NNW of Grimsey and, indeed,
we set a course for it. In visibility which, at times, made
it difficult to see the bow, we missed it. The rock is of great
interest to the Icelanders who measure their fishing zones
from this most northern piece of Icelandic territory. It is
made of soft rock which is buffeted by pack ice in the spring
and the Icelanders plan to reinforce it with concrete before
it disappears. In these days of extraordinary territorial
claims, I just hope that Upper Volta will not take it over
before the Icelanders get a few truckloads of cement on to it.
The night was a bumpy one and we had considerable
sympathy for Andrew at work in the galley; but Andrew
is a man of great spirit and I recall his positive good cheer
after our capsize off Jan Mayen in 1980. The 1982 Davis
Strait gales almost made him sing with joy and on this
occasion as cans of mackeral and steak and kidney pie
danced about him, he considered his menu and said:- ’Do
you remember Mrs. Beeton’s recipe for steamed halibut?
It starts with, first catch your halibut’.
Tom was at the helm ducking, as several empty cans
narrowly missed his head. With considerable restraint Tom
chided Andrew: ’You ejit, you are a damned bad shot’.
Andrew corrected him; ’I am not an ejit Tom ........ just
a bad shot’.
With falling glass and rising wave Somerville triumphs
as galley slave
The night passed into grey dawn and by 11.00 the sun had
burned off the mist from the sea’s surface. The high clew
reacher pulled Shardana towards Cape Brewster and the

1 am not an Ejit -- Tom ........
mate and man of the Arctic...

just a bad shot -- Andrew Somerville first
Photo: Tom Lawlor
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morning’s sextant shot was clear and true. The meridian shot
at 13.25 saw a reflected sun stop on the horizon and place
us at latitude 68° 15’07’N. I calculated a fix from a sunshot
at 14.40 which put us at 68°21’10’N. 19°41’48’W. It was
clear that the E Greenland current had started its work and
we altered from compass 010° to compass 030°. The
variation at this position was plus 24°30’W. What a glorious
day it was, with bright warm sunshine and a sou’ easterly
F.3. With hatches open the cabin was soon well aired and
dry. We measured the water temperature. It was plus 1 ° so
that, in spite of this temporary pleasantness, we knew that
the ice was not far off.
By 21.00 the fog had swallowed the sun and the air
temperature had fallen to zero. At 22.40 Paul Cooper
sighted the first ice. We were soon in two-tenths ice and the
sails were lowered just in time before they froze. Although
there was no darkness, the fog proved a hindrance. There
were some ugly pieces of ice in our path and we reduced
speed. By midnight the air temperature was minus 5° and
ice started to accumulate on the rigging. I called Mesters
Vig airport on 4050 to advise the most helpful and courteous
operator of our position. Mesters Vig had no ice information
but the operator asked us for an estimated position for
midday on Tuesday the 5th August. I gave it to him and
he requested us to keep 2182 and Channel 16 open.
Narssarssuaq Ice Central’s Twin Otter observer plane was
on the apron at Mesters Vig. It would fly out in the morning
and locate us with its radar to give a detailed ice report and
to advise a course for Cape Brewster and for Cape Tobin.
We motored into three-tenths ice. The floes were
illuminated in the fog and for a while the leads were easy
to follow, but between 03.00 and 04.00 we had a bad hour.
The air temperature suddenly fell to minus 18° and we ran
into heavy ice concentrations. Speed was further reduced
until, finally, we could go no further. The ice closed in
around the hull and, in dense fog, it was not possible to go
aloft to pick out the leads. It was the kind of situation which
might have pushed us back out to sea on earlier voyages but,
Scoresby sound was the objective and we were prepared to
wait. Marshall Foch, Supreme Commander of the Allied
Forces of the Western Front said:- ’My centre is giving way,
my right is in retreat -- situation excellent. I shall attack.’
This is what we did. Pat patiently cleared a small area
around the hull and we charged the obstructing floe at its
narrowest point. The bow rose up and before she slipped
off again I gave her a little extra throttle. A small channel

cleared and we edged our way carefully through a narrow
lead and eventually found more open water.
The ice remained at five-tenths, but by 08.00 the
temperature was back to zero. The water temperature
measured minus 1°. Tom came on deck and vigorously
shook the rigging, an operation which required him to keep
his oilskin hood on his head, as sharp pieces of ice fell to
the deck. The main objective was to clear the radio aerials.
During the morning the fog persisted but the ice had cleared
to concentrations of two-tenths which allowed good
progress. At 11.00 we spoke to the ice observer on Channel
16. The Twin Otter was somewhere above us but we did not
hear it and we could not see it through the fog. The plane
had taken off from Mesters Vig and it had flown S over
the Scoresby sound entrance. Visibility there was clear and
he advised us, on clearing Cape Brewster, to head into the
bay towards Cape Hope before altering W for the Scoresby
settlement. This, of course, assumed that we would reach
Cape Brewster. From Cape Brewster the plane had been in
dense fog, and the observer was unable to give us a routing.
The radar observations of ice concentrations did give cause
for cautious optimism and the picture was one of relatively
open water of two-tenths ice. The ice patrol plane gave us
our position from its Omega system, corrected by its radar
observations of us and this was a great comfort, for it is
all too easy to lose all sense of direction and position in fog
and ice.
At 13.02 Andrew sighted the Greenland shore. The fog
cleared and for some moments we stood quietly looking at
the stark black and white mountains of east Greenland
tumbling sharply from the sky to the water’s edge. We also
saw great walls of ice punctuated with massive bergs,
blocking our passage to the land. Paul Cooper went aloft
and stood gallantly, for five hours, on the cross-trees. There
were times when we thought that he was stuck to the mast

It was 20.45 when Shardana’s anchor hit the bottom just off the Scores
settlemenl
Photo: Tom Lawl

Cape Brewster at the southern entrance to Scoresby SoundPhoto: Tom
Lawlor

but, although he must have been very cold, he would not
come down. He was determined to see us through and he
did so, most effectively, in his own quiet and patient way.
By 17.05 Cape Brewster was abeam and what a
magnificent sight it was, with black earth and stone falling
steeply to the sea. And there were snow shapes in the rocks,
reindeers’ heads, Santa Claus, and and nature’s pictures to
rival and surpass man’s best abstracts. Whatever you wanted
to see was there to behold. Something like our own recent
phenomena of moving statues I suppose.
In our minds, we saluted the Scoresbys’; we saluted the
brave Dutch whalers, the Hamburgers, the Bremeners and
the men of Biscay who had sailed these waters without
engine power. We saluted the courage of the late Major
Tilman who had come to within 10 miles of Brewster.
Tilman had waited patiently, but adverse ice conditions had
thwarted one of his cherished ambitions on several attempts.
We motored across Scoresby sound through heavy
concentrations of ice and passed beneath some of the most
magnificent icebergs that we have ever seen. The southern
shore of the bay was illuminated by a bright low sun and
the ice crystals on the steep mountain glaciers transmitted
rays of dazzling light. For a while, our view of the Scoresby
settlement was obscured by majestic white mountains of ice
but suddenly, as we rounded the edge of a berg, the little
houses on the hillside appeared, looking strangely out of
place in this desolate landscape. It seemed as if nature had
been taken quite by surprise by the human courage and
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endurance which it takes to establish and maintain this
remote community.
It was 20.45 when our anchor hit bottom in 25 feet, just
two cables off shore. Two small rowing boats came
alongside to greet us. The Greenlanders were friendly but
mainly curious. Grandmothers, grandfathers, and scores of
children filled the tiny boats. Alongside the shore and tied
to some barges, we could see a small 26 ft. sailing boat. Sure
enough, on the stern, the tricolour of France fluttered
proudly in a light breeze. We had been beaten to it by a small
boat from Graneville named Nouani. The 16th Century
spirit of the Biscay whalers still lives. If I had worn a hat
I would have taken it off in salute.
Before we could make contact with the Frenchman, our
fuelling and cleaning down operations were interrupted. I
was below thinking how good life was, while Paul Doonan
exchanged pleasantries with the many bewildered
Greenlanders who surrounded us. I had just started to fill
the pipe while Paul Cooper opened up the engine, drained
the oil, changed the filter and re-filled the sump. He had
completed this work in his usual quiet and efficient manner,
just as I was about to put the first match to my pipe. Paul
Doonan had explained at least twenty of the forty shades
of green to the Greenlanders and was just about to deal with
the remainder when rifle shots echoed across the inlet. The
Greenlanders scattered. Pat was washing clown the cockpit
when he said; ’I think someone is firing at us’. I came on
deck just in time to see splashes in the water and to hear
the distinctive report of a 303.
’Someone is firing at us’. Yes indeed and a splash came
to within 10 feet of the hull. Seven more shots rang out,
each accompanied by the splash of a bullet close to the hull.
Pat continued to scrub the cockpit. Andrew, Paul and Tom
were working on the bow and I think I heard Tom say; ’it
is probably some sort of greeting’. My pipe stayed alight
and the Greenlanders returned. Paul Doonan resumed the
chat. The incident was over.
The Greenland towns are now officially known by
Greenlandic names so that Scoresby sound is now
Ittoqqortoormiit, but, like me, I think you will agree to call
it the ’Scoresby settlement’ for the moment. It is at 70°30’N,
22°W. Scoresby was first settled in 1925 when some of the
Eskimos of Angmagssalik were sent north. The fishing was
poor at the time and the the hunting and fishing were unable
to sustain the population in Angmagssalik, which was then
the only town on Greenland’s E coast. A brave party set
out to start a new life and to take advantage of the more
plentiful hunting at Scoresby sound. In sixty years the
population has increased to its present level of 300 but this
increase has been achieved at some cost. Although we are
not experts, we could see the effects of close inbreeding in
the faces of some of the people in the town. We were told
later that many of the younger women in the smaller
communities are anxious to mix blood with Europeans. This
is an attitude which is not viewed with much enthusiasm by
the male Inuit. Samuel Butler sums it up: ’God is love, I
dare say, but what a mischievous devil love is’.
But for us, on our first evening in Scoresby sound it was
a matter of grub before ethics and Paul Cooper cooked an
Irish stew which was washed down with great cheer by
Master Scott’s bottle of champagne followed by cans of
Heineken, in a warm cabin with the charcoal stove glowing
pleasantly. The shore dogs howled and sleep overtook the
ethics.
We rowed ashore early on Wednesday morning the 8th
August. Pat, who is a fluent French speaker, went to visit
Nouani with Tom and Paul Doonan, while I went to clear
paperwork with the harbourmaster. Andrew and Paul
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Cooper filled the water tanks and later they filled the spare
diesel cans.
Greenland is changing. In 1982 we had not been asked
for our passports and papers, but now it is advisable to
report to the local police station on arrival. The formalities
were minimal and Jens, the harbourmaster, who is also the
Royal Greenland Trading Company’s manager, offered us
his house for showers. Walking through the settlement one
gets the impression of a highly disorganised community.
Anything which is not used is dumped, right on the spot.
The debris is incredible and if it is not cleaned up it will be
an archaeologist’s paradise in 1,000 year’s time. All manner
of rubbish is well represented, from whale carcass to
disposable nappies. On the beach, Mariner outboards were
dumped below the high water mark. On closer examination
we could see that the propellor shafts were smashed after
an unhappy encounter with an ice floe. In the river there
were several thousand Kosangas bottles. I expect they don’t
bother to clean the place up because all the chaos is covered
by snow for ten months of the year. The Scoresby settlement
must be a prettier place in winter.
We showered at Jens’ empty house, the largest in
Scoresby, which is quite without furnishings of any kind.
A mattress on the floor of the living room and a television
set and video recorder was all that was there. Jens explained
that it was hard to find people to manage the K.G.H. store
at Scoresby. His two predecessors were both dead -- one
buried in Denmark after a bout of pneumonia and his most
immediate predecessor buried this January, out there in
Scoresby sound, under the ice. It appears that part of his
duties included making an ice-runway to allow planes to land
in the bay during winter months. Last January, while thus
engaged, he and his caterpillar had come upon a soft bit
of ice and that was that. One can understand why it is
difficult to find managers and why Jens was doing
temporary duty only.

The Scoresby Huskies
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We walked up to the radio station, passing through great
disorder and passing by huskies chained to the snow in packs
of a dozen or so. They are chained there in the summer
months in the same order as they pull the sleighs in the winter
months, with the lead dog out in front. It is hard to judge
their condition with objective canine perspective but from
our point of view we felt that the Scoresby settlement’s
huskies were having a bad time.
As we climbed the hill, we had a magnificent view of
Scoresby sound with Cape Brewster 20 miles to the S and
much of the inbetween water covered with pack ice and
massive bergs. Two of these monsters, which we had passed
at the entrance had, in the intervening fifteen hours, moved

Shardana pushes her way out of Scoresby Sound. Paul Doonan is on the foredeck working with the boat hook.

about five miles W, into the sound. The prospect of getting
out looked quite depressing from where we stood but
Andrew calculated that since we had come in through that
lot, the way out, though not apparent, must be somewhere.
A light breeze blew from the SE and this was a good
condition for us, for although it meant that the floes would
be driven towards the shore, no additional consignments
were likely to arrive from the polar sea. Scoresby sound runs
150 miles westwards and would most certainly reward
further exploration for men with nerves and hulls of steel.
After dinner we went for one last stroll in this
extraordinary place. The town was quiet except for the
huskies who barked and cried for most of the night. The
clock on the church tower showed six minutes past ten, as
it had done during the afternoon. Time stands still in
Scoresby sound.
On the 8th August at 09.30 the anchors were raised. Both
the fishermen and the C.Q.R. came up covered in weed
which was surprising, since the rocks on the shore looked
like an advertisement for a brand of anti-fouling that has
not yet been invented. Scoresby slept; even the dogs were
quiet. Each morning the citizens of the Scoresby settlement
rise punctually at six minutes past ten and time is taken from
the church tower clock.
As we motored away, we noticed that there was a thin
covering of cat-ice on the surface of the sea. It had been
a cold night and the decks were covered in ice which was
dangerously slippy for the unwary. The sea temperature
measured minus 2°, the air was plus 2°, and the cabin was
plus 5°.
The thumb line distance from Scoresby to Angmagssalik
is 482 miles, but rhumb lines and ice are poor bed-fellows
and, as we threaded our way through the heavy
concentrations of pack ice in Scoresby sound, a decision had
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to be made as to whether to go to sea or to penetrate the
pack ice along the shore route. To get to sea would involve
skirting the ice edge at between 40 and 70 miles off shore
but the sailing would be in open water. The inland route
would mean a patient passage, rewarded by close up views
of the mountains and glaciers of the E Greenland coast. I
do not know how many vessels of any description have sailed
the in-shore route but I am sure that it would be an
unimpressive total. All aboard favoured the challenge of ice
navigation and by 14.00 hours, with Brewster abeam, the
decision was firm. Hold to the shore and proceed with care.
During the afternoon progress was good with mainsail set
and engine put to rest. The sheer joy of sailing through wellspaced floes under sail is an experience which is hard to
equal. There were many energetic course changes which
would have made it difficult to fly a headsail, but on this
occasion the wind filled in nicely on the starboard quarter
and the helmsman could steer his course while adjusting the
main sheet. What luck!
As we passed Cape Russell we could see a wall of ice
ahead. The mainsail was lowered and we proceeded
cautiously under engine, mindful of the great sailors of the
past, who had navigated these conditions under sail alone.
How did the men of the square riggers manage it? There
must have been some dreadful collisions and as these vessels
were forced, by closing leads, to go to windward, the sharp
jagged edges of the pack ice must have made an awesome
sound as it scraped the ship’s wooden topsides. The noise
below decks on Shardana was, at times, quite alarming but
mainly we took the narrow leads head on. The bow of the
Nicholson 31 is powerfully strong.
As we passed abeam of Turner Island we were in 5/10ths
ice, and many little auks swam about and frolicked happily
on the passing floes. In the water, the diminutive comma
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Caught in an ice lagoon. The skipper with Andrew Somerville, Pat Colleran and Paul Cooper.
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shaped neck and head was all that could be seen of the little
auk. We marvelled at the effectiveness of their thermal
underwear. The fulmars glided around and around the boat
while Pat prepared a feast.
Pat Colleran had sailed to Disko Bay on Shardana in 1982
and he returned to SW Greenland with the French in 1983.
He has sailed to the Faroes, to Iceland, to Jan Mayen and
to Spitzbergen and is a thoroughly competent arctic hand.
On this evening, he once again proved his superiority at the
galley and we had stuffed peppers for starters, followed by
a deliciously spicy chili-con-carne. There are six cooks on
Shardana and each takes his turn, preparing the evening
meal and washing up after it. That cook deals with breakfast
the following morning and he then rests for five days.
During the whole of this voyage we all eagerly awaited Pat’s
turn. The excellence of his preparations was only matched
by his own enthusiasm for the task.
We were in deep water motoring slowly through narrow
leads, with ice cover of between 5/10ths and 6/10ths. Ahead,
we could see a dirty big black berg. We hoped that it was
not an island. It was late evening as we followed the leads
which, at times, took us in-shore and then, without apology,
sent us back out to sea. We gazed silently at the jagged snowcovered peaks on the land, separated by massive glaciers
rolling majestically down from the Greenland ice cap to the
waters edge. Already the in-shore route was worth it.
Paul Doonan did a brave three hour watch on the
crosstrees. He came down on deck shortly after midnight.
The air temperature was minus 2." This lightly built young
man would haul himself to the crosstrees without a bosun’s
chair. He then clipped a halyard to his safety harness and
the slack was taken up below. The information which he
gave was always precise. His eye is sharp and he picks the
best leads. He is not a man to waste words and he only
speaks when he has made his decision. There are no ’maybes’

in Paul’s vocabulary. In the many hours that he spent aloft
he never once gave us a blind lead. Paul’s only requirement
was that we should occasionally send up a cigarette and
matches. I had forbidden him to smoke below decks and
Andrew suggested that this is why he spent so many hours
aloft ..... a grand escape from an overbearing skipper!
It froze hard during the night and our ice observer
positioned himself on the boom. It was simply too cold to
stand at the crosstrees. We made good progress between
midnight and 02.45 on the 9th August, in relatively open
water. With Cape Dalton abeam we could again see the walls
of ice ahead and the way to Cape Ewart and Cape Barclay
looked quite impassable. In the words of Nansen: ’The
difficult is what takes a little time. The impossible is what
takes a little longer’. That was just the right philosophy for
our passage-making on the 9th August and the day started
well with one of Tom’s humorous log entries:
’07.00. 9/10ths ice cover and the 1/10th is Shardana.
Situation very poor’.
This observation only slightly overstated the situation and
for the next two hours Paul Cooper reported no forward
progress. It was a slow and difficult time but the sky cleared
and the gun illuminated an ice-filled sea. The colours and
contrasts were a beautiful compensation for some of the
frustrations of twisting and turning through many cul-desac leads. Our problems came from the vast glacier at the
head of Barclay bay which was busily discharging its heavy
cargo of bergs during this short summer season. The mixture
of glacier ice and polar pack ice was an unhappy cocktail
for a 31 foot sloop. The bright sunshine sparkled on the
narrow waters of the leads and flashed off the icy curved
edges of the many massive bergs which blocked our passage.
No situation lasts forever in ice and things can only improve
or disimprove. There was a slight breeze from the NE and
the E Greenland current carried its ice burden down along

’We came to a sudden and apparent final halt. We were in a small ice lagoon. Paul Doonan acts as ice anchor,
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the shores of this remote and fascinating coastline. The bergs
and floes moved constantly and leads opened and closed.
What looked impossible became possible and soon we had
passed the S entrance of Barclay bay and we were in
relatively open water again. We set the mainsail and made
some good progress. Camera batteries had frozen during
the night and Andrew’s digital watch ceased. What a cold
wrist he must have! Pat was disturbed to find that a bottle
of his favourite olive oil had frozen and was filled with fine
ice crystals.
At 13.30 Cape Beaupre was abeam and the mainsail was
lowered just before we came to a sudden and apparently
final halt. We were in a small ice lagoon. The way ahead
was for pedestrian traffic only and the ice had closed in
behind. A seal popped its head above the surface and gave
us one of those knowing looks. We tied alongside a floe and
went for a stroll while Andrew remained aloft. He could
see Cape Tupinier many miles ahead, but the way to it
showed little trace of water. We carry a .375 Interarm rifle,
in case of polar bear attack, so we shot off a few rounds
for practice. We searched for Bruin but although he may
have seen us, we did not see him. We saw many ice-bear
sculptures but they did not move. If the king of the arctic
was about his presence was thoroughly disguised by his
magnificent camouflage.
A lead opened and Andrew’s shout from the crosstrees
had us back on board within minutes. We had been stopped
for 55 minutes and now, a good lead had opened up and
progress was again possible. Tom replaced Andrew on the
crosstrees and Andrew told us what he had observed while
aloft. His report was extraordinary. The large floe to which
we had been attached had moved, and it had edged its way
through lighter cover opening leads on its journey. The
smaller bergy bits and floes moved with considerable speed
and Andrew had observed the drift of some of the large
bergs which were close by.
We made fast progress past Johan Petersen bay, meeting
only one heavy band of ice at 17.00 hours which pushed us
six miles out to sea. The Brookes and Gatehouse speed
impeller had been withdrawn and we measured distance
from compass bearings on the many prominent headlands
and from the sturdy Walker log, which had occasional gaps
of inaccuracy as the spinner danced across an ice floe. What
a great piece of equipment the Walker Log is!
We again made fast progress until midnight when we
logged Cape Grivel abeam. Ice Central had predicted that
conditions would improve to the SW of Grivel, but the pack
ice would not give up without a struggle and Paul Doonan
went aloft once more for a chilling two hours on the
crosstrees. The air temperature was minus 6°, the water was
minus 1 ° and the cabin was a glowing plus 4°. Our time
in these cold conditions was brief, but it made us realise just
how tough the crews of the square riggers must have been
in the southern ocean. No Henri Lloyd’s in those days.
Furling frozen canvass and handling ice covered halyards
and sheets was a job for heroes.
It was still perfectly bright when a frozen Paul scrambled
down the mast on to the icy deck. We were in open water
with no more than 2/10ths cover. Dozing seals looked at
us with idle curiosity as we passed the floes, and occasionally
a flock of terns, would take to the air with much indignation
as we approached their small rocking ice islands. At 05.00
on the 10th August Paul Cooper saw a whale which stayed
with Shardana for ten minutes.
The fog rolled in and Andrew stood at the bow to give
warning. Occasionally a big berg would announce itself by
shining its reflected light through the dim visibility.
By 14.00 the fog had cleared and we were in bright
sunshine with deep blue sea beneath us and light blue sky
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in the heavens. Another perfect Greenland day. The hatches
were opened and the condensation in the cabin soon cleared.
The little auks had left us, clearly showing preference for
more northern waters. The sky was filled with terns and
fulmars, and occasionally a pair of hunting arctic skuas
would fly in and cause the usual chaos, relentlessly chasing
a furious and frightened tern, which in order to make its
escape would vomit up its catch. Before the contents of the
tern’s small stomach hit the water, one or other of the dark
brown hunters would swoop down and catch it. Nature’s
work done, for the moment, the skuas would glide off in
search of another victim.
At 19.00 we passed to seaward of Nordre Aputiteq. The
many hundreds of E Greenland bergs drifting down to Cape
Farewell did not hinder good progress but they presented
a magnificent spectacle, each one a different shape,
reflecting sunlight through crystal clear air. It was a day of
great progress and a day of sailing as we ran for several
hours with main and spinnaker set. Tom’s daughter Jenny
was three today.
By midnight we were in a glassy calm and the engine once
again aided progress. We started to see stars and planets in
the twilight. Small bands of broken, rotten ice slowed
progess for a while. It was the llth August and by 05.00
we were in dense fog with Andrew peering anxiously ahead
into the grey gloom. The sea was clear except for occasional
bergs which always gave us fair warning of their position.
By 12.30 we had re-crossed the arctic circle and the fog
stayed with us until 14.00 and so, thankfully, did the open
water. We were under a bright blue sky again and ahead
we could see a low wall of ice extending from the shore-line
to the eastern horizon. We were approaching the twin
Steenstrup glaciers which run inland for a distance of 50
miles. These fellows had been busy and we were soon back
in the thick of it, pushing our way through the floes with
great enthusiasm, for we knew that this was the last hurdle
on the way to Angmagssalik. We felt, perhaps incorrectly,
that there was less to fear from glacier ice than from the
menace of the polar-pack. There is an end to glacier ice and
we used the boat hook and spinnaker pole to clear leads and
to pass from heavy bands of ice into open water. If, in open
water, you are depressed about the way ahead, it is often
comforting to look behind and to see what you have just
come through. We worked our way through.the Streenstrup
glaciers’ ice for two hours, taking some chances which we
might not have taken further north. There were some

The Angmagssalik Huskies
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A seal hunter off Angmagssalik
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impressive bangs and crashes as we passed just two miles
from the glaciers’ edge. If ever these colossal ice rivers melt
completely, it is probable that Greenland will acquire two
beautiful new fjords, but for the moment, the ice fills the
gaps from the sea bed to the mountain peaks, a height of
some 4,000 feet.
We cleared the ice at 17.00 and just as we did so the fog
rolled in again and visibility was less than one cable. The
Great Designer had planned things well for us and as ice
disappeared, fog reappeared. And the plan continued. The
fog lifted at 20.00 and again the sea was filled with brash
and rotten ice. At midnight the sun set the sky on fire with
red flames illuminating the spiky peaks of E Greenland.
Local midnight was at 02.30 G.M.T. and at that time it
was dark and cold. In clear water we logged Uigertertivit
abeam at 03.15. Nothing could stop us now and when I
awoke at 09.35 Andrew logged Cape Dan abeam. Above
us we could see the distinctive tropospheric scatter link dishes
facing seawards. We had seen the other end of this highly
specialised and powerful communications system on
Streymoy in the Faroes in 1984. We were under sail again
and we passed to the N of the many skerries off the Cape
and lined up for King Oscar’s harbour. We tied up off the
Angmagssalik town pier at 12.30 on the 12th August, four
days and three hours after our departure from Scoresby
sound.
Andrew, Paul Cooper and Tom filled the fuel tanks and
with all the chores attended to, we went ashore to explore
the town. Angmagssalik is a tidy and well ordered place.
It has a population of almost 1,500 with a further 1,500
people in the surrounding areas. On the 12th August most
of them were outside enjoying the sunshine. In the afternoon
the air temperature reached plus 22° and it proved that the
man who said that nobody can sell ice cream to the Eskimos
was wrong.
The huskies here looked much happier than their Scoresby
cousins. Many were chained but there were free roaming
dogs also. On the shore, just beside where we landed, was
a mother dog suckling four tiny pups which could not have
been more than a few hours old. But just beside this happy
scene lay two dead dogs with wire halters around their
strangled necks. There were two large dead seals lying on
top of a metal container which was soon scooped up by a
forklift truck and dumped into the corner of the little bay
where Shardana lay at anchor. We have no explanation for
these occurrences.
There are three well stocked supermarkets in
Angmagssalik and every conceivable supply is available.
We were at sea again at 14.00 on the 13th August and
as the ocean waves caressed the hull we settled down, with
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peace and ease, to the task of navigating Shardana to Prince
Christian sound.
We made a short detour into Sermilik fjord as we left King
Oscar’s harbour, to look at the Erit skerries. It was here
that Tilman’s Sea Breeze was lost in 1972. On the way
Andrew received a call from his father in Dublin through
Channel 16. We know how difficult it can be to call
Ballydehob from Dublin and we can only assume that
Somerville senior is a man of great perseverance. As the call
came through I said ’Andrew you are wanted on the
telephone’. For quite some time Andrew though that I was
joking but the voices carried clear between Sutton Co.
Dublin and Sermilik fjord E Greenland.
To the SW of Erit we could see the Greenland Ice Cap
pouring straight down from lofty mountain peaks into the
sea. It was a bright, windless day and the timeless, silent
magic of this coastline stamped a life-long impression on
our minds. The sunlight danced on a flat, blue, sea-surface
and the whiteness from the weather-sculptured bergs
sparkled in the afternoon light.
Paul Cooper sat down below stitching a button on a mainsaloon seat cover. A small task for a man of Paul’s skills,
but he had not been asked to do it. In his own quiet way
Paul Cooper simply attended to ’the maintenance’. Be it a
button or a locker hinge, it was repaired without request
and without fuss. I have come to know that if Cooper has
fixed it, it will not break again.
It was dark at midnight, and soon afterwards God’s great
search lights scanned the skies. Heavenly beams of light
pierced the upper atmosphere stretching from one celestial
horizon to another. The aurora borealis is one more of those
precious treasures which nature shares with the arctic
traveller.
The 14th August was another flawless day. By midmorning our spinnaker was filling and we soon logged Cape
Mosting abeam. The headland marks the S entrance to
Bernstorff ice fjord, at the head of which are three large
glaciers. The fjord runs 30 miles inland. We were close to
the land, admiring the vast ice cap of Odin’s land and,
although Andrew seemed determined to penetrate an icefield under spinnaker, sense prevailed and that sail was
bagged. It took just two hours of patient work to get through
the glacier ice from Bernstorff ice fjord and then we were
once again in open water, running before a light evening
breeze with main and spinnaker set.
Midnight was dark and windless but there were just
enough growlers about to require a watch on the bow. The
wind picked up at dawn on the t5th August and the hull
glided forward with main and high clew reacher filling. It
was another day of glorious sunshine in mainly open water.
We counted more than fifty seals and as we passed each floe,
they took no notice of us. It was clear that the Greenland
hunters had not made any real impression on the seal
population in this area.
Pat spent most of the day working on the Walker Satnav.
By this time he was thoroughly familiar with this useless
apparatus. Pat had checked the aerial and every part of the
receiver during many hours of patient searching work
between Scoresby and Qertartivaq. From time to time, he
achieved results and for short tantalising hours this wretched
instrument coughed out a few results. I came very close to
ditching it in the Denmark strait.
By 21.00 we were abeam of Cape Herluf Trolle and soon
we were enveloped in a thick fog. With so many days of
high pressure and bright sunshine we had been lucky to
escape the fog for so long. It was just unfortunate that it
rolled in with 70 miles to go to the Prince Christian sound
entrance. During the night, the ice came tumbling out of
Kangerdluluk, Danells fjord and Patussoq and, in our case,

the price of progess was eternal vigilance. Growlers drifted
across our path and occasionally we struck them hard, but
they never seemed to learn the lesson. Of greater
consequence were the ice bergs which loomed up through
pitch black fog with alarming suddeness. The man on bow
watch had seconds only to decide on port or starboard
course. Happily, no mistakes were made but a false call
could easily have brought our sloop in contact with the
wrong end of a protruding berg.
Taking careful D.F. bearings from the radio station at
Ikerasassuaq we picked our way through fog and dawn into
the Prince Christian sound entrance. By 10.45 on the 16th
August we were abeam of the weather station with clear
visibility ahead. The waters of the sound were a calm
contrast to the bumpy waters of the previous twelve hours.
In Prince Christian sound Shardana entered the little
anchorage at Aqigssiat to take soundings. This anchorage
is on the N shore just inside the E entrance. We then sailed
up the centre of the sound under mainsail, with following
wind. The wind bounced from the steep cliff face and all
1000,000,000 citizens of China would have applauded the
many spectacular and uncontrolled jibes which occurred and
which are named in their honour. At times Shardana surged
forward at 10 knots but then the wind would catch her
broadside on and throw her on her side. The gusts registered
between 45 and 50 knots, and with single-minded
determination they threw the few remaining sleepers from
their bunks to the cabin floor. The scenery was simply too

Shardana passes through Prince Christian Sound

good to miss and, if it is true that God took just six days
to create the universe then, I suspect that he must have spent
at least two on Prince Christian sound, for there is nowhere
that I have seen where nature is more magnificent.
We went into Sermeq kurjatdleq and passed the face of
a huge glacier which tumbles down abruptly to the water’s
edge from a vast basin of ice contained by mountain walls
and peaks some 3,000 ft. above it. We took soundings and
made notes in the S shore anchorage of Mama and in the
N shore anchorage of Puiat0q. We diverted, under engine,
to the twin-glaciers at the head of Kangerdluk, and as we
left this inlet to examine Swordfish harbour, the wind
suddenly changed direction picking up masses of spray from
the surface and sending it 30 ft. upwards. The sunlight
sparkled through these fast-moving, silver curtains of spray.
The many glaciers in the sound produce ice all year round
but it was not, on this occasion, sufficient to hinder progress.
The blue bergs and broken bergy bits merely provided an
additional spectacle in this area of almost over-powering
natural beauty.
We entered the Qornoq narrows and here the wind
whistled through the gap with great impatience. The wild
and angry gusts blew from the W but suddenly they changed
direction, catching a waterfall by surprise and, for a short
time the waters, which poured down from an ice basin 3,000
ft. above, were blown straight back up the cliff, mocking
Isaac Newton as they went.
We turned the sharp corners at the western end of Prince
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Christian sound and headed into the windy waters of Ilua.
Newbold Smith had taken Reindeer through Prince
Christian sound in 1976 and had tied up in Augpilagtoq.
The narrative of Newbold Smith’s adventures is well-worth
reading and his description of Augpilagtoq sounded most
inviting. The entrance is hard to find as it is no more than
a small gap in the mountain, just 60 ft. wide. Once inside,
there is a good little harbour and jetty. Shardana tied
alongside at 18.30 on the 16th August.
Augpilagtoq translates to Appilattoq in Greenlandic. We
walked around this windswept, tumble down town which
has a population of about two hundred and fifty people.
There were many sights here which brought back memories
of our visit to Greenland’s W coast in 1982. Perched on a
large rock were the usual group of Greenlanders passing
around two litre bottles of wine. Reason had left this little
group several hours before. From a balcony on the opposite
side of the harbour an agitated Greenlander was shouting
at us and waving his arms. We could not understand the
words, but the message was quite clear. There were strangers
in town and he did not like it.
I counted 62 houses, 3 graveyards, 1 school and 2
churches. The second church was still in the course of
construction. There is a fish factory on the quay and the
K.G.H. store is perched neatly on a rock just above the jetty.
When we arrived back on board, Paul Doonan had
prepared dinner. He had also, in his own inimitable way,
made friends with about 20 children who crammed
Shardana’s cock-pit. Our goodies locker had been emptied,
but it was all in a good cause.
A Dane from the vessel beside us came aboard for a while
and, in his view, Augpilagtoq is the only harbour in SW
Greenland where the mariner can sleep with his sea-boots
off. His vessel was ’storm-bound’. His destination was the
Prince Christian sound weather station, but he was not
prepared to put to sea until the winds abated.
West-coast Greenlanders have a special affection for
Augpilagtoq, probably because its inhabitants are much
closer to ’the old ways’. There are no stone houses and the
inhabitants live in fairly spartan timber houses. Inuit is the
Greenlandic word for ’the people’ and most of ’the people’
live by hunting and fishing, through undoubtedly, by now,
many have succumbed to the easy comfort of the Danish
social welfare system.
We cast off on the 17th August and turned S into the
magnificence of Torssukatak fjord. We looked into
Stordalens harbour but judged it to be an unsuitable
anchorage for a small sailing boat, because of excessive
depth. The mountain peaks, on the W shore rise, almost
straight up from the waters edge to a height of 5,000 ft. We
parked Shardana right beside one of these monsters and
stood on deck looking directly upwards to a peak with blue
sky above and bright fluffy summer clouds drifting over us.
If you stare upwards for long enough, it is quite unnerving
and it looks as if the lot might tumble down in a heap on
top of you. We moved on.
Frederiksdal is Greenland’s most southern town and it is
located fractionally N of the 60th parallel at 40"~. It is 23
miles from Augpilagtoq. The approach is rock-strewn and
it needs careful attention. The Greenlandic name for
Frederiksdal is Narsaq Kujalleq. It has a small quay and we
tied up alongside a fishing boat at 14.00. It was warm and
sunny and many curious children appeared on the quay wall.
Tom set off with his cameras and we topped up with
minor supplies at the well-stocked K.G.H. store. I caught
up with Tom at the church and we could see the usual bunch
of Greenlanders crouched, in a cluster, on a rock above us.
The bottles were passed around. They spotted us and called
us over to join them. It was a cheerful and friendly gesture

Many curious children appeared on the quay wall at FrederiskdalPhoto:
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but we waved back and wished them well. We were anxious
to make Nanortalik before dark.
We were soon at sea again in the fog with a man on the
bow looking out for rocks. Steer at 270° compass for 1.5
miles and alter to 330° compass for 14.2 miles. That was
the course which would lead us to the entrance at
Nanortalik.
We tied up alongside at Nanortalik at 19.30 on the 17th
August and went straight to the hotel Cape Farewell to renew
a friendship with its owner Mr. Petersen. In 1982, Bob
Fannin had made the hotel his second home and he invited
Petersen’s daughter Unaq aboard. We had spent a most
pleasant afternoon with Unaq learning about the Inuit ways
and getting, from her, some small understanding of the
immense national pride and fierce independence of the
Greenlanders. Unaq’s father was Danish and her mother was
Inuit. The mix was a girl of beautiful complexion and
striking good looks. It was, therefore, with great sadness
that we learned of Unaq’s death. She had been killed in a
gas explosion in Amsterdam in January 1985. Our meeting
with Mr. Petersen was a sad one. Mr. Petersen withdrew
and his chef showed us to the showers.
Dinner at the Cape Farewell was a remarkable experience.
The chef had joined the staff since 1982 and he is a man
of immense character. He weighs 22 stone. He is the original
man mountain but, as is so often the case, he has a kind
smiling face and gentle eyes. The dinner was exceptional.
The starter was a large plate of arctic char, artistically
dressed with caviar, peppers, lettuce, mushrooms and
prawns. This was followed by a vast and succulent pork chop
which must have been cut from a world champion pig. It
was served with sweet boiled potatoes and red cabbage. The
piece-de-resistance was a homemade ice-cream and kiwi fruit
with peppermint sauce, served in a large wine glass.
The meal cost £10.00 per head and it was only with the
greatest difficulty that we were able to stand up and wobble
into the kitchen to thank the chef. His face beamed at us
just 6’3’ from the floor and as we said goodnight he chased
us playfully out of his kingdom with a large kitchen cleaver.
What a man! What a meal!
The dawn caught us on the way home from a disco at
Klammer’s Hotel. What occurred is best left out of an
account of a voyage to Scoresby sound and S.W. Greenland,
but I can just say that there was one girl who sang well and
who did not accept anything we told her of our voyaging.
Her smiling face and brown eyes looked at us incredulously
as she repeated again and again ’I don’t believe it you’.
We cast off at 13.45 on the 18th August and followed our
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1982 course through Sermersup Sarqa to Unartoq fjord.
There was much less ice in 1985 but the route was just as
pleasing. The sun blessed this inland passage and we
anchored off the eastern shore of the deserted island of
Unartoq at 19.15. After our showers, at the hotel Cape
Farewell, the chef clearly felt that some further scrubbing
would improve the Irish and he had recommended to us the
hot springs at Unartoq. We landed and I climbed, with Paul
Cooper, to the N end of the island to look for the hot
springs. The others scattered over the flat ground to the S.
As it happened, they were the wise ones, but we had a good
climb and a much needed walk. We also came upon the
remains of an old Viking stonehouse and a small graveyard.
When we eventually got to the hot springs, we found four
heads poking above the surface of the water. THe air was
cold but the water was measured at plus 30°. The pool is
3 ft. deep and the secret is to immerse as much of the body
as possible. Lying in this bubbling water was an
unforgettable experience. If you troubled to open an eye you
could see great ice bergs sailing slowly down Unartoq fjord.
Even if life for the Greenland Vikings was often brief and
unattractive, they had one great luxury and that was the hot
springs at Unartoq.
We departed at 21.35 and as we cleared the southern
headland of Unartoq and passed through the sound between
it and Tugtutuarssuk, the sea fog moved in and left us blind.
We steered compass 302° for a distance of 4.5 miles and
picked up the headland at Akuliaruseq. It was dark as we
crossed the mouth of Lichtenau fjord but the street lights
on the quay at Sydproven shimmered through the dark fog
and gave us about one minute’s warning of the harbour
entrance. We tied up at 23.25.
In Greenlandic, Sydproven is called Alluitsup Paa. After
dinner Paul Doonan, Tom and I went for a walk through
the houses in the settlement. We walked across to the N boat
harbour. The village was almost deserted but, occasionally,
one or two Greenlanders ran from one house to another.
As we climbed to the top of the hill the mix of arctic darkness
and cold cloud fog wrapped itself around the village. A door
in an old stonehouse opened and a dim shaft of light
illuminated a Greenlander whose feet were placed at the
lower left hand side of the dorrway and whose head touched
the upper right hand corner. It was the dim beam of yellow
light from within that it made it look so ghostly. We bade
him goodnight but he said nothing.
We had an early start at 05.00 on the 19th August.
Shardana had slept soundly but suddenly there were voices.
Andrew went on deck, but he came below immediately to
say that two large fishing vessels had their bows within a
few feet of Shardana’s starboard side. We had occupied their
place at the quayside and we cast off at once and put to sea.
In dense fog, arctic darkness was barely discernible from
arctic dawn. The passage to Julianehab is 34 miles and in
1982 the way was clear and the fog bank held steadily to
the W of the Umanrtut islands. In 1985 the sea fog had
challenged the land heat with greater courage and our
passage between Sydproven and the entrance to the
Julianehab fjord lay beneath a cold, thick, damp blanket
of fog. If you study the chart carefully you will see how
many rocks, skerries, and narrow passages block the way
of the mariner. You will also realise that so many rocks and
skerries are aids to navigation in poor visibility, particularly,
when some of them are marked with beacons. I plotted short
runs from rock to rock and in the main that tactic worked
and we groped our way through the narrows at Sardloq. This
is a small, remote settlement which has, in recent years, been
populated by E Greenland Inuit who have become
disenchanted with life on that cold coast. Progress was good
until we lost our way between Umanaq and Paggivik. We
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Shardana through the window at Hvalsey churchPhoto: Tom Lawlor
could not find a beacon on the rock named Pinguiarneq,
so for a while, we wandered around the compass at slow
seed, until we eventually identified the narrow channel
between Akia and the unnamed island to the SW of it. I
have always been impressed by the piece of statistical history
which records that: ’In 1898 there were two cars registered
in State of Ohio. They collided’. It recommends great
caution in fog and in a rocky, but otherwise empty, sea off
S.W. Greenland.
Within two miles of Julianehab we cleared the fog bank
and all above was clear and blue. We tied up at Julianhab
at 14.17 on the 19th August.
It was perfectly calm and sunny when we left Julianehab
at 09.00 on the 20th August. We motored N to Qaqortoq
fjord, leaving the island of Arpatsivik to starboard. At the
head of Qaqortoq fjord is Hvalsey which is the site of an
early 12th Century settlement. The remains of the church
still stand. It has no roof but its walls are 5ft. thick and as
high as 13 ft. No mortar was used in the construction. It
is a fertile place and on this peaceful summer’s day, the grass
was high and a fresh stream tumbled down the hill into the
waters of Tasiussaq. The Christian Vikings had chosen well.
We motored around Arpatsivik leaving it to port and we
passed through the unsounded narrows of Qornqua. At the
northern end of the island the depth was 25 ft. but the
soundings soon fell off an underwater precipice and the
readings faded. As we passed the fertile experimental farm
at Upernaviarssak we set the mainsail and genoa and reached
past Julianehab to the Mato Lob. The passage to Skovfjord
was filled with bergs and glacier ice in 1982. In 1985 the sea
to the W of Skovfjord and Bredefjord were open and the
glacier ice effected its escape without hindrance. But there
were still plenty of bergs and bergy bits in Bredefjord. Tom

and I landed on a berg in the rubber dinghy while the crew
sailed Shardana through the ice for one of Tom’s best
photocalls. They ran beside us with spinnaker filling and
then hauled sail close to squeeze between our berg and a
big one just N of us. Shardana’s way must have upset the
natural drift because, within minutes, there was a spinechilling crash as the two bergs collided. The sound of
shattering ice sent us scuttling back to the dinghy and we
pulled away with speed, in case this collision might upset
the berg’s equilibrium and cause it to capsize without
warning.
We tied up at Narssaq at 19.10. We bad logged 51 miles
from Julianehab. This town has not changed. It is still clean
and well ordered but our meal at the Honekroen restaurant
was the closest thing to murder that I have experienced. A
carving dish of smoked salmon and caviar to start with,
followed by various main course plates, which were, in truth,
the size of domestic serving trays. I had a whale steak and
I suspect that they simply cut off the head and tail and put
the rest on the plate. Even Pat was stumped. The bill, which
included two bottles of wine, was £15.00 per head. Eating
smoked salmon and caviar is not an extravagance in
Greenland. From the windows of the restaurant we could
see the bergs in Bredefjord drift slowly by.
We departed at 10.20 on 21st August and motored to
Itivdleq which is on the eastern shore of Tunugdliarfik. We
walked across the hills to Igaliko.
The walk to Igaliko is one hour each way and with land
temperatures at plus 20° it was pleasant exercise.
The anchor came up at 15.50 and we motored up
Qoroqfjord, through many bergs, to examine the glacier at
its head. This fjord is known locally as ’Icefjord’ and its
glacier literally crashes down from the ice cap to the water’s
edge. It is a most productive source of ice bergs.
We tied up at Narssarssuaq pier at 20.42 after a glorious

day of Greenlandic experiences. The meal at the Arctic hotel
was somewhat less than glorious -- some sort of packet
curry with portions which would have left a leprechaun
hungry. When we asked for a magnifying glass they did not
see the humour in it.
Leaving Narssarssuaq at 18.14 on the 22nd August we
motored down the fjord to spend a short night at Narssaq.
It was just bright at 06.00, when we left the quay on the
23rd August. We were soon in thick fog, motoring back
along the rocky shores to Unartoq island. We set course
from rock to rock, taking two short-cuts through narrow
passages at Mato Lob and at Paggivik. The rocks and
beacons were now familiar and we picked our way through
Sardaloq and on to Sydproven. Such passages are never
easy, but it was a co-operative effort and my task, as
navigator, was eased by the willing and experienced men who
each took their turn at the helm. We anchored on the W
side of Unartoq island, in a small, natural harbour with a
sandy beach, (the only one which we had seen in Greenland)
close to the hot-springs. It was 16.00 and we had logged 87
miles.
The pool was perfect bliss, so perfect that we spent four
hours in it, sipping some Paddy Whiskey. There was plenty
of conversation and you could join it or leave it as you
wished. To achieve perfect silence, the head was lowered
by 2’, so that the water filled the ear-holes. Getting out of
this water paradise to dry and dress was a miserably cold
business, and the bergs of Unartoqfjord were close-by as
a reminder that this was Greenland.
We were under way again at 20.30 and we passed around
the N end of the island in shallow water. We motored down
to a small bay at the N end of Sermersoq island, named
Kangerdlua and anchored close to the shore, arriving there,
in darkness at 22.20. We could hear a waterfall at the head
of the bay, but apart from this and a gentle lapping of water
Photo: Tom Lawlor

Shardana sails through the ice at Bredefjord
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against the hull, there was no sound at all. Perfect conditions
for sleep and we availed of them.
After a departure at 07.20 we tied alongside at Nanortalik
at 10.50 on the 24th August. It was a morning of shopping,
stowing, fuelling and watering. During the afternoon we had
a steady stream of visitors, both Greenlanders and Danes.
Paul Whitestone and his beautiful blonde wife Christina
took me with them and their children for an excursion by
boat to the deserted Inuit settlement at Tuapait. The remains
of the stonehouses are precariously close to the water’s edge,
and on the shoulder of a hill above them is the graveyard.
These poor dead fellows were buried on the surface, covered
by small mounds of stone and rock. Each grave seemed to
contain many skeletons and the presumption must be that
each family had a separate grave. Seeing the dilapidated
stonehouses clustered together on the shore gave me some
further understanding of what today’s Inuit refer to as ’the
old ways’. Many Greenlanders told us that they would like
to go back to the old way of life, but, for this, I would
borrow the words of the smiling, brown-eyed girl of
Nanortalik who frequently said ’I don’t believe it you’. The
hunting skills, patiently acquired over thousands of years,
have been irretrievably lost. Central heating, supermarkets
and social welfare have turned that aspiration into a dream.
We cast off at 08.15 on the 25th August and sailed
immediately into the fog. We groped our way down to
Frederiksdal and would have missed the entrance to
Torssukatak and Prince Christian sound, but for directions
given by a Greenlander who emerged from the mists in a
small boat. We repaid his kindness with a bottle of Paddy.
A broad, toothless grin spread across his brown wrinkled
face, and as he quickly disappeared into the fog, the only
sound to be heard came from his boat. It went ’tee hee, tee
hee hee, tee, hee, hee, hee, hee!
As we passed through Torssukatak the fog cleared and
once again we looked forward to the magnificence of Prince
Christian sound. The day was calm and we had chosen this
route to place ourselves NE of Cape Farewell for the journey
home. The forecast was for NE winds and Cape Farewell
was, in any case, covered in fog. I was determined to visit
the Prince Christian sound weather station and this was the
most convincing reason of all.
Our passage through the sound was made without
difficulty, but there were still new things to see. I have not
been able to get Prince Christian sound out of my mind and
I would urge you to go there soon.
It was dark as we approached the weather station but the
sky was clear and bright with stars. The high mountain peaks
jumped from the sea in silhouette, and suddenly the great
heavenly lights flashed across the sky. There were search
lights high above the peaks, and in the lower sky great
coloured stage curtains, hung from above, with the lower
folds almost touching the mountain tops. The magnificent
contrast of water reflections, black base mountains and
powerful, fast-moving, beams of light flashing across the
star-filled heavens would surely humble the most conceited
human.
Our approach to the weather station pier was not without
incident. The pier is not marked on the large scale Danish
chart 1150 and I assumed, incorrectly, that we should lie
at the outer end. That berth is reserved for rocks and with
hull speed of less than one knot, we struck bottom. Pat and
the two Pauls leaned from the rigging and we reversed out
without damage and carefully picked our way, in the
darkness, to the N face of the pier wall. Some huskies
barked, but we soon made friends by feeding them with cans
of Danish ham. We had logged 96 miles from Nanortalik
and the day’s excitement was soon overcome with sleep.
We climbed the steps to the weather station at 09.30 on
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The dead whale

Photo: Tom Lawlor

the 26th August. Five tough Danes man the weather station
and they are fully occupied with the maintenance and with
other tasks. They maintain the light, the radio aerials and
take readings from the various weather apparatus. The men
told us that if the station was automated and de-manned,
it would soon be vandalised. They may be called on V.H.F.
Channel 0 or if that fails, try Channel 9.
Cans of beer were opened and the shower facilities were
made available to us. We exchanged stories in this pleasant
atmosphere for several hours. Arne Martens has been at the
station for ten years and he recalled Newbold Smith’s visit
in Reindeer in 1976. We signed the guest book and noted
the entry of H.W. Tilman and the crew of Seabreeze. The
keepers had five weeks holidays each year and they told us
that they regularly measure 3 metres of annual rainfall. It
must be a wet and lonely assignment.
The huskies, Marilyn Monroe and Black Dog, were our
friends after last night’s feed of ham and they came down
to the pier with the keepers to see us off. We said farewell
at 13.20 and motored out into the Atlantic to sail for home.
The sea was flat and the air was windless. The Brookes
and Gatehouse, which we had so carefully protected in the
ice, had been smashed when we hit the rocks on the way
into the pier. Paul Cooper got to work and placed a wooden
bung in the skinfitting when he withdrew and renewed the
impeller. The job, as usual, was completed with silent
efficiency.
By 22.00 we had logged 37 miles and over 100 miles of
the Greenland coast from Cape Rantzau to Cape Farewell
was illuminated by the setting sun. The magic of Greenland
was almost at an end. By midnight the land had disappeared
into the darkness. A light ENE breeze filled the sails.
Channel fever had set in and we urged the boat homewards.
The rhumb line distance from Prince Christian sound to
Howth is 1334 miles and much of the sailing was on the
wind. In spite of this we held our course for most of the
way and logged 1461 miles.
The first twenty-four hours from Greenland were followed
by two overcast days during which time it was not possible
to take sunshots. I ran the D.R. forward at six hour intervals
to ensure that we had a reasonable position when the sun
returned.
Andrew sighted a large floating dead whale. It had pink
skin and small amounts of black markings behind its head.
We estimated that it was about 50 ft. in length and it was
certainly much longer than Shardana. For my money it was
a baleen whale. It had distinctive lined skin running from
the lower jaw to the abdomen, but it could have been a
humpback or indeed any other sort of whale. I recall having
read somewhere that whales sink after death, except for the
baleen which lies on the surface, but this information may
be incorrect. As we approached it, the terns and fulmars,

which had been feeding on the flesh, flew away but returned
again quickly when we had passed. It was almost as if they
were ashamed. I had often seen terns feeding but the feeding
habits of fulmars have always been a mystery to me. Our
stupid bird book on board (I will not mention its name for
fear of libel) suggested that fulmars feed on the carcasses
of floating whales. It was right on this occasion, but there
are an awful lot of fulmars and, hopefully, very few floating
carcasses of dead whales. After so many years of watching
them in the air it was good to see them getting a feed at last
...... but at what cost? 1 could not see how the whale had
died but l suspect that it had met its end at the hands of
earth’s most effective and cowardly predator, man, because
it had a large gash on its under-belly which suggested that
the liver may have been removed¯ 1 hope that I am wrong¯
Perhaps it was old age.
It rained that night, and for a while the sky cleared and
a bright full moon illuminated the breaking wave crests and
shone through the wet mist astern of us, creating a perfect,
white moon-bow. 1 am not sure if that is the correct way
to describe it. No one aboard had ever seen a rainbow
reflected from moonlight before.
The 29th August was windy and we slabbed in two reefs
and set a smaller headsail. The sun peeped out in the
morning, but taking a sextant shot was difficult as the
horizon danced about the mirrors and fast-moving clouds
covered the sun just as 1 had it on the wave-crests.
Eventually, time was taken but I was not happy with the
angle. I was not given an opportunity to test it, because the
sun was shy during the afternoon and no observation was
logged.
The 30th August was more of the same with no possibility
of using the sextant at any time. We bumped our way into
the night and Paul Cooper produced a marvellous meal, in
difficult conditions. It was bad luck because, by the time
he had cooked it, his appetite had vanished. The remaining
five emptied the pot in a heartless fashion.
We still relied on D.R. for our position but at 01.30 on
the 31st August, St. Nicholas who, as you will remember,
is the patron saint of seafarers, sent us a most effective aid
to navigation in the shape of a large container ship named

Gerrnania. We called her on Channel 16 and I was not too
proud to ask for a position fix. This was readily given from
the Loran C equipment and the operator told us that he was
bound from Montreal to Hamburg.
We had got a good position fix and for that we were most
grateful. It put us 30 miles S of our D.R. but that was not
serious in such a large ocean. The effect of the E Greenland
current had been more pronounced than expected on our
departure from the coast. Our sails were already close-hauled
and we could not alter northwards to correct our position.
At dawn, conditions improved to our advantage, and the
wind went some degrees to the W of N. We set the highclew reacher with full main and barrelled along through
sunlit waters. The hatches were opened to air the cabin and
to dry the condensation. The sextant got several airings too.
How much easier it is to bring the sun to the horizon on
a reach and the morning observation was clear and true.
Local midday was at 13.38 and the observation put us on
latitude 58°34’07’N and the dolphins rolled in to play. The
afternoon sextant observation gave us a good intercept and
at 16.43 the position fix was 58°38’08’N, 24°07’15’W. Our
course was true E and we quickly regained the lost 30 miles
and headed for the next great circle intercept.
On the 1st September progress was slow and once again
the wind went ahead. Dinner had been finished in darkness
on the previous evening so, to help the cook, we flogged
the clock and moved from G.M.T. to summer time for all
functions, except navigation. We had three reefs in the
mainsail and the large storm-jib was set.
I had 0een unable to calculate a position fix on the 1st
September, because the afternoon sky was thick with cloud.
The 2nd September remained windy and we maintained
short sail. The sky was kind and by 17.23 we had logged
a good fix.
At dawn, on the 3rd September, a large Russian trawler
passed close-by. We spoke with him on Channel 6 and he
was intrigued by our passage. He gave us his position from
his Loran C and it was gratifying to see that it coincided,
almost precisely, with our own. From the small map in the
Decca instruction manual we could see that we would soon
be within range, but the problem was to programme the
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instrument. Andrew read the manual. It is, unquestionably
the worst instruction manual that has ever been written and
Andrew was the only man aboard who had any chance of
understanding it. He said little, but we think, that he
understood it. His prognosis was that we would have to
predict our position within a two mile radius before the
receiver would accept an accurate signal. Not so easy with
so much sea about. At local noon I took a midday sight and
established latitude. Andrew got to work at once,
programming latitude and searching along the lines of
longitude until he hit the right one. The Somerville system
had worked and the Decca locked in. In a way it was a bit
of a cheat but for me, it meant some extra sleep. It was
extraordinary how frequently the sun appeared just as I had
come off watch and landed into the bunk. We were 320 miles
from Innishtrahull and Decca dealt efficiently with the rest
of the navigation. We wished that another vessel would come
by to ask us for a position but we did not go quite so far
as to offer fixes to the few passing ships sighted on the way
to Rathlin.
Before dawn, on the 4th September, the dolphins played
about in the moonlight. We were coming into B.B.C.
territory and I think that the forecasters played the same
old recording which they had made at the beginning of the
summer of 1985. It went: ’Gale warnings for all sea areas
-- Viking, Forties, North Utsire, South Utsire gales -- gales
-- gales etc.’. For us, this was good news, because we were
leaving the area of high pressure and the constant easterlies
to head homewards with our beloved, prevailing westerlies.
The fulmars were in good form. They had stayed with us
on the Atlantic. They are such skilful fliers .... I love those
birds. I love their dignified silence.
Since departure from Prince Christian sound, I had been
on watch with Tom. He is a good and considerate watchmate. He is never slow to offer a cup of warming Bovril
and always eager to attend to his work with good spirit.
Shardana’s routine has discouraged many mariners but I
hope that it has not discouraged Tom. Life aboard does call
for a considerable degree of discipline, perhaps more
discipline than the men of the western world are used to in
the 20th Century. I have always held the view that sailing
boats, run by committee, are a recipe for disaster. Society
may prosper when guided by democratic principles, but
small sailing sloops will not. In short, if you wish to
undertake a serious voyage in a sailing boat, you must not
expect comfort. I do not think that Tom fully understood
all of the implications of the voyage when he sailed from
Howth on the 25th July. He had the theory but not the
practice. He was, however, very quick to assess the situation
and it was this ability which triumphed. His performance,
as a crew member, was excellent. A clean ship and clean
bodies are an essential part of the Shardana regime. I can
only say that, in this respect, Tom’s standards were higher
than my own. His cooking was efficient and imaginative,
but after the meal, cooker, cooking utensils, knives, forks,
and plates were given the third degree.No single piece of dirt
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would have had the nerve to try and survive Tom’s cleaning
routine. As a sailor, Tom immediately came to terms with
problems of wind and ice and these were conditions which
he could not have imagined before departure. He was
prepared to and did give his best. He has published his diary
of the voyage in the Irish Times and one or two small
paragraphs make reference to differences which we may
have had. My temperament blows short squalls and I hope
that I am not capable of a full blown gale. I think that it
may have taken Tom some time to realise this. He is a tough
and willing seaman, but he is an emotional softy and I write
this in praise of him. He missed his family and home far
more than any of us, but he disguised it with courage. As
we returned to Howth I took some film of him with the
Martello tower in the background. His eyes were filled with
tears.
We had almost sailed through the 5th September without
incident but at 21.23, Pat shouted below: ’The loom of Tory
ahead’. His excitement mounted as we logged Innishtrahull
and Orsay lights. Before dawn on the 6th September we
added Altacarry and Mull lights to Pat’s collection and the
NW wind blew us homewards. It was a time of assessment,
a time to wonder if all of the effort had been worth it. I
think it was! We had sailed to Scoresby sound. We had
navigated the inshore route from Brewster to Angmagssalik.
That was physical achievement but how did we feel? I think
that the answer must be: ’terrific’. We had been alone, in
a small society, at sea, under sky, without the challenges
and pressures of living in the ’real society’. It was a
physically demanding voyage but the mind was clear and
from that perspective it is easy to understand and appreciate
the Christian ethic. The motives of the ancient Irish
authorities, who discovered Iceland and the Faroes, long
before the Vikings interrupted their private ways, were clear.
They could best serve God in the absence of their fellow
men. In the words of the Tao:
’Not exalting the gifted prevents quarrelling
Not collecting treasure prevents stealing
Not seeing desirable things prevents confusion of the
heart.
I am sure that we all made resolutions to improve our
ways, but now that I am back, and writing this account,
I realise just how soon those clear resolutiofis are overcome
by the routine of daily life.
The rest of the way home passed quickly. Pat Colleran
became the beacon observer as we passed the Maidens light
at 14.00 on the 6th September. He took charge of the
navigation and cooked the final meal which was another
Colleran triumph. This small and hardy man who has shown
equal skill in mountain climbing, aqualung diving, and
sailing will surely ship aboard Shardana when next she
wanders.
We arrived at Howth Marina at 09.32 on the 7th
September. We had logged 4454.5 miles on a rhumb line
distance of 4003.8.
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In Bandersnatch to the land of
the houses of light. Another tale
of the Clyde CC 75th
John Harbison
After the Howth Yacht Club’s digital bar clock had passed
the pre-arranged departure time of ’half past’ at least twice,
Bandersnatch’s skipper and crew finally wrenched
themselves away from their regular watering hole and made
their way to the Club marina. There, skipper Ross Courtney
ordered the lines to be cast off at 19.24 on 17th July 1985,
and Bandersnatch, his 14 year old Swan ’37’ was on her way
to Scotland,one of a fleet of cruising yachts heading for the
Clyde Cruising Club’s 75th Anniversary celebrations. On
board with Ross were Romaine Cagney, first mate, Liam
and Eileen Lalor, my wife Kathleen, my cousin Patrick
Tansey and myself.
The passage began in quite favourable conditions, with
winds of 10-15 knots from between SW and W as far as the
entrance to Belfast Lough. At the Maidens our fair wind
ran out, and a NW F 6 breeze forced us to beat up to the
Mull of Kintyre. This petered out by 21.30 and a pleasant
evening of motoring took us up to Gigha in flat calm with
the outlines of Islay and Jura silhouetted against the bright
evening sky to the NW. The bright sky ennabled us to pilot
the ship up the virtually unlit Sound of Gigha to Ardminish
Bay, dropping our first hook in Scottish waters at 00.50 on
13th July, just 29 ½ hours out of Howth. While anchoring
we narrowly missed Kiln Rock, mistaking the new ferry slip
for the old jetty in calculating its position.
A very peaceful and restful night was passed in this
delightful anchorage. In the morning we made contact with
Jim Anderson in Baily and also saw Whistling Oyster the

sole Cork boat going to the rally. There followed the finest
and only really warm sunny day of the entire cruise, with
a leisurely motor sail followed by a spinnaker run up to
Crinan, many crew developing severe sunburn. At Crinan
we went alongside, outside the canal basin, ate dinner aboard
and then locked into the basin for the next two nights. We
squeezed in beside Mervyn Hall’s Andante and were later
joined on the other side by Terry Johnston in State
O’Chassis. The time spent at Crinan and the crack there,
including the official boatyard party, was scarcely equalled
later in the rally; maybe it was the sense of anticipation,
maybe it was because the weather had not yet broken, or
perhaps it was the spectacular sunset over the distant hills
of Jura, Scarbha and Mull. We were able to enjoy the
festivities with the crews of the many other Irish boats,
without the risks of a dinghy trip back aboard.
Just before our Monday departure Kathleen bought three
lobsters from a fisherman, which gave us a feast fit for a
king that evening.
We left the basin just after 09.00 to join the 09.30 start
for the race to Tobermory. A reach to the Dorus Mor was
followed by a spinnaker run with many gybes all the way
to the line off Tobermory, finishing at 15.30. This was an
exhilarating and at times tense sail, with a spectacular fleet
of almost 200 boats stretching as far as the eye could see,
up and down the Sound of Mull.
Tobermory, and in particular its two waterfront bars, the
Mishnish and McDonald Arms, were to be our stomping

Our hosts at Barra. The Macneil, CCC Commodore Bill McKean and Hon. Sec. Sandy Taggart and their ladies at the reception in Kisimul Castle.
Photo: John Harbison
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The Sunflower builds up at Loch na Droma Buidhe.
ground for the next four days of near continuous rain,
squalls and damp misery alleviated only by copious drams
of malt and pints of ’heavy’. The comfort of all on board
was also ensured by the dedicated way in which the lady crew
members kept clothing dry by heroic and lengthy vigils at
the one and only launderette.
The stay at Tobermory was interrupted by a visit to Loch
na Droma Buidhe for the Sunflower raft. We left late in
the afternoon of the 16th for the 2V2 hour passage across
the Sound of Mull to Loch Sunart. On arrival we were
bidden alongside Deerhound one of the four anchor boats
of the raft-up, with Vinter on our other side. Much exchange
visiting of boats took place until rising winds broke up the
Sunflower. Patrick did not make it back on board for the
night; he was located at 10.00 next morning on Raassay and
brought back by dinghy. By this time Eileen had departed
on Vinter for Tobermory to catch the mainland ferry en
route home. We followed later, sailing between the Big and
Little Stirk Rocks, to the irritation of the cormorants drying
their wings on them.
The return to Tobermory, this time to better holding
ground near the waterfall, S of the town, saw a resumption
of the usual pub conviviality interspersed with a visit to the
tail end of the West Highland Games on the Golf Course
above the town. As the skipper directed that Vinnie Higgins,
our replacement crew, be diverted to Tobermory in case the
weather prevented us getting out to the original rendez-vous
at Barra, we decided to go down and meet him off the ferry
at Craignure. Our expedition was influenced by the
knowledge supplied in the CCC Rally directions, that the
Mull and West Highland Railway Company operated a
miniature steam train from Craignure to Torosay Castle.
Thus six matelots squeezed into some of the tiniest railway
coaches ever, and were hauled the l V2 miles to and from
the Castle, by the ’Lady of the Isles’, a tank engine straight
out of a Rowland Emmet cartoon in ’Punch’. The Castle
is not without an Irish interest in that its owner David
Guthrie James has considerable Guthrie and Leslie
connections with the County Monaghan.
It was on our return from Craignure to Tobermory by
taxi, a most attractive run, giving a completely different
perspective on the scenery of the Sound of Mull, that our
driver gave me the title line for the log. Pointing to the
beacons across the Sound and, no doubt translating literally
from the Gaelic, he referred to them as the ’houses of light’.
He was also a mine of information on local history and
archaeology and lamented the influx of English settlers on
Mull, saying that the island was rapidly becoming known
as the ’Officers’ Mess’.

With Vinnie aboard and a milder forecast of lighter SW
winds we set sail for Barra just before 23.00 on Friday 19th,
having, as usual, tarried too long in the Mishnish. Clear of
Mull and the Cairns of Coll, we picked up a squally SW
F 4-6 breeze and fetched across to the N end of Barra. This
is not the easiest of landfalls to identify from the E, as there
are so many similar rounded hills on the numerous islands
forming the southern end of the Outer Hebrides. All of them
from Berneray in the S to South Uist in the N became visible
by 05.00. The outward bound MacBrayne’s ferry was a
useful guide, though a radio mast on Barra is a more
stationary mark, visible long before the Bo Vich Cuan pillar
buoy off Castlebay.
Anchoring in Castlebay was quite difficult because of the
size of the yacht fleet already there, but we finally got a hook
down close to the shore at 10.30. The crew dispersed ashore
by dinghy, your correspondent stumbling in mild surprise
upon Derry O’Brien and Geoffrey Ashenhurst in the nearest
hostelry. They had sailed direct from Dun Laoghaire to
Barra in Live Wire. Our lady crew members went for a walk,
the more athletic male members climbed a hill and all
convened shortly after 19.00 for a reception at Kisimul
Castle, the restored seat of the MacNeill of Barra. This
striking castle , perched on a rock in the middle of the
anchorage, complete with its great hall, tower, dungeon and
chapel of St. Kiernan (surely an Irish Missionary), dominates
the harbour. As the return from the reception by dinghy was
a very wet affair, and the cabin atmosphere on Snatch very
cosy thanks to the catalytic heater, we most reluctantly did
not take up the invitation from ICC Commodore Joe
Fitzgerald to go on board Whistling Oyster. I hope, if he
hasn’t already received an apology, that I may convey it to
him on all our behalves in this account. The apology is
especially contrite as his emissary Lieutenant Leech had
made us a present of a huge bag of crabs claws, when
conveying the invitation. He was an excellent ambassador
for both the Commodore and the Irish Naval Service!
The next morning, Sunday July 21st, except for a light
mid-day shower, saw a fine sunny day, for the barbecue at
Vatersay Bay. We joined the fleet steaming in line ahead
through a 50 foot gap in the rocks into the bay and anchored
close inshore (to be regretted later).
There we rafted up with Baily and Frarnic which was by
now a regular practice. Due to a smaller attendance than
expected an abundance of barbecued steaks and chicken legs
were available for the hungry, eaten to an accompaniment
of pipe music, and renderings of Scottish and Irish airs by
the Island’s musician, Hector McDonald on his accordion.
It was in the course of a conversation on the beach with the
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Island’s priest, Fr. Calum McClellan, (the reformation never
got south of Benbecula), that he literally torpedoed a theory
I had then noted that the altars in the Catholic churches on
Barra and on Eriskay were in the shape of the bows of a
boat. I asked Father McClellan, a native of Eriskay, if the
altars were modelled on the Norse longships, since these
islands were Norse territory until the 13th Century. ’Not at
all’ he said, ’the altar on Eriskay was built out of the sawnoff bow of a Russian ship’s lifeboat.’ A Communist rebuttal
to a pagan theory, I surmised, but not out of keeping with
the Island which inspired Compton MacKenzie’s story,
’Whiskey Galore’.
With the revelry ashore over, crews returned to the boats
for sundowners, ourselves availing of Derry’s hospitality on
Live Wire. We had at least carried off the trophy for the
Haggis Hurling competition, Patrick having won it, a victory
disputed by Ollie Waldron. At dusk, Dennis Faulkner was
observed re-anchoring to seaward of the fleet. We should
have followed suit. While answering the call of nature on
deck at 05.20 next morning I noticed that the wind had
backed into the SE and was freshening with a misty drizzle
from seaward. We were stern on a lee shore in 9 feet of
water, in a trot of three with Moonshine the next boat to
seaward astride our anchor chain, keel one side and rudder
the other. Framic’s chain was under our own at 90° to it.
After watching this situation for a few minutes I roused
Romaine and then Jim Anderson, alongside. As
Bandersnatch’s chain was taking the full weight of all three
boats we slacked off a couple of fathoms, since the tide was
now rising. Jim’s solution was to brew a pot of jasmine tea
and observe. The anchors held, Moonshine swung free, the
wind ceased rising and we had a grandstand v, iew of all the
other boats in trots disentangling themselves, while we drank
the jasmine tea. So remember to brew the stuff when next
in trouble before deciding to do anything rash. With the
situation stable we returned to the ’scratcher’ for a few more
hours and did not leave till after 11.00. The reason we had
not dragged then became apparent. Bandersnatch’s chain
had become fouled in a rock and took an immense effort
by the foredeck heavies to haul up.
The voyage back across the Sea of Hebrides to Coil was
a memorable one. With the remarkable suddeness
characteristic of this Summer’s changeable weather, the sky
cleared, the wind swung around to the NE, thence to N, the
sun appeared, and we hoisted the spinnaker. We enjoyed
a sparkling broad reach over to Coil, with stupendous views
of Skye and the small Isles to port and the Outer Hebrides
dropping slowly astern in the sunset. A gastronomic lunch
of crab’s claws and ship’s home-made brown bread, washed
down with white wine, was consumed on the way. At 20.05
we rounded the Cairns of Coil, motored down to Arinagour
for a quick supper aboard and thence ashore to the Hotel.
We were surprisingly pleasantly received by proprietor
Alastair Oliphant and partook of a welcome few pints in
the company of Winkie Nixon, John Malcolm and many
more. It was here I had made the same land-fall with Winkie
in 1977 or thereabouts in Safina and many a yarn was retold
that evening.
Tuesday 23rd July broke, wet and miserable. All plans
to visit Staffa and Iona were dropped and a quick motor
assisted passage to Tobermory, once more, was decided on,
the visibility being down to a mile. At this time of
meterological disappointment, I drew solace by reading
extracts from Dr. Johnson’s ’Journey to the Western Isles’
in its excellent modern version, edited by Finlay Macdonald.
Johnson, whose doctorate was an honorary one, conferred
on him by Trinity College, Dublin, travelled around
Scotland in the late Summer and Autumn of 1773. He was
stormbound on Coll for 10 days, and if that were not enough
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Watering the Iron Horse. Romaine and the author admire the Mull and
West Highland Railway’s only steam locomotive ’Lady of the Isles’.
Sound of Mull in the background.
Photo: Kathleen Harbison

to make us feel more fortunate, he and Boswell had only
three dry days out of the sixty-one their journey lasted. But
I digress.
Tobermory was reached at 21.30 in continuous rain. A
further and almost equally rainy voyage back down the
Sound of Mull to Oban followed the next day, much of it
haotor sailing. The hills were covered in true Scottish mist,
and Oban was sighted from only a mile off. We were made
welcome by Lifeboat Coxswain P. MacClean who finds time
to manage the little single pontoon marina at the Southern
end of the Harbour, beside the Northern Lights Depot. A
few drinks ashore that night and a wash and brush up in
the Fisherman’s Mission next morning were gladly availed
of. On arrival at the pontoon we had met Robert and Rosie
Michael cruising with their children in their Moody Mystique
of Malahide. Just prior to our departure we picked uia Jack
Young (R.St.G.Y.C.) and brought him down to Loch
Milfort to join George Nairn’s Marden.
Departure for Loch Melfort was at ’half past’, in this case
12.30 on the ebb tide down Kerrera Sound under power.
We passed and saw the single stone arched bridge ’over the
Atlantic’ or more accurately over Clachan Sound, between
Seil Island and the mainland. Our course was to take us
through the next slot, Cuan Sound between Seil and Luing
Islands.This little short cut into Loch Melfort through which
Skipper asked me to steer the boat was the nearest thing to
a bobsleigh ride, I have experienced. The Sound is 50 yards
wide with a 90° turn to port half way through it.
Bandersnatch is no bobsleigh, but she handled very well in
the six knot down-hill current under power. Once out into
the placid sunlit waters beyond, we made the same mistake
as other more eminent ICC members had and motored up
and down Loch Melfort without finding a cruising muster
anywhere. This was because the venue was only visible to
those approaching from the S via the gentler tides up Loch
Shuna. The final party took place just S of the entrance to
Loch Melfort at Ashnish Bay in the grounds of the Arduaine
House Hotel off which we anchored to seaward of the fleet.
As soon as we had got ashore in our Number Ones, down
came the rain and all had to rush or should I say slither into
the marquee, which unfortunately was erected across a 1
in 20 gradient. The speeches were inaudible, though word
had it that Vice Commodore McGonigle spoke superbly for
the ICC. After a cramped meal, many adjourned to the
spaciousness of the hotel, till its bar closed. The bar is
decorated by many charts on the wall including those of the
owner’s own Transatlantic voyage. By then the party in the
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Photos on Vatersay, clockwise from top left:
Wide of the mark -- the author’s attempt at
a haggis throw. Photo: Kathleen Harbison
Eight Metre Memories -- Ross Courtney and
George McGruer on Vatersay beach.Photo:
John Harbison
Kathleen, Barbara and Derry hearing a tall
Scot’s story after the barbecus on Vatersay.
Photo: John Harbison
Patrick, Bandersnatch’s champion haggis
hurler.
Photo: John Harbison
Steaks galore at Vatersay. A flamboyant
Faeroese clad John Guinness in the
background.
Photo: John Harbison.
The scene at Vatersay Bay. Bag pipers on the
foreshore.
Photo: John Harbison
The haggis hurling arena on Vatersay.Photo:
John Harbison
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Skipper Ross revelling in a bit of sun at
Gigha.
Photo: John Harbison
Romaine, Liam, Ross, a displaced Faeroese
Islander (or is it an ex-lCC Commodore?),
Barbara O’Hanlon and our Patrick enjoying
the Vatersay barbecue.Photo: John Harbison
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marquee was warming up and the chance to chat, dance or
drink on into the night loomed pleasantly ahead. Sadly, it
was not to be. A fresh NE breeze had sprung up. John
Guinness announced that the boats were dragging and a
hectic scramble back on board ensued, delayed by having
to repump our inflatable’s fore-end. This time Bandersnatch
had been wisely anchored to seaward of the fleet on her own.
Among the boats which had dragged were none other than
our old friends Baily and Framic who as usual had rafted
together. They were by now half a mile to the westward of
their original anchoring site. Others were less fortunate and
were said to have ended up on the rocks.
Next morning on 26th July we awoke to the intense
thunder storm which had ravaged most of the British Isles.
The Skipper decided that the shelter of the Crinan Canal
was preferable to the Sound of Jura and the Mull of Kintyre
and all aboard concurred. After a short two hour sail down
to Crinan we entered what can only be described as a scrum
of yachts trying to get into the Canal basin. Tempers were
on the boil because the thunderstorm had cut the electric
power needed to operate the lock gates. The delay was at
least alleviated by Vinnie purchasing some excellent prawns
from a newly arrived fishing boat, which we ate for supper.
Supper, of course, was interrupted by a return of power and
another scramble for the sea lock. We got in, not only to
the basin but up into the canal itself by nightfall, in time
to complete supper and adjourn for refreshment to the Hotel
bar.
Stealthily, we rose at 07.00 next morning and cast off the
lines. At the last minute we started the motor, went full
ahead. The result was that we were joint first through the
Canal to Ardrishaig arriving just as the sea lock was closing
ahead of us for lunch. With the ship refuelled and watered,
in what was, though we did’nt realise it, our last port in
Scotland, we too adjourned to lunch for two hours!
The voyage home began at 15.45 on Saturday 27th July
from the sea-lock, with the intention of stopping at Troon
Marina at 19.00. Somewhere between Lamlash and Ailsa

Craig the decision was made following a good forecast, to
make straight for home. There followed an uneventful
passage, motor sailing under light westerly airs towards the
North Channel. At night-fall the log noted ’Preparation of
Melba toast interrupted by Clyde Coast Guard warning of
large timbers including tree trunks, 1 V2 miles SW of Mull
of Kintyre’. We were glad to be in the Clyde. Later the log
noted, ’Meal -- Prawns and Tabasco dressing, Bacon,
Carrots and spuds’. Eating on Bandersnatch generally
thanks to Romaine and Kathleen was always of a very high
standard. On Sunday 28th the writer came on watch at 06.25
with Portpatrick 4 miles off. Conditions were calm with
drizzle. South Rock automated Light Ship was passed at
11.45, and by now we were reaching in a NNW 15 knot
breeze. Bandersnatch went down the Irish Sea as she came
up it, with the No. 3 jib poled out on a run, only this time
in a continuous downpour. At 19.40, the jib was handed,
the engine started and by 21.20 hours Rockabill was abeam.
At 23.30, the ship was moored in her berth in the ’marino’
and the crew sat down to the last communal meal on board.
For the first time in 17 days cruising we had to avail of the
’Swissco’ precooked meals, a great tribute to the ships cooks,
who had provided freshly cooked meals up to then. The next
morning, Monday 29th July the crew dispersed and the rain
had stopped -- at last.
As I complete this log at the end of August 1985, a month
which has beaten all records for rainfall in Ireland, I reckon
those of us who enjoyed five or even six days of reasonably
fine weather during the CCC Anniversary Cruise should be
grateful. We will remember them when the downpours are
forgotten. Afterall Dr. Johnson only got 3 fine days in 2
months. ’Plus ca change, plus c’est toujours la meme chose.’
Statutory Note
This log was written under orders from Skipper Ross
Courtney (the penalty for insubordination was never spelled
out). It thus constitutes the official entry for the yacht
Bandersnatch of Howth on his behalf.

Bandersnatch Howth to Barra, Vatersay and back,11-28 July 1985
Distance
made good
From Howth
To Ardminish Bay, Gigha
To Crinan
To Tolaermory
To
Loch ne Droma Buidhe
/Tobermory
To Castlebay, Barra
To Vatersay Bay
To Arinagour, Coil
To Tobermory
To Oban
To Arduaine
To Crinan
To Arddshaig
To Howth

125
21
32

Distance
sailed
142
21
21

10
10
42
50
4
4
24
46
17
17
23
23
17
19
121/2
6
6
6
141
131
474V4
511
nautical miles

Time
291A
7
7
6
11%
1
8
5
6
41/,
2%
4Yz
31aA
124
hours

Hours under engine: 57
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Freebird to the CCC 75th and Donegal
Brian Hegarty

Back in November 1984 whilst enjoying the Scots hospitality
at the CCC 75th Dinner and Dance in Glasgow, it had been
easy to commit Freebird to participating in the CCC’s 75
Anniversary Cruise-in-Company. Now, at 06.00 on Friday
12th July, 1985 we were underway from Howth Marina
having spent the night on board. With me, as in the previous
years, were Betty and our two sons Robin (18) and Andrew
(15). We were bound N to CCC 75th with some misgivings
as to what it might be like cruising in company with so many
other boats. Any misgivings were without foundation as We
were soon to discover.
We enjoyed a cracking sail with the No.2 goosewinged
to starboard from Howth to the South Rock Light Vessel
where the breeze first headed us and then died altogether.
Under motor we carried a fair tide across the mouth of
Belfast Lough. Then with the floodstream setting in, and
not having any heart for burning fuel against a foul tide,
we put into Larne and anchored two cables S of the power
station off the E shore of the Lough, as recommended in
the ICC E and N Directions. It was 03.00 on Saturday
morning and we slept like logs.
With the ebb stream again in our favour we were away
soon after 09.00 on Saturday. It was to be a day of engine,
no wind, a calm sea and excellent visibility. Off the Mull
of Kintyre we came up with a number of CCC yachts racing
towards Crinan. As Gigha was approached we passed a great
number of basking sharks -- their lazy movements really
suit fine weather conditions! We did not stop at Gigha
because we had been there in 1982 and we wished to visit
as many new anchorages as possible. We motored across
to Craighouse on Jura, scarcely disturbing the glassy stillness
about the island. A naval vessel passed and smoke from her
stack was left hanging over the sea long after her passing.
At 21.30 we had our anchor down at Craighouse. There were
several other yachts there including Bernie Cahill’s Whistling
Oyster with the ICC Commodore aboard.
Sunday 07.30 found Betty and self on deck getting under
way with main and No. 2 in NW F 4 to F 5. It was a beautiful
sunny morning as we reached up the Sound of Jura towards
Crinan -- blue sky and colour everywhere with wisps of
cloud forming on the Paps of Jura. By noon we had the
hook down at Crinan amidst an impressive fleet of yachts
mostly dressed overall. We checked-in with the CCC and
got our cruise instructions, party tickets, badges etc. Then
a stroll by the Crinan Canal to watch the activity as the fleet
assembled. Later the crew were urged, protesting into their
’shore-goers’ to enjoy a great opening party.
Monday brought a southerly wind F 4 to F 5, overcast
and with the promise of rain to follow -- and it did. We
watched the Tobermory race get under way before going
alongside at Crinan for water and petrol. Midday found us
reaching out through the Dorus Mhor where we brought the
wind astern. Andrew insisted on the spinny and we set it.
With spinny set and a fair tide under us, we fairly took off.
An exciting sail ensued. One of the best of our cruise. The
spinny was carried to Loch Aline where we sailed in under
main to bring up on the starboard hand at 15.30. We had
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averaged 8 knots for 30 miles from cast off Crinan to anchor
down Loch Aline; and then it rained in earnest. Towards
the end of last season we fitted a pram hood type spray
dodger over the main hatch. This coupled with our boom
tent and cockpit sidescreens, was to be a real boon in what
was to be one of the rainiest cruises we had experienced.
A mini ICC get together soon ensued at Loch Aline. ICC
Rear Commodore Michael McKee arrived on Barry
Bramwell’s Bonny Fiona followed by Morgana and later
Tresillian III and Gulkarna. We rafted to Bonny Fiona
which enlivened the otherwise dreary conditions, I like Loch
Aline, affording as it does, shelter no matter what the wind
direction.
Next day Tuesday 16th July, was some Sunflower raftup-day at Loch Drumbuie. We beat NW up the Sound of
Mull in cold and wet conditions and reduced canvas to arrive
at Loch Drumbuie at 13.30. It seemed the Sunflower was
disbanded because of the poor weather conditions. We sailed
into a berth alongside John Clapham’s Tresillian in a
sheltered corner where a number of ICC yachts were
foregathering. I got involved with helping our neighbour on
a Contessa 28 to fit a new spray dodger over his main hatch
-- which effectively kept me out of trouble for a couple of
hours! Later in the evening a Sunflower was formed under
the guiding hand of John Mill, CCC, with 191 yachts. It
was a memorable occasion as a great scene ensued with fog
horns and parachute flares, and a lone piper in a dinghy
at the centre of the circle. However with a very bad forecast
and increasing wind the Sunflower disengaged after about
an hour. In the early hours we suffered a little damage to
pulpit and fairlead when one of our stern lines gave way.
The message is not to moor between yachts of much greater
size and tonnage, which can impose unnafural strains on
smaller yachts when the wind pipes up.
Wednesday 17th July, was overcast, wet and windy.
Under short sail we beat the five miles to Tobermory. The
log does not say much about that day, other than we went
ashore for stores, baths etc. and that skipper met too many
friends in the Mishnish. Andrew discovered that Tobermory
is a large harbour after he had spent almost two hours
rowing a new found friend to his yacht in the farthest corner
of the anchorage.
Next day was Highland Games day at Tobermory, so
suitably clad for the occasion for the somewhat inclement
conditions, we abandoned sailing and joined in -- Robin
represented Freebird in one short race.
By 09.00 on Friday we were under way from Tobermory
bound westwards -- to Castlebay or Canna, we weren’t sure
-- on the one hand we wanted to visit Canna, but on the
other maybe we should make the hop over to Castlebay
when we had the opportunity. Clearing the Sound of Mull,
the sea became lumpy, we were on the wind, and some of
the crew succumbed to mal-de-mer. In the circumstances,
a reach seemed a better proposition than a beat, so up went
the helm and we were soon skimming over the lumpy sea
to Canna propelled by a WSW F 3 to F4 which stiffened
to F 5 later as showers came in from the west. About 15.00

we were beating into the anchorage at Canna and soon had
the CQR down. Though cool, the sun had broken through
and we were delighted to have visited this island. It is a fine
anchorage, especially in westerly’s and that night some
twenty-five yachts were anchored there. Robin, Andrew and
self went ashore to stretch our legs and climbed Compass
Hill, which gave us a fine view over past the houses which
are the ’village’ and reflected on what it must be like to live
on such an island.
Saturday 26th gave us a fine sail, at least in the early part
of the day. The log says ’lovely beat to Eriskay with Freebird
going extremely well under No. 2 and reefed main. Crossed
the Minch in sunshine, occasional squally showers, good
visibility and a sparkling sea’. By 15.00 we were close up
to Eriskay where we tacked SW towards Castlebay.
Thundery rainshowers had developed and slams of wind
came off the islands. Under shortened sail, we had too much
on one moment and not enough the next. So it was a slow
cold and painful end to what had started out as a lovely sail.
In retrospect, were we doing a repetition of this passage,
we would stay at least five miles off the islands until we had
made our distance to the SW. By doing so we would have
held a steadier breeze. The reader may wonder why we did
not simply get in close and use the engine. Alas it was
suffering from fuel starvation and it would not serve us.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny and was to remain so
throughout the CCC Barbecue on Vatersay Beach. It was
a fine scene with much mingling, eating, drinking and chat.
The Haggis Hurling Competition was great fun and
produced much interest. We ’captured two haggis, (or is it
haggis’s or haggai?). Bill McKean Commodore CCC told
us to simmer them for 1 Vz hours in their skins and serve
them with mashed potatoes and vegetables. After much
’partying’ aboard various yachts, we got back on board
Freebird sometime in the early hours. A terrible scene ensued
because the two haggis had gone missing. In the end we had
to presume that they must have been stunned and had taken
off on their own when our backs were turned! However,
daylight has a way of revealing all and the offending haggis
were found skulking in a locker!
Next day started dull and wet but soon gave way to
another glorious sunny day. We pottered back to Castlebay
to lick our wounds -- there were a few others doing likewise.
Betty and the boys went ashore for shopping and showers,
while the skipper with the boat to himself dismantled the
engine fuel system. After what seemed an age the pipeline
was cleared and the RCA Dolphin ran sweetly once again.
Later that evening, we enjoyed a dram with Dermod and
Sheila Ryan aboard Sceolaing and later still, after eating the

Robin and Andrew at the Highland Games, Tobermory.Photo: B. Hegarty

After the Highland Games at Tobermory. The band works-up a thirst
outside the Mishnish Hotel.
Photo: B. Hegarty
haggis, with Stewart and Janet Nairn aboard Flamingo.
The early forecast spoke of the wind backing S to SE so
we could not get away too soon. We had a fifty five mile
passage to make and SE or S would not suit one bit so we
were away from Castlebay at 06.30. With main and No. 2
set to a SW F3, we enjoyed a reach across a kindly rolling
sea under an overcast sky for the 35 miles to Gunna Sound
which separates the low lying isles of Coil and Tiree. As we
cleared Gunna Sound, the rain started and the wind came
ahead to give us a 20 mile beat to the Bull Hole at the N
end of Iona Sound. We were glad to anchor in the Bull Hole
because the visibility had deteriorated and the rain was
’something else’ as they say. The Bull Hole is a good
anchorage but has a strong tidal stream running through
it which can be a disadvantage with some winds. Later
Flamingo arrived and rafted up for an evenings conviviality.
Later because of the wind against tide situation, we deemed
it prudent, for comfort, to break raft for the night.
Wednesday 24th July was another very wet morning as
we engined across Iona Sound, complete with boom tent,
to anchor off Iona lsland slipway. Betty and the boys went
ashore to visit the cathedral. Sometime later at lunchtime
we departed under engine in fog to rock hop our way S from
Iona Sound. Once clear we altered course eastward to
Easdale Harbour 22 miles away. It was a restful engine job
all the way only enlivened by having to find Easdale Harbour
in thick fog. Easdale is an old slate quarry harbour, and
in the evening light with fog patches hanging over the hills
nearby, it looked decidedly eerie.
The final CCC official party was in the grounds of the
Loch Melfort Hotel at Arduaine on Thursday 25th July.
That day started dull but quickly brightened to a hot, sunny,
windless day. Bill McKean and his CCC team had done it
again. In a wet, windy July they had achieved a gloriously
sunny day for each of their three set parties. Under engine
we joined a convoy of yachts making their ways through
Cuan Sound and thence across the mouth of Loch Melfort
to Arduaine, where we anchored at G and T time. The
afternoon was spent lolling about. We were joined by
Winkie Nixon and John Malcolm from Turtle for a chat
during the afternoon. Later some bathed while others rested
in preparation for the closing party. It was hot and thundery
as the reefer clad throng assembled ashore for a superb
closing party. Speeches and presentations were quickly over.
Our ICC Vice Commodore, kiam McGonagle represented
our absent Commodore and surprised the Scots as he laid
claim to Iona. After darkness nature put on a firework
display of gigantic proportions as a mighty thunder storm
moved northwards from the Irish Sea across Scotland. It
was a great closing event and the Clyde Cruising Club had
achieved a wonderful occasion through excellent
organisation which overcame the mostly indifferent weather
of the 10 day Cruise-in-Company. Commodore Bill
McKean, Hon. Secretary Sandy Taggart and the Clyde
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Cruising Club team that put it all together are deserving of
the thanks of all who participated.
That night the wind changed direction and increased to
an extent that caused quite an amount of dragging. With
so many yachts in the anchorage we cleared out in the early
hours and moored in nearby Craobh Harbour Marina. After
lunch we left Craobh Harbour Marina bound S down the
Sound of Jura in an EF 5. It was overcast with thundery
squalls off the hills. We made fast time to S of Crinan when
we suddenly ran out of wind and into very heavy thundery
rain. The thunder and lightening was too close for comfort
and we were glad to get out from under it. Tea time found
us taking a mooring at Craighouse, Jura. Sceolaing was on
a neighbouring mooring and we explored the local hotel
together later that evening.
Saturday 27th July found us underway from Craighouse
about midday bound SW to Port Ellen in Islay with a WF
4. It was a pleasant bright day which took us to Port Ellen
by 17.20, where we tied alongside with some other yachts
outside some fishing boats.
Soon after 09.00 on Sunday we were away from Port Eller~
under engine across a windless sea bound for Portrush on
the Northern Ireland coastline visible in the distance. After
some 25 miles the wind filled in from NW -- F 4 which gave
us good sailing for the last hour and a half into Portrush.
We were lucky to get moored alongside and the boom tent
rigged before the rain came down in earnest. Robin and
Andrew braved the conditions to explore Portrush. Betty
and I stayed aboard and were visited by Norman Keane who
arrived alongside from Church Bay, Rathlin in his Sadler
25. It was he who had supplied Arthur Orr with revised
drawings of Fahan Creek, Lough Swilly, to correct the ICC
E&N Directions.
None of us on Freebird had rounded Malin Head by sea
and as we still had a week of holidays it was our plan to
do just that and have a peep at a bit of the North Donegal
coastline, principally Sheephaven, Mulroy Bay and Lough
Swilly. Accordingly Monday morning found us leaving
Portrush bound for Sheephaven at 09.00 when the tide
served. The skipper managed to loose the locking winch
handle overboard in the joggle outside the harbour. I could
scarcely believe I had allowed it to happen. Crew delighted
it was me!
Betty steered grimly all the way to Malin Head in lumpy
overcast conditions with NEly which was sometimes good
and other times not. Off Malin Head the sea was moderating
and the sky brightening. The breeze settled to a nice NE F4
and we soon had the spinny set. A lovely sail ensued as we
carried the spinny in sunshine for three and a half hours
all the way to Sheephaven. The coastline colourful and
beautiful in the warm sunshine. A moment of drama
occurred when I was called on deck to find that we were
almost on top of a long net. We only had time to haul in
spinny and main, put Freebird broadside to the wind, and
drift sideways across the net with an angle of heel. One needs
to watch for the nets, and sometimes they are very difficult
to see as we were to find later on. By 19.00 we had the hook
down off Downings pier in Sheephaven. It was a lovely
evening and the scene looked clean and bright from
seawards. Having been ashore we decided that Downings
looks better from the sea than it does when ashore. Sceolaing
appeared with Dermod and his heavy weather crew which
he had just shipped aboard in Lough Swilly.
Whilst Sceolaing was heading W to Tory Island, we in
Freebird planneci to explore Mulroy Bay for which one most
certainly needs the large scale Admiralty Chart 2699, as well
as the ICC E&N Sailing Directions. We were away from
Downings at 12.20 Tuesday 30th with a N F 4 giving lumpy
conditions outside. However it was but a short beat before
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we were able to free sheets to enter Mulroy Bay. The sun
was breaking through to give light and colour so that we
had no problem identifying the entrance channel as we
approached with a following Nly under main only at two
hours flood.
Entering Mulroy Bay the important point is to identify
High Rock about a mile from the entrance in the middle
of the Bay, and then leave High Rock, and Low Rock close
by, to Starboard. Whilst Chart 2699 shows the deepest
channel to the W of High Rock, a note beneath the CHART
TITLE says ’Considerable changes in the depths have
occurred on the BAR. The entrance channel is now reported
to lie eastward of Bar Rocks’.
Once through the first Narrows, we were borne along with
following wind and the flood stream in fine style. Great
farming activity was evident in the fields on either hand and
the smell of the countryside and new mown hay lay heavily
in the air. The second Narrows came, and went, and we were
soon approaching the third Narrows some 8 miles inland.
Just passed the third Narrows at the entrance to Broad
Water we grounded on a stony shallows but soon came free
with the flood tide. We should have used Hassans Pass but
it looked so narrow at that stage that I did not dare use it
-- but we should have.
In retrospect we should have either entered Mulroy Bay
at 4 hours flood, or anchored for a couple of hours before
the third Narrows. The problem is that high water at the
head of Mulroy Bay (which is effectively Broad Water) is
2 ~A hours after high water at the entrance bar. On the flood
stream it took us 1 V2 hours to cover the 8 miles to the Third
Narrows so that when we got there we were still 4 hours and
l0 minutes before HW in Broad Water.
Having floated free into Broad Water we got the main
off and engine on, and picked our way gingerly S for 4 miles
until we came to Milford Quay where we anchored off
Milford Flour Mill and Bakery. The upper reaches of Broad
Water require care in navigation. The beacons and marks
are there, but not easily discernable to the stranger.
We had the good fortune to meet Mr Seamus Shields of
the Bakery who first drove us into Milford for supplies;
brought us back to Freebird; and then gave us a box of fresh
bread from his Bakery. In the course of conversation he told
us that small cargo ships still sail right up to Milford Quay
two or three times a month -- and they use Hassans Pass,
as we did later that evening as we made our way back to
a peaceful anchorage, 8 miles downstream from Milford
Quay, in Glinsk Bay.
After a peaceful night Wednesday 31st July found us
underway from Glinsk Bay at 07.50 -- wind N to W F 3
to 4, excellent visibility, and countryside looking lovely in
the morning sunshine. In an hour we had covered the four
miles downstream to Ballyhoorisky Point, the eastern arm
of Mulroy Bay. We reached along the N coast of the Fanad
peninsula in lumpy sea conditions. As we rounded Fanad
Head into Lough Swilly occasional showers swept in from
seawards. By 11.40 we had the anchor down one cable off
Port Salon pier. Robin and Andrew had become avid tea
drinkers so it was ashore for tea and phone calls to home.
By lunch time the day was improving once more, sunshine
replacing rain and Port Salon looked very attractive.
However with so much N in the breeze the anchorage was
rolly and uneasy.
In the afternoon under main only and a NW F 4 to 5 we
made short work of the eight miles to Rathmullan Pier where
we anchored at 15.00 in 4 metres. One of the reasons for
going to Rathmullan was to meet friends from Rathmelton,
Brian and Sandra Smeeton. This we did and enjoyed the
opening of Rathmullan Youth Festival where a youthful pipe
and drum band from Londonderry did its best to be heard

Freebird off Milford Quay, Mulroy Bay.
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A view of Lough Swilly from Port Salon.
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above pop music blaring out from loud speakers. It was all
a bit of crack as they say in that part of the country.
Next morning we felt very smug running seawards down
Lough Swilly with a W F 3. Yesterday we had passed a yacht
beating seawards -- a slow business. By 09.00 we were
passing Dunaff Head, the eastern entrance to Lough Swilly
and altered course for Malin Head. It was overcast, gray
and cold with a great lumpy sea so that the crew were
relieved to round Malin Head and reach calm waters. We
almost ran over another long net as we approached the
Garvan Isles, only the fishing boat dashed over to us to head
us round the end. In the conditions, and with the very poor
markers they use it simply was not visible. I suppose that
had we possessed ship to shore radio we would have been
advised of its presence by that means. Once round the
Garvan Isles the breeze drew off the land from the SW F
4 to 5 and we had another sail to Portrush where we just
had time to tie alongside a fishing boat before the heavens
opened. I will always remember Portrush for its rain.
It was now Friday 2nd August and we were due home
Monday. We had been keen to visit Rathlin Island but it
was not to be. The forecast for Malin was SW F 6 to 8 going
W later. As we cleared Portrush it was blowing hard from
the SW -- quite the wrong conditions for Church Bay,
Rathlin. With a fair tide, and under main only we made
short work of the journey to Fair Hiad through Rathlin
Sound. We then came on the wind but got around Garron
Point S of Red Bay before the tidal stream turned against
us. In stinging rain squalls we beat up to Carnlough Harbour
where we moored alongside outside two motor boats at
14.30. We enjoyed Carnlough, a pleasant and characterful
town which grew around the mining and shipping of lime
stone, and developed, we were told, by Lady Londonderry
from whom the local hotel takes its name. The E&N
Directions say that the harbour has been dredged out to 3

Alongside at Carnlough.

metres at LW Springs. We checked this and it would seem
to be right. However, it also states that the entrance channel
is likewise dredged out to 3 metres. Our impression was that
the bar outside the harbour is much shallower than this.
Saturday found us away at 10.25 with reefed main and
No. 4 to a SW F5. We had decided to make a dash for
Ardglass as the forecast indicated a vigourous low
approaching Ireland from the Atlantic with gale warnings
out for most sea areas including Irish Sea and Malin. The
outlook was for winds to veer to NW by Monday and
moderate. We anticipated having to spend Sunday at
Ardglass, and making a run for Howth on Monday. After
a good sail that Saturday we were tied alongside John Lay’s
Hy-Jack in Ardglass by 22.15.
The Sunday morning forecasts commanded attention. The
05.55 BBC Shipping Forecast talked of S to SE severe gale
9 for many areas including the Irish Sea. The RTE 07.55
Forecast was even more specific with gales SE going E to
NE to N to NW by late Sunday early Monday. We quickly
decided that Ardglass was not the place to be, and in
company with Hy-Jack we cleared out for Strangford Lough
where the first of the flood would be making at 09.00. Under
main only to a S F4 to 5 we had a leisurely sail to Audley
Roads where we stopped for a late breakfast. At lunchtime
we sailed on to Quoile YC where ICC member Brian Black,
who was on their floating jetty, arranged a berth for us. It
was wet and windy, but with the boom tent rigged we were
snug. We visited Quoile YC for drinks before our evening
dinner, and later Brian joined us for a yarn and drinks -you could not find a better place to deal with a bad forecast.
We were away from Quoile at 08.00 on Monday and had
cleared Strangford entrance by 09.20. With main and No.
4 set to a NW F5 gusting to F6 under cloud we had a
cracking sail to Howth covering 71 miles in I0 hours 50
minutes, an average of 6.6 knots -- not bad for a little boat
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just under 30 feet long. When you decide to go home there
is nothing like getting there fast!
Despite indifferent weather we had visited 25 anchorages
in 25 days of which 17 were new anchorages to Freebird.
At 805 nautical miles our distance had not been great, but .......
on the other hand we had been able to enjoy our sleep at
anchor each night -- a fringe benefit of Scottish cruising. ....
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Nearly home smiles Andrew, Robin and Betty.
Date

Destination

Distance
made
good
(miles)

1985
July
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Wed

31

Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

August
1
2
3
4

Mon

5

From Howth
Lame
Craighouse, Jura
Crinan
Loch Aline
Loch Drumbuie
Tobermory
Canna
Castlebay, Barra
Vatersay
Castlebay, Barra
Blue Hole, Iona Sound
lona/Easdale Harbottr
Axduaine Bay
Craobh Harbour Marina/Craighouse, Jura
Port Ellen, Islay
Portrush
Downings, Co Donegal
Milford Quay
Glinsk Bay, Mulroy
Port Salon, Lough Swilly
Rathmullan, Lough Swilly
Portrush
Carnlough
A.rdglass
Audley Roads, Strangford Lough
Quoile, Strangford Lough
Howth

25 Different anchorages in 25 days. 17 Anchorages new for Freebird
Engine Hours 35.4% of time underway.
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Time
underway

Engine
time

(hours)

(hours)

Speed
made
good
(knots)

100
62
21
30
15
5
33
38
3
3
54
30
7
27
17
31
51
20
8
15
8

21.00
12.33
4.25
3.75
3.17
2.00
6.08
10.50
1.00
.92
11.17
7.00
1.58
5.08
5.08
6.33
10.25
5.42
2.08
4.00
1.75

8.58
12.33
.50
--1.08
1.00
-1.00
.92
1.58
7.O0
1.58
3.25
.83
4.67
4.00
1.00
2.08
1.50
-

4.8
5.0
4.9
8.0
4.7
2.5
5.4
3.6
3.0
3.3
4.8
4.3
4.4
5.3
3.3
4.9
5.0
3.7
3.8
3.8
4.6

47
38
55
10
6
71

8.58
6.25
11.83
2.33
1.33
10.83

.92
.67
2.50
.25
.17
1.25

5.5
6.1
4.6
4.3
4.5
6.6

805

165.89

58.66

4.9

Scotch Mist in Brittany
W. R. Gilmore

Our annual cruise usually takes me and my regular crew and
helpmate, my wife, Connie, to the Scottish Western Isles
from our home base in Strangford Lough. Last year, we
joined Ronnie and Denise Slater and their family in Tandara
on a cruise to the Rias of northern Spain. One of the most
attractive ports of call was New Grimsby in the Scilly Isles,
and we were fired with the idea of returning this year in our
own boat, Scotch Mist, a Contessa 32, and explore the
islands more thoroughly.
We planned for the two of us to sail to Falmouth, and
there to pick up our son, Stephen, a busy family practitioner
from Chattanooga, Tennessee, and our daughter, Caroline
and her husband, Steve, who were to drive together from
London. We would then cruise the South Coast and the
Scilly Isles. In the event, this plan did not fully materialize,
in that the only contact we had with the Scillies was when
I used the Round Island radio beacon! This was due to
various causes, but chiefly to the atrocious weather and
unfavourable winds, which have been the hallmark of this
year.
Scotch Mist is a sea-kindly craft, and we have made life
easier by fitting a roller-reefing headsail, an anchor Windlass,
and an Autohelm 2000. This year, we felt that radar would
remove much of the anxiety from the busy shipping lanes
and notorious fogs of the English Channel, so this was fitted,
having arrived only a week before departure.
We boarded on Sunday evening, 2nd June. At first light,
we dropped our mooring on quite a pleasant morning, with
a light westerly breeze. Passing through Strangford narrows,
about an hour later, I thought it a good opportunity to try
out the new radar, with its sophisticated remote control and
daylight screen in a familiar area in perfect visability. No
picture! It had worked perfectly at the mooring. This was
serious. Link calls to the supplier and to the manufacturers
in Reading decided us to press on to Howth, to attempt to
get service there.
By noon, we were passing Carlingford Lough; then
Rockabill and Lambay. Rounding Ireland’s Eye, I called
up Howth marina, and was told there was a berth available.
The entry was quite easy, although one could make the
mistake, at high tide, of turning to port, to pass the wrong
side of the breakwater in the middle of the harbour. Also
the channel markers are unlit. Once inside, we were very
impressed with the new marina, which, when the planned
facilities are completed, will be second to none. Our warps
were taken at 19.05.
Conversation with a neighbour in the marina elicited the
fact that an electronic wizard worked here most days, so
I phoned Eddie Brunker, and obtained a promise to visit
Scotch Mixt the next morning. Sure enough, bright and early
we spotted a white overalled figure coming along the
pontoon. I hauled him up the mast, and very quickly Eddie
diagnosed the fault -- a defunct modulator in the radome.
To make a long story short, he negotiated by phone with
the works, and a spare arrived by Datapost the next
morning, and by lunchtime had been installed, with the
greatest of efficiency and good humour.
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By now, of course, a depression was on the way, and by
the morning the hitherto beautiful weather had gone and
the wind was howling in the rigging. Discretion being the
better part of valour, we decided to take the Dart to Dublin,
instead of heading out into a southerly gale.
Friday dawned a better day; time was getting short, as
we had had a rendezvous with the crew in Falmouth on
Saturday evening, now postponed by telephone to ’when we
arrive we’ll ring you’. A crew meeting voted 2:0 to sail direct
to Falmouth, instead of stopping at Arklow and Dunmore
East as intended, meaning of course, two nights at sea. We
cast off at 13.45, to make the most of the tide around
Wicklow Head.
The wind was now N, F 2-3, and the 13.55 forecast was
NW F3-5, with no further depression on the way, and for
a few hours we were on a dead run, sometimes sailing,
sometimes motoring, at times both. Then a 180° change of
direction once again defied the forecast, and we had to
motor into the wind.
We passed the Tuskar Rock lighthouse 11 miles to
starboard at 04.00 (a racon fix), and by 08.00 a steady W
to SW wind, F 2-3, slowly rising to F 4 W gave us lovely
sailing conditions all morning. The Smalls lighthouse was
a few miles to port at 09.00, when we put through a link
call via Celtic Radio to the crew in Horley (near Gatwick),
putting off our rendezvous until Monday evening. Anyway
Stephen’s luggage hadn’t turned up from Atlanta, so he
wasn’t in a hurry to leave. Not long after, we had a severe
shock. There were two loud bangs, and for a moment we
thought we were being fired on, but soon realized that it
was Concorde making its regular run along the Bristol
Channel.
It was bright and sunny, the barometer steady at 1017,
but in the afternoon the sea became quite rough and the wind
was gusting to 20 knots. By 19.00 I had reefed the main to
the bottom batten and with the genoa well rolled in we were
making six knots, so it looked as if we were in for a
boisterous night, reinforced by a forecast at 17.50 of W,
F 5-6. Round Island radio beacon bore 202°, agreeing with
our estimated position -- about thirty miles from the Penlee
light and the inshore passage past Land’s End.
By 22.00 the wind was well over F5 and the seas were
getting higher. It was getting dark, so, given the forecast
and the conditions, I rolled up the main almost to the sail
numbers, and the jib to near storm-jib size, and still we sailed
on a close reach at five knots. At 23.00 it was blowing W
F6 and we were tramping along at six to six and a half knots.
Suddenly we realized that a glow had appeared along the
horizon ahead and that it was due to the lights of an
inhabited coastline. It could only be the north coast of
Cornwall. I called Falmouth Coastguard to ask for a bearing
from the DF station. This was 005°T and confirmed our
position. Obviously the tide into the Bristol Channel was
stronger than expected and had carried us to the east, but
we were still about 15 miles off the shore. We decided to
motorsail as close as possible to the wind, made four very
wet miles in an hour, then resumed our southerly course,

with the wind and waves on our starboard quarter.
An hour later Pendeen Head appeared on the radar
screen, and soon after, the light came into view, a very
welcome sight on such a night. It was blowing hard, a
measured F6, pushing 7. The seas behind us appeared
mountainous, and were more and more confused as we
neared Land’s End. ’George’, our faithful Autohelm, coped,
but had to work really hard. Fortunately, seasickness was
not a problem, but with such a light crew, we hoped the
wind would not get up any more, and we were both getting
very tired. However it did not, and the Longships lighthouse
appeared soon after dawn, which we were never more glad
to welcome. It had seemed a long and dark night!
The waves were still quite high as we rounded Land’s End,
but the wind was abating, and we had a reasonable run to
Newlyn. On the way from the Longships our long-suffering
’helmsman’, which had been such a boon during the night,
decided that enough was enough, and went on strike,
steering us round in circles until I took over.
That wasn’t all. We made our approach to Newlyn
Harbour, leaving Low Lee east cardinal buoy to starboard,
and just as we passed between the breakwaters, the engine
cut out. Hastily, I turned through 180° and unrolled the
genoa. (Thank goodness for roller furling!). While Connie
steered gingerly between the numerous lobster buoys, I
managed to restart. This time we entered successfully. The
harbourmaster came over in his launch and pointed out the
far side of the new jetty for us to tie up. Rounding it, we
saw a solitary Westerly Fulmar, Ciona H, outside four
fishing boats, so steered for her. Twenty yards away, the
engine failed again, our momentum carried us alongside,
and with a supreme effort, Connie reached out, grabbed her
rigging and brought Scotch Mist to rest. Ciona’s mate, Chris
Bowman, took our warps, explaining that she had just put
the baby to bed, and that the skipper was asleep. They had
completed a passage from Anglesey just a couple of hours
ago. (It was now 07.00).
We had just retired, weary, to our bunks when a cheery
customs man came aboard, but he cleared us very quickly,
told us to get our heads down, and very civilly lowered our
Q flag on his way out!
Much of the day was spent resting, and then I cleaned
out the fuel separator and changed the filter, there being
Newlyn Harbour, with Scotch Mist outside Ciona 11
alongside new jetty. Harbour entrance on right of picture.

a lot of ’muck’ in both, presumably stirred up by the rough
passage. There was no further trouble with the engine on
this cruise. After drinks aboard Ciona, when there was some
good crack, and we met the youngest member of their crew,
who was none the worse for his experience, we relaxed over
a super meal in the Smuggler’s Hotel on the seafront.
Morning broke fine with a steady NW wind F4-5, and we
cast off at 10.00, followed shortly by Ciona H, which was
bound for Mylor. It was a delightful broad reach to the
Lizard, and at 16.00 we were entering Falmouth Bay, and
called the marina on VHF. They directed us in, warning us
to stay between the red and green approach marks. ’You
will see, firmly aground on your port side, a Swan 47 which
ignored this warning.’ We heeded these remarks and safely
tied up to the refuelling pontoon, and having taken on diesel,
were guided to our berth by a very friendly and helpful
berthing master, at 16.30.
This is a fine marina, with all facilities: showers, a
chandlery, a club to which visitors are temporarily attached,
and where meals and drinks and snacks are available.
A ham, which had been keeping cool in the chain locker
since leaving home, was brought out and passed as fit to
be boiled, and with some fresh vegetables from Howth,
Connie used her artistry in the galley to produce a gourmet
meal, with perfect timing as just as it was ready and the
aroma was making our mouths water, our crew turned up
tired and hungry after their long drive from London. A very
happy ship’s company sat down to refuel and relax.
The weather forecasts now spoke of strong to gale force
N to NW winds, so we did not set off in the morning for
the Scillies as planned, but stayed in the area for the next
two days. We drove over to Mylor to collect the repaired
Autohelm. Also we were interested to see at one of the
pontoons, a yacht we knew from Ringhaddy, the yawl, Sue,
a 45 foot Morcambe Bay Prawner, owned by Billy Morton
(RNIYC), and recently sold to a south of England owner,
who was fitting her out for the Mediterranean.
Thursday morning, the 13th, dawned; the depression had
moved off to the east, and there was a ridge of high pressure
from the Azores to Iceland. We decided to cast off, and to
spend the night in Newlyn, prior to an early start for
Hughtown. Starting at 14.30 in a light NWIy, we motorsailed
to maintain speed, and to charge the batteries after two days

Photo: W. R. Gilmore
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L’Abervrac’h marina at la Palue.

in the marina. The wind was rather variable, but after
rounding the manacles buoy we came up almost closehauled, sailing at 6 1/2 knots. An hour later, as we were
thinking about the hard beat around the Lizard and across
Mount’s Bay, our friend Richard came on the air from
Ciona H. He was an hour and a half ahead, sailing on a
southerly course bound overnight for l’Abervrac’h, and said
he would be very pleased if we could join them there. It was
now blowing straight from the NW and therefore dead on
the nose from Newlyn to the Lizard; the Scillies rather lack
sheltered anchorages, and we had read Winkie Nixon’s
recent article! There was a short crew meeting, and a show
of hands, which was unanimous.
We immediately changed course to 165°T, the rhumb line
from the Lizard to l’Abervrac’h, and settled ourselves for
a night’s sail. I arranged four-hourly watches, while Connie
set about fitting the crew with their safety harnesses and life
jackets. I stuck the new SSR number to the coaming.
Connie and Stephen took the 20.00 to midnight watch,
followed by myself and Steve. Caroline helped both watches
with hot drinks. Ciona was raised in VHF at 04.10, and
seemed to be about 10 miles in front and having Decca, was
able to pinpoint his position more accurately than we could.
He remarked that we should soon be crossing the Fosse Ile
Vierge, which would help to confirm out position, and sure
enough, at 04.45, the depth increased suddenly by 10 metres.
As expected, there was much shipping about, and we
augmented our vigilant look-out by keeping the radar on
stand-by and using it frequently, but nothing came
dangerously close.
Landfall was to be the Libenter buoy, three miles W of
Ile Vierge lighthouse, visible at 28 miles, but by the time
we were inside this range, it had become daylight, so we had
to wait until about 07.30, when I sighted this very prominent
mark on our port bow, and half an hour later, the coastline
could be seen. It was a lovely, fine, bright morning, although
some low-lyin~ mist cut down visibility a little. I
congratulated my crew on their accurate helmsmanship,
necessary because ’George’ had given up early on the
passage, and we had had to steer manually all night. We
were bang on course by dead reckoning after 90 miles out
of sight of land. Most of the night, the wind had been NW
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F1-3, veering N about 04.00, although for a couple of hours
it was F5, when we put a few rolls in the main.
I now re-read closely the relevant sections in the pilot book
(Malcolm Robson’s ’French Pilot’, vol. 2), as the passage
eastwards from le Libenter buoy to l’Abervrac’h is very
tricky indeed, although perfectly safe in clear weather, with
care, using the new detailed Admiralty chart, 1432
(1:20,000), together with the transits in Robson’s book. Even
with radar it would not be safe in thick weather. Some of
the transits, in the early morning, were not all that easy to
see towards the sun.
Having left to port le Libenter reef, with its spectacular
breakers, le Grand Pot de Beurre, le Petit Pot de Beurre,
and to starboard, le Breac’h Verr, les lies de la Croix, all
in the Grand Chenal, we entered the l’Abervrac’h river and
at 11.15, we tied up at the small marina of la Palue, bows
to pontoon, stern to a buoy. Our warps were taken by the
skipper of Ciona II. This is a pleasant little marina, with
a single long pontoon, and there are also a number of
mooring buoys available to visitors. There is a yacht club,
at the head of the slip, of which the facilities -- showers,
toilets, etc. -- can be used by visitors. Sailboards and
dinghies can be hired.
l’Abervrac’h is a very small settlement, but beautifully
situated, and once inside, the harbour is perfectly safe. At
last, summer seemed to have arrived, and the crew were
anxious to be off and exploring, after having had some rest.
Next morning we walked over the hill to Lannilis, a very
pretty village, with a sleepy square, a church, trees and
shops, typically French and quite unspoiled, with the
appetizing smell of freshly baked bread. We walked back
hot and heavily laden with baguettes, pate, fresh fruit and
vegetables, and, of course, some of the local wines.
In the afternoon, at 14.30, we zig-zagged our way out to
the Libenter, and westwards towards the le Four light. The
wind was Nly, F 1-2, the pressure was steady at 10.25, and
it was an easy and pleasant passage through the Chenal du
Four, although it was motorsailing al the way until we
reached les Vieux Moines, and changed to a SEly course for
Camaret. At that point, the wind rose to N, F 4, giving us
a beautiful broad reach across the Avant Goulet de Brest
to Camaret, where we moored at 19.45, in the marina, just

behind the breakwater. This was a return visit, as Connie
and I had been here less than a year before on Tandara,
on the way home from Spain.
Although a year or two ago, a great fuss was made about
the registration of foreign yachts, not once in France did
Customs or Immigration take any interest in us or our boat
-- not that we risked being without our Small Ship’s
Registration. The only official visitors were marina
employees to collect the fees (much less than in Falmouth
or Howth).
Sunday, 16th, another fine day, was Caroline and Steve’s
first wedding anniversary, and we celebrated with a
memorable Sunday lunch in the Chez Philippe restaurant.
To shake this down, we went for a walk to the spectacular
cliffs at the Pointe de Penhir, from which we could see the
broken waters of the Raz de Sein in the distance, and
returned to Scotch Mist exhausted. Stephen, our
indefatigable American tourist, tried to walk to the Pointe
de Toulinguet, but was unable to reach it because of military
installations.
We had charts on board as far as Benodet, but time was
running out on us. Caroline and Steve were due back at work
on Monday, 24th, and Stephen had to catch a plane to
Atlanta on the same day. I still thought we might call in
to the Scillies, although the crew would then need to resort
to public transport to get to Falmouth marina for the car.
So we decided not to pass through the Raz de Sein, but to
make Morgat in the Baie de Dournenez our most Sly port.
On Monday afternoon at 14.05, we set off, the wind being
SW, mainly F 1, sometimes 2. We left la Louve W cardinal
buoy to port and the Rochers de Toulinguet to starboard.
I thought the passage through les Tas de Pois, rocky islets
off the Pointe de Penhir, might be slightly shorter but
certainly more interesting, than passing outside. The channel
is between le Grand Tas de Pois, to port, and le Dentele
to starboard, on a course of 172°T, with the characteristic
le Bouc light tower in the middle of the gap, if you can see
it in the gap. (We couldn’t due to a slight haze.) However

this route proved to be quite easy, and very scenic, and,
perhaps had the adrenalin flowing a little!
After the Pte. de Dinah, there are a few hazards, lying
well offshore, but they are well-marked, and if one keeps
one half to a mile from the shore, they are all to the W,
until the approach to the Cap de la Chevre, which we cleared
by at least a mile to avoid off-lying rocks, as we rounded
it into the Baie de Dournenez. Robson gives some useful
transits.
An hour later, we tied up at the marina in Morgat, situated
in a beautiful wide bay, with a sandy beach, and pinecovered hills behind. This is quite a new marina, not yet
completed; in fact, two of the pontoons are not connected
to the shore, and have to be reached by dinghy. The harbour
is well sheltered by a breakwater and large concrete
pontoons.
We spent all day Tuesday in the area. The younger
members took a boat trip to some local caves, across the
bay. We met up for lunch at a very attractive creperie on
the sea-front, and then set off for a walk through the
pinewoods towards the Cap de la Chevre (about five miles
away), which only Stephen reached. Connie and I walked
to the Pte. de Morgat lighthouse, then back along the shore
to the local large town of Crozon, where we shopped for
our evening meal, and again across the hills to the harbour.
We all had a lovely meal on the yacht, local seafood and
crepes, which Caroline stuffed with strawberries.
We left Morgat regretfully at 09.50 on Wednesday, the
19th, with the weather dull and changing. George had been
coaxed into action again. The plan was to reach the Chenal
du Four by slack tide, to avoid a wind-over-tide situation.
The 05.55 forecast for Plymouth had been ’W F 2, veering
NW 3-4, backing SW 5 later’. 1 hoped that the ’SW later’
would help us make the Scilly Isles. On rounding the cap
de la Chevre, the wind was NW F1, the visibility
deteriorated, and as we approached the Pte. St. Matthieu,
was only a few hundred yards, and we blessed the fact that
we had radar. In the Chenal, however, we could always see
Photo: W. R. Gilmore

Nearing les Tas de Pois. Pte de Penhir to left of photograph.
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- - - Leaving. The channel is NOT where the fishing boat is, but the next one to the left. Our wake may be vila’ble.
Photo: W R Gilmore
the next mark, and half-way through, the sun came out, and
Dorset; Stephen is an enthusiastic amateur paleontologist.
with it a flat calm. Having passed le Four lighthouse, and
On Sunday we left Stephen to Truro, to catch the Cornish
with the wind now returning lightly from the NW, rather Riviera express. It didn’t seem likely that we would get away
than head straight into it, we set course for Newlyn, as an that day, but by the afternoon the wind had moderated,
overnight stop. But the wind, which had backed Wly there was a better forecast, and departure looked possible.
between 18.00 and 21.00, now became NW, then N, F 5.
This all led to a rather late start, and we missed a fair tide
We reefed, saw that even Newlyn was a lost cause, and bore
round the Lizard, so that the seemingly endless passage took
away to lay Falmouth as nearly as we could.
two hours longer than our outwards time. It was a very
Lizard Point was sighted at 05.40; by 08.00 it was full lumpy, uncomfortable beat across Mounts Bay, and we did
sail again and we had a nice close reach to the entrance to not tie up in Newlyn harbour until 00.30. Connie sat up on
Falmouth harbour, where the customs launch came out to
the foredeck for the last four miles (we were now sheltered
meet us. I was a wee bit anxious, not because we had
from the Wly and in calm water), watching out closely for
contraband (we did not even have the full allowance), but
unlit fishing buoys. A fouled propellor would have been the
because we had left the country without any formality -- last straw!
namely lodging form C1328, Part 1, due to our hasty
Monday, we spent in Newlyn, having a relaxing day
decision under way to head S instead of W. However, they before the long passage up the Irish Sea. It was warm and
were very courteous, made light of it, and accepted my
sunny; we walked the couple of miles over to Penzance,
already completed parts II and III. The sequel came two where we had lunch.
months later, with a curt letter from headquarters in
Tuesday, we were up at dawn, in order to have the help
London, mentioning the seriousness of the ’offence’, and of the tide, first to Land’s End, then the stream should turn
a ’don’t do it again’ warning. This niggled a bit. Once again northwards, just as we turned the corner. We cast off at
we were shown to a berth in Falmouth marina, at 11.00.
05.05, with the wind WSW, F 3, so it was a close reach to
That evening, we were delighted to learn that Heather of the Tater Du lighthouse, but then we came head to wind,
Mourne was in the marina. The inimitable John Waddell and had to motor. The forecast was good, Plymouth,
was on his way to the Channel Islands, and we all met up Lundy, Fasnet, S, F 3, veering W, and Irish Sea SW F 3-4.
later in the club, where we had some good crack over our As we reached Land’s End, conditions became calm, with
glasses. We seem to run into John wherever we cruise, from considerable swell, but by midday, we were headed into a
the Hebrides to Spain.
Nly, which by 15.00 had backed NW, when we were able
Now, once again it was a regular train of depressions to sail close-hauled, at first with the help of the engine. Soon
moving in from the Atlantic -- gales for Plymouth, Lundy,
we were reducing sail -- we tended to reef earlier than with
Fasnet, Sole, Irish Sea. Indeed, it rained and blew hard for a larger crew. By 18.00 it was a close reach, and thus it
the next two days, so we reconciled ourselves to staying put.
remained until we were again headed about 03.30, with the
Instead of cruising locally, which would have been no loom of the Smalls lighthouse 30° forward of the starboard
pleasure, we hired a car, and on Friday, visited Cadgwith,
beam.
a delightful old-world fishing village near the Lizard, St.
For the past four hours, we had been again forced to steer
Michael’s Mount, Land’s End and St. Ives.
manually, as now the autopilot, given any solid work to do,
Caroline and Steve left us for London on Saturday, while gave up trying! To make matters worse, the navigation lights
Connie, Stephen and I drove all the way to Lyme Regis in failed at around midnight, so we had to rely on the steaming
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With a forecast for the Irish Sea of S to SW F 3-4, we
started at 17.00 in an ENE, F 2-3, which soon died
completely over the next couple of hours, becoming NNE
F 2-3, then NW 3-4. As night fell, although we were
motoring into a light headwind, we put a few rolls in the
main for the night, as the latest forecast was SW, F 5, at
first. This never materialised, and we sailed most of the way
close-hauled in a calm sea, with an offshore wind. The only
event of note during the night was being surrounded by a
large fishing fleet off Dundalk Bay.
St. John’s Point was abeam about 04.00, and we came
alongside the pontoon at Ringhaddy at 07.00. The voyage
ended with a fright for us both, being by that time more
than a little fatigued. I had not made a very good approach,
and Connie, stepping ashore with the warp, slipped with one
foot on the pontoon, and fell in, fortunately managing to
hold on to the guardrails until I could get forward to pull
her on board, wet, but for one foot and her hair. (When
Connie falls in she usually manages to keep her hair dry!).
The next attempt was better, but it took quite a while to
collect ourselves, helped by a cup of coffee, and some
brandy from the medicine cupboard!
Thus ended our cruise, which, although we didn’t achieve
all our objectives (and how many did, this atrocious
summer?) was generally great fun, especially as we spent
a lot of the time with some of the family, whom we don’t
see often enough.
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light, plus a torch to shine astern. The light wind remained
due north until 08.00, when it backed a little, allowing us
to motorsail close-hauled. In spite of the light wind, the sea
was rather short and unpleasant, especially as we neared
Carnsore Point. Although our dead reckoning put us in the
N bound shipping channel, a racon fix on the Tuskar Rock
placed us right in the middle of the separation zone, so a
rapid change of course took us across the S bound lane into
the inshore lane before anybody noticed! We turned
northwards to pass outside the Lucifer, Blackwater and
Glassgorman banks to Arklow, where we tied up to a fishing
vessel at 18.30. A kind gentleman on the quayside (he turned
out to be a retired fisherman) advised us against tying to
the obvious one, but to drop astern to the next, and, right
enough, we had no sooner secured our lines than the fishing
fleet began to come in for the night, and pile up outside the
boat ahead of us. We might have felt rather crowded!
An hour later, the crew of a smart-looking Nicholson 31
asked if they might come alongside. It turned out to be
Shardana, whose condition, in spite of all her long and
adventurous voyages, would put many a less-used yacht to
shame.
On Thursday morning, after a shopping expedition into
the attractive little town, we set off at 11.30, shortly after
Shardana, and outside the harbour were soon sailing fast
on a calm sea towards Mizen Head, with the wind NWly.
From 13.00, with the wind NW F 3-5, we sailed close-hauled
most of the way to Howth, arriving in the marina at 18.15.
In the morning, I again contacted Eddie Brunker, who
put the autopilot once more into service, and we decided
on an overnight passage to Ringhaddy, as this suited the tide
into Strangford Lough, and would allow time to tidy up
before starting work on Monday.
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1985
June
3
3
7

10
13
15
17
19
23
25
27
28129

Destination

Ringhaddy
Howth
Newlyn
Falmouth
l’Abervrac’h
Camaret
Morgat
Falmouth
Newlyn
Arklow
Howth
Strangfor Lough

r~°u/

13~w"

Log
miles

At sea
hours

Engine
hours

71.9
234.96
36.9
108.8
39.26
18.03
129.7
42.45
182.74
33.17
73.17

13 35
41 15
6 30
20 45
7 05
4 10
25 10
8 30
37 25
6 45
14 00

9 00
19 00
15
5 00
5 00
4 10
4 00
1 30
10 00
1 00
5 00

971.08

185 10

58 40

Highs amidst lows
E. hlewbold-Smith

E. Newbold Smith is a renowned artic sailor. He has
published many excellent accounts of his artic voyages
and has been awarded the Blue Water Medal of the
Cruising Club of America. We publish this account of
Mr Smith’s transatlantic voyage and his cruise in
European waters in the knowledge that it will be enjoyed
by many members who have met the author. An
American view of the C.C.C. Cruise in Company is of
interest.
Northern Europe was wet and windy in the summer of ’85.
Even the Brits couldn’t remember such a succession of
storms. That didn’t stop the Scots from putting on a dazzling
show for the 75th anniversary of the Clyde Cruising Club.
Each of their shore events took place under blue skies even
though it rained at least once every day for the entire
fortnight through the Hebrides. During the ten weeks that
I was in Europe and the U.K. not a day went by without
a gale in some sector of the BBC shipping forecast. The
Fastnet Race, albeit not a carbon copy of the famous race
of 1979, had 152 dropouts from a fleet of 222 and 14
dismantlings. This raises other questions but that is another
subject. In any event this was the venue into which Reindeer
was thrust in the summer of ’85.
The CCA’s main event was an ambitious cruise to the
Azores, led by White Mist II, Commodore Wm. Blunt
White. At the same time by a quirk of fate the Boston
Station and several other cruising organizations planned to
attend the Clyde’s Cruise-in-Company to the Hebrides.
Three boats crossed the North Atlantic to join this joyful
event. In addition to Reindeer, there was Adele, Bunny
Burnes on his ninth crossing, and Welcome, skippered by
Arthur Snyder of the NYCC. Adele crossed by way of
Iceland; Welcome and Reindeer stopped at St. John’s,
Newfoundland. All three converged on Inverkip, Scotland,
but Reindeer first spent two weeks on the west coast of
Ireland, starting at Bantry Bay.
Our passage across was quick. Winds seldom exceeded
F 7 although the radio reported severe depressions both
ahead and behind us. Mostly we reached, with a roller -furled number two genoa and a single or double-reefed
main. Our top speed down the waves reached 14.6 knots,
9 and 10 being commonplace, not too shabby for a 44 footer.
As we neared Ireland the spinnaker was set, and on the night
before our landfall wE sailed, unknowingly, through a fleet
of search vessels looking for debris of the Air India crash,
which was right in our path. At Castletown the next day
the story unfolded, eerie in retrospect.
Throughout the 9 ~A day, 1700 mile passage from
Newfoundland, we maintained radio contact with the boats
bound for the Azores, talking with Compadre, Witchery,
and White Mist H. Also we had a ham radio connection with
a friend at home, and that was quite useful, both in respect
to tranquility at home and the ability to pass messages to
people meeting us later. For example, we got spare parts
brought over as replacement for minor damage. We
maintained our daily contact at Zulu plus 30 until finally
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in mid July my friend’s radio was knocked out in a severe
thunderstorm.
The first few days out of Newfoundland were quite cold,
but that was to be expected. Icebergs were not unusual but
their prevalence at great distance from the coast seemed
abnormal. Later in Britain, people blamed the weather on
the unusually southerly position of the Labrador current,
a postulate with which had no argument -- and no solution.
On the theory that surprise is no friend of the mariner,
I had flown to England, Scotland, and Ireland in April to
get the hang of things. All sorts of useful information was
provided by people like John Power, RCC and CCA, Bill
McKean, Commodore of the Clyde, Sandy Taggart of the
Clyde, John Gore-Grimes, John Guinness, and Bobby Barr
of the Irish C.C. Back home Stan and Martie Livingston
and Bill Rothschild were enormously helpful. Gore-Grimes,
the noted northern explorer, prepared a suggested itinerary
for the West Coast of Ireland that could not be duplicated
anywhere. He and John Guinness, Chairman of Irish Lights,
wrote to the lighthouse keepers and other waypoints, so our
cruise was well advertised and help was constantly being
proffered. Judge Robert Barr, also Vice Commodore of the
Royal Irish Y.C., sent a superb itinerary for Brittany and
Spain, including the three star restaurants and the names
of the chefs. Dropping his name assured a reservation; we
found that out in more than one bistro. In fact, Barr’s Irish
Cruising Club ensign is prominently displayed next to a ship
model on the wall at the best restaurant on the Isle d’Yeu,
off the Brittany coast. Such is the generosity of our Irish
friends; they go well out of their way for fellow sailors.
Ireland is a land of enchantment. That doesn’t always
come across in American newspapers these days. Nor was
it ever a notion handed down in my famil~. But the fact
is, to yachtsmen and horsemen alike, Ireland is addictive.
There’s something of the Druid still flowing in the Celtic
blood. Nowhere is this more evident than on the West Coast
and in County Donegal in the north.
For openers, we visited Skellig Michael, a prominent rock
on which St. Michael founded a monastery in circa 600 A.D.
and on which the stone walls still exist, together with beehive
monks’ cells, all several hundred feet above the sea. People
climbing the steps to the monastery can reach out and nearly
touch the puffins and razorbills. At Little Skellig, a mile
away there are 20,000 pairs of gannet which when nesting
make the whole island white -- and its lee odoriferous. It
is the second largest gannet rookery in the world: the largest
is the island of Elday off Iceland, which we had seen in 1976.
Great Skellig was a haunting place from which to start a
Celtic journey.
A spanking sou’wester propelled vs north through the
Blaskets, as we headed to Galway and the Aran Islands,
where Gaelic is the only spoken language. From there we
sailed to the grand coast of Conemara, to Inishboffin and
Killary Sound. The latter is a scenic seven mile fjord, and
we sailed to its head, where a famous salmon stream joins
the tide. In a few days we were on the coast of Donegal,
starting at the quaint fishing town of Killybegs, which was

an excellent place for re-provisioning. Finally the weather
socked in for a couple of days, as we harbor-hopped to
Mulroy Bay, which is around the corner of Bloody Foreland.
Mulroy has pastoral scenery, reminiscent of the St. John’s
River of New Brunswick, in distinct contrast to the bold and
rocky west coast. A side trip was arranged to visit Glenveagh
Castle with its lake and 30,000 acres, recently given to the
nation by our friend Henry McIlhenny of Philadelphia. The
latter is a renowned art collector and, less well known, a
master horticulturist. His formal gardens at the castle have
become a magnet for tourists. We devoted two days to
Mulroy and environs; then we headed overnight for the
Clyde and Scotland the Brave.
The fortnight in the Hebrides contained so many
highlights it cannot be adequately described. One hundred
ninety-two boats joined the raft-up in Loch na Droma
Buidhe. This broke all previous records for a sunflower raft.
The major contingents included besides the Scots: the Irish
Cruising Club, the Royal Cruising Club, and the CCA. Of
the latter the Boston Station was represented in force, owing
in part to the uncanny organization of Forbes Perkins, who
warmed up by cruising on Deerhound (John Guinness) to
the Faroes. Warren Brown of Bermuda brought some
international elan to the gathering by his 2,000 mile jaunt
to Poland and back in War Baby. Andrew Dosset held up
the Southern California Station with his Bonnie Doone, well
named for this milieu. George Clowes had Perrigrene, one
of his two-continent navy. So it went; CCA members from
three nations, all honoring our Scottish hosts on their 75th
birthday.
The official kickoff party was at Crinan in a massive
boathouse at the end of the Crinan Canal. It was a smashing
success following a warm and sunny day. Probably the
crown jewel of shore parties was the picnic on the beach
at Vatersay, the southern tip of the Outer Hebrides. The
day before that we had been entertained in one of Britain’s
oldest castles, at Barra. Our host was The MacNeil of Barra,
who is the 45th Chieftain of Clan MacNeil. He happens to
be an American from Chicago, but no one suggested that
that was an impediment. He teaches law in the winter and
tends castle in the summer. Presumably he wears his kilts
only in Barra, not in the Windy City. The Royal Cruising
Club stole the show at Barra. A Royal Navy helicopter
zoomed over the fleet and then lowered a giant RCC burgee
onto the deck of Commodore Scrap Batten’s boat.
Commander Colin de Mowbray, nephew of Admiral
Morrice McMullen, RCC and CCA, was the pilot. While
the whole fleet watched, he hovered over the castle and
lowered a man in combat attire.
The Irish for their part couldn’t be outdone. Liam
McGonagle, the hilarious Vice-Commodore of the ICC,
reminded the Scots, and everyone else in earshot, that the
Irish founded Scotland and brought Christianity to their
shores. This was a reference to the legendary St. Columba,
the Irish monk who built a monastery in the sixth century
on the Island of lona. Our visit to that sacred island, where
44 ancient kings of Scotland, Ireland, and Norway are
buried, was another haunting experience, undiminished by
sloshing rain.
Sitting in the cabin sipping a lager and listening to
prominent Irishmen arguing over flag etiquette is an
experience that makes even our own Danny Strohmeier pale
by comparison. Dermod Ryan, Brian Hegarty, Terrence
Johnson, and Jack Wolfe argued who was entitled to a
defaced blue ensign and of course there was no agreement
into the wee hours.
When it comes to humor, the Scots are no pikers
themselves. The Rear Commodore of the Clyde told me the
difference between Scots and English was basically religious.

The Scots, he said, kept the Sabbath -- and nearly
everything else they could get their hands on. The English,
on the other hand, were self-made men -- and they
worshipped their maker. The Irish of course roared at this
and then suddenly wondered where they fitted in the picture.
I had the indiscretion of retelling the story to Maldwin
Drummond’s snappy crew of Royal Yacht Squadron types.
The joke went over, predictably, like a lead ballooq, but
one of the Brits, Hugh Lawson, sharply retorted, ’what are
you, a French Canadian?’ Self esteem was probably okay,
but self-made? Never.
Many coincidents occurred during the cruise. At the huge
sunflower raft, two young girls off an Irish boat came over
to Reindeer to say that they had seen our transome and they
too were from Philadelphia. Conversation with one of them
led to the belated discovery that she kept a horse in my barn!
On another occasion at a reception at the palatial home of
the Marquess of Bute, I discovered that he was twin brother
of an old friend of mine from business days in London. He
was born five minutes before his twin but that under the
law of primogeniture was as good as five years and the whole
kit and kaboodle.
After the final rendez-vous at Loch Melfort, our
wonderful shipmates Rad and Pat Daly left the boat and
Ed and Betty Gaynor joined us. It was an even swap: CCA,
Southport, and Yale. We took off down the Sound of Jura
and put in for the night at the island of Gigha, where, taking
a stab in the dark, I managed to contact John Gore-Grimes
on VHF as he was sailing north to Greenland. Planning our
next run, Guinness lent me a detailed chart of Strangford
Lough in Northern Ireland and Dennis Faulkner, another
CCA member, invited us to visit him at his place up the
lough at Ringhaddy. A couple of days later we put into
Strangford, and it was simply outstanding, one of the
prettiest of pastoral scenes. Also one of the strongest
currents, up to seven knots at the entrance. The rolling green
fields of County Down seemed made for fox hunting. We
saw no horses, but barnyard odors wafted out over the
waters of this lovely land-locked lake and gave us a
welcomed change from sea air.
The next day we proceeded to Howth, a suburb of Dublin,
more or less in company with Deerhound and Jonathan
Trafford’s Muskateer. When we tied up at Howth, Barbara
Fox-Mills of Deerhound lent us her car to do some shopping
and errands. Her radiator overheated smack in the middle
of Dublin, and my wife and Betty Gaynor went into a pub
to get some water. They emerged with the water in spent
Smirnoff bottles, and as we poured the water in the radiator
a large crowd suddenly gathered. Obviously they were aghast
at such profligate use of vodka. No sane Irish were we.
That evening we donned jackets and ties and went ashore
to the Royal Irish Yacht Club, which predates the NYYC,
to be entertained by Commo. Terry Johnson and V/C
Bobby Bart. It was a grand finale to an island that we and
the Gaynors had happily circumnavigated, beginning with
the ICC cruise of 1979.
On 31 July, still on schedule, we took off for the Scilly
Isles, some 220 miles to the south. The Irish Sea was placid
and for a change -- no rain. Looking westward to the
verdant fields and hills of the Irish coast between Dublin
and Wexford, all awash in sunlight from the East, we were
struck, once again, by the beauty of the Emerald Isle.
Next day we jibed around the Seven Stones lightship and
headed for Hugh Town, St. Mary’s, the principal island in
the Scillies. Sailboats of no fewer than six nations were
already there at anchor. However, in a westerly blow this
was clearly no place to lie, so in the wee hours of the next
morning, taking advantage of high tide, we sailed across the
flats to an anchorage between Tresco Island and Bryher
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Island, next to Hangman’s Rock. Not only were we under
the turrets of Cromwell’s fort, but the hangman’s scaffold
and rope were staring us in the face.
What an amazing contrast the Scillies were to the rest of
Britain, almost tropical. Tresco with its incredible private
gardens of the Smith family, and its figurehead collection
(from shipwrecks on the islands) were an unanticipated
surprise. British Airways have established a heliport there
to ferry in visitors, so they obviously recognize the
attractions of the island.
On Saturday, 3 August, the BBC were talking about
another gale, so we made an early start for Cornwall, the
Helford River and the Fal, an exquisite area of southwestern
Britain. In the Helford, my wife Peggy and I paid a visit
to our old friend Nigel Warington Smyth, a past commodore
of the RCC and a member of the CCA. We reminisced about
the CCA cruise of 1959 to the St. John River. Also Nigel,
who lives with his wife Barbara in a lovely cottage in
Frenchman Creek, told us about the challenge of 1934, when
T.O.M. Sopwith with Endeavour very nearly defeated
Vanderbilt’s Rainbow. As a boy I saw the match from a
destroyer’s deck; my father was then an officer at the Naval
War College. But hearing the Brits’ side from one of few
survivors of that famous match was like sitting on your
grandfather’s knee and listening to history. I left Nigel and
Barbara with a lump in my throat, because his opening
words were ’Newbold, welcome after a quarter centuary’,
and I didn’t know at the time we left if we would see them
again.
Our next stop was Falmouth to which we hurried to escape
another Force Nine gale. Owing to damage to my
centerboard, sustained during a midnight gale that had
dragged our mooring, we motored around to the Mylor
marina to have Reindeer hauled out at high tide. While in
dry-dock we checked into a very pleasant hotel at St. Mawes.
The next day we toured Trellisik Gardens, and visited the
1400 year old parish of St. Just. There were a few of the
shoreside highlights of our stay in the Fal. During this
interlude, Colin McMullen, RCC, a noted sailor and great
friend of the CCA, showed up at the dock. We had last seen
each other when his ketch Saecwen tied up to Reindeer at
Grand Manan in 1973. We then arranged a raft-up in the
Fal, above the King Harry ferry. This was the exact spot
where Eisenhower launched his LCT’s for the Normandy
invasion. At cocktails Colin broke out his accordion and
played the great sea chanteys for which he is famous. His
daughter Heather and son-in-law Basil Watson, also retired
Capt. RN, joined in the lusty singing, like ’true British
sailors’.
The Gaynors departed for London, and Reindeer sneaked
out of Mylor at night for a hard beat across the English
Channel to Camaret, France, where we had our last crew
change. Camaret was a well-protected harbor and a good
town for replenishing. After postponing departure to allow
yet another gale to pass, we took off to the south, through
the Raz de Seine to Benodet and then up the Odet River
through lovely chateaux country to a quiet anchorage. The
Raz, or race, has such a strong current that when opposed
by the wind the seas can be fierce. We had plowed through
the Raz with an assist from the ’iron genoa’, and the
peaceful night in the river seemed earned.
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The next day we ran downwind to Belle Isle, which, like
the whole of Brittany in August, was teeming with tourists.
Next day another F 8 system whisted in, but the SW wind
and flood tide provided a nice boost into the grand lake
called Le Morbihan. We managed to make the headwaters
of the Auray River, which dries out other than in the little
basin at Auray and its twin town of St. Goustan. We set
our anchor and went ashore in the dinghy at the exact spot
where Benjamin Franklin landed in 1776 to negotiate the
American alliance with France. This was a very interesting
visit, but it required precise timing to avoid grounding in
the upper stretches of the river. Reveille therefore was at
05.30.
Next on our path was lie d’Yeu, a charming island about
50 miles south of Belle Isle. Again, the holiday crowd at
Port Joinville made anchoring a sport. It also made
embarkation a chore, because we had been boxed into the
raft by later arrivals. Still, the dinner at Port de la Meule
was a culinary pinnacle, leaving us a remindful taste of an
interesting island. The next morning we undertook the one
passage I had not relished, across the Bay of Biscay, 300
miles southwest to La Coruna, Spain. Clean living came to
the rescue; the wind hauled to the SE and we reached
comfortably for nearly the whole passage, two over-nights
with three ladies not eager to heel, either to man or the
elements.
Northwest Spain was what the doctor ordered. Sun every
day, highs without lows, and fewer yachts. The Galician
coast from La Coruna to Vigo is a series of magnificent
coastal inlets, beaches, and scenic promontories. August,
as in all of Europe, brings the tourists, and the towns were
bustling. However, one could find quiet coves, quaint old
world towns, nude beaches, and enough to do to spend three
weeks without ennui ever emerging. As it was, we had just
one week, and the weather allowed us to make the most of
it. We poked into the Punta del Lage, Corcubion, Muros,
and the wonderful beach called Playa de San Francisco.
Then the Ria Aldan, the beach at Barra, and the Isles de
Cies, the latter having some of the best beaches I’ve ever
seen. Indeed, ferry boats ply back and forth from Vigo
bringing tourists daily to enjoy the swimming or to camp
out ashore.
The cruise terminated at Bayona where we tied to the
pontoon dock at the Club Monte Rial, sheltered in a cove
behind an ancient fortress. We made contact with Alfredo
Lagos, a friend of many CCA members over the years. His
boatyard was closed for the month, but we arranged for
various repairs during the period while the boat was laid up
in September and October. Adele was already there and so
was White Mist II. The Commodore arrived back from the
States to take his flagship to the Canaries, where she would
wait out the hurricane season. Alfredo and his lovely wife
Margarita entertained the Whites, the Burnes, and ourselves
at their summer home near Bayona, and it was a splendid
evening with one of the nicest families one could imagine.
Adele and Reindeer will follow White Mist H in November,
Adele to the Grenadines, Reindeer to Antigua. Thus ended
our summer of ’85.
Like sailors the world over, we’ll remember the highs and
forget the lows, during 5000 miles of glorious cruising.

Homeward with hiccoughs
Admiral Sir Anthony Morton G.B.E.
K.C .B.

Hiccoughs developed before Sung Foon’s homeward
journey from Port Grimaud had even started in the shape
of commitments arising at just the time when "I had hoped
to be on my way. Others occurred from time to time. Some
leaving me more breathless than others.
Walter and I arrived in Port Grimaud on a lovely Spring
afternoon on 24th April, and, helped on our way by Jan
and Robin, set out for Porquerolle the next day with an
easterly wind and thundery showers. After spending the
night there, we had two days good sailing in steadily
increasing westerly winds to Marseilles, spending a
comfortable night at La Ciotat.
We rode out the fury of the Mistral, snugly berthed in
the Vieux Port of Marseilles, where at times the wind tore
the tops off the waves and it was difficult to walk up wind.
It did not really moderate until the morning of Tuesday 30th,
when we started to beat our way westward. Tuesday evening,
as we made our way into Fos Sur Met, was most pleasant;
but spoiled by forecasts of continuing strong North
Westerlies peaking on Friday. The prospect of a long beat
around the mouth of the Rhone with little chance of safe
refuges into which we could creep, decided us to go to Port
St. Louis and enter the Rhone, and so go on to Sete.
May Day was a lovely day, and after unbending sails and
other preparations, we made our way across to the basin
at Port St. Louis, where we started work on ’Waiter’s
Wonder’ in which to carry the mast through the canal, using
wood I had bought with some we had picked up in Marseilles
and on the jetty.
After waiting for bigger ships to use the lock, we got
alongside M. Bayer’s yard early the next morning, where
the mast was down and secured in ’Waiter’s Wonder’ in a
twinkling. Soon after this we were off up the Rhone, having
been advised that our 5 knots would be ample if we kept
close to the bank in the shallower water.
We had a glorious trip up river, seeing many buzzards
and by evening were passing through Aries, thence into the
Petit Rhone and finally swirling along down towards St.
Gilles, where we secured for the night.
Early on Friday, we were into the lock and away down
the canal, enjoying the Camargue scenery, towards Aigues
Mortes, where our enthusiasm over the walls enticed us into
the canal to Grau Du Roi. We came to the swing bridge,
which happily did not open, saw the sea and sails, coughed
and scuttled up a shallow waterway back to the main canal.
Luckily, we reached the Frontignan Bridge just before its
daily opening period, and in under half an hour were off
again towards Sete.
We reached Sete by 18.00, and were met by Guy Bellars,
who quickly produced eight car tyres. Stuffing these into
the cockpit, we made off at best speed for the Etang De Thau
and thence across it to Les Onglous into the rising wind and
soon heavy rain, arriving there just after dark.
It was still very windy when, having draped ourselves in
tyres and fenders, we set off next morning up the canal to
our first lock, where the kind lock-keeper gave us helpful
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advice and another tyre for the heel of the mast. Thence
to Agde, where the lock-keeper cut short his lunch to speed
us on our way against the Mistral and beat the upwards
dead-line at Portiragnes. We made it with 10 minutes in
hand.
In the first lock at Beziers we joined two large holiday
cruisers, whose crews did not seem to have been in a boat
before and were being ’encouraged’ by the Charter
Company’s Staff. We followed them across the aquaduct
into the bottom lock of the seven lock ladder where we
joined yet another holiday cruiser on its first day. The water
roared down like a river in speight, the holiday boats milled
about and we tried to hold Sung Foon clear of them by
handling the warps from the lock side. It worked, and soon,
rather breathless, we were off again in the calmer waters
of the canal.
We reached Poilh~s that evening and had a very
comfortable and pleasant stop there, greatly enjoying the
place and its friendly people. We then had a lovely day
working our way through attractive country and villages to
La Redorte. That night the heavens opened and it kept on
raining and blowing all the next day as we pushed on rather
miserably, not appreciating the scenery, to Carcassone,
where we spent the night. The wind and rain continued that
night and all the next day reaching its worst at
Castelnaudary, where we had yet another particularly wet
and stormy night.
Wednesday the 8th saw the end of the rain and a slow
easing of the wind as we made our way over the top and
through the Ecluse De l’Ocean, the first downhill lock, by
midday. Downhill proved very much easier than we had
thought, and that evening we berthed at Port St. Sauveur
amidst the traffic and noise of Toulouse, where we supped
and slept surprisingly well.
We took it easy the next morning doing the washing and
shopping, and in the afternoon made our way through the
middle of the city to the Port De L’Embouchure and the
start of the Canal Lateral. Then we met my brother, John,
at the Railway Station and all of us returned on board for
a good supper but yet another cold and windy night.
Friday was a better day as we set off down the Canal and
we soon mastered the automatic locks. All went very well
and hopes ran high as we made excellent time. Then at the
Ecluse De La Vache (It had to be!) came the bad news,
’Ch6mage’ between Moissac and Agen until 17th May.
We went on to Pontech and the new water slope/bridge
instead of locks; not a soul was in sight, we recoiled, saw
the ’lift’ at the top and returned at the rush. There followed
a most exciting trip down the slope behind two massive land
tugs towing a ’sledge’ with a wedge of water behind it in
which Sung Foon floated. It was all much enjoyed by Walter
and John; but not so much by me trying to hold the boat
in the right place behind the sledge with the engine at full
astern.
With the bad news confirmed, we pressed on to reach
Moissac just before the lock closed for the night. It would

have been a wonderful evening if the news had been better;
it was fine and we had covered 63.8 Kms, 27 locks and a
slide all in one day; the best so far.
We had a busy day on Saturday arranging for John to
return to England and Walter to go and visit his daughter
at Rauzan the next morning, toppping up with fuel and
stores and also exploring the attractive town.
The next few days flashed by, I did much maintenance
on the boat, revamped the fenders, resecured the mast, etc.
etc. and went off for a day in a car to explore the rest of
the canal and down to Pauillac planning possible places to
leave Sung Foon. During this trip I learned that the
’Ch6mage’ had been brought forward from late May just
as we were setting off for Port Grimaud. I kept in touch
with the Regional Office of the canal and was assured that
all would be well on Friday 17th, until on Wednesday
evening I was told that there would not be enough water

in the canal until Sunday. I had ungenerous thoughts about
Ascension Day holidays.
Walter returned on Friday evening. Saturday was
thundery and wet and made greyer by two French yacht
owners saying that the water level was still too low for a
start on Sunday morning. Nevertheless, by 06.30 the next
morning we were off Pont St. Jaques, the town swing bridge,
which was opened by a lady in her night shirt. The omens
seemed favourable and even more so as we went through
the next two locks without a hitch.
At the next lock, however, there were no lights and no
current and Monsieur was abed poorly. A man arrived on
a bicycle and fixed things. In so doing he muttered about
low water beyond Valence. On we went and although water
was low beyond La Magistere, we had no difficulty.
However, as we opened the gates to leave the lock at Du
Noble, we were confronted with a muddy ditch rather than
a canal. We could not go back and so crept along with the
centre board grating in the mud to the next lock, where they
were very surprised to see us; but where we found much
more water.
Determination seemed to have been rewarded as we made
good time to Agen and reached the aqueduct over the Tarne;
but there were no lights and no-one about at the top lock
on the other side. We landed to find the lock-keeper. Despite
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’pas de l’eau’ and a long stretch of mud and a few tree
stumps before the next lock, he assured us all would be well
by 16.00.
16.00 came and went; there was water but no lock-keeper.
17.00 came and went, and then a worried man came
muttering ’petrolier’ ’entrappement’ and went. By 18.30 the
petrolier appeared and sat in the lock, whilst there was much
paperwork, and then went on to Agen. The lock-keeper
arrived to say that a lock gate had been damaged, but that
he would do his best. Canal closing time came and went.
Time had run out, and Sung Foon was going to have to stay
at Agen until I could come back for her. We went back
wearily across the aqueduct and secured for the night.
Most of Monday 20th was spent arranging gardiennage
and an agent, and preparing Sung Foon for her stay. That
evening we set out on our journey home.
I did not get back to Agen again until eary on 1st July.

I found all well; but the last of all my endeavours to find
a crew down the rest of the canal collapsed just after midday,
so off I set on my own.
The chain of four locks went smoothly as the lock-keepers
were helpful and each lock had a long pipe-like bollard in
a recess down the wall to which I could secure a slip rope
from a midship cleat that I had improvised. As I progressed,
my technique improved, though, when the locks were
unmanned and the drop was large or there was no pipe-like
bollard, I had either to make an inelegant slither down a
wet wall or warp the boat through the lock and jump on
as she went by and before the 3 minutes was up and the gates
shut again.
I spent a very hot and sticky night at Damazan, and then
made an early start for Castets where I reached the sea basin
in good time to clear control and to arrange my release into
the Garonne the next morning, timing was important as it
was Springs and there was a risk of a bore.
I had another hot and sticky night, not improved by
making an engine oil change. I awoke to a grey and
oppressive morning and all my careful plans to get away
early were thwarted by having to wait over two hours for
barge traffic. However, I was away by 10.00 with the water
level in the river rising fast and only a weak flood stream.
Off Langan, there were sights of the ebb and by Cadillac

bridge it was running fast. Thereafter, it carried me along
well, accelerating markedly off Ile De La Lande and as I
shot the arches of Pont St. Pierre. By 15.00 I was off the
Marina at Bordeaux and decided to stop there as I could
not make Pauillac that night.
The Capitaine du Port suggested putting up the mast, and
somewhat nervously I agreed for the ebb was still running
well. However, with the new crane on the end of the jetty
and the help of his son it was soon done though not without
a nasty moment or two. It took a couple of hours or so to
get everything set up again and to dispose of my tyres to
a French yacht. I then went for a beer in the club where the
Capitaine suggested that if I left about 1 V2 hours before the
ebb ! could make Royan in one go.
That night there was a monster thunderstorm and the rain
sluiced down and did not stop. I decided to set off as
recommended; but I felt that in the conditions I must bend
on all my sails first, a very wet business. Then after ’winding
ship’ I was away against a flood of 1 ½-2 knots with a stiff
breeze and very poor visibility. The ebb began to run off
Le Marquis and by midday off Pauillac, I was making about
11 ½ knots over the ground. Once in the wider waters I felt
I could manage under sail alone; but the poor visibility,
making it difficult to pick up the channel buoys, together
with a freshening wind and traffic up river did not make
it an easy passage. However, off Pointe De La Chambrette
the visibility improved, and, despite having to buck the
strong flood stream, I berthed in Royan at 18.30.
Mid-morning on Friday with a fresh Westerly but poor
visibility I took the ebb northward. As I came up to the Banc
De La Mauvaise and the sandy spit running S from Pointe
De La Coubre the seas in the Channel and the surf on the
banks were most unpleasant. I kept on down the Channel
until clear of the bank, turned N up the coast towards the
Pertuis De Maumusson. The visibility soon improved, the
wind eased and by 15.00 I was able to enter the Channel.
The breaking seas on either hand were helpful yet daunting.
Thirty minutes later I was in sheltered but tricky waters with
a swiftly rising tide and fishing boats flashing in all directions
as the banks covered.
After two hours I was in easier water N of Juliar Beacon
and having a lovely evening sail to Boyardville where I
secured in the basin for the night.
On Saturday I had a pleasant passage across to La
Rochelle and secured in Les Minimes. The rest of that day
and Sunday were spent in arraning gardiennage and stowing
everything away. I was lucky to meet Mark Urry, who runs
a charter business, and he kindly agreed to keep an eye on
Sung Foon, so I was able to set off homeward early on
Monday with an easy mind.
I returned to La Rochelle on the evening of Friday 2nd
August to find all well. I got Sung Foon ready; but I was
almost relieved when the next morning started with cold
front rain and I could have a quiet day checking that
everything was on top-line.
Sunday provided a fine morning with a poor BBC forecast
but an encouraging local one; accordingly, I set off for Les
Sables D’Olonne. Once past La Pallice the wind freshened
sharply and soon the VHF was muttering ’Avis des Coups
De Vent’. I decided to go into St. Martin-De-Rhe and to
wait for the tide off La Flotte but all the buoys were
occupied. I went on to the Roads off St. Martin and with
some difficulty secured to one there. The wind continued
to freshen and I eventually acquired a ’tail’ of six astern of
me. Happily, my slip rope held.
The forecasts spoke of NW 7-9 so that I was relieved to
shed my tail at 16.30 and join the milling throng in the outer
harbour. The gates opened and there was wild activity which
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became even more exciting when I was allowed to enter. All
ended happily in a secure berth.
The gale continued through the night and the next day
but I enjoyed the town and the company. By Tuesday, there
were signs of moderation and with some trepidation, I
prepared for sea. Then seeing others leave the basin and with
slight encouragement from the forecast, I warped myself
clear and made my way out of the harbour. The wind was
NWly and a good 6 and the sea rough and both stayed that
way. I found it difficult to get Sung Foon going well as I
beat up the coast, but in the afternoon things went better
and I berthed 6th out in Les Sables D’Olonne that evening.
During the night the wind died away, and so early next
morning there was much upheaval as sheltering yachts
rushed to be away. The flurry over, I had time to fuel, water
and shop before setting off with modest hopes for the day,
possibly St. Gilles Sur Vie. However, soon after clearing the
harbour the light westerly became a fresh SWly and I was
going well towards Ile D’Yeu with the southgoing fleet from
there sweeping past. I raised Ile D’Yeu early in the afternoon
and toyed with the idea of Herbaudiere. As I approached
my departure point for this the wind faded and I had just
reconciled myself to an uncomfortable night in Port
Joinville, when it picked up again. Despite thundery squalls
I had a wonderful reach N westward off the Ile De
Noirmoutier and then a run towards Herbaudiere where I
berthed 8th out for a very happy evening.
Next day my neighbours were keen to be off and so I left
early. ’8th out, no charge’ cried the boatman. I had a
wonderful spinnaker and then ’chute sail up past Le Croisic
and Le Four towards the entrance to the Morbihan. Then,
suspecting that on the morrow the wind would be W or NW,
I made for Port Haliguen where I was given an excellent

berth in the North Harbour, and was able to change both
sails.
Friday was wet and grey, but after a good shop in
Kermovan I was off again via the inshore passage past Port
Maria. Shortly after I had set course for the Ile De Groix,
I was beset by a fierce squall and then heavy rain and bad
visibility. However, I could just lay a safe course with the
comfort of good soundings and soon the loom of Ile Tievic.
Then the rain stopped and I had a good sail to Port Tudy,
where I berthed in one of the ’heaps’ around a buoy in the
North part of the harbour to the welcome skirl of the pipes
of an Australian Scottish Pipe Band.
On Saturday morning it was evident that another blow
was on its way. I set off well reefed for Benodet and another
stint of close-hauled work in a stiff westerly. Sung Foon went
well and by 18.30 I was safely secured in the Marina at
Benodet.
The strong winds and rain set in during the night and,
although there was much movement and some bumping
between the banks of boats, no damage was done. The wind
and rain kept on next day until the evening, when the signs
for the morrow were encouraging.
I was away early on Monday with the boat going very well
close-hauled as I worked my way down towards Karek Greis
and on towards Pte Penmarch, which I rounded in the best
conditions I could remember. By mid-afternoon I was doing
much too well and had to waste time before attacking the
Raz De Sein. I went inshore towards Audierne. As I
approached, several boats came out and set off close inshore
towards the Raz. As it was neaps I decided to follow them.
By my reckoning, I began my run through about two hours
early; although I was not alone and there was no sign of
overfalls. The stream was weak; but there were strong eddies
and confused seas. The only real problem was, once I had
passed La Vieille, to keep the boat moving in the lumpy seas
and so get clear to the NE with the wind right astern.
Eventually the spinnaker began to draw well and I carried
it to the approaches to the Toulinguet Channel. I cleared
this and went on to squeeze myself into a space in the crowd
at Camaret just before midnight.
After a disturbed night and a poor forecast, I decided to
get out of Camaret and go to L’Aberildut/Lanildut as soon
as I had essential provisions. I left in a deluge, but had a
good sail down to Pte Ste Mathieu and caught the stream
North under spinnaker. Off La Valbelle I shaped up for
L’Aberildut. I found it difficult to pick up the transit but
the light house and Le Lieu were a great help. In the entrance
I got a bit close to the lighthouse side, about 25 metres would
seem right, and then followed through the bend with never
less than 4m. I picked up a buoy off Lanildut, which was
difficult as there was very little room and the flood stream
strong. I had a comfortable and peaceful afternoon and
night whilst it blew and rained hard.
I took it easy the next morning as the weather and forecast
were not promising. However, by mid-afternoon I decided
to have a go. Despite careful preparations, when I slipped
I found I had virtually no power from the engine and had
a rather tense departure with no prospect of resecuring. As
I crept down the harbour the weed cleared and I got more
power but getting out to open water down the channel in
the strong wind was unpleasant. Once clear, I had a good
sail to L’Aberwrach with the wind freshening stil further
and a fierce rain squall in the final stages of my approach
to the crowded moorings. I found a buoy and picked it up
nipping my finger in the process, only to find that the chain
was much too light. After a pause for breath I set offoup
river, and on rounding Pointe Cameleut I found both shelter
and a good buoy.
Again it blew hard during the night, but I was snug.
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Although the morning brought little comfort and a poor
forecast, I decided to push on well-reefed. As I went down
the main Channel I encountered a fierce rain squall, which
cleared just as I turned nervously into the Malouine. Soon
clear of lie Vierge I swept eastward under head sail alone
with roughish seas and limited visibility. As I came up to
Ile De Batz, I had to decide whether to go outside or risk
heavy seas in the approach to the Channel inshore. I
plumped for where I would have the better chance of
knowing where I was. There were no heavy seas and, though
the passage through the Channel past Roscoff had its
moments, I was soon secured to a buoy off Port Bloscon.
Although there was always some movement the wind died
during the night and I awoke to a light SWly and an
encouraging forecast. I was soon away towards Treguier,
and having set the spinnaker found myself going faster and
faster as the wind freshened until the approach of a bad
squall made me get it down. I then tried booming out the
genoa with some success until N of Le Crapaud. Then with
the wind getting stronger and the sea rougher, I tried to get
the boom off. The self-steering worked itself into a selfinduced frenzy in which I was unable to release the sail from
the spinnaker boom. Then the spinnaker boom track carried
away and solved the problem. I got the boat quietened down
a bit on a more comfortable course, furled the genoa and
cut off and smoothed down the jagged bits of the track.
Soon things were relatively back to normal though also
pretty beastly as I struggled past Ile Aux Moines and
Ploumanah for the next two hours.
Thereafter things eased and I reached the outer buoy off
Treguier at 16.30 and turned into the channel under sail.
The set across my course was fierce and my problems soon
escalated as the wind freshened fiercely and I was faced with
two French boats beating out. I worked myself on to a safe
course, got the engine on and the sails off as quickly as I
could. Then, just as I had restored some order to affairs
and shaped up for the Pen Ar Guezec buoy, down came the
heavy rain. It would have been worse if it had come 5
minutes earlier. Once I had passed La Corne things
improved. I had a good trip up river and berthed in the
marina at 18.00.

Saturday was a very wet day, but I was deligated to be
going nowhere and to have a day for pottering on board
and in the town and meeting people.
I worked my way out of the Marina on the tail of the flood
and set off down the river on Sunday. It was calm and misty
with a forecast of light Southerlies, moderate visibility and
fog patches. I took the Pase De La Gaine and steered to
pass West of the Roche Douvres. Despite a brief flutter there
was very little wind and I had to motor. Once past the
Roches Douvres the visibility improved and eased the
landfall on Guernsey. I entered St Peter Port before dusk
and found it packed with no chance of entering the Marina.
I berthed in one of the ’heaps’ around a buoy and resolved
to go on to Alderney the next morning.
I took the spring stream North to Alderney with a fresh
SWly and visibility about 5 miles, and shortly after 10.00
had it in sight. I went through Le Singe, where the overfalls
were unpleasant and thence into Braye harbour and secured
to a buoy. As the day progressed the wind freshened and
by night was blowing hard. I had a good day of
maintenance, changed the engine oil and got a diver to check
the propeller and shaft from which he removed some nylon
and other rubbish. The strong winds continued through
Tuesday but the forecasts for the morrow were encouraging.
I was away early on Wednesday with initial hopes of a
good sail across the channel; but the wind soon died and
I had another long day’s motoring in patchy visibility. In
view of the forecast fog, I made for the Solent and found
the VHF beacons a great help in making an accurate
landfall. I passed the Fairway buoy at 18.00 but had a long
flog up towards Hurst Point against th Spring ebb despite
the help of a fresh breeze. By dark I was off Lymington
River when monsoon-like rain set in. However, it did not
prevent me securing in the Marina nor clearing Customs that
night. The next day I had a happy and easy passage to the
’Elephant’; HOME!

Distance

August

U/way

Engine

From La Rochelle
To

4
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15

St Martin-De-Re
Les Sables D’Olonne
Herbaudiere
Port Haliguen
Port Tudy
Benodet
Camaret
Lanildut
L’Abervrach
Port Bleseon

16
18
19
21
22

Treguier
St Peter Port
Braye
Lymington
Burlsdon

10

3

10

2

00

29

(44%) 10

30

1

35

50
45
24
31
57
20
20
34

10
9
6
(40%)
8
(70) 15
4
3
7

00
24
20
30
30
10
55
00

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

14
56
56
54
45
12
18
02

43
52

9
12

42
40

1
9

40
30

22
70
17

3
14
3

50
30
35

1
13
1

10
27
33

1098(1159)
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To the red roofs of Portugal
lan Morrison

There may be a lot of truth in the old saying ’It’s better to
travel hopefully than to arrive’ but it certainly did not apply
to Safari’s 1985 cruise from Howth to Vilamoura. Both
Spain and Portugal exceeded our hopes and Safari gave us
increased confidence after her first long offshore sail. It is
always interesting and sometimes difficult to determine when
the decision to make a certain cruise is taken -- in our case,
after frequent encouragement from Liam McGonagle, it was
probably taken in Joe May’s, Skerries, in Autumn 1984.
Two American friends, Barry and Anne, said ’Skipper, it
must be Portugal next year’, and got a reply of ’Will you
come?’. The affirmative clinched the matter and the long
task of preparing Safari for maybe three, four or even more
years away from her base at Howth began.
Part of any cruise -- probably the most important part
-- is the preparation for sea, and most weekends from
November onwards saw us at Malahide Boatyard hard at
work. A good heater and a drop of brandy now and again
kept us going as did a mental picture of those blue seas,
sunlit anchorages and fair winds. On 5th April, after some
nerve racking moments, we were hoisted by crane and our
season began with a dash under power to Howth so as to
beat a failing tide on Maiahide bar. And then work and more
work, lists and more lists.
An essential part of our preparation was a ’shakedown’
cruise arranged for the weekend 2nd May and that evening
found Safari beating northwards towards the new marina
at Carrickfergus. It was appallingly cold and all hands
(including Peter Cronin of North Cape experience) agreed
it was one of the coldest nights they had spent at sea. It was,
of course, the chill factor from the F 6 northerly and all
hands were grateful for the protection of the pilothouse, the
heater below and frequent cups of reinforced Bovril.
It is thought we hold two records for Carrickfergus -the first ’foreigner’ to visit and the first boat to go aground,
albeit at low tide, in the entrance. As the wind was offshore
we were able to make light of our predicament with officers
of the club who came aboard to offer apologies and
condolences. Ashore later ’a good time was had by all’. The
next day we motored out of the lough and beat home again,
breakfasting at Skerries and arriving home at Howth for
lunch with about 236 miles on the log and identification of
several minor faults which were later corrected.
Never having had to leave his boat abroad for a few years,
the Skipper was somewhat unprepared for the extra work
and worry this entailed. But recognising hindsight as the only
exact science it may be worth mentioning four valuable
decisions:
(i)A Satnav to back up Decca which is imperfect in the
Spain and Portugal areas and non-existent in the
Mediterranean.
(ii)A shorepower unit to enable the freezer to provide
chilled wine and beer and to spare the batteries.
A deck canopy to blot out the sun: the heat can exceed
(iii)
100°F. (In fact, it reached 116° later in the season.)
Comprehensive
spares for the engine and other
(iv)
mechanical units.
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If that introduction seems too long it may be because the
value of preparation is often underestimated. Time and time
again work on charts etc. in the winter paid off and all ports
visited were almost familiar on arrival. A few minor
mechanical breakdowns were quickly fixed from the spares
stock.
About midday on Friday, 31st May, Safari hoisted her
Blue Peter and this must have evoked something in Tom
Cronin, the Marina Superintendent, as his old naval training
brought him to the salute as we cast off from the marina
about 20.30 later that evening. Our iron topsail took us
overnight on calm seas to south Arklow Lanby, and a
freshening wind from the E and a forecast of F 5/6 from
the same direction hastened us towards Spain -- La Corona
having been programmed into both Satnav and Decca as
our destination.
Minute variances in the two indicated positions (almost
always within 2 miles and sometimes just a few hundred
yards) made navigation a pleasure and a relief and gave us
confidence for the ’Decca Gap’ in the Bay of Biscay.
Regrettably the Skipper never learned the sextant!
During that Saturday the wind freshened as forecast and
Safari bowled along at 7-8 knots, perfectly dry, absolutely
comfortable with about 27-30 knots abeam and the mizen
doused for comfort. Excellent food -- and a drop of wine
-- came from cooks (Pat and Lennie) and this high standard
was maintained until the ladies joined us in Spain when
cuisine de luxe was introduced.
On Sunday morning we were some 70 miles from the
Lizard when we heard Falmouth Coastguard talking to
Stormbird who was encountering unpleasant conditions as
she attempted to beat up-Channel into F 8. Once again it
showed the difference between beating and reaching as we
roared off with a free wind but without any real discomfort.
Passing as we did some 90 miles W of Ushant, we avoided
both the shipping lanes and the tidal unpleasantness
normally associated with an entry to the Bay. In fact we
never entered the Bay at all, but sailed outside it -- Finisterre
and Sole, not Biscay, being the appropriate weather forecast
areas.
It is always amazing when a voyage has ended, how days
and nights seem to have merged into each other and only
exceptions to the routine are remarkable: a sea from leeward
through ventilator, a real live shark (not basking) following
us hungrily -- quite deterring the Skipper from swimming
for some weeks, a school of 40 dolphins gambolling round
for half an hour, the Skipper being called almost naked from
his bunk to find three ships (visible only on the radar)
converging on us and each other in mist. These little
incidents are the things cruising is made of, and even as the
wind freshened later to 35-40 knots, calling for a double reef
in the main and a partly reefed furling jib, it was clear that
the crew was more than on top of the job.
And that’s not to forget Joe’s chain. Let me explain: Joe
(Navigator, electrical engineer and adviser) arrived on board
burdened like Matt Talbot with a chain to be used as a
lightning conductor. He was more than delighted to put it

to good use when we encountered a severe thunder and
lightning storm. He was rightly congratulated on his
foresight by all and sundry. The Skipper secretly considered
creating a pseudo St. Elmos fire aloft to really test Joe’s
skills but this task proved beyond our combined ingenuity.
Flaming brandy hoisted aloft in a tin mug was as near as
we could get to the magic formula, but the Skipper valued
his sails too much!
One memory retained by the crew was that of the Skipper
-- almost naked -- standing apparently (but not really)
confidently at the radar watching blips converge on us in
a mist, while the rest of the crew on deck remained unsighted
and worried. Orders from below: ’Fire One’, ’Fire Two’ and
’Fire Three’ were not thought amusing at the time,
particularly as one ship, with masthead lights in line, stopped
in its tracks less than half a mile away as our extremely bright
lamp raked his bridge.
But this state of easy sailing had to come to an end and
it did with the wind veering Sly and then SW, just when we
were all set for a projected elapsed time to Coruna of 4 days
2 hours ex-Howth. It blew F 7-8 just long enough on the
nose to make us feel we had had a real sail. A sixteen hour
beat and a few hours under engine (as the wind and sea
eased) brought La Coruna in view. A thunder shower of rain
as we entered was the only time two of us had used oilskins
since Howth -- thanks to the shelter of our pilothouse. (No
oilskins were used between there and Vilamoura.)
Interestingly, our elapsed time was 4 days 15 hours from
Howth, having sailed some 747 miles. However, the
disappointing absence of sun, blue sky or blue seas made
us feel almost at home!
The Yacht Club at La Coruna was more than helpful
although the bow and stern mooring had the Skipper foxed
for a while. Formalities were minimal and the nearby Hotel
Finisterre gave us an enjoyable meal, even if the floor seemed
to move under us at times -- as a result of 5 days at sea
rather than wine, of course!
A day or two spent cleaning ship, dining ashore at about
40°70 of Irish costs and a bit of relaxation put us on top of
our form to receive the ladies who had flown Dublin -London -- Santiago (25 miles away) to arrive in the first
burst of sunlight since docking.
We then sailed on to Corme, a beautiful little fishing port
marred only by the wreck of Sea Falcon, an 80’ Cat from
Troon. We pondered her story and the horrible experience
of her Skipper (Robin Knox-Johnson) and crew. The sight
of her carcass, reminiscent of a great stranded whale, sent
a shiver down our spines. There but for the grace of God ....
It was at Corme that the typical weather we were to
encounter first exhibited itself -- no wind until 10-11.00
increasing gradually, sometimes to F 5-7 in the afternoon
and generally dying around 19-21.00. More importantly
these winds were always Nly, just as forecasted in the wind
charts, and it was chastening to realise that these wind
patterns (the Portugese Trades) had served generations of
mariners for thousands of years as they went about their
lawful (or unlawful) occasions. An unanswered question was
how to get N in these conditions. As we never had any wind
other than NW through N to NE for three weeks, maybe
motoring at night (in the calm) and being in port by day
is one option worth examination -- that is, if one tack to
the Azores and another to Crosshaven is ruled out.
We had promised the ladies to be in port most nights and,
indeed, this was achieved. A brisk sail from Corme to
Finisterre (finishing reefed in a NE F 7) took us to Corcubion
as Finisterre was a lee -- we found a perfect berth hard by
the eastern shore. Incidentally, Imray’s ’Atlantic Coasts of
Spain and Portugal’ is an absolute must, and the Portugese
Charts are delicately beautiful and most helpful. From

Corcubion the usual wind pattern took us to Muros which
became one of our favourite ports, and from thence Bayona
was only a smart eight hours sail the following day.
The Bayona Marina was a safe haven, the club hospitable
and cool (the sun was by now getting very hot as we worked
S and siestas -- at least for the Skipper -- were a must).
The fleshpots ashore were sampled until Skipper detected
the onset of harbour fever after three days and put to sea
at 06.00 just to get everyone (including himself) back in
shape again. But not before we had visited each of the two
Islas Cias on successive days and sampled the almost tropical
luxury of the beaches and crystal clear blue water -- the
anchor was quite visible 25 feet below. And, of course, the
swimming began -- but not for the Skipper who had
pathological qualms emanating from viewing the Biscay
shark reminiscent of Jaws. A visit to Vigo exhibited not only
that magnificent port with cruise liner alongside, but also
the task of the EEC negotiators in accommodating such an
enormous fishing fleet. By an amazing coincidence, the same
cruise liner can be seen in Dublin port as this is being written!
In departing Bayona we also said goodbye to Spain and
before long the trades eased us along the coast, past the
frontiers between Spain and Portugal and into the harbour
at Viana where officialdom waved us into the inner dock.
Here, Safari was well guarded when we went ashore to
sample the Vinho Verde Brancho and other attractions.
Buying good drinkable vino at IR£1 or under a bottle was
a novel experience -- and very low restaurant prices
completely discouraged shopping, cooking aboard and

Safari alongside at Peniche, Portugal.
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washing up. Once the somewhat bureaucratic formalities
ashore are accepted as part of life, things run smoothly, but
in the early stages, dealing with four authorities in each and
every port -- harbour master, guardia fiscal, maritime police
and customs -- can be awe-inspiring and frustrating for a
Skipper not fluent in Portuguese. But these officials were
almost all civil, efficient, unobtrusive and in some cases very
helpful. When in Rome ....
Our daily pattern was now clearly set -- departure 10.00
for a sail under 35 miles, 08.00 for 35-50 miles and 06.00
for 50-65 miles a day. Yes, we could rely to that extent on
the wind and we were never in port later than about 16.30
-- in good time for siesta!
Thus our odyssey continued by way of Leixoes, Figuria
da Foz and Peniche. In all cases -- and indeed also on the
Algarve -- enormous sums were being spent on harbour
improvements. A cost estimate of $500M (dollars not
escudos which are written thus 5005) could be on the low
side.The Portuguese fishing fleet is enormous -- though the
individual vessels are smaller than the Spanish -- and

Peniche alone, a magnificent harbour, must shelter more
fishing craft than all Irish ports combined. While there we
saw an amazing sight. An almost sinking fishing boat
crawled slowly into port with scuppers awash. We feared
for her safety at first only to find she was absolutely loaded
with fish -- mainly sardines and some mackerel. About 80’
long, it took over 20 men 6 hours to unload her. It was an
almost biblical scene spoiled somewhat by the presence of
busy fork lift trucks.
The sail from Figuria to Peniche was to be the most
unpleasant of our cruise; winds (Nly of course) F 7-8 with
seas of at least 8 metres at times. Near the shore it was almost
dangerous, as in soundings the swell steepens, comes close
together and sometimes breaks. One such swell did break
over us us as we partly broached and for a moment it seemed
that our wheelhouse would be carried away, but no, it
survived and our soaked clothing soon dried in the hot sun.
A large swell coupled with an onshore gale may close most
of the Atlantic river mouth based ports of Portugal -- and
this could include Lisbon. The combination of heavy seas,
soundings, breakers and a harbour bar can at times give rise
to appalling conditions for entry, though Leixoes, Sines and
Setubal which are artificial ports are welcome exceptions.
Signals are flown at harbour entrances to distinguish when
passage is (a) dangerous or (b) prohibited, though
communication can usually be by VHF long before visual
contact is possible.
If in doubt, do not attempt to cross a bar in ’dangerous’
conditions as the risk of being seriously pooped, or even
foundering, is very real. Stand off beyond the 200 metre
mark and take the pasting every time! Fortunately these
conditions rarely pertain in summer.
Incidentally, only on the Figuria-Peniche leg did we steer
manually for fear of George steering us into a gybe on a
windshift -- Safari came from Howth-Coruna-Figueria
(about 1,000 miles) without a hand on the wheel and, after
Peniche, completed the remainder of her journey in the same
style.
Peniche to Cascais was another lovely sail and hard by
the Cascais shore another comfortable anchorage was found
-- though we left Peter and Lennie on board with orders
to put to sea if necessary when we toured Lisbon, should
either wind or swell create a lee shore and make our
anchorage untenable. It was at Cascais that the last stage
of our journey began when we were joined by Raul Capela,
a leading Portuguese banker and friend of the Skipper. Raul
enriched the remainder of the trip, being able to answer all
our questions, act as interpreter and generally to make us
feel more at home in Portuguese waters than would
otherwise have been possible.
He arrived with his family at the yacht club in Cascais
in three cars -- the third carrying an enormous gift of wine
so generous in quantity (over 50 bottles) that we were hard
put to find storage space -- at least at the beginning before
consumption eased the problem! It would not surprise me
on our return (if we return?) to Howth to find a bottle of
Raul’s vintage port nestling in the chain locker -- let’s hope
it travels as well as it tasted! He showed us the Tagus and
Lisbon -- what a beautiful city, brought us to his
magnificent city club for the best meal of the cruise, visited
the local equivalent of the Casbah (the Moors occupied
Lisbon for 700 years) and to his apartment for a cooling
refreshment and a rest. I hope he did not find Safari too
cramped or our nautical language too hard to understand.
Raul, we look forward to seeing you again!
At Cascais the European Hoby Catamaran Championship
had been in full swing as we arrived and, uniquely in my
experience, and without a word, a hard-bottomed rubber
speedboat manned by the Portuguese Navy had drawn up
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alongside less than a metre from our starboard bow and
gradually edged us away from the fleet. It was good natured,
but not so amusing as we saw the depthfinder show
decreasing water. However, there were no problems and we
gave them a good wave as we left.
Lisbon is an enormous port -- almost fifteen kilometres
on both sides of the Tagus and Cascais at the mouth is used
as a roads for anchoring and to collect and discharge the
pilots. On departure we slipped between two enormous ships
anchored in the roads -- one a South African, the other
from Kuwait -- and set our course for Sines some 35 miles
distant. After a while the wind (Nly of course!) freshened
sufficiently to give us a sparkling run with the jib boomed
out (Safari carries no spinnaker).
Sines is an important oil and coal port and, like most
Portuguese harbours, had been recently improved at
significant cost. Raul told us that the north pier (about twice
the length of the East Pier in Dun Laoghaire) had been badly
damaged in the worst storm for 100 years, and that waves
measured at 20 metres had pounded and destroyed a third
of the wall over a few days. Remembering our 6-8 metre
waves off Peniche and possibly 15 metre waves on the ICC
steamer trip to Cherbourg last spring, the thought of 20
metre waves breaking as they reached soundings and
breaching that enormous sea wall was almost beyond

imagination. Apparently that sea state had never before been
recorded by modern instruments on the Portuguese Atlantic
coast. The damaged wall was a horrible sight, once again
reminding us of nature’s powers and our vessel’s frailty.
After supper (much enriched by some of Raul’s wine and
excellent vintage port), the crew went ashore for an
exploratory walk while the Skipper took an early night to
be prepared for a dawn departure next day. This is a sail
most amateur sailors crave but never make through lack of
opportunity -- to round cape St. Vincent, one of the world’s
most famous Capes. Liam McGonagle told me his last time
round was at half a mile distance but the Cape could only
be seen on the radar. A Swedish sailing friend warned me
to give it a berth of about 15 miles because he had taken
a terrible pasting in close -- indeed, the Admiralty Pilot
warns of serious wave disturbances some 3-5 miles off in
stiff conditions. How did Nelson manage with those
awkward ships? These thoughts were in mind as we motored
south to what at first looked like being an anticlimax -- a
rounding in flat calm under engine.
But no, our Trades did not let us down and by now we
were bounding along before the daily Nly F 6. What a
magnificent sight -- no pictures could do justice to our view
of the headland, far less the history of what the Cape had
seen over the centuries. A sparkling sea, 71/2 knots, the crew
sunbathing -- just like we had dreamed about in the coldness
of Malahide shed on a January Sunday. Life seemed worth
living!
A Spanish naval vessel rounded just astern, blew her siren,
the lighthouse fired two rockets reminiscent of a Howth
lifeboat launch and we dipped our ensign, which was

3lst May

Destination
Howth - La Coruna
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5 (part)

responded to, and blew our more modest foghorn. A
memorable rounding and a warm feeling of ’mission
accomplished’ before anchoring at Baleeria within the hour.
This was the first night it blew hard after dark, but from
the restaurant over looking the small harbour we could keep
an eye on Safari between mouthfuls of sardines and vino
(IR£6 per head including lots of wine and a glorious fish
soup). Our shortest sail (about 1 V2 miles) took place next
day as we reversed course to Sagres to enable the crew to
visit the school of Prince Henry the Navigator. After that
a swim (including the Skipper) and a nice sail to Portimao
right up the river to moor hard by the outdoor restaurants
below the bridge, famous for their sardines ’Portimao style’.
This dish must not be missed if passing within 100 nautical
miles. Peppers, onions and sardines seem strange bedfellows
but aided and abetted by cuttlefish, boiled potatoes,
strawberries, good wine and liqueurs, we enjoyed one of the
most memorable meals of the voyage with Raul again as our
host.
Next day our last leg of about 20 miles to Vilamoura was
interrupted by a stop at a marvellous beach for a swim and
lunch. We then had a short sail to our destination,
Vilamoura Marina, where Raul steered us through the
complex reporting authorities to our berth. This is just in
front of the promenade -- one of the best in the marina
-- where Safari will lie till next year.
A visit to Raul’s villa followed by feasting on the beach
and a bullfight the next day rounded off a wonderful cruise
made possible by good weather, a fine ship, a competent
and enthusiastic crew and Raul’s Portuguese hospitality.
Viva to the Red Roofs of Portugal!!!

Mileage

Hours

Sail

Engine

Knts

158
181
169
139
100

24
24
24
24
15

15
24
24
21
-

9
0
0
3
15

6.6
7.5
7.0
6.0
6.6

747

111

84

27

6.7

40
47
24
51
15
25
39
35
69
55
43
40
58
24
24

7
9
4
8
3
4
5
5
11
8
7
9
9
8
7

5
8
2
4
1
1
3
4
5
8
4
5
3
6
5

2
1
2
4
2
3
2
1
6
3
4
6
2
2

5.7
5.2
6.0
6.4
5.0
6.2
7.8
7.0
6.3
6.9
6.1
4.4
6.4
3.0
3.4

1336

215

148

67

6.2

(4 days 15 hours)
From La Coruna
Corme
Corcubion
Muros
Bayona
Bayona
Islas Cias - Bayona
Vigo - Bayona
Viana
Leixoes
Figueria Da Foz
Peniche
Cascais
Sines
Baleeira
* Portimao
25th June * Vilamoura

69%
* Including stops for swimming.
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Return visit to Miss Irene MacLachlan
Alastair McMillan

During a cruise to the West Coast of Scotland in 1981 I
visited Miss Irene MacLachlan at Ardinamir on the Island
of Luing. This year I planned that our second last night of
this cruise would once again be in the anchorage at
Ardinamir.
We set off from Howth on Thursday evening 1 lth July
bound for Crinan to join the Clyde Cruising Club’s 75th
Anniversary celebrations.
On board Brent Goose were Brian Glynn, Norman
Sparkman, Brendan Casey, and Alastair McMiIlan. Muriel
McMillan was to join us later at Crinan.
We set our full main and jib as the wind was SW 3-4.
Gradually the wind freshened and we shortened sail to give
ourselves a comfortable night. In the early morning it began
to rain giving us a foretaste of what we were to find as
normal during the cruise. The wind began to ease towards
morning enabling us to shake out the tuck in the main and
to boom out the jib on the opposite hand. By 09.00 on
Friday morning the wind had died and we had to start our
engine. From then on as we travelled along the Co. Down
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The crew of Brent Goose. Back Brian Glynn, Skipper, Brendan Casey.
Photo: Norman Sparksman

coast we were sailing or motoring. Norman, having
frequented these waters in the past, gave us the benefit of
his local knowledge. At about 15.50 in the afternoon we
encountered a very heavy rainstorm. It swung the wind
through 180° into the NE and it freshened to F 5-6. We were
just S of Muck Island and this change of fortune brought
us unpleasant sea conditions in unsettled waters. In order
to clear the area as quickly as possible we motorsailed. The
wind stayed with us for a couple of hours and then it died
away making it necessary to motor again.
By 20.00 we were off Ballygally Head and it seemed-a
good time and place to alter course and head for the Sound
of Jura. Once across the North Channel we had a fair tide
under us and we made good progress, arriving at Crinan
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at 09.10 hrs Saturday 13th July. We anchored just off the
Hotel so that we would not have too far to row ashore.
During the afternoon Gai Tess of the CCC came alongside
captained by my cousin Arthur Houston. He brought the
lady member of our crew with him as she had flown to
Glasgow. He had sailed down from Loch Melfort where he
moors his yacht. It was a fine day and we all enjoyed the
fleshpots of Crinan.
Sunday 14th July also was a fine day but it brought its
problems with it. The wind freshened during the morning
and just after lunch we found ourselves dragging. On
hauling up the anchor we found that a lot of kelp came up
with it. I was told subsequently that there has been an
increase recently in the growth of kelp on the west coast of
Scotland. However to stop ourselves dragging we shot our
kedge as well as our main anchor. This did the trick. Later
the wind died and all the weight was by our main anchor
allowing the warp holding the kedge to go slack. While we
were ashore enjoying the CCC Inaugural Party a fishing
boat drove over our kedge warp parting it in two. Goodbye kedge. As I felt it was unwise to carry on with the cruise
with only one anchor I decided to buy a new kedge from
the chandlers in Crinan. As it turned out I bought a new
Bruce anchor and warp allowing what was our main anchor
to now become our kedge. We did not shoot the two anchors
again during the cruise although it might have been prudent
on our final night in Loch Melfort.
On Monday 15th we tagged along behind the CCC racing
fleet from Crinan to Tobermory. The wind was fair but the
day was misty and damp. We made Tobermory by 17.15
and tied up alongside Gai Tess for the night.
Unfortunately Gai Tess had to return to her home port
on Tuesday and we did not have the pleasure of her company
for the rest of the cruise. I got up early and went ashore
to the local bakery to buy bread and roils before the rush
started. There was a queue outside it later on. With upwards
of 150 yachts at anchor it was not surprising.
We left Tobermory at 11.28 on Tuesday 16th heading for
Loch an Droma Buidhe to join the Sunflower raft planned
by the CCC. It was a soft day with a fair shade of wind.
We entered Loch an Droma Buidhe and following the CCC
instructions headed across the loch to the most sheltered side
and rafted alongside Adele belonging to Bunny Burns of
the CCA. Shortly afterwards Annag with Humphrey Simson
on board, also of the CCA, rafted along our port side. While
the day was still overcast we managed to get ashore and
climb the hill above the anchorage. It was a magnificent sight
looking down on Loch na Droma Buidhe and further afield
to Loch Sunart.
Returning to Brent Goose we were just in time for the
closing of the Sunflower even though it put a great strain
on some of our gear. We would like to have stayed there
all night but the weather forecast was for SEly gales. As our
lady was due to catch a ferry from Mull on Thursday
morning I decided it would be prudent to return to
Tobermory in case we would be storm bound where we were.
It was the right decision. A number of yachts who stayed
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The main street of Castlebay with Kisimuil Castle background.

did not get away until the Thursday. We returned to
Tobermory under engine in unpleasant conditions, arriving
there at 22.45. In the morning we were awakened by a
banging on the bows of the boat. The owner of an adjacent
yacht told us that our anchor chain was fouling his rudder
from time to time and he did not like it. We discovered that
Brent Goose was under the influence of a stream in flood
that flows into the NW corner of Tobermory Bay. The result
was that she was swinging awkwardly and riding too close
to the adjacent yacht. We moved further along the western
shore right under the hedge and did not move from this
position for a couple of days. The weather was now wet and
windy so we spent our time sampling the delights of
Tobermory. Incidently, I had not visited Tobermory since
before the War, when I was a young lad, and it has changed
very little in the meantime. We got the lady member of our
crew off safely on Thursday morning to catch her ferry.
There were Highland Games taking place in Tobermory that
day so we decided to go and watch them. Unfortunately for
us by the time we found the field where the Games were
taking place they had finished. However we walked several
miles across the island to view the seas off Ardnamurchan
Point to see if we dare set off for Barra the next day. On
returning to the anchorage we saw that Marden had arrived
and we invited her crew over for some conviviality.
Friday morning dawned promising a better day and not
too much wind. The general concensus was that we should
make a dash for Barra and hope that we would be able to
return sometime. We weighed anchor at 10.14 and headed
off around Ardmore Point setting a course that should clear
Ardnamurchan Point. The wind headed us, we tacked, and
stood well over between Coll and Mull before tacking out
to sea again. It was a lumpy reach across the Sea of
Hebrides. We made our landfall off Erisky at 21.30. We
then tacked and motorsailed along the coast of Barra finally
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dropping our anchor in Castlebay at 00.10 on Saturday
morning the 20th July.
Castlebay takes its name from Kisimul Castle, the home
of the MacNiel Clan. It is the only castle in the whole of
Scotland that boasts a flushing loo in the dungeon. It flushes
twice a day at high water, the castle being completely
surrounded by the sea.
We awakened in time for ’Colours’ at 08.00 and after a
leisurely breakfast we decided to move our anchorage closer
to the shore so that we would not have too far to row. We
had dropped our anchor during the night right at the outer
edge of a group of yachts not wishing to venture through
them in the dark. Live Wire arrived during the night and
anchored close to us. She was flying a ’Q’ flag having Just
arrived from Dun Laoghaire.
In our new anchorage close to the shore we dressed overall
for the occasion.
There was a fresh wind blowing, there were sunny
intervals laced with very heavy showers. We went ashore
to collect stores from Mr McLean, the local General
Storekeeper, which I had ordered by post before I left
Howth. We also enquired about showers at the local hotel.
At £3.00 Stg each we decided to stay dirty.
Another feature of Castlebay was a mobile Home Bakery.
A lady with a van full of beautiful fresh homebaked bread
was standing in the main square when we came ashore. We
were able to buy lovely home baked buns for lunch.
We noticed two churches in Castlebay. On enquiry we
were told that the largest one was the Roman Catholic
church. The other one which had been Presbyterian was
closed. This was not what we had expected. In fact most
of the Hebridean Islands are predominantly Roman
Catholic. They must have been too far out for the Puritans.
We were told that the prosperity of Barra is in a large
measure due to the efforts of the local priest.

During the afternoon we visited Kisimul Castle and found
it a very interesting place. New living accommodation has
been built within the old wails of the castle. We did not try
out the loo in the dungeon.
In the evening, after dinner, we were invited on board
Baily of Howth by Jim Anderson. Those of us who went
enjoyed ourselves very much.
Sunday morning brought the best day of our whole cruise.
We woke up to blue skies and sunshine, with not too much
wind.
Two of the crew, being good men, went ashore to Mass
in the local church. They were somewhat surprised to find
that the service was conducted in Gaelic.
At 11.45 we weighed anchor and followed the fleet, under
engine, thro’ the Fisherman’s Passage into the Sound of
Vatersay. We anchored some 50 yards off a beautiful sandy
shore. This day must be the most memorable for those who
made the effort to come to the Outer Hebrides. It was a
’pet day’. The CCC barbecue was extremely well arranged.
If anyone did not get enough to eat and drink then it was
their own fault and not that of the CCC. The Haggis Hurling
Competition being one of the outstanding features of the
afternoon’s festivities. After a short rest period back on
board some of us responded to a kind invitation for a drink
on board Deerhound. We were also made very welcome on
board Live Wire. Before the night became too dark we
returned to Brent Goose and hoping for a fine day and a
good passage across The Sea of the Hebrides on the morrow
we turned in.
As soon as I looked out on Monday morning our hopes
were dashed. There was a misty rain falling and what wind
there was, was coming from the E and visibility was very
poor. We raised our anchor at 07.50 and motored out
through the Fisherman’s Passage and then set the soils. As
the morning progressed and rain stopped, the wind backed,
and we were overtaken by blue skies and sunshine. The wind
gradually freshened and for a period we took a slab in in
the main. We were broad reaching. This turned out to be
the best sail we had on the whole cruise. We had considered
various anchorages for our return journey but as a wish had
been expressed to visit Duart Castle on the Island of Mull
we decided to return to Tobermory, arriving at 19.00 hrs
thus clipping 3hrs off our outward passage. Again we
anchored under the trees on the west side of the harbour.
Showers were the first priority on Tuesday morning before
we set off down the Sound of Mull to Duart Bay. I had
decided that my oilskins were on their last season and I took
the opportunity to buy new ones when I was in Tobermory.
Was I glad? We had only gone a short distance down the
Sound when the rain returned and stayed with us for the
next 36 hrs. At this stage it was raining so hard that we were
able to collect rainwater that was pouring off the end of the
main boom in a steady stream. By lunchtime we were
anchored in Duart Bay and after lunch we went ashore to
visit the castle.
The castle, the home of Lord Mclean, has been in
existence since 1390. It fell into ruin and was uninhabited
from 1751 until 1912 when it was restored. There are many
interesting objects in the castle some dating from 1545 and
some from modern times which belong to the present Lord
Maclean. One of the rooms is called the ’Sea Room’ with
a lot of local maritime memorabilia in it. It is said that one
can see Ben Nevis 30 miles away from this room, weather
permitting. The weather did not permit. We took our
departure from Duart Bay so that we would be in time to
catch the flood going into Loch Spelvie. For anyone who
has not entered this Loch before it is an interesting exercise.
We motored to the southern end of the Loch where we were
the only humans visible either afloat or ashore. Apart from
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thousands of jellyfish floating around us we had the place
to ourselves. There was nothing else to do but eat, drink,
and play cards. It was still raining on Wednesday morning
when we motored back to the entrance of the Loch to catch
the ebb going out. Two or three yachts appeared from the
other end of the Loch making their exit at the same time
as ourselves. The only one I recognised was Kitugani which
had belonged to Mungo Park in the past. We were making
our way across the Firth of Lorne to Cuan Sound. Visibility
was so poor that we were within 200 or 300 yds of Insh
Sound to Cuan Sound. The tide through Cuan Sound is very
strong and the water whirls about all over the place. It would
be impossible to make a passage against it. I enjoyed the
experience of steering through the swirling waters. We
motored around Torsa and came to the anchorage at
Ardinamir. The buoy that I left on the wrong hand on my
last visit in 1981 and brought me the wrath of Irene
MacLachlan is now gone. The rocks that it marked nw have
two perches on them supplied by the CCC but even these
did not prevent a yacht going on to them.

Yacht on the rocks at Ardinarmir.
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Brian Glynn and I accompanied by George Nairn paid
our respects to Irene MacLachlan. We looked up her visitors
book where Brian and I had signed it in 1981. During the
course of our conversation she issued ’Words of Warning’
that the anchorage at Arduaine could cause problems if it
started to blow, because she said the holding ground was
poor. How right she was. We returned to our wet yachts
and had another little get together to while away the damp
hours.
Thursday morning saw us off at 08.40 heading for
Arduaine. We passed between rocks called the ’Brown
Horses’ and the point of Arduaine Bay. It was very shallow,
we were down to 7 ft at one stage. I would not do it again.
As we were now low in water and diesel we decided to pay
a quick visit to Craobh Marina, which was only a couple
of miles down the loch, to fill up. It is a new development
and will be a very fine place indeed when it is finished. This
meant that we would be fully fuelled and watered for our
passage home the next day. We returned to Arduaine and
anchored some 35 yds off the shore almost opposite the
landing stage. It was now a fine sunny day, the rain had
left us for a short while. We went ashore and explored the
facilities of the Arduaine Hotel including the bar. The
draught Guinness was quite good. We lazed around all day
watching the comings and goings on the yachts around us.
One of particular interest was where a group of young people
were swinging from a spinnaker halyard to see how far out

they could get before letting go and splashing down into the
sea. Ashore a huge marquee had been set up for the final
supper and dance of the ’Cruise in Company’. We all dressed
in our reefers and went ashore for the reception, supper and
dance. During the eventing I noticed the sides of the tent
flapping a bit but I paid no attention to them. At about 01.00
on Friday morning, during a break in the dancing, John
Guinness announced that some of the yachts in the
anchorage were dragging their anchors. We decided it would
be prudent to return to Brent Goose and set an anchor
watch. The night was as black as your hat. We launched
the dinghy from the landing stage and set out to row the
35 yds to Brent Goose. A very stiff breeze was now blowing
across the anchorage, making rowing very difficult. Alas
Brent Goose was nowhere to be found. She was certainly
not where we had left her. After rowing around for about
half an hour I was exhausted, we hauled the dinghy
alongside a yacht for a rest. At this stage a launch with an
outboard and some of our crew who had been left ashore
came by. We hailed it and with another crewman on board
they set out to search the anchorage again. Eventually she
was found tied up alongside Bandit owned by Jeremy
Tomson of the CCC. When I finally got on board he told
me that Brent Goose had been picked up by the crew of
Freedom owned by Mr McKie also of the CCC. Her anchor
was still out, we hauled it and motored back to almost the
position we had been in before she dragged. We anchored
again. This time we set an anchor watch.
During what remained of the night a thunderstorm rolled
around amongst the adjoining highlands.
We were all up early in the morning. We breakfasted well
as we were about to set out on our 175 mile passage to
Howth, not knowing what might lie ahead of us. We
weighed anchor at 09.15 having witnessed two more yachts
dragging before we left. We set the main only as the wind
was gusting from the N E. We had not gone very far down
Sunda Sound when we encountered a ’Mother and Father’
of a thunderstorm. The rain came down like stair rods, the
sky turned black, and darkness came down as though it was
coming on to night time. The lightning danced off all the
hills around us. On at least two occasions the thunder clap
was so close overhead that I instinctively ducked. Very
gradually the storm moved away. The wind was coming and
going at this stage. Sometimes we were sailing sometimes
motoring. Then at about 12.20 the wind blew up to about
F8. We hurriedly rolled up the jib and took a slab down
in the main. We heard State o" Chassis calling Oban
coastguard for a forecast, we did not hear the reply. On
enquiry from State o" Chassis we were told that the forecast
was easterly 3-4 going SW3-4. They also said that the wind
had reached 35 knots on their wind speed indicator. The
yacht Lively Lady which was six miles ahead of us had also
experienced the squall and now had no wind. We were to
experience the same thing. All this time the weather was
damp and the visibility was very poor.
At 16.40 when we were west of Gigha we received a radio
call from a warship of her Britannic Majesty’s Navy asking
us to identify ourselves to give our destination and the course
we proposed to steer. He said we were entering an area that
might prove an embarrassment to us and an embarrassment
to another vessel that was already there. While he did not
say so we assumed it was a submarine as this was a
submariine exercise area. Finally he agreed that we could
continue on the course we were on and to clear the area as
quickly as possible. He also warned us not to contemplate
swimming as there were a lot of sharks around. This piece
of advice was also picked up by Shardana who was off
Rathlin Island on her way to Greenland. We saw a lot of
basking sharks a little later on. All this time we were
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motorsailing with little or no wind. Visibility remained very
poor making navigation rather difficult. We managed to
pick up some radio beacons which were a great help.
Gradually the wind came back but now from the West. By
20.20 we were sailing again under main and jib. It continued
to freshen and by 21.26 we had taken a slab down. Around
midnight the visibility cleared enQugh for us to see the shore
lights of Northern Ireland and a lighthouse, we could soon
fetch Mew Island leaving the race off Muck Island well
inshore. As dawn was breaking on Saturday morning we
were crossing the mouth of Belfast Lough so we decided to
pass inside the Copeland Islands. The day came up fine and
dry. The wind we/at SW 3-4. In order to obtain the best sea
condition we stayed in along the coast of Co. Down right
around to Annalong before setting a course for Howth. This
also gave us a better angle to the wind. We picked up our
moorings in Howth at 00.24 on Sunday morning.
We had enjoyed our cruise despite the preponderance of
wet dull weather.

........... -

I

Cornish potter
M. M. A. d’Alton

Last year, after a long slow and tedious beat in Siamsa, our
’Ruffian 23’, in bumpy seas across the western end of the
English Channel from Brittany, we at last got into Newlyn
on the south coast of Cornwall, which to our surprise we
found to be a place of charm despite being a large
commercial fishing port, so much so, that we settled there
and then that our next cruise would be to explore this south
coast of Cornwall and perhaps a little of Devon too.
We decided to limit ourselves from Land’s End to Start
Point, that is as far east as Salcombe, a little beyond
Plymouth, so that we could call in to most of the small
fishing harbours between, which are such an outstanding
characteristic of this coast.
Much of the land on this whole stretch is a high plateau
running right out to the coast and falling to the sea in striking
cliffs -- mile after mile -- vertical or almost so.
These many miles of cliffs are punctuated every now and
then either by the deep cleft of a river disappearing inland
forming fine anchorages, or else by steep gulleys swooping
down to a small beach with a breakwater forming a drying
out harbour; in some of the most enchanting ones the beach
at the foot of the gulley was too small for even a tiny
harbour, so that the quite sizable fishing boats were hauled
out up the beach almost to the village ’street’.
It thus is that almost all these villages were first built right
on the tiny waterfront and gradually spread back up the sides
of the gulley with additional streets winding around the
gulley in ever higher contours, with minute and immensely
steep lanes, alleyways and series of steps climbing directly
up the slope, connecting the streets at different levels -- and
even these little lanes have smaller ones branching off them.
Nearly all the most interesting places are variations of this
theme, fascinating, charming, delightful, for the houses too
have ’grewed’ with just as much character as the streets and
lanes of the village, so that the composition of the high coast,
steep gulley, little harbour or beach and fishing village
clustered on the water’s edge and climbing up the saucered
hillside was a thing of constant delight.
The pleasure of these places to the cruising man or woman
could be said to be somewhat diminished by only one thing,
the discovery of their delight by the tourist industry, for to
our ’northern waters’ eyes, there were in some of them a
plethora of people not natives of the places -- just like
ourselves! but at least we had come by sea ......
Our Sailing Directions for all this coast was the South
England Pilot, Volume IV, Start Point to Land’s End, by
Robin Brandon, published by Imray Laurie Norrie and
Wilson, a splendid publication, just what is needed.
One other thing we needed was an easy method of
inflating our dinghy, which Franz contrived from a scuba
diver’s air bottle and a couple of lengths of plastic tubing
of different diameters so that the dinghy could always be
topped up from the cockpit; we foot pumped it the first time
to conserve air as the bottle was really a safety measure for
instant inflation in an emergency.
Thus it was that two of the part-owners Franz
Winkelmann and myself, together with our racing crew Tim
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Cooper -- Leslie Latham, the third owner being unable to
come this year -- assembled at the Royal Irish Yacht Club
on the evening of Wednesday 4th July, whereupon we hauled
out Siamsa, to give her a scrub (this, we calculate, would
save us 24 hours of sailing time, even on a short cruise),
and to store and stow her.
Next morning at first light, or thereabouts, we left Dun
Laoire and had a light sail in unusually smooth sea, as far
as the south end of the Arklow Bank where we were
becalmed in mist, so that we had dinner in peace as we
drifted up and down between the buoy on the tail of the
bank and the Lanby a little south of it.
Near midnight a breeze crept in and we took our departure
for Land’s End from the Lanby; later this freshened from
slightly south of west so that we were not quite close hauled
in what was forecast as F4 to 5 but most of which was in
the middle 6’s as shown by our anemometer. As usual when
the wind freshens we dropped the main, making great speed
under the genoa only, touching 6 ½ knots for much of the
time, despite fairly heavy seas with many breakers, a few
of which filled the cockpit.
Shortly before dawn, on Saturday 6th July, we raised that
splendid light Pendeen, on the north Cornish coast, later
the wind eased so we had a slow rounding of Land’s End
and a gentle arrival at Mousehole (’Mouzel’), that lovely
old fishing port just south of Newlyn, where we anchored
between the offlying islet and the harbour -- a perfect
landfall, just in time for a pleasant lunch in the cockpit, so
lovely was the day.
This passage of 216 miles in 2 ¼ days, at for us, the good
average of just under 4 knots, was a satisfactory opener to
the cruise.
Mousehole is one of the lovely places; we later had a
splendid dinner to celebrate our passage, in an excellent
waterside hotel with its dining room cantilevered out over
the water, ’The Lobster Pot’ a place to be recommended.
We left here after a late breakfast, bound for Salcombe
our easternmost port -- almost everywhere on this coast is
a port no matter how small -- but made slow progress as
there was little wind; no matter, there was brilliant sun, so
we lazed and sun bathed on board all afternoon, just off
the Lizard. In the early evening we started up the outboard
and motored a couple of miles in to shore to escape the turn
of tide and anchored off one of the most charming little
’ports’, Cadgwith, just to the east of the Lizard, where I
slipped ashore in the inflatable for a stroll and a pint, whilst
Franz and Tim cooked up our dinner -- our first ’Siamsa
Hot Pot’ the genuine article too, real rashers, not a gammon
of bacon.
At midnight, reluctantly we weighed anchor and set out
for Salcombe via the Eddystone Lighthouse which we were
all interested in seeing. And what a night, a brilliant golden
two-thirds moon heaving itself up from the horizon, splendid
canopy of stars, smooth sea and steady breeze, a close nip
on our course -- for three lovely hours, then absolute calm,
so that we motored for several hours, not towards Salcombe
as beyond our reach, but northeastwards towards the coast,

to perhaps the gem of them all, Polperro, a cleft in the cliffs,
literally impossible to see on this approach until almost at
the entrance.
Hence we were fortunate in being given one of the very
few moorings just outside the (drying) harbour by the
Harbour Master/local fisherman, a most helpful and
welcoming person, as indeed were his ilk wherever we went.
Were it not for the fairly crowded state of the village I
would say that this is a perfect call, even so, it is a place
not to be missed. We had another excellent dinner here, in
one of several tempting places, ’The Captain’s Cabin’.
In the morning we joined the village strollers and had
’breakfast/elevens’ in a pleasant outdoor cafe (if you can’t
beat them join them).
It was a beautiful day, with a NW wind F3 -- as ordered
by the doctor -- so we sailed out from our buoy along the
coast towards Rame Head, the entrance to Plymouth Sound,
resisting putting into another well known call, Looe, and
later chasing a submarine which we failed to catch.
Just to have a look at it, we sailed in through the west
entrance, along the inside of the huge isolated breakwater
in Plymouth Sound and out again at the eastern end, before
continuing on the few miles to the Yealm River, with its
interesting (and easy) dog-leg leading marks, and steep well
wooded sides to the main anchorage ’The Pool’, an extensive
and well populated one at that.
This is a rather lovely call, or rather would be, if it were
not for the very dirty state of the water, both on the ebb
and on the flood, a most unexpected and disappointing
feature.
Next morning we all went in the inflatable for a trip up
the river for a mile or more, beyond the moorings -- lovely
wooded surroundings, and then up a creek off our
anchorage, to a tiny village -- Noss Mayo -- to a pub for
morning coffee. Just as we left a deluge descended, so as
all of us had foolishly set out with no wet gear, and as the
outboard would not start, I rowed the half mile back in my
underpants only, Franz and Tim walking back ashore, along
a wooded lane, with my clothes in a plastic bag -- far drier
than their own ones!
After lunch aboard, we motored out the ’dog leg’ and had
a grand reach down the cliffs for fifteen miles or so, into
the splendid many-armed inlet of Salcombe, our eastern
turning point, having to motor hard to round Bolt Head
at the entrance and on over the bar, well marked with easily
read leading marks and buoys.
It was a beautiful evening, so that the main reach at
Salcombe looked its best; the opposite side of the estuary
is well wooded with a series of golden beaches, almost
entirely undeveloped, a pleasure to the eye.
We came in through an evening race of local boats which
looked rather like Dublin Bay Mermaids but yawl rigged
and beautifully painted hulls, quite a picture; we let go in
’The Middle Ground’ just beyond the town, amongst quite
a few other boats, off one of the beaches, in a perceptible
tidal flow, which later caused us to drag badly as our warp
wrapped itself around the upper fluke of our large
Fishermans anchor; it might have been better had we used
our CQR which usually does not hold anything like as well.
Next day apparently we dragged again when we were all
ashore, as when we got back we found we were on a mooring
buoy, kindly taken there, we gathered by the Harbour
Master’s Launch; it seems that such dragging is a frequent
occurrence.
We slipped ashore in the evening and had a good ’pubsupper’ on a terrace alongside the waterfront.
Thursday 1 lth July was a day ashore in Salcombe for all
of us; a very intresting waterside town but decidedly
crowded. I saw on a ’tourist notice board’ in the town

references to a place 5 miles away ’Hope Cove -- one of
the most enchanting fishing villages in Devon’ so as it was
a beautiful day, I set off -- only to find that it was a place
of very little enchantment at all; it was only when I had
tramped back the five miles in broiling sun to the notice
board again, I saw that the description of the place appeared
under the name of the local House Agent -- damn his eyes!
That night we met in the ’Renoir Bistro’ up a little alley
and had yet another excellent dinner -- never before have
we dined in such continuous splendour ashore; one thing
that ’Northern Waters’ are short of.
Next morning soon after breakfast, we motored out as
there was a light dead headwind and a foul tide, laid a course
out around our Eddystone Lighthouse -- a mutual interest
gratified -- and on to Mevagissey, about 45 miles on our
return journey. Later in the evening we anchored just inside
the harbour entrance and just outside the area of boat
moorings -- a very limited space and no place at all to be
in should the wind be between east and south.
Tim popped ashore for a short while and came back with
reports that it was ’a very dirty place full of rubbish’; we
both went ashore again a little later on and behold, the whole
place had been swept and burnished; Tim was astonished.
This is another intriguing place so we spent the day here.
I took a walk along the cliffs to the south, through Port
Mellon -- a good inlet in which to anchor in the right
weather but otherwise not beautiful -- and on to Gorran
Haven, an interesting hilly fishing village, a walk of a little
over an hour or so each way which inclined me to think that
a week’s cliff walking, staying at small fishing villages,
would be a splendid break in spring or autumn time, at either
end of the season.
Once more, we dined well, this time in the ’Wits End’
restaurant but we paid for this, for in the middle of the night
we awoke to find we were dragging badly; there was an
extraordinary swirl just outside the mouth of the harbour
a though a large river was emptying out through the
harbour, so that whilst we were motoring around to let go
again we were swept right outside and as the outboard was
not pulling properly, we could not stem this swirl to get back
in again; rather disconcerting, until Tim seized one of the
inflatable’s oars and paddled hard over his side whilst I did
likewise on mine; this allowed us to crawl back alongside
a trawler for the night.
What was surprising about this was that there was almost
no wind; we were afterwards told by the Harbour Master
-- a native of Athlone; ’a decent man’ -- that this occurs
when the wind goes towards the east, even the little that there
was. We later on ended up having a disturbed night
alongside a ’pleasure trawler’, the Bereyl of Clontarf Yacht
and Boat Club, from where we sailed again soon after
breakfast on a lovely morning around the distinctive
Dodman’s Point towards Falmouth, but luckily decided to
divert slightly for lunch, anchoring off another tiny and
entirely charming fishing village Portloe, in the Cadgwith
mould, where Tim lowered Franz’s fishing line over the side
and promptly caught a pair of pollock, the first fish I think
taken by this line in several seasons!
I slipped ashore for a peep at the place, a lovely little spot
I would love to return to, whilst Tim tried for a third; no
further luck so for sentiment’s sake we split the two into
three and had them for our cockpit luncheon.
In the afternoon we continued on towards Falmouth, but
turned to starboard in the estuary and anchored off St.
Mawes, opposite Falmouth, later going ashore for a crowded
pint on the waterfront; St. Mawes is more attractive away
from this than on it.
After our morning coffee ashore we weighed anchor at
noon and sailed up through the many -- and sometimes very
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varied-boats off Falmouth town, and on up the Penryn inlet
to just short of the new marina there, returning the same
way (what other?) and so on out and across Falmouth Bay
and on into the renowned Helford River -- a days
journeying of perhaps ten miles.
We went well in and when opposite the little inlet to the
south containing the village, we picked up a moorings
amongst many other boats, being assured by a man and a
dog in a small boat containing a huge notice board
’MOORING OFFICER’ who arrived soon afterwards, that
we were welcome to it on payment of a very modest charge
(a mere fraction of the imposition attempted in Wicklow
for the regatta). Again it was noticable how very pleasant
all these harbour and anchorage people were.
In the evening we all went ashore to the village of Helford,
a delightful little place quite unspoilt by tourism despite
being so well known -- astonishing. We strolled on through
the village to the sailing club where we had permission to
use the showers. When we arrived there was no-one to be
seen but everywhere was open, so in we went and had three
splendid hot showers. Still no-one in sight but later on we
had a drink there and left our thanks and appreciation of
their open welcome.
In the ’Shipwright Arms’ we had yet another excellent
dinner, this time of shellfish -- however are we going to
survive in northern latitudes again? We had with us a very
old friend of Tim’s, with whom he grew up in Sandycove,
Dun Laoire, and who now is a Surgeon LieutenantCommander in the Royal Navy, Fleet Air Arm, training with
those who fly helicopters, studying their special medical
problems and also studying basic navigation, dead reckoning
and the like!
At noon next day, Tuesday 16th July, we sailed out of
here, around those desperate rocks of ill-fame, the
’Manacles’ on around the Lizard and beat slowly across
Mounts Bay, motoring the last bit to get into Newlyn before
it was too late, securing in the dark, outside a trot of many
yachts on the inside of the new pier running down the centre
of the harbour.
Franz and Tim popped ashore and came back soon with
a splendid ’take away’ of Chinese dinner; better than we
had expected at this time of night.
We saw again our cheerful man from the Harbour
Master’s office, of last year, who delicately relieved us of
£2.60 for two night’s berth.
Wednesday 17th July was a day’s rest in Newlyn; Franz
and Tim strolled to Penzance a couple of miles away, whilst
I went on another three to Marazion, the village off which
is that most striking edifice, St Michael’s Mount.
The island on which it stands is connected to the mainland
by a low stone paved causeway across the sands, which
uncovers at about half tide and along which streams of
tourists tramp a couple of hours each side of low water;
indeed in several shop windows in Marazion I saw posted
the times each day of low water.
Though there were crowds they were so well dispersed
around the castle that it itself was not unpleasantly cramped;
it is well worth seeing as it is beautifully maintained by the
National Trust, a wonderful organisation.
We had our last and very good dinner ashore, in the
’Tolcarne Restaurant’ beside the harbour, and next morning,
used for the last time that splendid relic of ’Victorian
Industrial Design’, the communal lavatory on the pier (see
Eulogy, ICC Journal 1984, page 99 paragraph 2!).
These dinners by the way, usually ran out at something
in the region of £12 (sterling) a head, including at times a
drink or two beforehand, wine (plonk) and service -- not
so bad for these hard days.
By lunch time on Thursday 18th July we had beat out to
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the Runnelstone Buoy south of Land’s End and continued
in the light and flukey wind but rather heavy seas, on outside
the Longships. I had intended taking the inside passage here
as we were now going up the north Cornish Coast en route
for Lundy Island but funked it as there was so little wind
with the heavy swell.
At tea time we anchored off St. Ives in 3 1/2 fathoms; Tim
and I went ashore for some time to see this fascinating town
but the crowds were very great, so when we got back at about
ten o’clock we weighed anchor as the depth had already
dropped to 2 fathoms and as a local boat had told Franz
that where we were ’there would soon be breakers!’.
We headed out across St. Ives Bay, well off its northern
end Godrevy Point, to pass outside the offlying ’Stones’ and
on towards Lundy about 65 miles away, first running; later
reaching and finally close reaching in a F 5 later 6 in seas
which also became heavy as we approached Lundy next day;
a couple well filled the cockpit, setting her down perceptibly
for a little while.
By now it was blowing NW a full F6 with seas to match
and I was beginning to wonder if we would be able to anchor
at all at Lundy, as the anchoring shelf is very narrow on
the chart and the NW wind was perilously close to coming
down the side of the island. However we rounded the S end
and beat our way up and in towards the cliffs just north
of the point at the SE corner and anchored close in in 7
fathoms -- none too much as it turned out for there was
26 feet range of tide when we anchored.
Despite only just being sheltered, it was surprisingly good
shelter from both wind and seas but all the same, we shot
the CQR as well as the large Fisherman’s, both buoyed, and
paid the price next morning for this prudence, by finding
about ten turns in the pair of warps.
I took the inflatable (which we had rather imprudently
been towing on a very short painter ever since we arrived
at Mousehole on our way out!) ashore to the beach under
the S. Lighthouse and landed with little difficulty as the
shelter was so good there. I climbed the track to the
settlement on the island, at the S end, more like an extended
farm than a village, some fine well kept farm buildings and
some not so well kept, and a relatively huge Victorian
Church, utterly out of place in the middle of an unkept green
field, quite incongrous, built in 1905 by a Lord of the
Manor/Priest, with the splendid name of Grossart Heavens,
whose lifelong ambition it was to do so, according to the
plaque in the porch. Somehow the neglected parts of this
settlement had much of the atmosphere of the west of
Ireland.
Though there seemed to be no one around yet there
apparently are no less than eleven places one can stay,
according to a brochure issued by the Land Trust (an offshoot of the National Trust) which states that one of the
main attractions of the island ’is that it has no ’attractions"!
After a dinner aboard of ’Meat balls go leor’ Tim and
I set off ashore again to the ’Tavern’ in the back of the only
shop, in what was a large house with no sign whatever that
it was either. To our surprise there was a large crowd inside
as 50 sappers were over for a few days working on the
’harbour’ wall below the lighthouse.
The forecast on the morning of Saturday 20th July was
’W to NW becoming SW, F5-6’, not too bad for our passage
home.
The reality was NW F6, with a large swell and a fair few
breakers once we were well clear of Lundy, but for the first
3 miles or so the seas were huge and very steep indeed with
many combers as there is a race and a shallow area for a
couple of miles off the NE end of the island. Through these
Franz took Siamsa -- No. 2 jib only, no main -- with
aplomb but none the less we took a few of the combers

aboard, well and truly filling the cockpit for a time until
the drains emptied it; four inch ones would have been
appreciated rather than the inch ones we have!
Though we were hard on the wind we were fetching 10
degrees to leeward of our course to the passage between
Skokholm Island and Grassholm off the SW corner of
Wales, (a passage 9 miles inside the ’Smalls’), so that with
leeway in this wind and these seas, we were far from fetching
where we would have liked. Yet so strong are tides in the
Bristol Channel here, that by the time we had made this
passage of something over 40 miles, we had been swept to
weather by the west going tide sufficiently to fetch
comfortably between the two.
Once though I lay course for home but shortly afterwards
revised it to fetch the Irish coast at the south end of the
Arklow Bank, as the BBC Forecast was W F6 becoming SW
F6 and then Gale 8, as we were now committed to keeping
at sea.
As the wind had not increased we still had the No. 2 jib
set and even though we had no main, this would be too much
sail for a full 8. Later in the middle of the night, at a change
of watch, Tim shifted the No. 2 to the No. 3 but by 08.00
the wind was so light, we joisted the main, as the day turned
into a beautiful one!
We made up outside Arklow Bank, a Bank I treat with
great respect, reached in towards Wicklow Head when at
its north end and so along the coast, having our last cockpit
lunch off Bray Head, of steak and kidney pie, picking up
our moorings off the Royal Irish Yacht Club in mid
afternoon on Sunday 21st July, after a most enjoyable cruise
to many interesting ’ports’.

Date
1985
July
4
6
7
88
9
10
12
14
14
15
16
18
18
19
20
21

Destination

From Dun Laoire
Mousehole
Cadgwith
Polperro
Yealm River
Salcombe
Mevagissey
Porfloe
St Mawes
Helford River
Newlyn
St Ires
From St Ires
Lundy
From Lundy
Dun Laoire

Distance
logged

215.9
17.1
42.5
22.7
17.7
46.6
9.8
8.7
10.0
40.9
19.2

Time at sea
Days Hours

2

66.6

Av speed
knots

6.6
8.7
16.5
4.7
4.7
12.0
2.5
2.2
4.3
10.3
8.1

3.95
1.96
2.58
4.83
3.77
3.88
3.92
3.95
2.33
3.96
2.38

0.6
2.1
4.4
0.4
1.7
1.0
1.2
-

1.1
24.1
26.7
8.5
36.2
8.3
11.6
-

14.7

4.52

-

-

11.4

6.5

145.7

1

7.7

4.60

663.4

7

7.0

3.79

Time away: 17.4 days
Time at sea as % of time away: 44.2%
Av distance logged per day away: 38.1 miles
Nights at sea: 5
’Ports’/anchorages visited: 12
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Engine
Hours
%Time

Deerhound 1985. (Cruise before booze!)
John and Jennifer Guinness

Deerhound went on her annual cruise before joining the
Clyde Cruising Club’s celebrations in mid. July. Since there
have been a number of accounts describing the Faroes in
recent Club Annuals, Jennifer has written a short article to
convey how much we enjoyed our cruise to St. Kilda and
the Faroes.
The superbly well organised C.C.C. in company is already
well described in this annual, but our Club’s thanks are due
to the Scots for so much splendid hospitality. Deerhound’s
crew consisted of a five pack of Guinness, John, Jennifer,
Ian, brother Peter and niece, Lucinda, diluted by two
Americans, prominent members of the C.C.A., Forbes
Perkins, a former Boston Station Commodore, and Sam
Batcheldor, a septuagenarian, a fine sailor and a great
companion. We planned a cruise to St. Kilda and the Faroes,
to gather our strength to withstand the C.C.C.’s 75th
Anniversary Festivities.
It was fortunate we hadn’t all read Tom Steel’s ’Life and
Death of St. Kilda’ before we set out, because it paints a
very depressing picture of the island and its anchorage. We
were very lucky to land on a fine summer evening, and were
able to spend the night anchored peacefully in the beautiful
Village Bay. The only disturbance to this idyllic scene was
the generator strategically sited right in the middle of the
village. There is a British Army Garrison of about thirty men
on St. Kilda, and in July there was also a group from the
National Trust for Scotland restoring some of the houses.
The old stone houses run in a single line along a rough path,
and at the end is a small walled graveyard. Many of the
islanders’ children died in infancy, and are buried here. The

hills are covered with hundreds of stone cleits. These unique
beehive like stone huts were where the islanders hung up to
dry the fulmars and puffins that provided them with their
winter food. The church and school are close to the landing,
and have been faithfully restored, even to the quill pens and
bottle of Stephens ink! There are thousands of seabirds
nesting on the island. It was particularly interesting to sit
on the hillside and watch the snipes drumming display, and
to see their chicks stumbling around in the heather on long
spindly legs. We had obviously misunderstood the game
warden when he told us we could safely walk along the ridge
of hills surrounding the village. It was a very alarming
experience to be dive bombed by angry great skuas
protecting their chicks, when the only cover was a few inches
of wind swept heather. However, we survived their attacks,
and beat a hasty retreat to the safety of the pub, The Puff
Inn. The next morning St. Kilda took on a more normal
aspect, rain, wind and poor visibility. We sailed close past
Boreray, and fed the gannets on herrings given to us by the
crew of a German Fishery protection vessel. The gannets
rewarded us with a marvellous display of diving close enough
for us to see them under water.
And so on to the Faroes. According to the Sagas,
fearsome islands shrouded in mist, subject to sudden storms
and guarded by strong currents, an unspoilt and remote
island paradise according to the Danish Tourist Board. The
magnificent cumulus clouds on the horizon were the first
confirmation as to the accuracy of the Decca and Sat Nav.
It was warm enough to sun bathe on deck, as we ran with
spinnaker set towards Akraberg, the southern tip of the

1
I.C.C. presentation to C.C.C. John Guinness and Vice-Commodore Liam McGonigle with C.C.C. Commodore Bill McKeen and the inimitable
Sandy Taggart.
Photo: Jennifer Guinness
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The Village Street -- St. Kilda.

The Great Celt -- Sandy Taggart.

Photo: John Guinness

Faroes, the evening sun picking out the extraordinary vivid
green grass slopes, and the sheer black cliffs of Sydero. We
had a timely warning not to be too complacent about the
tidal currents, since, as we approached Munken rocks we
were suddenly carried towards them. It was no problem to
alter course to clear them on such a fine evening, but in bad
visibility it could have been another story.
One moves around the Faroes according to the tides, and
having cleared customs at Trangisvaag we started north,
sailing past the island of Store Dimon, described as the
loneliest inhabited spot in Europe. The only access to the
3
Village bay St. Kilda.

Photo: John Guinness

Photo: John Guinness

isolated farmhouse is up the vertical cliffs, nowhere less than
three hundred feet high. The Sagas tell of many unwelcome
visitors failing to complete the climb to the top! We took
the tide to Sand, one of the most attractive villages we saw,
with its ancient church and beautiful lakes. The houses were
a mixture of the old grass roofed black walled buildings,
and the bright red blue and yellow painted roofs and walls
of the newer homes. The beautiful wooden church was built
in 1839, and stands on the site of the original stave church
built about 1000. This follows the Faroese tradition and is
the sixth church to be built on exactly the same spot. Inside
the woodwork was pale polished pine with a fine carved altar
rail, and models of fishing boats hanging from the rafters.
The islands teem with oyster catchers, and although we saw
many chicks, we never found a nest. The meadows were full
of wild flowers, particularly large purple orchids and
kingcups. In warm sunshine we walked around the lakes and
climbed the nearest mountain, and had a magnificent view
of the northern islands. From Sand we motored up the
western coast, admiring the famous bird cliffs, and the
fantastic rock formations. Because there was still very little
wind, we decided to pass down Djupen fjord, which
separates Eysturoy from the outer islands. By now, on the
eastern coast, we saw another side of Faroese weather, thick
fog and a decided drop in temperature. As the sides of the
fjords are steep too, there was no problem in hugging the
shore and finding our way into Skaale Fjord.
Every town seems to have a large modern fish factory,
but it was at Glibre that we had great luck, as we managed
6
The cliffs which face the Western Atlantic, Faroe Islands. Photo: John
Guinness
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The Village of Sand -- Faroes.

Photo: John Guinness

The wreck of the Viking long-boat.

Photo: John Guinness
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Latter-day mowing machine in Kirkebo Faroes. Photo: John Guinness

to buy a large fresh salmon from the fish farm, and so
provide our American guests with their traditional
Independence Day fare: salmon, peas and crepe suzette.
They had brought the fireworks, and John created the
cocktails, coloured red, white and blue.
We spent two days in Torshaven, the capital of the Faroes.
It is a fine modern city, with excellent shopping facilities
for everything except alcohol. For the first time we saw other
yachts (5 in all), English, French, German, Norwegian and
Dutch. We were met by Sigurd Simmonsen, a friend of John
Gore-Grimes, who very kindly drove us some way around
Streymoy, and took us to see St. Magnus Cathedral at
Kirkebo. Near the ruins of the 14th century cathedral stands
the oldest inhabited wooden building in Europe, complete
with a sheep grazing on the roof, one solution to cutting
the grass! We had a wonderful view as we walked over the
hills back to Torshaven.
We found the Faroese people very friendly and anxious
to make sure their visitors knew all the local news. While
we were tied alongside in Torshaven several people stopped
to tell us that a boat had been wrecked in Hesto Fjord the
day before. On further investigation, we found that a replica
of a Viking ship had indeed foundered off Kirkebo but,
luckily, all the crew, including a year old baby, had been
rescued. Later we saw the sad remains of the ship lying on
the quay. She had been built to the traditional design, with
great care and craftsmanship, but she had been too light to
survive the tide race and squalls in Kirkebo. Many similar
Viking ships were lost throughout the centuries. In fact the
Norwegians constructed specially strong long ships called
Knorrurs for their voyages to the Faroes.
We were extremely lucky in having mainly fair weather
when we visited these remote and beautiful islands. The
seabirds, the mountains, the spectacular cliff scenery, the
wild flowers and, the unexpected bonus of sunshine made
the Faroes a most interesting and enjoyable cruising ground.
On July 5th we left Torshaven on our way to Scotland.
After beating to Stornoway we spent a short time in the
outer islands before changing crew at Oban and Crinan for
the C.C.C. 75th Anniversary cruise.
Deerhound is a 50 foot dark green auxiliary Bermudian
ketch with tan sails, designed by Ted Hood and built in 1969
by Tyler and S.F. Perrin.
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June 27
29

06..00
17.00

Depart Howth
Anchored Village Bay St. Kilda

July

23.00

Vaag
Tranisvaag
Sand -- Vestmanna
Glibre Skaale Fjord
Torshaven
Depart Torshaven
Stornoway
Torridon
Mallaig
Oban
Crinan
Crinan
L’ Drambuie
L’Drambuie
Tobermory
Tobermory
Rhum
Castle Bay
Vatsery
Tiree
Ulva
Iona/Spelve
Melfort
Gigha
Carrickfergus
Rostrevor
Howth

1
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

15.30
23.00

Whistling Oyster to Scotland
with the Commodore
Dan Keily
The cruise was originally planned as a circumnavigation of
Ireland and to include partial participation in the Clyde
Cruising Club’s 75th Anniversary Cruise in Company. The
awful Summer of 1985 had other ideas -- but more of that
anon.
The crew consisted of Skipper Bernie Cahill, Commodore
Joe Fitzgerald, Barry Hassett, John Leech (Navigator), John
Boland and Dan Kiely.
We left the R.C.Y.C. Marina at 13.00 on Friday 5th July,
with the objective of delivering Whistling Oyster to Howth
in preparation for our planned departure for Scotland on
Thursday llth July.
Lovely warm day and with main and headsail set in a
WSW5 we had a pleasant and uneventful sail to Dunmore
East. We rafted outside Kontokali on New Quay and had
a pleasant meal at the Candlelight Inn.
Away at 06.00 Saturday, a nice sunny morning with spirits
high in anticipation of a pleasant cruise in Scottish waters.
We overnighted in Wicklow, after dinner aboard on what
was to be the first of an excellent series of meals, cooked
Commodore at work.

by Barry Hassett. The following morning we completed the
trip to Howth in very light winds, left the ship on the marina,
in the capable hands of John Boland, and returned to Cork
by road.
On Thursday 1 lth July we rejoined Whistling Oyster and,
after a rather splendid Skippers treat at the King Sitric, left
Howth at 23.15. Depressed battery trouble, before
departure, was overcome with help from Howth’s amiable
Commodore. Pleasant night up the Irish Sea, the SW gale
of the previous twenty-four hours had abated and the feared
NWly failed to put in an appearance.
Friday, at first overcast, turned sunny and warm until
approaching the Mull of Kintyre, when the weather turned
wet and cold. By late afternoon we were back to sunshine
with a touch of N in the wind. Dropped anchor at
Ardminish, in about three metres, ESE of landing place,
at 20.30. After meal aboard, went ashore for drinks at Hotel
Gigha. The Commodore used his considerable powers of
persuasion to turn licensing laws into flexie time and Jim
Anderson and crew came aboard for night caps.
Photo: B. Cahill
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Commodore at play.

Photo: B. Cahill

Awoke to lovely morning -- previous two weeks reported
by locals as ’sheer hell’. Left Ardminish at, for us, civilised
hour and had a nice sail, on favourable tide, to Islay with
ferryboat leading us in. Tied up close by ferry and spent
a few pleasant hours ashore. Tide ride out of Askalg and
on course for Craighouse on Jura.
Secured to visitors ’Hippo’ mooring at southern end of
Loch na Mile. This mooring is one of eight laid, at
Craighouse, by Highlands and Islands Development
Association. They were availed of subsequently in other
ports of call and are an excellent amenity. Ashore for meal
at Jura Hotel, next to Jura Distillery, and sampled Jura
Whisky.
07.30 on Sunday 14th July saw us away from Jura and
on course for Loch Sween. Lovely sail in fine weather up
Loch Sween where we picked up a mooring in the inner
harbour at Tayvallich. We spent a couple of enjoyable hours
in the peace and perfect shelter of this delightful spot and
somewhat reluctantly set sail for Crinan, dropping our hook
in Crinan Harbour in the early afternoon and cleared
customs. Crinan looking super in sunshine, with most of
the yachts dressed overall.
Ashore for C.C.C. Commodore’s Welcoming Party and
some party it was! Skipper, Commodore and self to Crinan
Hotel afterwards for Glenmorangies leaving more strenuous
celebrations, into the wee hours, to the relatively younger
crew members.

The start of the Tobermory Race on Monday was a
magnificent sight, with most of the fleet carrying spinnakers.
We were away at 10.00 in the deteriorating weather bound
for the Pool of the Otter. After a good sail in smooth water
but increasing rain we anchored in Puilldobhrain in about
five metres about one o’clock. A lovely, quiet, peaceful spot
after the festivities at Crinan. It poured with rain all
afternoon. After a meal aboard, the weather cleared
sufficiently to tempt us to the Pub of the Trousers and the
Bridge over the Atlantic. The ’Footpath’ turned out to be
flooded bogland.
On Tuesday 16th we made an early start for Oban and
Tobermory. Up Kerrara Sound and secured alongside
Railway Quay at Oban, to take on diesel and water and also
prawns, black sole and kippers. The Harbour Master
requested payment for water and also berthage fees as we
had lines ashore -- both requests politely declined!
We arrived in Tobermory to the accompaniment of SE
gale warnings pouring out of Oban Coastguard. Tobermory
crowded with yachts but, to our great good fortune, Skipper
spotted Skibbereen (Fastnet 34) just about to depart and we
were able to secure to a most welcome ’Hippo’. We were
to remain on this mooring for the next two and a half days
in pretty miserable conditions.
Ashore for excellent meal at the Captains Table, where
more adventurous crew members partook of Haggis for the
first time and voted it excellent! Drinks at the McDonald
Arms took some of the harm out of the weather.
Wednesday morning saw barometer reading 1004 with
pouring rain and very strong winds. BBC T.V. weather
forecast, viewed at McDonald Arms, would make strong
men weep. Stuart Nairn and family rafted up during
afternoon. Meal aboard on Haggis and corned beef. Ashore
for drinks -- met Derek Martin and got lecture from Brian
Hegarty for failure to participate in Sunflower Raft of
previous evening!
The early morning shipping forecast on Thursday was still
all gales. Decided to stay put and view 12.50 forecast on
T.V. -- ’Hellish’ was one Scot’s view of it. Plans now altered
to drop Skye from programme, to our great regret, and leave
Tobermory early on Friday, breakfast at Canna and then
head for Big Harbour on Eriskay. Meal aboard and
midnight forecast gave promise of some easing to 4-6
westerlies, with strong gusts in showers.
Slipped mooring at 04.15 for Canna. Cold damp morning
with occasional heavy showers and had Ardnamurchan
abeam at 06.00. Motoring with slab in main, but out of
Tobermory glue pot at last! Day improved as we headed west
Photo: B. Cahill

Barra-express delivery -- R.C.C. ’Keg’.
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Approaching Fingal’s Cave -- Staffa.

Photo: B. Cahill

and dropped anchor in sunshine. Excellent shelter in Canna
but poor holding on a rocky bottom with much kelp. Some
ten yachts in Canna including Commodore Bill McKean of
C.C.C. Went ashore to gather heather for pulpit, to
celebrate being north of Ardnamurchan.
Lifted anchor at noon and on course for Eriskay.
Wonderful cliff scenery on north side of Canna with Cuilins
on Skye up to the north-east. Thanks to John Leech we
negotiated successfully the rather tricky entrance to Big
Harbour. Anchored off pier, in mud in 5.5 meters. This is
a nice anchorage with good holding; area west of pier has
numerous permanent moorings and is best avoided. Water
available at pier but otherwise few facilities, apart from
licenced shop, which shuts at 17.00, about four kilometers
distant. A friendly fisherman, who had been on a tanker
run to Whitegate, presented us with a box of lovely crab
claws. He would only accept Powers in payment, which he
and his pal polished off by the neck.
Departed Big Harbour on Saturday 20th for Castlebay
in Barra, arriving about lunch time. Castlebay looking
splendid with Kissimuil Castle, seat of the Chief of the Clan
MacNeil, dominating the scene and the pretty village nestling
at the foot of Mount Heaval. After a feast of crab claws,
earlier cooked by skipper, we had John Power and his crew
off Kataree aboard for pipe openers, prior to our descent
to dungeon of Kissimuil to enjoy the C.C.C. ’Rendezvous’.
Castlebay has good facilities ashore, with much evidence
of strong Gaelic influence. We were away shortly after
midday and on course for Gunna Sound and Coll. The
barometer had risen overnight to 1015 and a fine sunny day
and spanking breeze we had a splendid passage to Gunna
Sound with all sail set. We arrived in Loch Eatharna at 20.00
and secured to one of our much appreciated ’Hippos’.
Excellent meal aboard on Scottish Lamb and ashore to
Arinagour Hotel for drinks. Mare’s Tail spoke ill of the
morrow !
Awoke to lashing rain from SE and no joy from BBC.
Decided to delay departure till after RTE mid-day forecast
and abandoned plan to return to Ireland west about. New
plan: Tinkers Hole -- Port Ellen -- Bangor -- Isle of Man
-- Arklow -- Dunmore East -- Home.
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Slipped mooring after noon in, by now, lovely sunshine
and fresh breeze. Sailed north of Treshnish Islands and then
a run down to Staffa and ashore to Fingal’s Cave -- another
ambition fulfilled! Having viewed this natural wonder and
taking ’I was there’ snaps, we motored down Iona Sound
and anchored off pier, but clear of ferry, in just under four
metres about two hours before highwater. Ashore to view
Cathedral and ruins of Benedictine nunnery and then off
to Tinkers Hole for our overnight stop.
After dinner we had Ronnie and Hazel Barr aboard for
drinks, accompanied by Arthur Orr, Rob Shanks and Alan.
Fortunately they talked us into visiting the new marina at
Carrickfergus, instead of going to Bangor. There were seven
yachts in Tinkers Hole, including Reindeer, C.C.A.
By 10.00 on Tuesday 23rd we were away to the west, out
of Tinkers Hole, to avoid the Torrans. A wet and miserable
day gave us an uncomfortable passage west of Colonsay and
Islay, rounded the Rhinns of Islay and Mull of Oa and with
rain coming down in stairrods arrived in Port Ellen at 20.00.
We came alongside Javega belonging to Albert and Violet
McDowell from Quoile Y.C. They were most helpful and
tolerant of our arrival in pretty horrid conditions.
To enter Port Ellen had been one of the great ambitions
of Commodore Fitzgerald’s life and after another ’Hassett
Feast’ they were given late passes to taste the delights of Port
Ellen. Full advantage was taken of same and Commodore
arrived back on board, bearing a peace offering of 15 years
old Port Ellen Malt!
Away from Port Ellen at 06.00 for Carrickfergus. Early
mist and fog cleared to quite a nice day and with little wind
we motored down North Channel. Maidens abeam at 13.30,
and into Carrickfergus Harbour to take on diesel from
tanker truck at quayside -- this had been arranged by marina
staff. Then into impressive new marina, in operation only
since April and now in full swing with an extremely able
and friendly staff. Ashore for Commodore’s dinner at
Prospect House and drinks afterwards at Yacht Club, where
Graham Miller made us feel very much at home.
Left next morning for Isle of Man, under engine in very
poor visibility and no wind. We were through Donaghadee
Sound in thick fog by half past ten. Visibility improved in

Bonnie Doon ex Los Angeles off the New Quay in the late
afternoon. We went ashore for an excellent Crew’s Dinner
at the Candlelight Inn Hotel. More responsible members of
crew aboard fairly early in view of 06.30 start on the
morrow. These plans somewhat upset by drinks and chat
with Andrew Dossett, skipper of Bonnie Doon and crew
member Charles Paskerian.
Cleared lines for Crosshaven on schedule. Fairly miserable
day with rain and poor visibility and finally came alongside
our berth at R.C.Y.C. marina by mid-afternoon.
All agreed it had been a most enjoyable trip. We really
attempted too much, and as a consequence had to use the
’Donk’ more than one would have wished. On the other
hand we enjoyed immensely our limited participation in the
Clyde Cruising Club’s 75th Anniversary Cruise in Company.
We had been north of Ardnamurchan, collected our heather,
visited unique Fingal’s Cave and sampled the leisured peace
Iona.
We spent 21 days at sea, visited 23 different anchorages
and logged just under 1,000 miles. We experienced some
typically Scottish weather but had two glorious days on the
way back from the Outer Hebrides, that will live in the
memory, when stormbound in Tobermory is long forgotten.

the afternoon and we were through Calf Sound by 16.30
in, by now, balmy weather; the first really warm summer’s
day of our trip. On arrival at Port St. Mary, Commodore
announced that the quay, to which yachts were rafted, had
been built since his last visit. Ashore, later, we were informed
said quay is Albert Quay, completed in 1896 -- draw your
own conclusions.
Loosed our lines at 04.00 on Friday 26th and set all sail
for Arklow but had to use engine occasionally, as wind was
lightish down the Irish Sea. We heard reports on radio of
yesterday’s violent thunderstorms over Ireland. Off the
Arklow Bank we ran into the remainder of this and were
struck by lightning. The writer was on watch and fortunately
got only mild shock when flash struck winch at far side of
cockpit. I contemplated an insurance claim for change of
personality, but gave up when other crew members pointed
out that, in a court of law, this could only be deemed as
beneficial! Secured alongside Aiden Dunn’s Anasu in
Arklow Dock -- a very good overnight stop if one is
avoiding an all night passage, while doing gentlemanly
cruising.
Slipped away from Arklow in the early morning for
Dunmore East. Lovely day and with a WSW breeze set main
and headsail and had a very pleasant sail. We came alongside
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Crew relaxing -- Isle of Man.
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W ot no sun
Wallace Clark

We had planned to spend Wild Goose’s 50th season in
Brittany but she must have made up her mind differently.
Scotland it was once again.
Set off from the Bann at 17.00 on Saturday 29th of June.
The Bar had been ’in flames’ for the last week or two and
we were lucky to get over with minimum bouncing. If the
only two things in the world you can trust are British
Admiralty Charts and tried friends, Wild Goose was well
stocked this year; plenty of the former and two old hands~
Alan Parsons from London, and Chris Tinne who now lives
in Culdaff. His house is about 200 yards from the pier there,
and being retired he is often available for a pierhead jump.
So if you run short of crew...
There were quite a lot of new things this year, a redesign
amidships to accomodate a fridge, the chain locker so that
it would take the lot without having to go down and restow
in the middle, and a fixed bunk in the forepeak. This will
convert to make a double. Otherwise I consider the old pipecots much more comfortable. It is quite extraordinary how
after something like 28 fit outs there are still improvements
to be made every year.
Got the E going ebb to Rathlin to catch the flood north
to Islay. The wind was light SEly so it was a wallopy,
uncomfortable passage on a jumbly sea full of large holes.
Better once we got off the wind heading N. Islay came in
sight as a deep blue silhouette clear against a pink
background, lasting for hours. Indeed the afterglow in the
dip in the sky line became our guide for Port Ellen as
visibility closed down and the Otter rock was hard to find.
A fine soft mist of rain descended. With the usual
combination of compass, intuition and luck we found our
way in past Carraig-fada and got the hook down about
01.00. Dawn found us off a rocky shore with green hills
above in a pleasant corner of the bay well away from the
hurly burly of fishing boats and ferries at Port Ellen.
From here on our cruise proved eventful but
unadventurous. Since most people will have been over this
ground many times before I will try and sketch in some
impressions rather than a continuous story. It was a calm
morning with a shiny luminous sea and a light breeze off
the land as we coasted along the wooded shore of Islay. A
lot of rocks.
Ruadh More, right in the fairway, with one fathom over
it appeared as a ripple and was well marked by six lobster
pot buoys. Tarr Sgeir appears much more like 50 feet high
than the fifteen which is shown on the chart. Here we met
Contessa, belonging to my cousin Stephen, crewed by Joe
Slater and Fred Bridges. They agreed to accompany us up
through the Sound. Stags on the skyline at the N of Islay.
The evening saw us tied up at Scalasaigs. The current
practice of building yachts without any protective rubbing
strake seems to make most people very wary of lying at piers:
leaves more berths for those properly protected. My attempt
at man0uvering us in this time left us with a broken boat
hook, Wild Goose going slow astern with her owner clinging
to the iron ladder up the pier and no line ashore. Good
company from Penny Lee, with long bowsprit gaff rig and
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immaculate blue topsides. A lazy morning and a start N
about 12 o’clock. I was able to land at Balnahard, which
I had last set foot on in 1963 when going up in the Iona
Curragh. It is a most delightful white beach well sheltered
by rocks at the NE tip Colonsay and well worth a stop for
a picnic.
Evening in the Bullhole. This has become rather
unpleasantly crowded with mooring buoys, visiting yachts
and a car ferry. Tinker’s Hole is much preferable. We had
the luxury of a large dinghy this year, too big to bring on
deck. As an experiment it just about paid off. A lot of drag
but immense convenience when at anchor. We made over
to the island and visited the Cathedral under outboard in
comfort. I do not like small inflatables.
Tuesday, a grey morning, spent changing the generator
having allowed salt water to spray over the previous one by
fracturing a pipe when tightening the fan belt. Why do boat
engines create so many problems, car engines so few and
sails fewer still? Over almost 40 seasons it is hard to
remember any major problems from sails or spars. A broken
top mast on an 18 footer sailing to Donegal, we still got
home with a shortened rig. A few clews blown out by
hanging on too long. A sprung spinnaker pole, a broken
spreader or two, nothing serious. Good though my engines
have been, there is usually a problem each season. I solved
this one, to my own amazement. It was good to see the volt
meter climbing. The great versatility of the crew was
beginning to show up. Alan had held the hammer when I
was tightening the belt, and Chris had become a great expert
at making toast. These men were stretched to the limit when
we anchored in 11 fathoms off the Herdsman at Staffa with
a rocky, weedy bottom, a swell and quite a tide. It was worth
it to be able to row into Fingal’s Cave. Alan commented
that you could expect to see the Royal Scot come steaming
out. I had forgotten how magnificent it is. There are three
layers, ordinary basalt at the bottom, then the vertical bits,
then random scribbled rock like a Grinling Gibbons carving
overhanging. The cave is about 50 yards long with a blunt
end. We went two thirds of the way to the point where it
became too narrow to turn the boat. The railings and wire
rope which were there 20 years ago have been more or less
abandoned.
The Clamshell Cave is curled. This is its big difference
from the Giants Causeway. The twisted columns climb up
in graceful arcs and end in tilted rock tops, whereas the
Causeway is virtually all vertical. Fingal’s Cave is much
bigger and more symmetrical than any of the North Antrim
caves, fine though they are. Iona boats came over with
visitors, 18 at a time, at £4.50 a head. Nineteen fenders over
the side and seven notices warning that all movements such
as stepping ashore were at the passengers’ risk. We decided
to enter the ferry business. Getting up two anchors at 14.30
took all our puff. They were so entangled you would think
that the devil himself had been down there to tie knots. The
swell was sharp and there was an ugly weed covered reef
close astern.
We were glad to reach the anchorage under Casteil off

Lunga an hour or two later. This is a favourite spot with
just enough room for one yacht to swing, I would have
thought, until we found there to our great pleasure Elysian
a Scampi belonging to my old Naval doctor friend Iain
Simpson. He used to keep us all in stitches. She was rafted
alongside Manhattan, a 30 foot Hurley. Iain’s son Keith and
his wife were on board with their children so we had parties
on all three boats during the evening and there was time for
a visit to Lunga of which one of many delights is the
extraordinary tameness of the birds. Puffins will let you get
up within two or three feet and wheatears almost as close.
Wednesday was a filthy morning. There was the cry of
gulls in chorus from the islet beside us, and an occasional
surge of swell as the reef which was protecting us covered,
the clunk of the anchor chain, a tap as our anchor buoy
hit the hull. We were moving a great deal less than the
fibreglass boat beside us. Later it became quite sunny. Our
whisky and rum had disappeared in the most extraordinary
way. Must have been evaporation in the warm weather of
the previous two days. The only place to restore them seemed
to be Fionnphort, known to its friends as Finnafort. It
turned out a rotten place to shop with one small sweet shop.
Petrol is 2 ½ miles up the road. The skipper was hurled
without mercy into the back of a tin bread van with a
jerrycan and a gas cylinder. The garage had run out of gas,
which was a mercy as carrying the jerrycan back was enough.
Not the slightest signs of a lift back until Peter the Painter
left the pub at the behest of Chris to collect our key crewman
-- thirsty. Iona now-a-days is a much better place to shop.
They even have a licence.
Next stop was Loch Tarbert, Jura deserted and beautiful
as ever, mackerel fishing in the evening, a salmon poacher
for company, stags on the hills and rolling stones on the
raised beaches by the entrance. At Port Askaig Alan and
Chris regretfully had to leave. Replacement crew failed to
turn up. Left to my own devices, had a pleasant afternoon’s
trout fishing with Angus Forbes, Dunlossit agent, and a
passage to meet June on Monday. This was a beat down
the Sound and along the coast. I have not made many singlehanded passages in Wild Goose but when it happens I
thoroughly enjoy the enhanced rapport you get with your
boat. A renewal of feeling, came over me in waves you might
say, that Scotland is the finest cruising ground in the world.
Wild Goose the ideal family cruiser, wooden, mature,
beloved, sea kindly well used, not like one of these modern
plastic jobs where you have to worry about making a mark
on an immaculate surface everytime you set down a cup of
tea. Anchor at Ardmore, explore Clas Uig thoroughly by
dinghy. This is the secret bay which everybody now knows
so much about. It is about ¼ mile N of Ardmore, easy to
see when approaching from the N but very difficult from
the S. You could just imagine a 90 foot long U-boat berthed
against the rough rocks of the cattle pier. Skipper used to
run in here in World War I to get mutton, fresh air and
exercise for his crew. Probably better sheltered than
Ardmore in NW winds. Miles in Wild Goose, last September
had a couple of very worrying nights in Ardmore when a
wind forecast as NW funnelled right round into the bay
onshore. In these conditions Clas Uig would be better but
it is of course very isolated whereas at Ardmore you have
the delightful support of Ishbell the housekeeper at any time
and the splendid hospitality of the McTaggart family, when
they happen to be in residence.
On Sunday afternoon it began to darken. You were not
quite sure if it was raining until you saw the tiny spots hitting
the calm water alongside, a few minutes later it definitely
was raining. We only had one shower that week but it did
last six days. It poured vertical stair rods as June joined us.
Mr McKenzie, the obliging taxi driver from Bowmoor

carried her suitcases across a couple of fields to the pier on
the N side of Ardmore bay. It hosepiped rain as we chugged
round Knock Bay passing inside Squarebash Island and the
many reefs W of it. Excellent dinner ashore at the Dower
House. Life very sociable next two days as we attended an
unofficial Royal Cruising Club meet at T’Sallein, Michael
and Audrey Gilkes’ private bay just N of Ardbeg distillery.
In came Morning Sky with Oliver Rome, followed by Fubbs
with lots of Clay, then Martin and Jean Lawrence on Errald,
David and Alison Wilson with pipes and a Volvo. The bay,
in the approach, reminds one very much of places like Port
Sal inside the Four Tower in Brittany. Rocks sticking up
like teeth in serried rows break up the swell. There is a
Sleeping Beauty garden at Kildalton , a mile N, a
magnificent collection of trees and plants untended since the
Clifton family abandoned it some 20 years ago, a derelict
house, overgrown paths, lawns gone wild and boat houses
atumble. Michael was the most excellent guide and kindly
host assisting us with shopping, moorings and directions for
’Gilkes back passage’, a short cut out to the N which we
did not eventually take as the weather was thick and one
or two marks missing. Fog up the Jura coast. You would
have thought there was nobody else in the world alive as
we moved slowly through a world of mist with occasional
glimpses of the coastline. Spent a peaceful night with a line
ashore to Heathery Island, a couple of days in Loch Melfort,
Kames Bay, then north via Loch Aline to Tobermory.
Up the Sound of Mull it had been uncrowded almost a
lone passage. Even in this vintage year of the Clyde Cruising
Club with many visiting yachts, the waters were still
pleasantly empty other than in areas of concentration for
short periods. Tobermory filled up silently, almost secretly,
around us. Suddenly instead of 50 yachts there were
something like 250 in the bay. There would have been room
for three times as many comfortably. We stole away at 09.00
the next morning, by which time there was hardly anyone
awake and were in Loch Drambuie for the great circle an
hour later. It took all day to form. John Guinness did a
tremendous job in persuading people to come in, helping
them to get there fetching, carrying and jollying on,
oilskinned in a Zodiac. We tucked in between Deerhound
on one side and Terry Johnston in State 0 Chassis on the
other in the most sheltered corner of the bay at the SW side
of the circle. By 17.00 there was still more than one quarter
of the circle unfilled. By 19.00 there were still large gaps.
Suddenly, by tremendous efforts, shortly before the formal
hour of sunset the circle closed. It was a great moment
specially because it had looked so uncertain.
Other people will relate the count, the mix and where we
stand in the book of records. There were some 200 boats
in the bay. I suppose less than 20 of them were wooden and
less than four of them had wooden masts.
A lone piper in a dinghy in the middle of the circle was
a marvellously evocative gesture. Overhead helicopters
circled, and flares, alas, flew. The circle broke up within
half an hour of having formed due to the bad forecast. We
stayed in a curious arc of about 30 boats seeming to hang
onto nothing except a couple of large clients’ anchors at the
windward end. If it had broken up in the night a lot of those
gleaming topsides would have been badly slashed.
Round to the back side of Oronsay, next day. Very snug
by the E entrance of the loch we had just left.
Dropped our kedge warp overboard when fumbling in
dark and rain to give her more cable at midnight.
I have made almost all the silly mistakes one can on a
boat, most of them several times, but never that particular
one before. Luckily we heard of a diving girl on the Island
of Carna who appeared like magic next evening, fished it
up out of 60 feet of very muddy water, and would hardly
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Wild Goose of Moyle. Photographed in 1985. This was her 50th season and 30 of these have been sailed under the 1.C.C. burgee.Photo: Wallace Clarke
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take any payment. She and her gentleman friend have been
living in a croft on Carna for the last year, earning money
part time in the fish factory across the bay.
Enjoyed our two nights in that anchorage in spite of
steady rain and at times a lot of wind. Good parties Moody
Blue, Iolaire and Dermot Ryan’s bar lunches at Borrodale
Hotel, twenty minutes away by dinghy.
June went ashore at this stage and John and Pat
Fishbourne arrived for a long weekend. A splendid run down
the Sound of Mull, a fair wind for once and the mizzen
staysail pulling like a mustang, a night at Port Ramsay on
Lismore, a great thrash with the tide pushing us to windward
down to Oban, an afternoon at Kerrera with a clear sky for
once and more magnificent views over the castle and islands
right S of Islay.
Pool Dorann looked a forest of masts. There must have
been 25 boats in there. So we passed by and spent a magic
evening in a little bay at the NE corner of Seil. You dodge
salmon nets coming in and there are reefs to the eastward
but in any winds with W or S in them it is well sheltered.
It reminds me a little of Culdaff for that reason. There are
Kydds ashore but no sign of Lady Di. The afterglow on the
hills of Mull over shining water provided a fair substitute.
Round to Melfort through Cuan in a hailstorm. We must
have had every variety of rain from Scotch mist to tropical
downpours, Irish soft days, biting thunder plumps and the
steady old pitter patter which goes on for 12 or 20 hours

in a stretch at the same monotonous rate. Keates on board
for drinks on the N shore of Loch Melfort, then tied up to
£250,000 worth of salmon in nets in Kames again. Home
by car and aeroplane, brown with rust rather than sunburn,
after three weeks of almost unbroken grey skies.
Richard McCullagh, who had carved us a magnificent
goose figurehead, used Wild Goose around Melfort for two
weeks thereafter, then Miles took her over, sailed N to
Tobermory, Loch Drumbrie, Rhum, Canna and so
westabout round Skye. Wild Goose’s official 50th birthday
party took place on Tulm Island off Duntulm with libations
of Champagne, a magnificent barbecue and part of the crew
camped on a ledge on the sharply sloping island. This was
a great gang of Wild Goose hands of the younger generation.
Simon Pelly, Mark Gleave, Sarah Hill, Saral Webband
newly Wedsteads to boot. Back down the Sound of Raasay
and so to Mallaig where Tom McClean, late of 40 days on
Rockall, came on board. An unsuccessful effort to beat
round Ardnamurchan in a south wester, it suddenly went
due S and piped up to a good F 8. The dinghy nearly came
over the counter that time and could be seen riding waves
six feet above the mizzen boom on top of the breakers but
Simon and Miles, on their own by this time, brought her
safely in to the harbour at Eigg. Another day weather bound
in Tinker’s Hole and so home via the Sound of Islay to the
Bann.

Allah he praised Denis McBride approaching the Menai Bridge at the I.C.C. Whit Rally.
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Orion "round Ireland
T. O’Keefe

plus

Shay and I had to rush out to Orion, (Club Shamrock) to anchored in crystal clear water S of Rusheen Island for a
move it to deeper water shortly before our departure from
stroll in the deserted village of the South Iniskea. Here a
Galway Bay Sailing Club at Rinville. It was all a mad rush
sudden storm caught the currach fishing fleet at sea. Most
to get away and as we were now well behind time we faced of those who tried to make shore, in the awful seas, were
the prospect of a foul tide to Rossaveal.
drowned while those who had the sense and courage to make
We had sailed up from Fenit the week before to take part for the open water survived. After this tragedy there was
in a hectic week’s sailing in Galway Bay in the annual
a mass exodus from the islands. Interesting pilotage up the
W.I.O.R.A. and were still suffering the after effects of a inside passage avoiding reefs and rocks, until we dropped
more hectic night’s celebrations. With favourable weather
anchor in Frenchport. Shay now began to make plans for
we hoped to head N to Scotland and to continue down the his departure and so was off to Belmullet where he had some
Irish Sea on the homeward leg. Shay Cleary would be with contacts. Later, he thumbed a lift the five miles to the town.
us for four or five days. My sister, Margaret, was coming
5 a.m. the next morning Shay was off on a lorry, heading
as far as Inisboffin, leaving m’femme Mary and me to
for Galway.
complete the cruise.
And then there were two.
Kilronan, on Inismore, would have been a more
Frenchport is a long narrow inlet open to the W and so
seamanlike first anchorage but as we had not yet been to is subject to considerable swell from that direction. With
Rossaveal we chose the latter. It was a most pleasant beat the prospect of deteriorating weather for the next few days
the whole way. Throwing on to port under Black Head we thought it wiser to get around Eagle Island and into
brought us up to Cannon Rock, in the middle of Cashla Bay
and we motored, in a dying breeze to the anchorage off Orion
Photo: 7". O’Keefe
Sruthan Pier. It was a true Connamarra scene, with the low
rocky heather clad hills reflected in the still waters of the
sheltered bay. The fragrant smell of turf fires filled the air,
as the soft white plumes rose lazily from the chimneys.
On to Roundstone early the following morning. A mighty
hooker, tied up at the pier, hoisted sail, simultaneously
casting off lines and headed rapidly seawards in a businesslike manner. We crossed tacks with her an hour later and
waved to two crewmen who were leaning on the gunwales,
sedately surveying the scene, incongruously dressed in their
Sunday best. Once past Golam Head we were in calmer
waters and off the wind and made good time, taking
Macdara Island to starboard, after which we maintained a
course of 010°M to clear the dangerous Smith Rock.
Here we met the O’Keeffe family of Kinsale who were
making their way leisurely to Scotland for the CCC cruise.
Larry Egar of Cork in his tiny (20’) yacht Glory Bee, in
which he was doing a round Ireland cruise for charity, was
also in harbour.
An early start again in the morning and an interesting beat
to Slyne Head. Dense fog descended in Clifden Bay calling
for close attention to navigation through High Island sound.
Bofin appeared, on cue, with four pairs of eager eyes
picking out the details of Cromwell’s Castle and the two
white towers at the entrance. But the wind had turned light
and the fog merely added to the mystic charm of this lovely
place. A most pleasant evening followed. Fortified by a
substantial meal on board we trekked to the Castle ruin, met
the trawler-ferry which had just arrived on our return where
Margaret made arrangements for her departure the
following day and hence to the local hostelry for
fortification.
And now there were three.
Next day, sunshine at last, and with a Wly wind and with
’~
full sail on we threshed northwards. Sadly, mighty Achill
was shrouded in fog as we eased sheets for the Iniskea ....
~.
Islands. These are archipeligo with a sad history. We
. ~v := ..................................
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Broadhaven Bay which is completely sheltered, just around
the corner. Here we got ourselves a cosy nook under the
shelter of Knockan pier and put out the main CQR anchor.
We also put out the heavy fisherman’s. Two miserable days
of wind and rain followed until we were finally able to take
our departure from this lonely spot.
In drizzle but with a promise of improving conditions,
we headed out passed Kidd Island and the Stags of
Broadhaven across the long stretch of Donegal Bay.
Gradually the morning improved and before long we were
thundering along, wind aft of the beam, a big following sea
and large areas of blue sky appearing on the horizon. Our
course was for Killybegs but later we opted for Teelin.
The water at the approach to Teelin was a dark muddy
colour stained by the swollen Teelin river which drained the
boggy hinterland. Teelin is a lovely harbour, narrow
entrance facing S, excellent holding with a choice of
anchorages. I would be dubious about it except in reasonable
conditions as it is exposed to the S and is subject to strong
gusts down the mountain to the NW. We were afforded a
sample of Donegal hospitality by Proinsias Boyle, a
fisherman who came alongside on our arrival. We need
diesel so he offered to fetch some from his own tank at his
home some miles away.
The next day promised to be idyllic weather-wise but
lacking in wind. An early start saw us motoring out
westwards, turning N through Rathlin O’Byrne sound and
on up the spectacular Donegal shore bathed in brilliant
sunshine. Later, as we left Aranmore Island to starboard
a breeze came up and we set sail. The keeper on the Aran
light is a brother of John Boyle, of Foynes Yacht club who
is a native of the island. The cliffs of Aran are a spectacular
sight and they were looking their best for us. Further N we
kept close in to Gola to avoid the treacherous Bullogconnell
Shoals lying two miles off-shore waiting to trap the unwary.
In a swell these break only occasionally and at irregular
intervals. Now Tory was in view and shortly we were
rounding Bloodyforeland with the last of the flood. Progress
was now very slow in spite of assistance from the engine,
so, still bucking the tide we rounded Horn Head and into
Sheephaven and over to Downies, on the SE corner of the
inlet.
Here, we were able to pull alongside the pier and
reprovision at the nearby shop. Downies is very sheltered,
with a choice of anchorage, lovely beaches and plenty of
entertainment.
But next day we were off again, in ideal sailing conditions,
moderate NW wind heading E towards Malin, with a strong
flood tide under us. Three miles to seaward the cardinal
buoy marking the Limeburner Rock was barely discernable
while away towards the E the shadowy shape of Malin Head
could be made out.
At Inistrahull sound, the BBC weather at 13.50 gave a
NW 3A for Malin, with a frontal depression expected the
next day. Rather than head for Portstewart or Lough Swilly,
we decided to avail of the good condition and head for Islay,
the nearest of the Scottish Isles. The ICC sailing directions
for the N + E coast of Ireland has an excellent chapter on
crossing to Scotland.
We had a lovely sailing breeze, from the right direction
and before long we could pick out features of the Scottish
Isles. By late evening we were off the southern shore of Islay
and moved into Port Ellen behind a large ferry and dropped
the hook N of the lighthouse in a quiet picturesque little bay
shared with only one other yacht. I later learned contrary
to the sailing directions, that it is quite feasable to tie up
at the eastern end of the pier in Port Ellen, a busy fishing
port and ferry terminal.
We hurried ashore to walk the two miles or so round the
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Orion passing under the Old Head of Kinsale.

Photo: T. O’Keefe

bay to the town to find a watering hole and make phone
calls home, thinking that as it was Sunday every place would
be closed shortly. Bemused smiles and knowing nods were
exchanged when we enquired at the White Hart Hotel about
closing time; it appeared to be the least of their worries. So
it was past the midnight hour when we took our leave with
no sign of the festivities diminishing.
With ominous black clouds gathering in the W, we made
our way eastwards the next morning and into the Sound of
Islay. Tide, here, runs at 6 knots in springs and by the time
we had identified Port Askaig, our next port of call, we were
swept past. Eventually, labouring under engine, we made
it back against the stream and berthed at the wooden jetty,
tying up outside two other yachts. The first person we spoke
to had a pronounced Dublin accent and turned out to be
George Duncan from Skerries, onetime fisherman and crew
of Skerries inshore boat and now acting coxwain of the new
Islay lifeboat.
Port Askaig is not a suitable berth except in settled
weather and particularly with anything with S in it. Even
in fine conditions passing ships can throw up waves which
cause havoc to boats rafted up to the pier.
Shortly, we moved up the sound about a half-mile to the
Caol-ile Distillery. The currents here were most disconcerting
with fast moving water, eddies and whirlpools all over the
place. As we were about to dump the anchor a fisherman
on a half-decker who had tied up at the distillery pier
beckoned to us to come up alongside indicating at the same
time that it was an unsuitable place to anchor. After helping
us to secure our lines he offered us a lift to Port Askaig and
needed little encouragement to join us for a wee dram. At
the hotel by the waterfrong Winkie Nixon and crew John
Malcolm were already quenching their thirst after their long

sail up from Howth. We were joined by the crew of another
yacht and a great old party ensued.
Islay is famous for distilling having had 14 distilleries at
one time but now reduced to 8. Initially, being a
comparatively remote place, illegal distilleries were set up.
These were later legalized and developed into a big industry.
Each distillery has its own reservoir of pure untreated water
which gives each whiskey its own distinctive flavour. Only
one distillery markets its own product all the others are used
by the big brand names to blend their own, somewhat similar
to the tea industry.
Next morning we were off again and in spite of a bad
forecast we hoped to make Tobermory. Keeping a bias to
the N towards Mull to avoid the Race off the Gulf of
Correvecken, we passed close to Colonsay on our port hand
but when out about 10 miles, with a deteriorating weather
situation and warnings from Oban radio station on the VHF
the prudent thing seemed to be to cut the journey short so
we pulled back and into W Lough Tarbert on Jura -- a wild
lonely place, the only sign of life being a huge grey hunting
lodge used by the local Laird during the shooting season.
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It appeared to be too isolated a place in which to weather
a prolonged gale, so we upped anchor and beat back to Islay.
The weather was of the devils own making for the next few
days, during which time we got to know the locality, enjoyed
a conducted tour of the local distillery, thoroughly enjoyed
the local brew, a whiskey called Bunabhan (pronounced
Bun-aw-vin) and socialised with the crews of other weather
bound yachts. About 4000 people live on the island and there
was a community spirit and a sense of togetherness that
could not be equalled on the mainland. Houses were left
unlocked and it was amazing to see cars parked in the streets
each one with the key in the ignition.
We were disappointed we couldn’t get as far as Iona but
time was moving on quickly so on Friday, the 19th, we took
our leave, arriving in Red Bay after a ten hour passage. The
anchorage in Red Bay is not comfortable as, even in the
calmest of weather, strong winds blow off the mountains.
However, it suited our purpose on this occasion as we were
off again early next morning taking a passage inside the
Maidens and close reached down along the shore. By the
time we were off Strangford Lough we were down to No.

Another good sailing day followed. We would have been
4 jib and two reefs and were very glad to get into Ardglas,
much
happier to spend the day exploring ashore but we were
just N of St. John’s Point. This is a busy fishing port but
also ideal for yachts, good shelter and facilities and a friendly now caught for time and realising that it was very likely that
at some stage we would be weather bound, we availed of
atmosphere.
We took Sunday off, which was a pity because the all suitable weather to press on home. Kinsale was our next
following day when we were about six miles S of St. John’s port of call using the engine for the last few hundred yards
Point we were hit by a F7, so we turned tail and had a hard only.
The wind now swung round to the N to give us our easiest
wet sail back to Ardglas.
We had a 07.00 a.m. start the next day, Tuesday, into passage of all to Baltimore. The entrance to the harbour did
a head wind, F4 to 5, but with a favourable tide, S of St. provide a challenge as we had decided to make the passage
John’s Point we tacked inshore. If one has to beat, then entirely under sail. We unhooked the baby-stay and short
one may as well have the pleasure of the scenery. So we tacked through the entrance.
The weather now appeared to be taking a turn for the
swept in close by the wooded slopes of the Mourne
Mountains and well into Dundalk Bay. Another tack and worst. Grey leaden skies and a lumpy sea greeted us as we
we were shooting in between Rockabill and Skerries Islands. beat around Mizen Head the next day. We were glad to make
The wind freshened to about a F5 but the day was warm Castletownbere Harbour that evening and equally glad the
and we revelled in the fast beat. On through Lambay sound next day to get to Knightstown in Valentia Island.
The next day there was a F7 Nly blowing but the forecast
and over to the marina at Howth where our log read 57 miles
for the day’s run. A pleasant evening in the friendly Howth of a narrow ridge with accompanying good conditions for
the afternoon was encouraging so we headed out at 14.00
Yacht Club followed.
It was mid-morning before we were underway. We for the last leg home. The worst seas of the whole trip were
motored across Dublin Bay but by the time we were abeam N of Sybil Head and not until we were E of Brandon Point
of Bray Head the wind was back and from the S again. We did they moderate. We reached through the Magharee Sound
had a hard slog the whole way to Arklow, Wicklow Head in total darkness but we were now in home waters. By 01.00
being particularly nasty with strong wind against strong tide. Orion was on her mooring. A half hour later we were
It was a welcome respite to get into Arklow’s sheltered dock. knocking at a bedroom window to awaken the ’Kids’ to let
An early start the next morning, hoping to make it to us in.
Dunmore East, but there was dense fog about and the 07.50
forecast wasn’t too hopeful. We opted to go outside the
banks but as the morning wore on the visibility deteriorated;
so having found the S cardinal mark, S of Blackwater Bank
we cut inside for Rosslare Harbour. We were fortunate at
this point to spot a trawler coming up astern well to port.
A call on the VHF confirmed that he was Rosslare bound
Distance
Duration Engine
Destination
and he obligingly slowed down to enable us to tail him into
Hrs
N
M
port. Visibility was now about 50 yards.
Fenit
During the night the wind backed NNE and the anchorage Galway
80
14Yz
7
became very uncomfortable with a nasty chop coming in Rossaveal
40
8
43
8%
and a threatening leeshore close by. This was the night of Roundstone
35
7
the electric storm which caused havoc around the country Inisbof’m
Frenchport
48
12
6
but gave us little trouble other than an uneasy couple of Broadhaven
15
3
hours during the night hoping that the lightning display Teelin
54
9%
visible away to the N, would not drift south towards us. Downings
57
12
63
12
We were glad to head off early the next morning. The Port Ellen
Port Askaig
33
6
Splaugh buoy off Greenore Point was literally lying on its West Loch Tarbert
15
3
side as the powerful ebb swept us by at a glorious speed. Caol-ile
15
31/z
51
10
In what appeared minutes we were around Carnsore Point. Red Bay
51V2
12
It was a beautiful but windless morning. The sun-kissed Ardglass
Howth
57V2
12%
endless beaches W of Carnsore Point, looked glorious in Arklow
49%
8%
3
the morning sunlight. On through the Saltee Sound, after Rosslare
38
8
3%
which a light breeze enabled us to douse the engine and set Helvic
53%
I 1
3
10
Kinsale
52
sail.
42
8
The wind held up for the rest of the day but as we Baltimore
Castletown
32
6
approached Helvic Head it increased dramatically coming Valentia
42
10
to us out of Dungarvan Bay. With shortened sail we romped Fenit
48
10
along towards Helvic Harbour, our chosen anchorage for
1015
Totals:
175
23
the night. The entrance to Helvic faces W so we approached
it under engine with a howling wind behind us, and Harbours and anchorages visited: 22.
desperately trying to slow the boat we dashed through the
narrow opening. We suddenly realised to our dismay that
the harbour was choc-a-bloc with fishing vessels and that
there wasn’t room there to swing a cat. The engine was
slammed into reverse and at full throttle brought a halt to
our gallop. Luckily there was a helping hand to take our
line and help us get berthed alongside a trawler.
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Stage one
Hugo du Plessis

Sept 21st
It is a glorious day. The sun is shining from a clear,
cloudless blue sky and it is hot. Really hot. The sea is calm
with just a gentle swell from the gales to the North, and a
shade of infinite deep transparent blue not seen ever in
postcards. Certainly never near Ireland. The blue antifouled
keels are almost invisible against it as I take my prebreakfast
swim in pleasantly warm water, and my blue fenders, even
the new ones let alone the one which has never been the same
after that week in Paris, look positively dingey. The nearest
shade I can think of is a Burren gentian. It is deep too,
anything dropped overboard would not reach the bottom
until bomorros at the earliest.
If we had had even one day like this last summer in Ireland
how happy everyone would have been. But here everyone
in sight seems grumbling. Mind you there are only two
people in sight, other than my own bare brown self. Prim,
my daughter (plenty of her to be seen too) and a more
modestly clad Bruce. As far as we can see there is nobody
else within a hundred miles, for we are about two hundred
miles NE of Madeira, and the same from Africa, becalmed
in as calm a Harry Flatters as ever I have seen. There seems
no wind either, within a hundred miles, and certainly no
diesel. I have just hamblet the last of the diesel that is not
held in reserve for the final approach to go and sit under
a promising line of clouds and the gamble has failed. The
clouds melted away into the clear blue sky like the Cheshire
cat,leaving only a mocking grin.
Personally I would not mind staying here. I am blissfully
happy, lying in the sun all day. No one to bother me. No
telephone, no bills. Even at night it is warm enough for just
shorts and T shirt, and by day -- well who is to care. I have
often thought these conditions would be just the place to
find to write a book.
The trouble is that there are mutterings from the crew.
Not mutiny, just worries, chiefly about work. When are we
going to get back? When are we going to get to Madeira?
When are we going to get anywhere? No use asking me.
These calms and light winds, the softest caress right on the
nose, have lasted a week now, getting only calmer and
calmer. According to ’Ocean Passages of the World’ and
the pilot charts, SW winds are almost unknown here and
there is an 80°70 chance of something in the Nly sector. If
anyone finds a lot of very small torn up pieces of a
September pilot chart they will know where it came from.
The crew have taken to playing dominoes to pass the time.
Someone suggested strip poker but we have no stakes.
But to go back to the start. A short spell in hospital caused
a year’s postponement. Then further delays when charters
just came in even though I had not intended to charter this
year out but I could not afford to turn them down.
Unfortunately one was in August, later than I would have
liked.
However it is a well established rule that the longer the
preparation the less ready when the day arrives. A month’s
hard work flashed by -- preparing for a long cruise is as
bad as moving house. Sailing day had been fixed for the

9th of September to fit crew’s holidays. That was the day
a temporary postman could not be bothered to come up my
boreen to deliver the parcel of urgently awaited charts. My
navigator, who assured me that he was borrowing charts,
had dropped out at a very late stage without having done
anything about it, or even telling me. Oh the trials of
depending on a crew and how I envy those fortunate to have
a reliable, sail loving permanent crew. Any volunteers?
Loading reached a frenzy, best compared with the feeding
frenzy of a shark. The waterline, raised two inches only the
week before, disappeared at an early stage into the murk
of Bantry harbour.
Nevertheless at 15.45 on the 10th, only one day late, we
slipped quietly away from Bantry pier with no more fuss
or send off than if we were going for a quiet afternoon sail.
No doubt some fishermen are glad to see us out of the way.
It was a drizzly day, S 2, but it gave an opportunity to
try out the new Aries. This could not be fitted until after
the last charter and because of bad weather had hardly been
tried. The leads to the wheel were still tentative. Lawrence
Cove was reached at dusk. I just could not keep awake in
the pub -- it had been that sort of few weeks. We all needed
a good night’s rest before starting off, as indeed most crews
do. The boat was not ready for sea either. In the last stages
things had just been poured into her. So half the next day
was spent restowing the heaps and generally making the boat
shipshape.
At 15.00 we put to sea. For the first time for weeks, indeed
most of the summer, it was not either blowing a gale or
forecasting one. As a good omen it was even warm enough
to take a shirt off, for an hour or so anyway.
We should have called at Castletown to tOld up with diesel.
There was still the flexible tank to fill. But we had 50 gallons
and three cans on deck already, and I was reluctant to add
to the deck cargo. A prolonged spell of calm, or indeed fine
weather was the last thing I expected.
The engine was used, as is usually required, to clear the
lumpy sea off Pipers Sound. It was a misty day as I took
departure from Ardnacrinish and that was the last land we
saw. The wind was still Sly, about F 4, sea lumpy and we
were closehauled. Nobody was hungry that night.
The plan was to follow the advice in ’Ocean Passages of
the World’ and stay W of 10° taking advantage of our far
Westerly start. The wind soon veered and two days later we
were off Ushant. Actually I was surprised to see we were
equidistant from Ushant, Scillies and the Mizzen, and even
somewhat closer to the Mizzen. Here we had real luck with
the weather. I had reckoned it would be a danger spot,
possibly the most dangerous-time on the planned year long
cruise, two days out, just the time for the next depression
to hit us when, due to seasickness and weak sealegs we would
be at lowest ebb.
Instead we ran into a high over Biscay. While Shannon
and Fastnet were forecast F9, and no doubt those ashore
were worrying themselves sick about us or wearing out their
knees in prayer, we were motoring along or sailing gently,
well insulated by this high pressure from the habitual
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nastiness at home. At one point there was a gale behind and
a gale ahead and nothing in the middle where we were.
Hardly a ship was seen crossing the busy western
approaches shipping lanes, and they were mostly Russian.
Brittania where is thy rule now? The only incident was W
of Ushant, a sudden loud noise of motoring although
nothing could be seen. It was not like a fishing boat either,
more like a helicopter. There was quite a big swell hiding
whatever it was but after a while something, possibly a
fishing boat, could be seen against the reflection of the sun.
Then it disappeared but not the noise. Eventually a wavecrest
seemed particularly persistent and it became clear that it
must be the spray from a snorkelling submarine.
There has been some concern lately in the US journal
’Cruising World’ about the risk of yachts being sunk by
submarines. The official replies have of course said it was
impossible (like the probability of a nuclear war starting by
accident) and similarly unconvincing. Nevertheless the
effect, if it did happen, would be as disastrous as hitting
a large steel stake while sailing fast with a really strong fair
tide. As has been shown in the Irish Sea the submarine would
hardly notice.
Submarines listen with sensitive passive sonar for the
engine noise of ships before surfacing. But a sailing yacht
is silent and therefore ’invisible’. Moreover with a normal
swell, and at periscope height, a yacht can actually be hidden
from sight too. On this day the swell could hide a ten
thousand ton ship. It was clear from the submarine’s actions
in first surfacing to coning tower height and then diving
again to periscope depth, that she had not expected to see
a yacht and was not anxious to be identified. So I believe
the risk is real. Incidently the suggestion of keeping an
echosounder running would not work, as engine noise, for
which submarines listen, is at a widely different frequency.
Better to play loud music on the tape recorder.
The next day was trade wind sailing, running before a
fresh Nly with the furling jib boomed out one side and the
old No. l on the second forestay on the other. Attempts
to add the new cruising chute were not successful and Bruce
got a burnt hand. Perhaps as well, for the wind freshened
blowing us on our way under jib only.
Cape Finisterre is a notorious spot. I gave it a wide berth,
yet even a hundred miles off we ran before F 8 for
twentyfour hours, under a jib furled progressively to storm
job, reefed teatowel, bikini and finally reefed bikini. No
problem and the boat ran comfortably with hardly a splash
on board. Perhaps I should have driven her harder. But it
was dark, I did not have a strong crew and we still had far
to go. As we drew S the wind veered to the E, fresh enough
to give Bayona a miss. At this stage we needed nothing. The
bread had gone but the crew had not succumbed to my bread
making. Course was set for Madeira.
Then this pleasant sailing began. Instead of the promised
strong Nlys we got light SWlys. No matter. They couldn’t
last. The book said so. At first we motored a fair bit. But
it soon became clear that we were going to run out of diesel.
The ordinary sailing cruiser just cannot carry enough to cope
with a prolonged calm. When Tom Worth built Beyond he
gave her a cruising range under power of a thousand miles,
with the idea that when he hit a calm he motored through
it. But in my sort of cruising a motor sailer has one serious
drawback. Before long the cost of a charterflight air ticket
looks irresistably attractive. After all a 100 gallons of diesel
is over £100 almost anywhere and we could have used double
that. My ’ticket’ says Economy Class in very large letters.
The spells of motoring got progressively shorter and more
careful, and the winds got lighter and the calms longer to
match. We motored only at night when sailing was more
difficult, by day Bruce used his patient racing techniques
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to catch every breath of the light wind, still persistently on
the nose, heading S always S, searching for the elusive Nlys.
Perhaps they were nearer the coast, perhaps we had gone
too far W into the Azores high. Every morning brought
promise of a change, high cumulus which faded into clear
blue sky soon after. Evel~y evening clouds in the W heralded
a change which never came. BBC Trafalgar forecast
persistent Nly gales while the stars and a brilliant full moon
were reflected so clearly in the sea that I could have used
it as an artificial horizon. We were in a strange new weather
pattern, all we could do was to read the sky and we did not
know the language.
At first the sea was empty but as we slowly drew level
with Gibralter, carried more by the current than the wind,
there was more of interest. Still few ships but tuna swam
alongside in the bow wave on the rare spells of motoring,
beautiful irridescant bodies moving fast so easily through
the water with a quick almost effortless wriggle of their tails.
How is it that they can move so efficiently, where man’s
most sophisticated machines require so much energy?
Nothing we offered could catch one and when we stopped
the engine and drifted again they disappeared in disgust.
Two small whales, as yet unidentified, caused an
emergency retreat when swimming. The crew were far more
worried that I was, probably because they would not know
the wa3’ if I got swallowed. One day when drifting we
attracted a small striped pilot fish. Dolphins only joined once
and entertained us for an hour. I had just connected the tape
player. The Brendan Theme had no appeal but they danced
happily to one of Prim’s loud pop records.
Birds have been mostly petrels or migrating terns, flying
fast and purposefully, ignoring everything but the job in
hand. The odd thing has been the number of butterflies,
hundreds of miles out to sea, migrating who knows where
or what their hopes of getting there, Painted Ladies mostly
and then some unidentified species, probably African.
’Avoid the Portuguese coast’ everyone had warned, advice
which matched my own inclinations. But if these calms
persist I shall have to post this to the editor in a bottle. We
have just picked one up too. Nikki whisky! Covered in big
juicy goose barnacles!
Madeira, a week later.
Fortunately it did not quite get down to putting this
account into a bottle, although very nearly and apparently
the calm has been general right down the coast. Our days
runs became shorter and shorter. The usual 100-125 miles
a day became 60, then 25, and one day no more than 15.
I did not dare tell the crew, now convinced that even if they
ever did get back, there would be no jobs waiting. It was
still very pleasant and so warm we hardly needed more
clothes by night than by day. We invented a new ailment
-- Moonburn. My biggest worry was whether we would run
out of beer before sun tan oil. If only it had not been for
that nagging pressure from the crew to get somewhere, by
this stage anywhere!
But at last one morning the sun rose clear and gold out
of the African ocean and sure enough with it came wind,
still SW but by now we had worked so far S we could lay
the course to Madeira. Would it hold for long enough? We
only needed one good days run to get within that last
motoring distance, the diesel held in reserve in case the
current swept us past. All day it held, a steady 4 to 5 and
the position lines on the chart opened out from what had
begun to look like one of those string pictures. By evening
the sky looked nasty, overcast with a hazy sun. Had we
overdone it? Were we in for the notorious SEer. But an hour
later all was clear again and the wind down to 3. Truly the
weather here speaks a different language.
At midnight came the final test. Where and when, or even

if, would the Isle du Cima light on Porto Santo, the island
NE of Madeira, appear. Lying in my bunk I feigned casual
unconcern when Prim shouted that it was not a ship but a
group flash 3 ahead. Four miles out I reckoned was not bad
going with a plastic sextant and a cheap quartz clock after
1200 miles.
The wind died and drew ahead. This was the time for
which I had held the diesel in reserve. We motored to round
the point as the sunrise revealed a bare, brown, mountainous
island. From there it was an easy closehauled sail towards
the invisible mountains of Madeira. The more distant jagged
Ilas Desertas could be seen well before the ’mainland’ of
Madeira.
At 17.00 Pt de San Laurenco, the spiky tip of the island
was abeam and it was a final motor through the tide and
current rips which would be nasty in rough weather, along
the coast to Funchal. The coast is steep and green, terraced
vineyards reached into the clouds. The airport, apparently
carved out of the hillside with what looked remarkably like
the skijump of a modern aircraft carrier at the end, looked
quite frightening. I almost persuaded the crew to carry on
to the Canaries.
It was dark as we entered Funchal, and difficult to make
out detail. Luckily the RCC notes had a sketchchart showing
the new marina where we tied up on Saturday evening.
1216 miles from Bantry, 18 days out. Apart from the
calms everything had gone pretty well. There was some
trouble with chafe on the Aries steering lines -- I had never
intended to set straight off on such a long passage with it
untried -- and it took a while to get used to it. The pendulum
gear is powerful enough to break a line if one tries to
override it. Two jib furling lines chafed through, one after
only one night’s use. The fairlead on the Cooney has rather
too sharp an edge. It is seldom appreciated that the greatest
strain is when about one quarter furled and there is not
enough line wound on to increase the mechanical advantage.
There is little strain as a storm bikini.
Here Prim and Bruce had to leave. They had been one
of the best crews I have ever had. Prim was not only a good
seacook (the standard has plunged since she left) but even
more important an excellent steward or ’purser’ storing ship
and keeping a check on stocks. Bruce was a tower of strength
as mate and sailing master. All pulled their weight willingly
and more. We were a happy ship.
It was Saturday evening when we arrived and nobody
bothered us. Next morning I did the paper round, no great
effort as most of the offices are around the marina and
everyone was very pleasant. Passports had to be taken to
the Guarda Fiscal. ’Come back 10.00 manana’, I was told.
Definitely we had ’arrived’.
Madeira is a very pleasant island which I shall be reluctant
to leave. It is green, clouds hang almost continuously over
the high mountain peaks, so that water is unlimited. Diesel
at 30 escudos a litre, about 72p a gallon, is said to be the
cheapest in the E Atlantic. But the most notable feature is
the flowers. An amazing range of exotic flowering trees,
bushes and beds, even in October, in all colours. It is
stretching the Irish blarney pretty hard to liken that ’Madeira
of the North’, Glengarrif, to the real thing!
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I am now without a crew and expect to make my way
singlehanded to the Canaries where I hope to pick up the
next crew for the rat-run across to the Caribbean. There are
fifty yachts in Madeira alone all bound that way. When I
first planned it thirty years ago one could write a book about
it or dine out for a year on lecture tours. Now one would
hardly get a mention in the local paper on return.
But return is in the unplanned future. I anticipate cruising
those dream islands all winter, generally alone and would
welcome a companion or two.

I spent ten enjoyable days at Madeira among a host of other
blue water sailors. Each yacht was individual, so unlike the
usual rows of identical ’plonk’ cruisers. This time for the
250 mile leg to the Canaries I was single handed, the longest
single handed passage I have attempted.
Actually it all went very easily. The weather was fine. In
fact like much of the passage from Ireland it was too good,
however incredible this may seem in Ireland 1985. One whole
day was spent flapping gently along under light weather sails,
all that could be made to set, rolling in the slight swell, just
the light mizzen staysail and new cruising chute. The log did
not move all day!
By motoring next day I reached the Islas Selvagem or
Salvage Islands. For forty years I have been fascinated by
these lonely, deserted, bare volcanic islands. My dreams were
shattered. Three other yachts there, by Irish standards a
crowded yachting centre. The harbour is about the size of
Cape Clear Island. However I had met them on Madeira,
one an Australian boat, and we had a good party.
But-the second night I really was alone, just the noise of
the swell breaking on the nearby rocks and the fairylike cries
of the shearwaters in the honeycomb of lava rocks. Ashore
there was only the nature reserve warden, a single dim light
from his shack.
Even lonelier was the smaller Selvagem Pequeema. This
was a true desert island, small, bare and low except for a
high ’Spyglass Hill’. It was quite uninhabited and ten miles
even from the lonely outpost of Selvagem Grande. I thought
’What if ..... ’ I was absolutely alone. There would be no
help. None whatever. No food. Above all no water.
Drowning is a hazard we face all the time. But to die slowly
of thirst... Yet to the end of my days I shall regret not having
anchored and landed!
Two days sailing took me to La Palma in the Canaries.
It was a dead run all the way and the first real opportunity
to try out the Trade Wind twin running sail rig. Under
moderate wind conditions it was not fast, but what a
delightfully easy and strangely quiet way to sail. No flapping
sails and at night there was no sensation of movement. Just
gentle rolling.
At La Palma I had bad news. My last certain crew for
the Transatlantic has had to drop out due to a mishap while
on his way. So now I am properly stuck or must face the
long passage single handed. More than ever I envy those with
a permanent partner or crew and none of these problems.
The boat, navigation and sailing simple compared with
trying to organise a succession of reliable crews.

The log of the Antirrhinum
Chris Stillman

dealt it such a blow with a spanner that the keel rattled and
the engine burst into life with a vigour never before
experienced.

I have sailed the Antirrhinum in fair weather and in foul,
though if the truth be told more in the former than the latter
and therefore not as frequently as I would have wished,
throughout the greater part of her life, for she was built and
launched upon the seas no longer than twenty-one years ago.
Her builders, Thames Marine Plastics, building in what was
at that time still a rather novel material designed and
constructed a robust little boat with sturdiness of hull that
would be found today only in boats many times her length.
Built in the Thames region, she was given a shoal draught
and a drop plate, a style which thereafter quickly went out
of fashion to return again only a few years ago. Throughout
much of her early life therefore she had to bear the stigma
of a design said to provide a reduced ability to sail close
to the wind and a rather tender response to the heeling
moment of a press of sail. It was only in later years that
tests published in yachting maglazines suggested that dropplate boats did not necessarily suffer from these defects, and
the owner was emboldened to increase the area and
performance to a remarkable degree. But I run ahead of the
story, for all of her voyages to distant parts were
accomplished with the smaller sails that the owner deemed
prudent at the time. Under such a rig she sailed happily,
albeit rather slowly, to the Isle of Man, Anglesey and the
North Wales coast, and the southern coast of Ireland, not
to mention her excursions on the Shannon waterways in
Lough Ree. Her previous owner had cruised her for several
summers in the Clyde, though her home at that time was
on Lake Windermere, and she is credited with being the first
of the intrepid band that instituted the 24 hour roundWindermere rally for small cruisers. I would be sailing her
still, no doubt until one or other of us ultimately became
incapable, were it not for the distressingly obvious fact that
family circumstances change, children grow up and depart,
and crews’ interests evolve to house and garden or other
yachts -- sometimes even to a return to a long-lost youth
and a craving for high-performance dinghies.
This then is an account of the cruises of a 23 foot overall,
21 foot waterline length, bermuda rigged sloop with berths
for four crew, though with skilful modification by the first
owner, a fifth berth can be fitted in the forepeak. Thereby
hangs a tale; my readers will be aware that accommodation
in the foc’sle tends to be triangular, the forrard ends of the
berths being cosily proximal in such a small craft. On a
voyage to Dunmore East one of my crew brought his fiancee
and gallantly volunteeered to occupy the cramped space
forward. However at the last moment a fifth crew member
arrived on the quay side and could not be left behind. Then
we saw the devilish cunning of the fifth berth. It is
constructed by filling in the space between the fore berths;
our young couple spent a chaste night with the feet of their
companion acting the role of the parish priest between their
heads; not an experience I would welcome in a heavy sea.
Whether some small degree of frustration entered into the
soul of my deprived crewman I can only speculate, but on
the following day when the engine failed to start, he removed
the rocker-box cover, diagnosed a sticking valve stem and

The Antirrhinum’s first cruise under my command
commenced at 15.20 on Friday 1st August 1969, when, with
Chris English, Keith Robinson and James Stewart, we
slipped our moorings in Dun Laoghaire and set sail
southwards. Before reaching Dalkey Island it was obvious
that the wind would not suffice and the engine was coaxed
to life, to run continuously until 22.45, when we tied up in
Wicklow Harbour in torrential rain. By 05.50 the following
morning we were at sea again, threading southward inside
the banks intent on putting as many miles as possible on
the log. By 17.00 the wind had risen to F 6 from SW and
gales were forecast; heavily reefed we entered Rosslare
Harbour and picked up a mooring. This it seems was a
mistake -- the mooring was rather too close to the hauling
off buoy then in use for the car ferry, and only prompt
action got us clear of the backlash when the ferry sailed.
But by then we had other things to worry us; the gale
increased and Sunday was spent uncomfortably roiling on
the moorings -- the boat that is, the crew were roiling
elsewhere, notably from the hotel to a nearby bar and back
again.
Monday morning, early, grey, dismal, damp, hungover,
four rolls in the main and the storm jib set we ventured out
at 07.20 with a southerly wind around F 6 and falling, into
huge swells remaining after the storm had passed. The reefed
sail reached a height of perhaps 15 feet, wave trough to crest
about 20 feet, result no motive power in the troughs and
blown flat on the crests, an uncomfortable mode of travel.
It also produced one of my life’s nastiest moments -wallowing with no steerage way down into the trough of a
wave we collided with a huge anchor chain rising up over
the boat, its barnacles and weed scraping the rubbing strake,
and knocking against the port cross-tree whilst the mast head
was lancing the base of a huge foul and rusty rivetted steel
construction -- one of the Rosslare Harbour channel buoys.
As we rose, helplessly on the swell, the boat washed gently
away from the buoy, the wind viciously caught the rags of
sail and mercifully blew us past. After that the voyage was
something of an anticlimax. The wind dropped, by 14.20
we were motoring past Barrels light vessel, the wind rose
again and by 16.55 we were passing between Conningbeg
and the Saltees and finally entered Dunmore East Harbour
and moored at 20.30 hrs. And there we stayed. I had some
work to do on the Tramore coast; my family lived on the
boat and entertained themselves whilst the pier was built
around them, and when the time came to return, the winds
had shifted following the general dictates of Murphy’s law
-- or Sod’s law as it is better known to scientists -- to
northerly veering irregularly to easterly gales. As all owners
know, assembling a crew is a tricky business, they tend to
have things to do, so after two attempts were thwarted by
the weather the boat was finally brought back to Dublin on
her trailer, travelling at around 50 mph under the railway
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The Antirrhinum at Amlwch.

Photo: B. Redmond

arches on the Waterford-New Ros-Enniscorthy road and
ageing the owner by at least ten years.
There followed a decade when cruising was restricted to
visits to Wicklow, Arklow, Lambay and Drogheda, as the
family grew up and raced their dinghies in Dublin Bay, or
elsewhere around the Irish coasts. There were of course
many amusing and memorable moments during these years,
often when we were making use of the shoal draught nature
of the boat. I will treasure the memory of the time we were
picking our way delicately across the sands at the entrance
to Malahide, with our plate up and about six inches of water
under the bottom when a huge gin palace motor cruiser hove
up astern and shouted at me ’do you have a depth sounder?’
’Yes’ I replied, ’are you using it now?’ ’Yes but...’ ’then
I’ll follow you in’. What in fact followed was a soft crunch
and the sight of a stranded cruiser disappearing behind us.
Another memory is of a visit to Ryn and Lucinda Stewart;
Ryn conned us into Sutton Creek and we rowed ashore in
the dinghy. Returning to the boat some hours later at the
bottom of the tide, we were astonished to find we could walk
up to her, and step across the water to the boat still afloat
in a tiny pool. This was navigation of a high order.
It was not until June 1980 that Antirrhinum again saw
foreign waters. This was the occasion of the cruise to the
Isle of Man. By now my regular crew were David Beattie
and Terence Moran with the able assistance of Brian
Redmond, and on this voyage the crew sailed her there. The
owner, busy as all owners always are, joined her in Douglas
when Brian returned to Dublin by steamer, and sailed her
back. It was on this return leg that the owner made a prize
gaffe that lives in the memories of his crew; he had the dog
watch and handing over to his relief commented on how easy
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it was to steer by the stars, one in particular proving a
steadfast guide. The crew looked up and saw the star, the
white sector of the tricolour masthead light, fitted only
recently. Per ardua ad astra.
The full log of this voyage would occupy many pages, for
it was packed with incident. Some stand out in the mind
more than others -- perhaps for the crew the memory of
the afternoon spent alongside the pier at Port Oriel, fending
off with welly booted feet in a horrible swell waiting for the
wind to drop, then the following early morning departure
from Carlingford confused by the string of fairy lights that
are supposed to guide you down the channel. My own
recollections of the cruise start later, in Douglas Harbour,
where we tied up to a mooring buoy by a rope bridle
provided by the Harbourmaster himself, which he insisted
that we use. Prudently we laid out a stern line to keep us
out of the shipping lane where the ferry entered close to
starboard of the yacht moorings. In the early hours,
awakened by the sixth sense that surviving yachtsmen seem
to develop I climbed out for a look around and saw the
bridle had parted and we were lying to the stern anchor,
neatly in the centre of the shipping lane. Then came the great
debate. We were a good 50 metres from the buoy; the rubber
duck was folded up on deck, the anchor warp over the stern.
Would we motor up to the buoy, risking the entanglement
of warp and propellor and the disturbance of other sleeping
sailors, or blow up the punt and row to the buoy. The crew
gallantly offered the latter alternative, and so it was done.
However by this time a thorough-going westerly gale was
blowing, and rowing into the teeth of the gale was hard
work; when the exhausted crew man reached it he found
his arms not long enough to reach the ring in the centre of
the large buoy and was reduced to rowing round the buoy
to loop the warp around it. Needless to say, hard words were
passed at the Harbourmaster’s office later in the day. The
gale persisted, and we were forced to sample the delights
of Douglas for rather too long. At first all was fine and
dandy; the yacht club were holding some sort of celebration
to which visitors were welcome, but after this the only
activity other than nurturing the hangovers, was Ladies
Wrestling at the Pavilion. This finally drove the crew to
request a move to some other harbour, and despite the still
continuing gale and rather nasty seas, it was decided to run
for Port St. Mary down the lee side of the island.
Our passage was swift and apart from the horrendous
moment when we had to tack across a horrible tide race at
the southern end of Lung Ness, was not too frightening. We
were rewarded on entering Port St. Mary to find half the
ISORA fleet sheltering cravenly from the gale. As we
approached alongside one of the sheltering crew-men looked
out and asked where we had come from. We somewhat
misleadingly said simply ’out there’ whereupon an uproar
started. The harbourmaster was delighted to see us -- ’if
a boat like yours can sail in this, some of these others should
be ashamed of themselves’. We had, of course only slipped
down the coast, but were not about to spoil our moment
of glory and said no more. Sure enough by the following
morning, Saturday, the entire racing fleet was gone, and we
were ruefully contemplating how we were to get back to Dun
Laoghaire before Monday. As the day wore on, and the
forecast predicted continuing gales, we almost thought of
taking a lift on a Howth trawler sheltering there. However
the weather man at Ronaldsway was most helpful. ’Pay no
attention to the BBC forecasters, they haven’t a clue about
local conditions; I reckon you should have a window in the
weather starting at around 18.00 hours, when the wind
strength should be down to around six and falling. It should
drop to about 3 to 4 for the next 24 hours then pick up again.
Direction W to SW.’ We looked over the harbour wall; spray

I have not now the space to recount all the adventures
that befell us on these voyages, only a few of the moments
which live with dream-like quality in our memories. Like
the start of the 1982 cruise, planned for early morning on
Saturday 5th June, but delayed by a two hour wait till the
chandlers opened to allow purchase of sail battens to replace
those dropped by the crew into the sea -- by which time
fog had thickened and brought about a close coincidence
of our course and that of the tardy car ferry which brought
her within two boatlengths of us, just off the Kish light. Or
the succeeding long windless hours hove to whilst the
crewman on watch strained his ears for the sound of engines
in the dank and chilly fog and the rest relaxed comfortably
down below, dining luxuriously on coq-au-vin. Relaxed that
is, until pitched from their berths by an unidentified bow
wave from an unseen and unheard vessel -- believed, rightly
or wrongly, to have been a submarine rigged for silent
/
passage. On this voyage the fog ultimately lifted and the
wind rose to allow a passage time of 21 hours to Holyhead,
hardly a record, but not such a long voyage as envisaged
by the Customs man who came aboard in the early hours
of Sunday morning. He, noting that the boat was British
registered and the ships papers gave Lancaster as the port
of registration, naturally thought we had been across to
Ireland for a cruise and asked when the boat had left Britain.
Without thinking, I replied, ’July 1969’!
In 1983, crewed as before but without the owner, she
returned again, this time after a 13 hour passage, and went
on to circumnavigate the island and visit the mainland
harbours of Conway, Bangor and Caernarvon, shooting the
Swellies in fine fashion. I can take no credit for this excellent
cruise, as I was in Norway for the year, but my crew did
great things.
In 1984 the writing was on the wall for me and for the
Antirrhinum;
about the only thing that happened was when
(sketch)
my son Gavin sailed her to Arklow in almost a flat calm,
The Antirrhinum on Lake Windermere. Taken from a photograph in the
was then gale bound, and finally made it back to Dun
Westmoreland Gazette.
Laoghaire in storm-force winds which blew off the masthead
light. Fortunately, he says, the boat was going backwards
the wind dropped almost completely just after we sighted
at the time, and he picked up the light with the boathook
Howth Head at 09.00. Alternately motoring and sailing we
before it could sink.
made our mooring in Dun Laoghaire by 15.40, and were
And so to 1985. No cruise planned; David in pursuit of
all tucked up when the gale returned later on Sunday night.
his lost youth deserted to sail a Fireball, Gavin gone to
God bless the Ronaldsway weather man.
nurture the engines of a cargo boat in the Pacific Ocean,
If she did but know it, the old Antirrhinum was about
to enter her busiest years of cruising since arriving in Irish none of the rest of us with enough time to cruise the boat
waters. With appetites whetted for foreign travel, our gallant properly, she lay at her moorings reproaching me. A chance
advertisement in the paper for ’a drop-plate GRP cruiser
crew -- David, who so often skippered the boat in the
urgently required’, and the Antirrhinum has moved on. The
owner’s all too frequent absense, Terence the steadfast,
Brian, Cairan Earley and from time to time other worthy pain of parting has not eased, and writing this log has
sailors such as Malcolm Fitzell, Frank Mulvey and Mark brought back memories loaded with nostalgia. It is time to
stop, and help the withdrawal symptoms to end by
Pinder, cruised the Antirrhinum to Anglesey and the North
Wales coast in the succeeding years, building up experience contemplating the Antirrhinum’s successor, who, after 16
for what was intended to be the zenith of cruising for our years of such partnership, can occupy only the remaining
shoal draught boat, a passage up the Dee estuary to Chester fraction of my affections, no matter how splendid a craft
she may be.
-- an ambition sadly now never to be achieved.
hit our faces, but was it slighter than before? What the hell,
we would make a run for it. At 19.25 we slipped out and
by 21.30 we were heading for Carlingford, the best we could
manage under rolled main and storm jib; but by midnight
the wind had eased off and veered to the W. Under plain
sail we sailed on, guided by the stars, and so continued until

/
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Steptoe & Son -- Still looking for the
"North West Passage"
Fergus McKinley
It was with pleasure that I received an invitation to join my
son and daughter-in-law to go cruising with them off the
North-West coast of America in June 1985.
Having joined them for a short holiday in Southern
California, we flew N to Seattle from San Diego, then hired
a car and drove over excellent roads 80 or 90 miles N to
Bellingham where we picked up a Grandbanks 42 ft. motor
cruiser from the charterers. The boat was name Stornaway
and although ten or twelve years old and through about three
owners, she was a sound and comfortable vessel.
Saturday 1 June
While Laurence was checking out the boat and machinery
with the agent, Mary and I went shopping for stores,
transporting same on board and storing. It was quite hard
to keep track of where the boat was, as there was about 1800
other boats in the same marina.
After a late lunch we cleared the marina by 14.20 hrs
heading for Friday Harbour on the E side of San Juan
Island, motoring with a fair wind through very beautiful
islands and sounds. Most of the islands were heavily
timbered right down to the water’s edge, and holiday homes
and even permanent homes were well hidden from the sea.
We arrived in Friday Harbour at 19.05 hrs and found it to
be an excellent harbour. After motoring around for a while
we finally picked up a berth at a pontoon in the S end of
the harbour or bay. We found this to be a very comfortable
berth, well away from the swell, hustle and bustle of the
huge ferry steamers that used the N end of the harbour.
Sunday 2 June
We left Friday Harbour by the northern entrance heading
NW up the San Juan Channel to Yellow Island, leaving same
to starboard and exploring the waters thereabouts, visiting
Bell Island and the W Sound of Orcas, which is a very
beautiful island. We left this island meanwhile by Double
Isle Island and the Narrow Pass heading for the E Passage,
again, what with good weather and beautiful scenery we had
a most enjoyable day. We left John’s Island to port, heading
again to the San Juan Channel, then in to Spiedin Channel
and in to lovely Roches Harbour using the marina for one
night only at 30 dollars per night !1
Monday 3 June
Cast off leaving Roches Harbour by the S Passage which
was in itself fairly tortuous but a very beautiful channel.
On our way through we went to port and explored Westcott
Bay at low water. Finally when we cleared the channel, we
headed W, clear of the Sound. We had to give the headlands
a very wide berth as there was a tremendous amount of
waterrack and huge logs floating about, semi-submerged.
By 10.45 l~rs we changed our course, laying new course
for Stewart Island and when Spieden Island was abeam to
starboard, again we altered course to 100°, heading half way
down John’s Island with the course once again altered to
015° to clear a reef off the end of Stewart Island which
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extended over half a mile. Again altering course to 290° in
order to negotiate John’s Pass which was indeed another
most attractive place, with very good shelter if needed. By
12 noon when clear of the Narrow Pass we altered course
to 305° to fetch South Pender. This is the Customs Post
between the USA and Canada in these Islands, and they are
very strict about boats and persons, checking in and checking
out. In fact, in some places none of the crew are allowed
ashore until the vessel has been cleared, otherwise you would
be held liable to pay a couple of hundred dollars fine for
trespass. As soon as we cleared customs, we headed NW
for Shark Cove which is really a narrow cut about 50 feet
wide between N and SPender Island with tides running up
to 4 or 5 knots, together with a Highway Bridge built on
trestles across the Sound giving a clearance of about 27 feet.
Luckily we had timed it well for slack water, and moving
very slowly and with great caution, we slid through in one
and a half fathoms of water. Coming through this very
attractive Pass we came in to Port Browning, and then in
to Plumper Sound where a course of 310° was set to bring
us in to the Navy Channel. Then the course was altered again
to 267° to bring us around the N end of North Pender.
Within a matter of minutes course had to be altered again
to 183°, leaving Provest Island and Salt Spring Island to
starboard, and Pontland Island to port, which gave us a
good course in to the Satellite Channel, clearing the Moses
Point comfortably. Once more course was altered, allowing
us to motor down the Sanich inlet to Brentwood Harbour,
tying up at a marina belonging to the Brentwood Inn. We
later went ashore for an evening meal in the inn which was
very good and very reasonable.
Tuesday 4 June
Rising at 06.30 for an early breakfast at the start of what
was going to be yet another lovely day, we cast off and
moved around 2 miles to Todd inlet, which is really the back
entrance to the world famous Butchart Gardens where we
spent four and a half hours viewing the 35 acres of fantastic
gardens, built in a derelict stone quarry, and started in 1904.
They comprise of a sunken garden, a rose garden with every
award winning rose in the world on it, an Italian garden,
a rose fountain 55 feet high, and of course the famous Star
Pond and greenhouses, in all a spectacular sight from end
to end, employing as it does about 150 gardeners every day
during the Summer months, and still privately owned and
maintained. Tearing ourselves away we were back on board,
moving N up the Satellite Channel heading for the Sansen
narrows with a favourable tide under us. It is very important
that one works the tides in these waters for, as we soon
found out, tides can run in all directions. In fact when we
did reach the narrows it had started to flood against us, but
pressing on we soon cleared in to the Stewart Channel. Tides
in these narrows can reach anything from 8 to 10 knots.
Altering course again to 0.05° for Ladysmith Harbour,
which is really a huge logging port, we passed huge rafts
of logs being towed with quarter mile tow ropes. The rafts
themselves were about 150 to 200 feet long and anything

heading S along the W side of San Juan Islands. Weather
was now very good, bright blue seas and good visibility 20
- 25 miles, then Mary sighted killer whales between us and
the shore. We stopped the engines to watch their antics; there
were 11 to 15 whales in all, diving and playing around us,
some of them coming very close to the boat. Within 25
minutes the whales were suddenly gone. We motored on,
taking the inner passage past Cattle Point where we
encountered some tide rip, at 12.45 we changed course for
Mackey’s Harbour and anchored off for lunch; a very
attractive and safe harbour. After lunch we motored over
to Richardson’s famous store which was a huge store serving
hundreds of fishing boats in the old days, selling everything
from groceries to charts, hardware, fresh bread, and fuel.
After Laurence and Mary came back on board at 15.50 hrs
we entered Lopez Pass, anchoring later in the evening on
the N side of Central Island in 4 ½ fathoms.

up to 50 or 60 feet wide. Imagine meeting that chap in the
narrows !
When we were about two miles from our anchorage
between Dunsmuir Island and Beetle Island the Skipper
noticed people waving frantically from a small motor boat.
We manoeuvred alongside and took them in tow. We found
we had packed up four Indians from a local Reservation
who were out fishing. They had little or no English but we
brought them in as far as we could dare and cast them off
to paddle ashore when we moved on to our anchorage, a
truly wonderful day.
Wednesday 5 June
Weighed anchor at 09.15 hrs after relaying the chain
locker, motoring over to Ladysmith, but were not impressed
as it was indeed the busiest logging and lumber port we had
come across. We left Ladysmith at 09.35 hrs laying a course
for Nanaimo Harbour through the Dodd Narrows, again
hoping to arrive at Slackwater, motoring through the
Stewart Channel, Whaleboat Channel and the Pylades
Channel, where we drifted for a few hours, Laurence and
Mary fishing, Laurence at long last catching a red snapper.
At 13.00 hrs we started the motor, cleared the Ruxton
passage and set a new course for the Dodd Narrows 290°
magnetic. We cleared the Dodd Narrows with a sluicing tide
under us, and at a speed of 11 knots over the ground,
entering Nanaiomo Harbour at 14.25 hours tying up to a
dock for stores. At 16.45 we cast off heading for Schooner
Cove, leaving by the Newcastle Island passage into
Departure Bay, tying up to a rather grotty dock at 18.20
hrs. We had a very good meal ashore, but on returning on
board we spent the whole night roiling and rocking because
of a large send that entered the marina.

Sunday 9 June
Generator giving trouble although this was checked over
every day. We left our anchorage by the Trump Channel,
again entering the Lopez Sound which is indeed a very
beautiful scene, leaving Willow Island to port, we passed
up along the shore of Blakely Island crossing Thatcher Bay.
Blakely Island has an air strip running the length of it. They
say locally that it is the only island in these waters where
one can park one’s aeroplane outside the front door, as all
the houses face the runway, and one’s boat at the back door
(and they do). On clearing Lopez Sound at 11.10, we altered
course to go through the Peavine Pass, and go around
Obstruction Island, and then six miles up the East Sound
of Orcas Island into Cascade Bay, making a reservation at
the Rosario Marina Hotel, a fantastic complex, built by a
local Ship builder. We then carried on the whole length of
the Sound, to the village at the head. After lunch we headed
back for the Harney Channel, then around Shaw Island and
down the Wasp Channel to Friday Harbour once again.

Thursday 6 June
Cast off, raining, the first we had on the cruise so far,
with poor visibility down to 2 or 3 miles, but very mild.
Leaving Winchelsea Island to starboard in a flat sea, we set
a course of 115° for Horswell Channel after leaving the
Clarke Rock to starboard. We worked out our speed over
the ground was 6 ~/2 knots, so we laid off a new course of
130° magnetic for the Dodd Narrows, where we just got the
last of the tide in our favour, but by the time we had reached
Round Island, the tide was sluicing against us, so we laid
off yet another course for Preedy Harbour, motoring
around slowly, while Laurence went fishing without success.
We then entered Telegraph Harbour, looking at two
marinas, but decided to anchor off the beach instead in 5
fathoms.

Monday 10 June. Tuesday 11 June
We spent ashore touring the Island by car. It was quite
amazing how fertile these islands were in the centre,
wonderful grass and stock were reared here. In fact one
stable of Spanish horses were sent to this island every year
by air! From Spain!

Friday 7 June
Weighed anchor after a very wet night, but thanks be the
vessel had good tight decks. We headed for the Heuston
Passage in poorish visibility of 2 to 3 miles. On entering the
Heuston Passage, the weather began to improve. We then
altered our course to 090°, leaving Jackscrow Island to port,
and as we cleared the Sound we again altered course to
Monteque Harbour where we dropped anchor in Payne Bay
for lunch. After a good lunch we headed for Roches
Harbour to clear customs back in the USA via The Captain’s
Passage, leaving the Channel Islands to port. Heading down
the Moresly and Prosise Passage, we entered Roches
Harbour, anchoring off the marin~/. Laurence went ashore
to clear customs, but as the custom’s man was missing, this
was done by telephone. We then moved on at 16.30 hrs to
a very beautiful anchorage for the night, Ganuson Bay.
Saturday 8 June
Weighing anchor at 10.15 hrs, we explored the bay before
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Wednesday 12 June
After an early breakfast we cast off at 07.45 for Cascade
Bay, Rosario in a flat sea slightly overcast sky. We arrived
at Rosario docks at 09.15 and were given our alloted space
in the marina. Again we went ashore and drove around this
very beautiful island, seeing and inspecting some wonderful
properties. That evening when we returned on board the
skipper and mate brought the deckhand out for his birthday
celebration in the magnificent hotel. This hotel which had
been a private house for a Shipbuilder’s retirement was
beautifully constructed. Handrails and staircases were at
least 8 or 9 inches wide solid teak or mahogany, hinges in
doors were made of lignavite. Plate glass windows were built
straight into the masonary and were one inch thick porthole
glass. There was a beautiful Music Room with built-in pipe
organ, to say nothing of swimming pools of solid marble,
billiard rooms and a diningroom that could hold about 2,000
people.
Thursday 13 June
We cast off and headed SE for Obstruction Pass with
fairly good visibility, but slightly overcast. By 10.50 we
cleared Obstruction Pass and the weather began to improve.
We then laid off a course for Cypress Island 110° magnetic,

passing same and leaving Strawberry Island to st{lrboard.
When clear of reef point we altered course for Decatur
Head, and James Isle Marine Park. These Marine Parks are
very numerous, and are wonderfully laid out and protected.
We were able to tie up to a good public float, but with a
very strong sluicing tide in the anchorage. There were wild
deer and raccoons on the island, in fact, the raccoons were
so tame, we were able to feed them by hand on the quayside.
Friday 14 June
Cast off in a flat sea with poor visibility after a night of
heavy rain, heading 055° to Bellingham Channel. At that
point we altered course to leave Vendoni Island to starboard,
and Eliza Island to port, arriving in Bellingham Bay at 10.25.

By 12.15 we had entered the Bellingham Marina, and went
to one of the three fuelling docks, which stay afloat, taking
on 118 gallons of oil for our whole trip, (it pays to keep
at reasonable revs), then parked the boat away in its own
lock up shed, washing down decks, topsides and generally
spring cleaning before handing over to the agent.
It was a wonderful trip in very beautiful cruising grounds,
and I can thoroughly recommend it as being one of the three
or four great cruising grounds of the Northern hemisphere,
taking Norway, West Coast of Scotland, South West Ireland
and these Islands. If there ever is a next time I think we will
head further N to the upper straits of Georgia, Desolation
Sound and Discovery Island, chartering a boat from, say,
Vancouver Harbour.
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Antigua "Race" Week 1985
Bill Brady

Dianna is a Jeanneau Sun Kiss 45 (charter version) chartered
from Son Yachts in Antigua. The crew consisted of eleven,
mostly Paddies, a few Americans, a New Zealander, and
Englishman plus a very brave American girl.
Those from Ireland included myself, Frank O’Rourk,
Sidney Minch and I.C.C. members Donal McClement and
Conor Doyle. We met at London’s Heathrow Airport on
26th April and left on the 14.00 flight direct to Antigua after
a very pleasant session in the B.A. Executive Lounge, which
we all hoped was a taste of things to come. On the aircraft
were many other yachties from various countries all bound
for what they hoped would be a wonderful week’s sailing
in the sun. The eight hour flight was very pleasant and
seemed to pass rather quickly, due perhaps to the seemingly
unending supply of free drinks. We arrived in Antigua at
17.00 hours local time and after Airport formalities found
our way to the Yacht Club in Falmouth Harbour, to be
greeted by Donal McSullivan, who was the prime mover in
organizing the trip, and the rest of the crew. Due to the
rather large number of crew we decided to rent an apartment
adjacent to the Yacht Club. This proved to be very
satisfactory as it not only provided additional galley and
showering facilities but also a base to entertain and be Irish.
It also provided additional sleeping accomodation. However
some of the crew decided to sleep under the stars, on deck,
and in the cockpit with very little hardship.
Our first race on Sunday morning began at 09.30 and was
a 25 mile race which finished in Dickinson Bay (see chart).
After the race we did a tour of the craft at the anchorage
and a few familiar boats such as Tritsch Tratsch H and Helen
of Howth were seen.
Water taxi crew -- Dickinson’s Bay,

The second race on Monday was an Olympic type race
based at Dickinson Bay. We anchored off, in the Bay, and
after a siesta and swim we went ashore to the barbecue Beach
Party. You might be forgiven for wondering if racing has
a place at all in the week because there are so many other
shore attractions. The parties were certainly wonderful and
the constant sound of the Caribbean rhythm is a remainder
of just where you are. If one is wearing more than a pair
of shorts and a T-shirt then you are considerably
overdressed.
The third race on Tuesday is from a boat start off
Dickinson Bay and is generally a beat back to English
Harbour. We had some interesting cross tacking with
various boats including many magnificent schooners and
ketches, some of which were over 100 feet long. The
common uniform for both male and female crews on most
of these craft is only shorts. It all makes for easy pleasant
sailing and excellent scenery.
Wednesday was the first of the ’lay’ days. This was the
first time that the rhythm changed. The contests for the
biggest, brownest, most athletic and smallest boobs, as well
as the wet T-shirt competition were the major attractions
during the day. We Irish however, failed rather dismally in
the drinking contest, and I am ashamed to admit that despite
the heroic efforts of Conor, Frank, Donal and Broadbent,
we were eliminated in the first round. There were also many
other competitions which kept the fun going. In the evening
there was another marvellous beach party, this time at the
Galleon Beach Club on the western side of English Harbour,
which was reached by land or water taxi, and once again
provided a memorable evenings entertainment.
Photo: Bill Brady
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Schooner Puritan.

Photo: Bill Brady
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Apartment and private jetty.

On Thursday the second last race was from English
Harbour sea-ward for about five miles and then to the SW
ending in another palm lined beach at Morris Bay. This race
is known locally as the Curtain Bluff Race, after the local
magnificent hotel complex. In most of these bays 10 feet
can be carried close to the shore and holding is excellent.
The evenings entertainment was more of the same in yet
another splendid setting.
On Friday in the final race we were again started from
a Committee boat and raced S around various marks,
finishing once more outside English Harbour after another
20 miler. Generally we did quite well over the week’s racing,
finishing better than one third of the way up the 60 boat
fleet. Considering the amount of alcohol both on board and
consumed by crew members off the yacht, in my view this
result was remarkable.
Racing against us during the week were three other Sun
Kiss 45’s and we did’nt have any difficulty in beating these
all the time. On Saturday, the final day of the week which
is called Dockyard Day, this is because all the activity takes
place in Nelson’s Dockyard in English Harbour and gives
everyone a really good opportunity to see some of the
excellent restoration work that has been done by the locals
and the friends of English Harbour to re-create Nelson’s

era. We decided to enter an Irish team for the Tug-o-war
contest. At first we did not take this seriously but then we
found ourselves in the final having beaten several teams
including a rather ’muscular’ entry from the U.S. Navy.
Under the expert guidance and coaching of Frank O’Rourke,
(who incidentally also provided an endless supply of
fantastic jokes for the week) we stepped up for the grand
finale. After two hotly contested pulls the sides were level
and on the final changing of ends our team managed to put
that little together and a good win was achieved.
I might add that whilst our average age was well in excess
of the other competitors we did not have to give away too
many pounds in weight. Another very entertaining event was
the Raft Race around the Harbour which attracted a great
deal of interest from the locals. This was a wonderful
spectacle highly entertaining and some of the ’craft’ were
really original. To end a superb day the prizes were presented
by the Governor. The Antigua Police Band entertained, and
the flag was lowered with a beating of the retreat that
provided a fitting climax to a wonderful week for all of us.
All those of you interested in participating in a future
Antigua Race Week should in the first place contact me,
for expert advice and information!

Photo: Bill Brady

Wet T. shirts competitors.
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The British Virgin Islands
Terence Kennedy

Unless you have recently won the pools, or have a rich
maiden aunt who has left you a fortune, you should
probably read no further. Although a British colony, the
American dollar is the currency of these islands and at the
time of our cruise the £ sterling was almost at parity.
Everything was therefore extremely expensive -- a shower
for example costing almost £3.
In February 1985 Bridget and Terence Kennedy with
David and Sheila Chamberlain chartered a 36 foot Islander
class sloop in Road Town, Tortola, the capital. To call it
a capital is perhaps a little pompous as it is in fact no more
than a village. Indeed the population of the whole group
of Islands is little more than 10,000 although there are some
splendid hotels and a host of wealthy American visitors.
When arranging the charter we had thought that a 36 foot
boat would be pretty substantial, but we soon found that
we were almost, if not actually, the smallest boat in every
anchorage that we visited. There were many sixty and
seventy foot boats, Schooners, Ketches and even square
riggers.
The cruising area is small, only some 35 miles long, and
centred on the Sir Francis Drake passage. The islands are
not only beautiful but mountainous and as they rise steeply
there is deep water close in shore and thus only a limited
number of anchorages. Throughout our cruise the wind was
Wly, usually F 5-6, but there was no vice in it. Though there
were rain showers from time to time it was so pleasantly
hot that the showers presented no problem.
Our first surprise on taking over Skater was to find an
immovable ’bimini’ -- a sort of pram hood over the cockpit.
This made it difficult to see the sails, though there was a
small ’see-through’ panel. When heeled, going to windward
in a breeze the bimini seemed a most unseamanlike affair;
nevertheless every boat had one -- without, the heat in the
cockpit would have been intolerable.
The next surprise was to find that there were no tide
tables, no weather forecasts nor proper charts. We were
given a Mickey Mouse chart with a warning NOT TO BE
USED FOR NAVIGATIONAL PURPOSES prominently
printed on it. Tides are negligible, the trade winds steady
and charts unreliable on account of the coral reefs. All
charterers forbid night sailing because of the relative lack
of navigational aids. Bouyage is confusing as the Americans
have not adopted the I.A.L.A. System -- indeed everything
is done to confuse the European. We found starboard
conical buoys had in 1981 been painted red! In some cases
much of the red paint had peeled off leaving a piebald red
and green buoy. Port channel buoys were green.
On the afternoon of February I st we left Road Town and
reached across the Sir Frances Drake passage to anchor at
Little Harbour, Peter Island. In this very snug anchorage
we watched many pelicans diving for their supper. They are
extraordinarily ungainly birds but very efficient divers. We
thought that Junkers must have studied them closely when
designing his Stukas.
On the following day we ran down wind under Genoa to
Treasure Point, Norman Island. Sailing was rather

inefficient as we had to tow a heavy 9 foot G.R.P. dinghy
throughout our cruise and had trouble raising the outboard.
At Treasure Point we anchored in the lee of a cliff. This
was more tricky than it sounds -- because the Ely wind,
force 6, coming over the cliff caused backdraught so that
the boat lay head to the west. We met this phenomenon on
several occasions. In a crowded anchorage there were times
when it was impossible to know which way round the boat
would lie when the hook was dropped. Later in the day after
much swimming and snorkelling we sailed down wind past
Flanagan Island and St Johns (the U.S. Virgins) to a
delightful sheltered anchorage at West End (Tortola). A nice
pub there was ruined by a plague of sand flies.

The Kennedy’s home in Sir Francis Drake Channel -- Skater.Photo: David
Chamberlain

On February 3rd we made an early start and sailed to Jos
Van Dyke Island, the most Nly of the group. To anchor off
Daphne Henderson’s hotel we had to find a narrow gap in
the coral reef; this was indicated by a break in the line of
surf. In still water the coral heads are vertical columns and
though easily seen it is almost impossible to guage the depth
of water over them. The only prudent course is to go round
them.
Later in the day we beat along the island to Lesser
Harbour some 5 miles to the east. This was beautifully
sheltered and offered a choice of three restaurants. We chose
Harris’s where we ate four enormous langoustes cooked by
the fisherman/proprietor’s ’secretary’. His wife l:’ves in St
Thomas in the U.S. Virgins.
On February 4th the wind had veered marginally into the
SE but was still F 5. We beat across to Cane Garden Bay
on the N coast of Tortola. Here there was an idyllic sandy
beach and Rhymer’s hotel where a cold shower cost only
$2! The Royal Navy were here with two landing craft from
the assualt ship H.M.S. Fearless. These young sailors were
drawing ’hard lying allowance’ to compensate for the
discomforts of camping in this beautiful place!
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At the pub we bought a bottle of Cane rum -- colourless
and harmless looking, it proved undrinkable even when
swamped with coke. It was however an excellent paint
remover. After a good lunch we beat, well reefed for 18 miles
along the coast of Tortola, past Guana, Little Camanoe and
Great Camanoe to Marina Cay -- a tiny island with a first
class hotel perched on top (showers here were $2.50).
On February 5th the wind had increased and was gusting
7 at times. As we were hard on the wind the bimini became
something of an embarrassment. We could reef the Genoa
and main, but not the bimini. At Spanish Town there were
two 3 masted barques; one Swedish, was exceptionally
smartly maintained. In the marina we took on fuel, drink,
water and perhaps most important, ice. The marina was
extremely hot and sticky so we anchored off and had
splendid T-bone steaks, beautifully cooked by David in a
cast iron barbeque which bolted onto the pushpit -standard Caribbean cruising gear. This day’s trip was
fourteen miles, about an average days work in this compact
cruising ground. In the morning we discovered that our
neighbour in the anchorage was the famous South African
Stormvogel.
On the 6th we sailed N.E. along the coast of Virgin Gorda
into Gorda Sound. This is a wonderful bay some 3 miles
across, sheltered almost all round by islands and coral reefs.
Drake’s Anchorage at the western end was rather exposed
and the hotel was rather run down. Here we found a
fisherman landing 650 lbs of grouper, and bought 2 rock
hind for $7, which we thought rather dear, though they were
good eating. For the night we holed up in Biras Creek just
off a superb hotel with floodlit tennis courts etc. It had to
be good, as the rate was $320 per day for two, and that is
not the most expensive hotel in these islands.
On the following day we decided to do some snorkelling
so left the Sound and with great care felt our way through
the coral around first Necker and then Eustatia Islands.
Sheila and Bridget were most enthusiastic snorkellers and
by so the end of the end of the holiday was the senior
member. David’s main enthusiasm was for diving, of which
more later; swimming in these islands is so pleasant that the
only reason for coming out is the need for another rum. We
returned to Leverick Bay in Gorda Sound, where we had
Grouper stuffed with lobster, but the meal was somewhat
spoiled by a too noisy band.
In the harbour there was a large American passenger ship
from St Thomas and a British ship of some 100 feet with
day cruise passengers. The latter impressed us as there were
several palm trees in large tubs on the deck abaft the funnel,
amongst the tables where the passengers were drinking. We
wondered if the skipper or owner had learnt his trade in the
hotels of Torquay or Bournemouth, and we wondered what
on earth happened to the palm trees in a seaway. Also in
the Sound there was private 100 foot power boat, or should
one say ship? Doria from Jersey. Oh to be a tax exile!
On February 8th we sailed down wind to Spanish Town
marina for more stores and ice. Here we met the destroyer
Glamorgan, a veteran of the Falklands. It was nice to see
the Royal Navy presence in these islands which have so
nearly been absorbed by the Americans. Later on we met
a Canadian warship and the British cruise liner, Cunard
Princess. We anchored off the Baths, an extraordinary land
locked pool in the midst of a jumble of massive rocks -more swimming and more snorkelling of course. During the
afternoon the wind dropped to F 2-3 for the first time, but
remained Ely, on our sail to a rather congested anchorage
off Cooper Island.
On the following day there was a flat calm so we motored
to Dead Man’s Bay on Peter Island. Here we met up with
George Marler, American manager of a diving school.

David, Sheila and Bridget had two dives with him which they
much enjoyed, while I walked along the beach to the very
beautiful Peter Island Yacht Club, which is really a very upmarket hotel -- my beer cost $2.20 and the charge for hire
of a wind surfer was $20 per hour! We anchored for the
night in Trellis Bay, Beef Island, near the airport. In the
middle of the bay there is an extraordinary restaurant -the Last Resort -- the food is excellent but the real attraction
is the one man cabaret put on by the proprietor, Tony Small.
He not only flew RAF fighters in the second world war, but
also played at the Wind Mill in London. A fabulously funny
man with wonderful adaptations of popular songs.
On the following day we sailed down wind to Indian
Rocks, a group of stacks to the N of Norman Island. The
snorkelling here was fascinating -- an unbelievable spectrum
of colour of the little and not so little fish swimming around
the coral. Fire coral is highly irritant, but Bridget found
Antisan an effective antidote. We spent the night at Little
Harbour, Peter Island with another fine barbecued steak.
On the 1 lth we sailed first to Seacow Bay, Tortola and
then to Prospect Reef, Road Town to collect diving gear
and yet more booze. Thence to Salt Island where we picked
up a mooring close to the famous wreck of the Rhone. This
was a large steam-ship which was lost in a hurricane 100
years ago and has now become a magnet for divers. Bridget,
Sheila and David had highly successful dives here. In the
evening the weather deteriorated and we needed two anchors
in F 7 in the congested Cooper Island anchorage.
On February 12th after a gusty night we had an
invigorating sail to Maya Creek and finally to Road Town
where we returned the boat at midday in hot sunshine. In
the evening we flew from Beef Island to Antigua and thence
London and home.
This was really not a cruise in the normal I.C.C. context.
No charts, no forecasts, no long passages, no cold miserable
sail changes and a total mileage only about 200 (the log was
not working). Nevertheless it was a wonderful sailing
holiday. The expense of the actual charter was not enormous
only about twice that of a Mediterranean charter; it included
transport to and from Beef Island airport, all fuel and gas
and insurance. But there were hidden charges, such as a
’cruising licence’, $2 per person per day or $88 for our cruise.
All stores were very expensive, not surprisingly as even eggs
were flown in from U.S.A. Meals ashore were very expensive
and showers -- well!
Would we go again -- yes -- most certainly. But next time
I would insist on proper charts to go further afield, at least
to Anagarda, the coral island 25 miles to the north, and St
Croix the American Virgin Island 40 miles to the South.
After a Summer like this we can hardly wait to get back.
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A night watch colloquy
Peter Mullins

I have just come on watch, it is 02.00. I am alone and it
is a beautiful warm star lit night. The last quarter of the
moon is just rising. What great company the moon is when
you are alone on a night passage. I take a look around, the
lights on Virgin Gorda are slowly disappearing astern, the
wind speed reads 20 to 25 knots apparent and we are making
a good 7 knots at 30° to the wind under full main, yankie
2 and small staysail. I look at the mizen and wonder just
how many times I use it. Its no good to weather and off
the wind we sail so well that I am too lazy to put it up. It
has its uses, various antennas surmount its truck and who
knows, some day I may afford radar. A small adjustment
to the trim of the main and Chrismi will sail herself,
beautifully balanced. I leave the helm to herself and ponder
on just how many times I have sailed this particular passage,
The Anegada. It’s dead to windward to make St. Barths and
for some reason can produce some of the roughest sailing
in the Caribbean. I am anxious to get there, I have been
away now for 6 weeks and a nasty Tropical Wave somewhere
out in the Atlantic has been upgraded to a Tropical Storm
and at 17.40 this evening they gave her the name Gloria.
It is risky business sailing about here at this time of the year.

1
Chrismi from Whisper taken mid Atlantic 16th November 1984.

You get plenty of notice but I feel much happier tied to a
bush in the mangroves in English Harbour.
Chrismi has certainly proved to be a splendid passage
maker, strongly built with excellently stayed masts -- over
rigged some would say. We have been through some storms
together and Gibraltar to the Canaries was very nasty. A
week of gales on the nose to make good only 600 miles and
nowhere to run to -- better to stay at sea than try and look
for shelter somewhere on the West African coast. It looked
very inhospitable and shallow even from the large scale
charts. No place for me with 11.5 ft draft. I hove to for two
nights or more correctly I did a Rory, I lay ahull. He taught
me so much and I can just hear him now.
’Bbb take bdown all the bsails, bclose all the hatches and
go below and have a gin.’ Sadly I didn’t have Rory with
me nor Peter Denham to cook us all turkey for supper. The
Atlantic crossing was quite a contrast. Light winds all the
way across and a deadline to meet -- the agents show in
Antigua. I had to motor sail for something in excess of 200
hours, burning almost 3000 litres of fuel, but my main
engine, a General Motors GM V6 53, never gave a moments
hesitation.

Photo: Hal Roth
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Distances sailed in the last year seem to bear no
resemblance to any past cruising experiences and having
devoured last year’s journal I can only admire the splendid
achievements and distances sailed by members in yachts
many times smaller than Chrismi. I feel quite humbled and
must admit to be put in Mickey d’Alton’s category of one
of one of the ’5 knot boys’. We travel vast distances to pick
up charters. Deadlines have to be met and in the past 8
months Chrismi and I have sailed over 8000 miles together.
The owning of a large charter yacht is not all plain sailing.
This is my 10th week completed and I am just beginning
to see the light at the end of what has been a very long dark
tunnel. Cash flow between charters is a problem as there
is still crew to feed, mooring and dockage, water and fuel
and all the general running costs not to mention a serious
mechanical breakdown to be met, all of which would have
been considered by my late uncle ’as merely a trifling sum
of misery, new added to the foot of the account’!
On the brighter side there have been some memorable sails
and amusing incidents. The chance meeting of Hal Roth in
mid Atlantic, the entire crew in fancy dress including the
skipper dressed in dinner jacket conducting Wagner’s ’Ride
of the Valkyries’. Hal completing his third circumnavigation
in his Little Whisper took some excellent photographs which
I remember to enclose with this log. On another occasion
I was asked to perform a burial of the ashes of a cat at sea
and got $200 for my trouble. But perhaps what will remain
as my Bo Bo of the year was the time I took the ground
while taking 4 tons of water for a charter and having to be
ignominiously pulled off by the mast head while the guests
were waiting to board. I think they thought it quite normal
or perhaps never noticed as it was not mentioned.
What of the future? Next season is looking good. I don’t

Mid Atlantic with Whisper astern.

Photo: Denzil O’Hanlon

think the Americas Cup in Perth is such a good idea. I am
told it is not a good place to charter and one would want
a lot of business along the way to make it worth while.
Remaining a Caribbean based yacht has its advantages.
My spell on watch is nearly over, time to call the mate
and soon I will be asleep but first I should think of taking
a reef. It has been blowing consistantly over 30 knots now
and we are not going that much faster. On second thoughts
we may as well take in two reefs, we will be lucky to fetch
Saba Rock and in which case we won’t make the Select Bar
in St. Barths before it closes this evening, so why rush, it
will be open tomorrow.

2
Chrismi of Sark taken by Hal Roth after another 1,000 miles.
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Kiel to Stockholm via the Gota Canal
David Nicholson

This year we spent our sailing holiday delivering a German
friend’s boat to Stockholm from its home berth in Kiel -North Germany. The boat was a two year old Halberg Rassy
31, very comfortably fitted out for cruising with five berths.
We left Kiel on July 4th hoping to leave behind the very
poor weather that covered Europe. We gradually escaped
most of this as we travelled North. Our first port of call
was Spondsberg, Langeland -- a long tongue like island just
SE of Fyn in Denmark. Most of the activity in this port
revolves around the car ferries that continually come and
go between all the islands of Denmark. We crossed to Korsor
on Zealand making our landfall through the routes of five
car ferries -- quite an alarming experience! The ex-Danish
ambassador to Ireland was known to some of the crew. He
and his wife entertained us in their home here which was
about two hours drive away, so we got a motorist’s view
of the country, which was very flat with magnificent fields
of oilseed rape giving a great splash of colour. Ebeltoft was
our port next evening, on the E coast of Jutland. It is a most
attractive small fishing town with narrow streets and quaint
old timbered houses, good restaurants and craft shops, and
fresh fish and delicious Danish pastries.
The wind was getting up at this stage and next morning
we made an early start in order to make Anholt Island in
Central Kattegat sea before dark. Good sailing was enjoyed
by some while others fed the fishes. Though we had high
winds the seas were never big being in enclosed waters.
Mooring facilities at Anholt were very crowded indeed with
boats mooring bow on and alongside. The island is a popular
Danish holiday retreat where clothes are not in fashion! Was
this the reason we used this port as a layover? We took our
exercise next day on bicycles, and covered most of the island
in an afternoon.
The weather had improved greatly so our longer sail to
Gothenburg on the west coast of Sweden was a real pleasure.
We began our journey at 04.00 and arrived early afternoon
in time to clear customs (by telephone) and even do some
quick shopping, we moored close to an old tall ship which
is now used as a training ship for boat chefs.
Our journey from now was going to be quite a new
experience. We were going to take the Gota Canal route
which passes through Lake Vanern and Lake Vattern and
then make our exit into the Baltic Sea at Soderkoping. It
took us six days, which was the minimum time. Sailing is
not permitted on the canal -- only on the lakes; and going
through the locks is not a procedure that can be hurried.
We were fortunate to have mostly good sunny weather going
through the canal, with good winds for sailing on the lakes.
We enjoyed a very relaxing time. We made a night stop at
Trollhatten on the canal and then had a long day sailing
across lake Vanern, in and out of islands covered in pine
trees. We stopped at Toreboda and also at Karlsborg, on
the western shore of Lake Vattern. As we passed through
the locks we made friends with other boats. Aboutsix boats
fitted in each lock and if we all maintained the same speed
between locks, we arrived at the next one together. Pubs
are not a feature of Swedish towns and getting a beer was

a difficulty. A small supermarket yielded some cans but no
atmosphere, and beer served in a hotel came to £2.00 a glass!
At Karlsborg we took a long walk to visit a fortress built
in 1900. Most of it was closed for the evening so it was a
disappointing trip.
Sunday July 14th we started early and sailed across the
Lake Vattern to Motala. Somewhere about here we had
passed the highest point, ninety one metres above sea level
and we were about to begin the descent to sea level again.
The landscape was varied -- the canal being edged by pine
trees, elms and maples, interspersed with meadows and
farms. The wild flowers were prolific and most boats carried
a jar of them on the cabin table.
We had got proficient at the lock drill at this stage -- one
person on the shore slipping the bow and sternwarps through
rings, another on the helm and two fending off as the water
raised us up. Then we slipped the warps and were off to
the next lock. Sometimes if the distance was short, two of
us would jog along the tow path to the next lock. This
Royal Stockholm Yacht Club. The skipper stands ’neath the Irish Flag.
Photo: John Goor
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SKIPPER: DAVID NICHOLSON
1ST ENGINEER: JOHN GOOR
CREW: JOAN NICHOLSON and MAGSIE GOOR
BOAT: BRACKET, owned by Dr Gunter Rabenstein (an
orthodontist!)
DESTINATION: Stockholm
ROUTE: Kiel, Gothenborg, Gota Canal, Stockholm.
TIME: 16 Days
DISTANCE: 617 miles
ENGINE HOURS: 75 hrs.

One of the 58 locks on the Gota canal.

Photo: David Nichoslon

particular day we were to tackle fourteen locks in all,
bringing us to Berg late in the evening quite exhausted. We
had negotiated fifty-eight locks between Gothenborg and
the Baltic Sea. Perhaps it was because we were at a lower
altitude, that we were bombarded by mosquitoes from here
on.

We had only a few locks to go to bring us to Soderkoping
next day. We arrived there in a thunderstorm with huge
hailstones. We had had a few worries about the cooling
system of the engine, so while we were here John took on
the title of Chief Engineer, and changed the impeller and
the oil -- before breakfast of course! The weather returned
to its sunny state and we passed through the last few locks
on the canal. Finally we put up the sails and had a
magnificent sail through masses of islands, mooring off one
of them to have a swim and lunch. We arrived at Arkosund
fishing harbour in the Baltic Sea, and next day headed north
for Stockholm.
After a stop at Nyhashmn for fish and the bank, we spent
a day sailing through hundreds of islands of this archipelago
in company with many other yachtsmen. The Swedes have
a boat before they have a second car. No trees grew on these
islands of granite. Mostly they were quite bare with
occasional clusters of holiday houses.
We could not by-pass the Royal Stockholm Yacht Club,
so we went slightly out of our way, N to Sandham -- an
island off Stockholm where the Yacht Club takes pride of
place and holiday houses abound and lovely beaches are
within reach. Approaching the harbour in the evening, the
customs boat appeared very suddenly and we were boarded
at speed. They must have thought it was our first Swedish
stop. The Yacht Club performs the ceremony of gun firing
as they lower the flag at dusk, and again in the morning
when the; raise it. They did us the honour of putting up
the Irish flag the day we were there.
It was a short hop to Stockholm on July 19th, the last
day of our holiday. We sailed as far as the Northern entrance
to the harbour and motored the last part, mooring in heavy
rain at the Wasa Marina. All around us we could feel the
throb of this lovely city.
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Passage
Kiel
Spondsborg
Korsor
Ebeltoft
Anholt
Gota
Soderkoping
Total

Spondsborg (Langeland)
Korsor
Ebeltoft
Anholt
Gothenburg
Canal
Stockholm

/

Miles
61
32
70
55
75
216
108
617

Delivery trip of Lazy Life
Gosport to Strangford
Robin Dixon
After three years without a boat, last winter I bought Lazy
Life, a 1973 Nic. 35, and arranged the delivery trip for Easter
week. The crew, Lawrence Bryson, John Beech and myself,
arrived as planned at Camper & Nicholson’s yard in Gosport
on the afternoon of Thursday 4th April, hoping, but not
expecting, that all would be ready and waiting for us. Of
course it was not and we spent the afternoon sitting in the
car while Camper’s staff beavered away to complete the list
of jobs I had given them to do a month or so earlier. Once
satisfied all would be ready for a morning departure, we
drove round to Hamble to the Royal Southern Y.C., of
which I am a member, and renewed acquaintances there -it had been 12 years since I had last visited the Club but we
were made very welcome and met some old friends.
The next morning, Friday 5th April, was spent shopping
for the essentials which were not part of the inventory -food and drink, etc. -- and at 13.00, having topped up with
fuel and water, we were delighted to be leaving Gosport
Marina and Portsmouth Harbour for the first part of our
delivery trip to Strangford. We took the W running tide
down the Solent, using the many buoys and marks to check
out the new Decca Navigator 3 which Camper & Nicholson
had installed for me. After switching chains, it became very
accurate and remained that way for the whole season -what a marvellous aid to shorthanded cruising this
instrument is.
The cruise plan was to see as much of the S Coast of
England as possible, getting to Newlyn by the evening of
Wednesday, 10th, leaving four days for the passage across
the Bristol Channel estuary and up the Irish Sea, however,
life was not to be that straightforward.
Whilst cruising under full sail and motor in murky
conditions down the Solent, the crew were finding their way
round our ’new’ yacht and stowing the gear for sea. Once
clear of the Needles Channel we were able to kill the engine
and free the sheets for our first sail in Lazy Life across
Christchurch Bay to the buoyed channel into Poole
Harbour. Twenty six years previously I had made a similar
voyage (my first ever open sea voyage in my first yacht, a
1908 Camper & Nicholson 25’ sloop) and memories came
rushing back -- in those days, there were no such things
as marinas -- however, today, in the interests of a peaceful,
secure night, we opted for Poole marina. We found people
generally inhospitable and the Marina charges very high, but
we got our quiet night.
On 6th April the 08.33 weather from Niton radio gave
a pretty unsettled general synopsis with sea area Portland
SW4 -- $5-7. We cleared Poole Marina at 10.00 on the ebb
tide bound for Brixham, a distance of approximately 75nm
and by 14.00 had Portland Bill in sight bearing 300° and
remembering passages of old, I elected to give the Bill a good
offing. It is said that the effects of the tide race can be felt
and seen up to 12 miles off the head; whilst it is possible
to pass inside the race within spitting distance of the Bill,
we were not sufficiently well organised and there was little
to be gained on this occasion.
The wind was SSW4 which meant we were forced to sail
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S of our rhumb line when, at 11.30, the wind went light,
we dropped the genoa and motor-sailed a course of 245°,
eventually bringing Barry Head abeam at 19.45. John Beech
had spent many holidays in this area years before, so we
were both in familiar territory and as the lights of Brixham
came up we felt confident of finding an empty mooring buoy
for the night. At 21.40 we picked up a buoy well out of the
main fishing boat channel and after a hot meal and nightcap,
turned in.
Head, she performed beautifully and soon as we were able
to free off for the approach to the river Dart, despite a large
following sea. She gave us no trouble and two hours after
leaving Brixham, we entered the river Dart. This is one of
Britain’s most beautiful rivers and despite the weather, we
were very excited by the beauty and the history of this
estuary. We motored up the peaceful river past the Royal
Naval College to the village of Dittersham where we found
a satisfactory vacant mooring under the woods on the SE
shore in 35’ of water. The 17.50 weather forecast was poor,
talking of 3 separate lows and giving D.W.P. Plymouth SW
6-8 or 9, decreasing 5 later Scillies recorded 985 mb falling.
On 8th April we slipped our mooring at 09.00 and
motored down river to the Dartmouth Marina where we did
some essential shopping and took on 8 gallons of fuel and
filled water tanks. At 11.00 we cleared out of the river Dart
heading SW but with no particular destination in mind. The
weather pattern was very unsettled and we had the overfalls
off Prawle Point and Start Point to negotiate. There was
a typical wind over tide steep sea running up the Channel
and we were again motor sailing into it as best we could.
The overfalls were very severe off Start Point despite having
gone several miles out to sea to avoid the worst. Prawle was
similar. Once round these two landmarks, the day improved
and we settled for Fowey as our next port of call, arriving
at 20.15 after a rough old day of mostly motor sailing with
the wind on the nose and wind speeds up to 40 kts. The peace
and quiet of the lovely wooded anchorage about a mile
above the town, reminded us that early season cruising did
have its benefits. Before turning in, we heard both a cock
pheasant going to roost and an owl hooting.
Tuesday, 9th April, dawned clear and sunny but the
weather forecasters were still talking of a low moving E from
Finisterre and deepening. At 09.00 we cleared the mooring
and motored down stream to the lovely old town of Fowey.
It was high tide so we were able to lie alongside the sea wall
in" 10’ of water H.W.S at the Town Quay whilst the crew
organised the victualling. We were only planning a short
voyage to Falmouth, St. Mawes and Helford river. By 11.00
we were clear of the river and by 11.15 we had the engine
off and full sail set on the first real springlike day of the
cruise. At 12.30 we decided to see how Lazy Life would
heave to and, having settled her, decided to be old fashioned
and eat luncheon whilst hove to. This pleasure completed,
we set sail again and soon picked up St. Anthony’s Head
and by 15.30 were cautiously exploring St. Mawes anchorage
before heading up to the marina at Falmouth for diesel. The
tide by now was LWS and the approach to the fuelling jetty

was only just possible -- in fact, we took the mud on our
first approach. The fuelling completed, we left the Fal and
sailed quietly round to Helford river in idyllic conditions
-- light SW and sunny. We found a suitable mooring
opposite the excellent hotel at Helford and persuaded some
young sailboarders to ferry us ashore in their safety boat
(C. & N. had lost our new inflatable dinghy). We negotiated
dinner for three on the basis of a guaranteed passage back
to Lazy Life after the meal -- an excellent evening was had
by all - the hospitality is thoroughly recommended to fellow
members.
Wednesday, 10th April, 09.00 we dropped the mooring
and motored clear of the river on a beautiful sunny morning.
We reached the Manacle Buoy at 10.00, killed the engine
and set sail for the Lizard in SW4, having once again
checked the Decca and found it spot on. Lizard was abeam
at 11.30 -- I had remebered sailing E round Lizard Point
right under the headland but decided not to be so bold on
this occasion and ended up in the middle of the tide race
which necessitated motor sailing yet again to clear the
overfalls. Once clear of the Lizard we sailed across Penzance
Bay heading for what we assumed to be Newlyn but we soon
realised we were heading for Mousehole not Newlyn, made
the necessary course correction and entered Newlyn harbour
at 15.30. I had visited Newlyn frequently in recent years and
knew the yacht area to be up in the NW corner.
On being questioned by the very friendly and helpful
Harbour Master as to when we expected to leave, we told

DIST~C~CES IN NAtJTICAL MILES :-

him tomorrow, Thursday. He cast considerable doubt on
this, saying something about the weather of which we took
little notice. However, the 18.00 forecast was -- Deep
Atlantic low moving NE to S. Ireland, frontal trough
expected Faroes, Dover, Biscay. Lundy, Fastnet, Irish Sea
SW4 -- 5/7, veering W perhaps 8 later. During the next two
days, Newlyn filled to capacity with fishing boats and at one
time there were six ships anchored in Penzance Bay. By
Friday/Saturday the wind was N/NW 8-10. On the Saturday
we visited Lands End by taxi and were hard pushed to stand
up against the wind. The seascape was magnificent but all
agreed that it was better viewed from Lands End than the
heaving decks of Lazy Life. The storm continued and the
wind remained in the N until we finally ran out of time and
on Sunday, 14th April, we motored across the bay to
Penzance and locked into the basin where the lock-keepers
were most helpful taking our lines and assuring us they
would tend the lines and generally look after the yacht in
our absence.
08.00 Monday morning saw us on the London Express
and by 17.45 we were at Aldergrove Airport heading home
and to work. I was unable to return for the last leg, but John
Beech, Lawrence Bryson and Michael Hill returned to
Penzance on April 26th and finally made Howth Marina
on April 28th after many hours of head winds. It was 10th
May before Lazy Life was on her Strangford mooring and
little did we know that this was to set the pattern for the
remaineder of the season.
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A lively Scotland
Robert Barr

The thought crossed my mind last season that, having regard
to my declining years, a little more in the way of cruising
comfort would be welcome. Sadly, this entailed parting with
Condor, my Ruffian 8.5, which since 1981 has given me over
8,000 miles of splendid voyaging from the Orkneys to Spain.
However, I was fortunate to find an admirable replacement
in Mungo Park’s Nicholson 345, Joliba, which he has sailed
with great distinction since she was built in 1979.
Having paid our respects to masochism in northern waters
last year, our Whit cruise was a return to the delights of
Western France. However, this article is about a more
rugged experience later in the year. My youngest son,
Michael, and his friend Martin Ridge, are two 13-year old
sailors anxious for cruising experience. And so it came about
that at 05.20 on 20th August, two Barrs, two Ridges, father
and son, and Paddy O’Keeffe, a rugged and resourceful
18-year old from Bantry, set sail in Joliba at the
commencement of a 10 day Scottish cruise.
It was a soft morning with gentle rain and a light Sly to
start with, but later on the wind built up to a steady 40 knots
and veered Sly. We doused the genoa, took in two reefs in
the main and thrashed along in glorious sunshine. The
conditions, if not ideal for our young novices, were certainly
spectacular.
A big sea built up and we were almost by the lea. There
was little demand for galley service. My original intention
had been to make Portpatrick before midnight, but having
had confirmation from Ramsey coastguard that the Sly F
9 was expected to continue for a further 8 to 10 hours, I
decided that it would be wiser to stay out and head for the
Clyde. By early morning we had reached comparative shelter
and our juniors, having found their sea legs, took over the
helm for the remainder of the passage. The sun shone, galley
service was restored and all was well with the world. We
tied up at East Lough Tarbert marina in early afternoon and
licked a few wounds. The only occurrence of any substance
was that the steel ring in the slide under the boom to which
the main sheet block is attached had been forced open when
the boom accidentally gybed during the storm. Fortunately
there was a spare ’eye’ on the boom so the crisis was soon
solved. East Lough Tarbert is one of my favourite ports.
The little town, tucked well in under the hills, has more than
its fair share of rugged Scottish charm. The marina, built
in 1983, is completely sheltered. Nearby is Mr. Leitch, sail
maker and rigger, who, like his father before him, is as
kindly as he is resourceful, the sort of man who makes it
possible to cruise with an easy mind. Very good showers and
washing facilities have been provided this year, but in the
town itself and not at the marina.
We intended spending Thursday traversing the Crinan
canal, but learned to our great surprise that despite rain
almost every day for months, shortage of water dictates that
the canal may be opened at the Ardrishig end for only 3
hours either side of high water. This meant that the skipper
had no justification for an early start and noon was time
enough for leaving East Lough Tarbert. The wind was fresh
SWly which gave us a fast reach to Ardrishig. On the passage
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curate’s egg conditions gave way to glorious sunshine for
the rest of the day.
We joined a congenial boat from Bangor and together
we soldiered through the locks to Cairn Baan at the summit
where we both spent the night.
On Friday we continued our progress through the canal
with our Northern friends and arrived at Crinan at lunch
time. We had hardly tied up in the basin when we had a
visit from our old friend, the purveyor of Lough Fine
kippers, who was also offering large live crabs at 50p each.
We bought a good stock of both. Three lovely girls run an
attractive small cafe in the basin and among many tempting
delicacies was quite the most magnificent loganberry tart
I have ever encountered. It did us all good.
In early afternoon we left Crinan sea-lock bound for
Tobermoray. The curate’s egg syndrome was firmly reestablished with SW rain squalls gusting to 30 knots, but
there were blue skies too from time to time and the islands
of the inner Hebrides never looked better as we sped through
the Doras Mor at 10 knots under full main and spinnaker.
Things deteriorated as we sailed up the Sound of Mull and
finally we tied up at Tobermoray in driving rain outside a
yacht and two trawlers at the fishing quay. The day ended
with dinner on board comprising of five fresh crabs,
potatoes, and pint bottles of Guinness -- an admirable
repast. All slept well until 06.00 when crew from one of the
trawlers woke us and said that they were leaving. We arrived
on deck to find that, with the other yacht, we had been cast
adrift. We dropped anchor in the middle of the harbour and
declared Saturday to be a Rest Day. Showers together with
a ridiculously inexpensive and excellent bar lunch were had
at the McDonald Arms, which has lost none of its kindly
hospitality. Nor has Tobermoray lost any of its inimatable
charm. I found a delightful lady who sells her own free range
haggis. Later on, walking down the sea-front in the evening
sun, I thought again about the genius of those who in the
last century chose this delightful place as the site of a model
fishing village and then designed and constructed it in total
harmony with its setting. The only practical problem in
Tobermoray is that one may be at anchor two or more cables
out from the town, and in high winds travelling to and from
in a rubber dinghy can be troublesome. There is a modest
fortune awaiting some young entrepreneur with a good boat
and outboard motor who is prepared to devote his school
holidays to providing a ferry service for visiting yachts. It
would make all the difference.
Sunday was murky with a rain sodden NW 20 gusting 30
knots as we set off down the Sound of Mull on passage to
Ardfern in Lough Craignish. With one reef in the main we
set the heavy weather spinnaker and Joliba took off.
Although the local forecast suggested that moderation in
weather was in store, in fact the wind freshened to 35/40
knots and the boat speed was soon off the clock at 10 knots
plus. At the southern end of the sound, the wind whipped
up to gusts of 55 knots. Miraculously the spi withstood it
all, but it became very difficult to control the boat and
doused it had to be. But this was easier said than done. The

halyard jammed and had to be severed but, none-the-less,
the crew retrieved the sail without damage and a truly
fantastic hour of sailing ended without further mishap.
The remainder of the passage comprised a fast reach under
main and No. 4 genoa. By degrees, as the centre of the
depression passed by, the weather became almost balmy in
its tranquillity and we saw the W coast in all its finery of
pastel shades. In early evening we tied up at the Ardfern
marina. The crew retired to the Galley of Lorne and I
prepared a brace of haggis.
On Monday, for a change, no gales were forecast for our
area and we were told that we ought not to encounter more
than SW F 7. In early afternoon we set off for Craighouse,
Jura, near the Small Isles. It was a lovely day with excellent
visibility and a brisk 20 knot SW to give us good tacking
down to the sound of Jura. Our 13-year olds sailed the last
3 hours of the beat and never lost an inch. In early evening
we tied up at the Craighouse pier and had an excellent meal
at the bar of the hotel. But later when the wind got up once
more, I decided it would be safer to anchor off the pier.
This was a fortunate decision as there were gusts of S F 9
during the night and the end of the pier, where we had been,
which is open construction, was exposed.
Our cruise was scheduled to end at Rathmullan where
Joliba would be handed over to my eldest son and some
friends. On Tuesday morning we set off on an 80 mile
passage across the Northern Approaches en route for Port
Salon in Lough Swilly with 9 hours of favourable tide. The
wind had moderated and was SSW 15/20 knots, but
conditions were murky once more. At noon Gigha was
abeam and the wind had freshened to S 25 knots. In the
evening the rain clouds were swept away and we had one
of the loveliest mountain sunsets I have ever seen. Looking
back on it all now I cannot remember a cruise with such
extremes of contrast. The joy of the sunset was soon
replaced by sterner stuff. A big sea built up, the wind veered
to the SW and strengthened steadily up to 45 knots. This
gave us a dead beat for Innistrahull sound. Waves swept
down the deck and it was not uncommon to be totally
submerged while steering. The wind was gusting 55 knots
as we clawed our way through the sound. Martin Ridge
senior contends that we passed so close to the light house
that not only could he see the keepers but he also saw money
changing hands!
We remained on a dead beat in ferocious conditions all
the way to Fanad L.H. at the entrance to Lough Swilly. We
reached the shelter of the lough at 05.00 hours and
thankfully dropped a hook at Port Salon not long
afterwards. Remarkably little damage had been done
considering the conditions. The only major items were the
pulpit navigation lights which had been swept away and one
of the cockpit dodgers which was torn to shreds by the sea.
All morning the boys did an admirable clean-up job on
Joliba. Later on, we were invited by David and Mary Hurley
to a curry fork-supper in their lovely converted farmhouse
on the lough. There I met again many old Port Salon friends.
The sun shone all day long and I felt like a devout Arab
in Mecca.
On Thursday morning we were joined by the Hurley clan.
We had a brisk sail up the lough and westward to Melmore
Head before returning to Port Salon.
Friday was bright and cheerful but the SW gale was back
again to give us a farewell lively passage down to
Rathmullan. The cruise ended splendidly in the hospitable
arms of Bob Wheeler at Rathmullan House, where, as
always, the welcome and the delights of the table were
memorable.

Postscript
The weather conditions on this cruise with either storms
or gales on seven of the ten days were among the worst I
have encountered. Yet it turned out to be a successful,
stimulating venture, and particularly so, for our novices.
After the shock of the first passage, the boys grew in
confidence and skill in a remarkable way. Most of all, they
learned that in a well found boat there is no need to fear
the sea, provided that it is always treated with proper respect.
The fascination is firmly planted now and I hope that it will
remain with them through life. The lesson I learned was that,
if morale is maintained, young and inexperienced crew will
respond admirably to the challenge of the sea. As for Joliba;
she established that she can take anything which the elements
are likely to throw at her.

Time

Distance
August
Log mis
1985 Destination
20 From Dun Laoghaire
21
To East Lough Tarbert 182
10
22 To Axdrishig
4
To Cairn Baan
4
23 To Crinan
To Tobermory
42
41
To Axd Fern
25
34
26 To Craighouse
102
27 To Port Salon
28
To Melmore Head
24
/Port Salon
7
29 To Rathmullan
450

Distance
at sea
Rhumb line D H
174
10
4
4
40
40
28
80
22
7
409

l

Engine
Hours

7
1.5
3
3
6.5
5
6
21
4
1.5

2

14

Averzg
Average speed (lnc canal)
= 7.3 knots
Average speed (inc. canal)
Ports and anchorages visited = 9
= 10 days
Duration of cruise
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Vinter in search of Cock 0 Leekie soup
Brendan Connor

Vinter set sail for Scotland fully stored and provisioned
courtesy of Superquinn and the Egyptian Embassy who
filled our cask with one of their better years for sherry,
whose one instruction was to finish the sherry before it
turned into anti fouling. Personally I felt the change had
already occurred.
Our objectives were to find the great tasting and rare Cock
O Leekie, to see as much wildlife as possible, to visit as many
licenced premises as geographical circumstances will permit,
and to have as good a time as possible; this last objective
a trifle difficult with the crew involved. With me were those
quiet and decorous men, James Markey and Michael
Brannigan.
Thursday l lth July
Departed H.Y.C. marina 16.35 in glorious sunshine.
Dinner was stew, a good one (I think). Dessert, rasberries
which had to stay in the locker as someone had sat on the
cream. Tried to contact Bandersnatch through the night, no
luck.
Friday 12th
As head of gastronomics Michael got breakfast, very nice
fry. Escoffier has no worries. What’s that!! I know he’s dead
but don’t tell anyone. Abeam South Rock 04.00.
Arrived Troon 16.00. Actually it wasn’t Troon, it was Ayr
but who cares certainly not George Shipmate; he was
Who said the weather was bad in Scotland.

obviously off watch. Troon was five miles up the road.
Arrived Troon 17.30. Distance covered 133 miles.
Ashore at last up to Marina bar for a drink then charge
to the number ones and taxi to Royal Troon golf club. This
was to be Markey’s pilgrimage, it was either Royal Troon
or Mecca, but he had to forego Mecca as he couldn’t get
the hang of the frocks.
As I said, taxi to Royal Troon where Markey did his
James Cagney impersonation with ’keep the meter running
kid’. As we entered through the great door Markey was so
overcome he was seen skulking around the side of the
clubhouse on the gravel on hands and knees so his head
wouldn’t be noticed bobbing up and down outside these
hallowed windows. Dinner in the Buttery, prawns and steaks
and waffle as if there wasn’t enough of that already in
evidence. Taxi back to Marina Bar. Pints and Black Bush
with our first sighting of wildlife, three large barracudas
from Carrickfergus, but no Cock O Leekie.
Customs clearance took place at 23.25, six hours after
going ashore. A sensible hour I’m sure you’ll agree. At this
stage we could have sold the pink elephants that we were
beginning to see and still had time to catch some of the less
desirable socially transmitted diseases.
Saturday 13th July
Up at 06.00. Got water and diesel. Depart Troon.
Photo: M. Branagan
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Bunny Burns Adele taking a plunge.

Photo: B. Connor

Breakfast en route. Tidy up. The rasberries got the water
wings, in the cleanout. Lovely day, arrived East Loch
Tarbert. Went ashore and took in the whole metropolis,
including all the more cultural aspects, art galleries,
bookshops, craft centres etc. Two minutes later we were
esconced in the Frigate bar; soup was served in the bar but
no Cock O Leekie. Jimmy seemed to think there was nothing
unnatural about sailing 175 miles to see a pop concert on
TV and worse still, insisted on giving the whole bar his
opinion of the Boomtown Rats performance.
Barman told us ministrone was the soup du jour and we
explained we hadn’t come all this way to eat Italian. After
all, we pointed out that if we were in Moscow, we would
be unlikely to skip the Bolshoi so that we could run out to
buy tickets for the Rory O’Connor Dancers. Got some ice
and sauntered to the next bar which was vile. Still not serving
Cock O Leekie. Pea and ham was on so we ordered fresh
whitebait.
Next passage was from E. Loch Tarbert to Ardraisaig,
the point of entry for the canal. Conditions -- little wind,
lots of sun and flat sea. I don’t think the passage qualified
us for the Ostar. Arrived Ardraisaig safely suffering no
broaches or knockdowns on the way. Got into first lock at
18.00. Bought fresh prawns and headed off. We played on
Markey’s imminent appendicitis and threatening senility to
get out of our fair share of the lock work.
Weather deteriorated but plenty of manpower available
from other three boats going through at the same time.
Strangely enough Egyptian sherry doesn’t appear to be all
that popular up there, as there weren’t that many takers.
Stopped for the night outside a pub, as conditions worsened.
Snuggly moored it was a great relief to take off the safety
harness and prepare the steaks, mushrooms, onions, red
wine sauce stroke gravy.
Some of the other crews came aboard for drinks and the
crack. Sing song started on ’Moonshine’. We headed the
long walk to the bar(20 yards) and it was glorious to be
stormbound behind the double glazing. Met loads of people
including a TV producer making a programme about the
C.C.C. Rally. He was curious about the crew of Vinter as
he seemed to be under the erroneous impression that we
three were actually enjoying ourselves. Bar closed and the
crew showed great common sense and returned to boat for
nightcap.

Harbison who was busy trying to beat off the seagulls which
appeared to think that his beard was the perfect nesting site.
Ross Courtney guided us to a berth that fitted our
requirements to a tee. STV came aboard with full TV crew
having already filmed Vinter and her crew perform the
onerous task of squeezing into her little Haven. The whole
situation was just breathtaking. Literally hundreds of people
everywhere and the whole vista a mass of colour, and a
marvellous atmosphere. The whole crew was interviewed and
if Mr Markey can’t make up his mind between the dolls or
the spuds there’s definitely a future for him on the chat show
circuit. We gave the TV crew a jar and got our own back
for the lack of Cock O Leekie by serving them Japanese
Scotch. Later as if there wasn’t enough drink around we
collected two more cases of wine. Then back to the boat
for a prawn salad which Mervyn Hall tried unsuccessfully
to share. Met him in Howth recently, he still has the fork
marks on both wrists.
Then into the Number Ones and off to the Soiree. The
best hour was free champagne and smoked salmon and
brown bread. The whole affair took place in a boatshed.
There were 1600 odd people present and the meal was in
2 sittings. The fare was goulash cake, baked potato and
salad. Then back to the dance in the other shed. Generally
a great night. Bar closed at 12.30, and once again the crew
showed their good sense by retiring to Vinter.
Monday 15th July
We actually had an interesting start to the day at 06.00
when the fishermen wanted to get out of the basin into open
sea.
Vinter left at 08.30 and out in the salt again tied alongside
Baily of Howth. Cooked breakfast and watched at close
quarters the start of the race. It could’nt have been closer
as we were smack in the middle of the starting line. The sail
to Tobermory was quite beautiful, accompanied as we were
by some 250 yachts, mostly with spinnaker flying.
Arrived Tobermory 15.30. Picked a good spot 20 yards
from shore. Had a drink and a snooze. Up for a lovely
dinner of roast beef, carrots & potatoes. Ross came aboard
for a drink as we finished eating. Then we went ashore at
22.30. We cased the whole town and then a moment later
were wrapped around a drink in the McDonald Arms. Then
we went to the Mishnish.
The Mishnish was literally boiling over with fun and
crack. In the middle of all this in walks Whelan, Dunphy
and Kilkenny. The latter two encased in survival suits,
harnesses, life jackets and carrying charts. The same two
had the whole place rolling in the aisles with their jokes,
stories, anecdotes and feats of consumption of beer, 3 yards
of ale in 10 minutes. As Joe Kilkenny tap danced his way
out the front door he was heard to roar thanks for the use
of the hall.

Sunday 14th July
Up at 08.00, for the opening of the locks. Progress was
going to be slow because, I kid you not, during the night
some one sneaked up two locks and forgot to close one of
the locks behind him and all the water ran out. Almost an
Irish story. Weather and scenery glorious.
Arrived at Crinan 12.30. We were met by the good Doctor
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Tuesday 16th July
Ashore 10.15. Captain’s table for breakfast on the
installment plan, i.e. the breakfast came in installments.
Liam Lalor and John Harbison joined us to add to the
general confusion of the breakfast. Off to the Co-Op for
stores and put them on board.
Weather miserable so back to the Mishnish for a drink,
actually a great session. At this stage the crew of Andante
were drinking, ports and starboards and traffic lights.
Had some soup, yes you’ve guessed it, not Cock O Leekie.
We left for the Sunflower raft up in Loch Drambueie at
15.30. Jenny Guinness came on the RT on the way and told
us she had a berth reserved for us alongside Deerhound.
Another case of being in the bar and someone doing the
work for us.
The world record was achieved. 191 boats and I must

admit it was all most emotional. Everyone sounding horns
using all sorts of flares and the STV helicopter flying around
the circle at water level.
We had a quick snack and Eileen Lawlor and then Ross
joined us for a drink followed by the Livingstones from
Manchester, Mass., and those delightful people had some
sherry. Yes, we still had some.
I visited one or two boats close by and then we all headed
for Bailey of Howth. Good crowd and crack.
Then on to Finndabar and Hoolimore One, of
Marblehead, finally Deerhound where the real party was
about to begin. Markey was nowhere to be seen but he did
eventually show up and unlike the Evening Press small ads
for second hand cars he was not in P.M.O. It would be fair
to say he was at this stage burning oil. However he still
managed to have a dance with Mr Courtney. Excellent fun
all round. Finished up slightly later than we would have
liked.
Wednesday 17th July
Up at 10.00 for breakfast. Off to Tobermory. Eileen
Lawlor took a lift with us.
Stocked up with diesel and water. Lay alongside Bailey
of Howth. Cutting down on the work again. The more astute
reader will of course have noted we have only put out the
anchor once so far.
Ashore drinks at the McDonald and dinner in the Gannet.
Bandersnatch crew joined us for dinner. We had soup.
Correct, no Cock O Leekie.
Back to the Mishnish which was jammed. Jimmy was now
a celebrity for the second time on the voyage, telling the
various groups to form a queue and he would tell them the
story personally -- Chay Blyth move over!
Back on board Vinter, with ourselves Harbison,
McMillans and Andersons. They departed, Jimmy went to
bed and Michael & I had supper. OK OK Frankie if you

must know we had chedder cheese, crackers (Jacobs) and
coffee.
Thursday 18th July
06.00. Forecast bad just about everywhere. Stayed in the
bunk. Normal breakfast as the promised mackerel from next
door didn’t travel. 11.30 and you could say we were very
aware of the weather. Having had by now about 17 forecasts
including one in writing courtesy of Deerhound.
Came ashore for a drink and to visit the bank. Had to
leave a good session in the Mishnish and left for the bank.
Closed. Notice on front door said service was up the hill
at the West Highland games which was in full swing, on the
golf course no less. Had a quick tour of games and then
down the hill again to look at the Western Isles Hotel. Too
many corpses in the sun lounge so we continued on to the
Hotel Mishnish where we had soup. Wrong again, it was
veg. broth.
Had a drink, went back on board for a snooze. Woke
up for some conversation and a touch of sherry. Ashore
dinner at Gannet. 2 crab starters, and mushrooms au gratin.
Red white wine steaks, and whiskey-pudding, superb.
Deerhound crew arrived and we played bookends at the end
of their table. Still no sign of the Cock O Leekie. Back to
Mishnish for last drinks on the Mull really! then out into
the rain. There was some discussion as to weather
conditions.
Friday 19th July
Up and away at 07.00. Goodbye to the Andersons.
Arrived Craighouse on Jura. Bath, 3 drinks and gone in 4
hours. Sailed through the night. Arrived in Howth marina
safely 14.45. Nice to be back.
Some of the objectives were achieved, some not.
Definitely it was unforgettable, no one will forget us,
especially Mr Markey. We came to the conclusion that the
Cock O Leekie is not only an endangered species, it’s now
actually extinct.
Photo: J. Markey

Remote control through the Crinan Canal.
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Bandersnatch, Marden and Freebird ahead in lock at Portdinorwic at I.C.C. Whir Rally

Photo: Tom Lawlor

Dunns Ditties

Archie Cooke writes: Finndabar was delivered for the CCC
Cruise in Company by the ’racing crew’, who left Finndabar
at Tobermory to return to Dublin, leaving the Skipper, Adrian
Holden and Siobhan Doran on board to be joined there (via
the Oban ferry), by Ake and Pauline Inghammer and Archie
and Maggie Cook. Ake had been on Finndabar for The Three
Peaks Races in 1983 and 1984.
On Tuesday July 16th we left the pier at Tobermory for
the sunflower off Loch Sunart in Loch Drumbuidhe. By 17.00
the circle was complete with new record of 191 yachts, dressed
overall, a T.V. helicopter taking pictures overhead, a piper
playing and a succession of rockets ascending. Indeed a
memorable sight!
The forecast for Wednesday 17th July was for strong SWlys
force 6/7 gusting gale 8, so we decided to make for
Tobermory. Although the forecast for Thursday 18th was
again strong SWlys, the skipper decided to make a passage
of about 39 miles round the NW point of Mull to a sheltered
anchorage in Loch na Lathaich on the Ross of Mull. We
anchored near the village of Bunesson but lost the oars of the
dinghy which capsized in the strong wind on launching! As
the outboard was subsequently behaving erratically it was
decided to motor about 1 ½ miles up Loch na Lathaich to
a boatyard where we had it f’txed and took up a mooring with
the knowledge that excellent showers and baths were available
there next morning.
The sequel to this day’s happenings was that at dusk that
evening, Adrian and Siobhan set off in the dinghy (reliable
outboard now!) dressed up in full oilies and life jackets with
torch, to try to find the oars 1 ½ miles downwind from our
mooring. By good direction-finding they eventually spotted
them on a small offshore islet on the rocks some eight feet
above low water! Inspired by their success they adjourned to
the only pub in Bunesson to announce to the locals that they
were off a NATO submarine which had gone aground! Suffice
to say that a happy time was had by all. On Friday 19th July
we proceeded to Iona.
St. Columba founded the monastery on Iona in the year
563 A.D., having journeyed across the Irish Sea as a pilgrim
and missionary from Derry. It is also generally agreed, (to
quote from what it says in the Abbey) that the Book of Kells
was substantially written and illustrated at Iona, but
subsequently taken and finished at Kells when the monks had
to evacuate Iona in the early 9th century, because of frequent
Viking raids. They also took the remains of the Saint with
them.
From Iona we set sail for Colonsay, where, on arrival, we
adjourned to the hotel, but were disappointed at 11 p.m. to
hear the call for ’last orders please’! We departed Scalasaig
pier at 8 a.m. on Saturday July 20th for Port Askaig on Islay
so as to take advantage of the tide down the Sound of Jura,
a distance of some 14 miles, which we covered in just over
two hours. Port Askaig is a delightful spot from where the
ferry to Jura plies across the short stretch of less than a mile.
We took on diesel and water at the pier but future visiting
yachts should note that the diesel has to be conveyed in drums
from the local store, there being no direct fuel line on the pier.
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We departed Port Askaig at 12 noon in order to keep the
last hour of the good tide and fairly romped down the Sound
with main and headsail set on a broad reach. From there we
set course for the southern tip of Gigha, a charming island
about two miles off the Kintyre Peninsula, to the sheltered
anchorage in the bay on the east side of the island, in front
of the hotel.
The hotel on Gigha is first class, having been completely
renovated by the new owner of the island -- a Mr. Langdale,
a retired director of Jardine Matheson of Hong Kong. Superb
bath or showers are available for visiting yachtsmen plus
washing machines and driers.
As this was to be the last night on board Finndabar for
Pauline Inghammer and Archie and Maggie Cook before
sailing to Howth, a celebration Swedish dinner was arranged,
ably assisted by Adrian; a smorgasbord -- a Swedish style table
assortment of hors d’oevres and many other dishes -- washed
down with schnapps (or vodka) accompanied by Swedish
toasts !
Next day at one o’clock we motored to Tayinloan on the
Kintyre Peninsula where the ferry to Gigha departs and two
new Swedes joined Finndabar via London/Glasgow shuttle
and drove from Glasgow Airport for the sail to Dublin. The
Cooks and Pauline Inghammer departed Finndabar with
feelings of regret as she set sail for the Mull of Kintyre and
Red Bay in Northern Ireland en route to Howth.

Harold Cudmore writes: This year in mid July Auretta sailed
S for the Scillies with the usual crew -- Paddy, Finbar and
Mike. We spent four days there in rather unpleasant weather
and very high winds. We then went to Penzance where we
enjoyed the peace in the dock and discovered a superb little
restaurant called Kirks. Then on to Falmouth for several wet,
cold, foggy days. Disheartened we pushed straight on to our
destination Plymouth. The sun came out and we greatly
enjoyed our two days of summer. My son Denis took over
Auretta and sailed on to Brittany and arrived back in
Crosshaven the Fastnet weekend.

Liz England writes: When we left Antigua in March 1976
neither Fred nor I had any real expectation of visiting the
Caribbean again. Our 3-week cruise on Wishbone with my
father Gerry Leonard as skipper and Chris Mitchell and Ken
Smart in the crew was viewed as the experience of a lifetime,
from the amazing scenery of the Anse des Pitons in St. Lucia
(where you moor Mediterranean-fashion with a warp to a palm
tree between the twin spikes reaching to 2,500 feet) to the final
swim in Falmouth Bay. Those who possess the 1976 Annual
will find therein a photograph of Wishbone approaching
Pitons. This is attributed to Fred; however, since the back of
his head is clearly visible on the foredeck, I claim it.
Last year, however, Fred was offered the post of interim
director of research for the Windward Islands Banana

Growers’ Association, based in St. Lucia. This was an
opportunity not to be missed. Although I could not go out
for the whole time, we determined to mothball Merrythought;
I would join him as much as possible, and we would surely
be able to find some sailing.
The first trip, in December/January 1985, was devoted
mainly to house-hunting and general establishment. Less than
24 hours after arrival on the island however we had found
and joined the St. Lucia Yacht Club at Reduit Beach.
By the time of my next visit at Easter there were friendly
faces -- and boats -- at Marigot Bay, Vigie and Rodney Bay
anchorages. We took Karen C, from Tradewind Yacht
Charters, on a day trip to the Pitons with the amiable and
competent assistance of their Rasta skipper Hilary, and then
a long weekend to Martinique. Two of our crew for this trip
were American Peace Corps volunteers, both very
inexperienced as sailors and both afflicted by the swell on the
inter-island passage. The standard therapy of putting them on
the helm worked wonders, and by the time we were back on
the jetty in Rodney Bay they were remarkably competent, but
no-one else had a chance at the wheel!
St. Lucia is an eddy in the world stream where sailing folk
rest for a month or a year (or more!) before moving on.
Nothing is surprising. By October, I found it quite natural to
be sitting in Chris and Jenny Calderbank’s A-frame restaurant
with Chris’s B-swing moored below us, chatting to Ted Bull
and ’Seth’ Sethia of Tradewinds about a mutual acquaintance
from Strangford Lough; I was amused rather than amazed
to realise that Sandy Mair, on whose Streaker Fred had been
crewing, had been Sailing Secretary of Edinburgh University
Yacht Club when I was a member, and to walk round the
bay to the Charthouse Restaurant and find that it is run by
Nick Ashworth who was at school with my brother Alan.
The highlight of this visit was undoubtedly, however, the
round-the-island race. St. Lucia is less than 30 miles long and
half that across, but the Atlantic coast can be somewhat
inhospitable, especially in a tropical wave. (This meteorological
phenomenon appears to have most of the characteristics of
a small but deep depression, only more so.) Nine boats started;
two retired, and the rest arrived in Vieux Fort very wet, very
tired and (yes!) very cold after a long beat in good-sized seas
and up to 40 knots of wind. Streaker, with Fred in the crew,
had wisely retired after discovering that her rudder sleeve had
only one screw out of four still in place, but they joined the
dinner that night by road. I was on the perhaps aptly-named
Shady Lady lent by Stevens Yachts and crewed by ten women
of assorted nationalities ably led by Australian Ruth Boydell.
It may amuse those who know of my reputation as the
’chancer’ of the family to know that I had been the one to
suggest taking in the second reef.
The next day’s sail was much more pleasant, though far
from uninteresting. Several boats fell into holes in the wind,
and others fell foul of the ’vent-en-bas-Pitons’, as the local
patois names it. There was much discussion afterwards as to
whether it had been advantageous to reef in the squall which
howled down Cul-de-sac valley, or if a more offshore course
would have avoided being flattened at the southern end of
Reduit Bay. The evening’s prize-giving was somewhat delayed
by a meeting of the protest committee, which debated whether
my Marks and Sparks red knickers had been an appropriate
protest flag before considering the protest itself. In the end,
all were delighted by the overall victory of the Morrings yacht
Mandarin, the first with an all- local crew. The women’s boat
was content with 4th on the first day and 4th overall and
pleasantly surprised to receive not only a modest trophy but
the wherewithall to f’dl it. Our disdain at hearing that someone
unnamed had suggested that we should not be allowed to go
out on the first day was mitigated by the reported reply from
the committee boat that Shady Lady had more off-shore

experience on board than any other boat in the race. I cannot
remember a prize-giving that I have enjoyed so much since
that of the ICC in 1968.
On my next visit to St. Lucia in December we plan to take
one of the TradeWind Somo 34s on a cruise to the Grenadines.
It was one of my father’s regrets that during his time in the
Caribbean he didn’t manage to get that far south.

Ivan Firth writes: The season opened with an early cruise
from Crosshaven to Dun Laoghaire at easter with 3 Royal St.
George cadets on board. The rest of the year involved various
off shore races including a Fastnet aborted when the electrical
system failed. ICC members on the boat were Pat Branigan,
Dick Lovegrove and Peter Gray.
The cruise back from Dartmouth via Salcombe, Falmouth
and Newlyn had the usual gales, rain and fog, although the
sprint to Dun Laoghaire was one the most pleasant of the year.
ICC member Brenda Kelliher was on the crew. The boat is
now back i Crosshaven resting.

Anthony Gore-Grimes writes: As usual my cruising has been
in other people’s boats. A wet, miserable beat back from the
Isle of Man in July in my Folkboat convinced me of the
soundness of this policy.
Season started in early June with a sunny light-winded cruise
from Villamoura to Palma in Neil O’Donoghue’s Swan 44,
Wild Swan of Poole. It ended with a wet and windy sail in
September from Belfast Lough to Southampton in Jim
Anderson’s Oyster 46 Baily of Howth.
The only common feature was the excellent run of the poker
cards on both boats.
In between I managed two weeks family cruising in charge
of the Hon. Editor’s Shardana. It was bad enough this year
having to explain who I wasn’t. After the Lawlor diary I think
I’ll take the Folkboat next year.

Mr. I-I. Greer writes: When I sold Helen of HOwth in the
Autumn of 1979 I had intended to replace her with a motorsailer of about thirty feet overall. With Jim Cox, I travelled
to look at several boats but after being used to Helen’s 54 feet
we found it impossible to find a boat that suited us and as
time passed the idea of buying another boat faded.
Then came a year or so of complete retirement and I began
to find that the garden was becoming a bit of a chore and
the other pastimes in which I indulged were not sufficiently
absorbing to occupy my mind. So at the age of seventy-four
I decided to see if there was a boat that would take my fancy.
I saw a Fisher 30 footer anchored off Sutton creek one day
and pointed her out to Bunny, my wife as the sort of boat
that was in my mind. She replied ’Why don’t you buy one?’,
so we went looking at Fishers and in March 1985 Jim Cox
and I arrived in Howth with Tarquin a 30 foot Fisher
Nor’Easter.
She has a stern cabin instead of a cockpit and a relatively
large wheelhouse. The vital statistics are LOA 30 feet, LWL
25 feet, Beam 10 feet, Draft 4 feet 3 inches, Displacement 6.5
tons and Thames tonnage9.5. To complete the boring matter
of statistics I should say that she is a ketch with a sail area
of 435 square feet and she has a new 35 h.p. Volvo engine
and has been completely re-fitted with new instruments. Thus
she has all the instrumentation that I, a born gadgeteer, will
need and as I am restricting my cruising to Irish and U.K.
waters rather more than really are required.
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Well, she has proved the ideal boat to meet my needs and
is crewed by Jim Cox and myself.
This summer, I need hardly say, has been unsuitable for
even the sort of cruising we were intending but has proved
the comfort provided by the wheelhouse and the loss of a
cockpit has been nothing more than a blessing. Of course with
a sliding roof and doors and windows we can get all the air
we need were the weather ever such as would make it desirable.
We had decided first to have a week in local waters so in
late July, Bunny, Jim and myself had a pleasant easy holiday
and the weather didn’t matter.
Jim and I planned to explore the Menai Straits, a thing that
neither of us had done before. So, early in August we moved
aboard and after about six days of continuous gales and
warnings thereof, we took the first reasonable day and made
a good passage to Holyhead, where we were treated to another
six days or so of gales by which time we were running out
of time. Again, we took advantage of the first ’Dogday’ and
made a passage back to Howth.
Our first summer in the new boat has not seen anything
in the way of a cruise to report but we had an enjoyable time
and I suppose, at my age, that is the thing that matters.
Perhaps next year will bring greater luck and if any of ny
fellow members see a dark blue ketch looking like a plastic
toy fishing boat, we will be glad to welcome them on board
and spin a yarn about Tarquin’s 1985 ’Cruise’ and perhaps
some other stories.

J. P. Jameson writes: On our return from an enjoyable
time at the Clyde Cruising Club 75th Anniversary Rally in
Western Scotland, I agreed with my son Kieran to deliver
Finndabar to the Hamble for the Fastnet Race. The plan was
that I would arrive at Hamble Point Marina by Wednesday
7th August. Kieran and his racing crew would fly into
Heathrow that morning, hire two cars, drive to the Hamble
where the delivering crew would take over the transport and
return to Dublin that night. We had used this drill for the 1983
Fastnet and it had worked like clockwork.
I was not allowed any of the racing crew, so had to find

Finndabar of Howth

Photo: J. Stafford

my own. One of our regular crew Dr. John Tierney came and
brought with him, his elder son John Kevin whose first
experience of Off- Shore this was, Jimmy Markey who sails
out of Howth, Donald McDonnell, a long time cruising partner
of mine, and finally, and very fortunately, Patrick Boyd, a
ship’s Captain with the sadly defunct Irish Shipping, who was
a tower of strength throughout the entire trip.
Finndabar left Howth on 1st August for the 410 mile trip,
which in 1983 had been a leisurely cruise visiting pleasant
harbours along the way. 1985 could not have been more
different!
By 2 a.m. on Friday 2nd, the wind at force 7or 8 headed
us and we could not maintain our rhumb-line. We decided
to-run for Milford Haven, where Patrick Boyd had been, on
board Asgard. In poor visibility we made our way into Dale
Bay and communicated with the Yacht Club on VHF
requesting them to make contact with our families. We
remained in this well sheltered anchorage for 24 hours leaving
on Saturday morning for a very brisk sail across the Bristol
Channel, the steering being expertly done by Dr. John and
Jimmy Markey.
The discussion now was the next port of call, should we
take a break with the worsening weather forecasts or press
on to keep faith with Kieran? However, having turned
eastward round the Runnelstare, we found the ease of
downwind so pleasant after so much windward work that we
gave up all thoughts of Falmouth or Plymouth and made for
Dartmouth.
Wly gales continued all that Sunday afternoon. Patrick
Boyd took over the helm to deal with the big seas off Start
Point and at 4 p.m. we rounded up to make for Dartmouth,
to our dismay our brand new engine failed to start and with
visibility down to 50 yards we crept into Dartmouth River with
reduced sail and relying totally on the Decca. VHF calls to
both Marinas advised us that there were no berths available.
Fortunately we were able to obtain a tow which took us to
the nearest anchorage, it was reported to be good holding
ground, but the strong flood tide kept pushing Finndabar up
the river. Patrick hauled up the warp and to our surprise found
a bottle stuck in one of the anchor flukes.
After being towed ignominiously round the harbour in
search of a berth, we tied up to a pontoon in the centre of
the river; hardly had we made ourselves secure than the
Assistant Harbour Master came alongside to ask if we required
any help. Within minutes he had located the engine problem
and disconnected the faulty starter motor.
Donald and John Kevin recovered from seasickness and
more than made up for their time below, in cooking, ferrying,
cleaning and maintenance while the rest of us enjoyed the
attractions ashore.
We left at 1 a.m. on Tuesday 6th, with a moderate Wly
wind and had a magnificent sail across Lyme Bay arriving at
the Needles in bright sunshine, up the Solent passing close to
Cowes to see the sights and then to our berth in the Hamble.
Kieran and his merry men (and girl) who comprised the
racing crew, arrived the following morning, immaculate in city
clothes assuming we had had a pleasant, gentle cruise. They
were quickly disillusioned by Patrick Boyd who turned to
Kieran as Finndabar was being lifted out for a scrub, and said
’There Kieran is your boat -- You can have it!’ (His antipathy
didn’t last long, he was waiting at Plymouth to welcome them
in, and congratulate them on the finish of the Fastnet and
hitched a lift back to Howth on Finndabar).

Richard Lovegrove writes: Although not usually one to let
the brevity of the cruise affect the length of the log, this year
I admit defeat. The entire cruise was spent on the Kinsale
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Marina after the water pump had fallen off the engine on the
way down. This resulted in an effective, but expensive form
of central heating!
After five days of trying to arrange for spares from Kinsale,
I despaired and ’shipped’ the entire family home courtesy of
Hertz Rent-a-car.

Jimmy Markey writes: In July I joined Brennie Connor
and Michael Brannigan aboard Vinter for the CCC Rally. We
visited Troon and East Lough Tarbert and spent a night in
the Crinan Canal.
We were winning the race to Tobermory until we discovered
that the Skipper forgot to turn the engine off and we had to
retire.
Because we were stormbound in Tobermory for three days
we had to miss out the culture tour of lona and other
interesting places.
As we arrived back in Howth after being wet inside and
out for eight of the ten days cruise I was looking forward to
my next cruise which was to be in ten days time helping to
bring Patrick Jameson’s Finndabar of Howth down to
Southampton to get it ready for the Fastnet.
In Scotland we had nice gentle breezes, fives and sixes. On
our way south we had sixes, sevens and eights on the nose.
Our Skipper Patrick was in great form doing a huge amount
of work and even in the roughest weather he made sure there
was always something hot coming from down below.
Another member of the crew was Dr. John Tierney -- good
job we got very little time ashore, he might have led me astray.

Donal McClement writes: Some friends had a yacht in
Vilamoura Marina which was detained by the Portuguese
authorities due to overstaying the 12 months allowed by the
local regulations. They eventually managed through the very
costly service of a local lawyer in Faro to be assured that
everything was in order and the yacht would be released.
This is where I came on the scene, southern Portugal to
Dublin in July. I duly set out to collect the yacht with Frank
McCarthy and Brian Cullinane, two local lads who had just
finished the Leaving Certificate, as crew members.
Wild Goose was in surprisingly good condition and after
leaving the crew to carry out checks and do an inventory I
set off, cash in hands to ’bribe’ or should I say pay off the
lawyer. He having taken the ’40 pieces of silver’ assured me
that everything was in order and all I had to do was present
myself, the yacht and crew at the departure control the next
day and all the necessary paperwork would be completed, this
was Thursday 1 lth July and I was really pleased because I
could get away with a minimum of delay.
At this time of the year the Nly Trades can blow for weeks
on end at a steady force 6 or 7 and actually we were
experiencing a SEly 4 to 5. We worked hard on the Thursday
afternoon to store and we were amazed at how cheap
everything was, gin at £2.00 a bottle and beer only 15 pence,
maybe I was going to turn two unsuspecting ex-schoolboys
into hardened cruising men over the next ten days or so .....
Having finalised the victualling and paid outstanding marina
charges I presented myself to the customs at 10.30 hours on
Friday morning hoping to be underway by midday. Hope they
say springs eternal, I was about to experience, for the second
time in two years, the mysteries and problems of bureaucratic
organisation in Portugal. Vilamoura which is a beautiful resort
has been absolutely spoiled by the overcontrolling of the police,
the guardia civil, the customs and the passport control, and
even for the casual visit you must be prepared to spend at least

two hours clearing in and a further two hours to get clearance
to leave.
Little did I realise that instead of getting away at midday
that I would still be trying at midday the following Monday
and believe me by this time I was at the end of my tether and
was about to do ’a runner’ when eventually sanity ruled and
after signing my name, and who knows perhaps even my life
away, about 10 times, I was eventually given departure
clearance. Needless to say I was glad to leave but of course
by now my beautiful SEly had left us and we now had the
more usual force Nly.
The yacht had a VHF radio and little else that worked but
as we departed I felt sure that the Iberian Peninsula could be
navigated without too many problems, anyway I was not
staying one more day at Vilamoura. By the time we got to
Cape St. Vincent it was blowing a full 30 knots dead on the
nose and I decided to wait to see if it was going to moderate.
We anchored under the cliffs off a rather nice beach and much
to our surprise or should I say delight, we found the next
morning that we were 50 yards off a nudist beach populated
by some excellent specimens of womanhood (not to mention
the men), my young crew were delighted with this anatomy
lesson and did a surprising amount of study through the
binoculars.
After 24 hours I decided to push on towards Lisbon some
140 miles away, but engine problems forced me into Sines,
a busy oil port with a clean anchorage for yachts off a really
nice beach. An excellent market enabled us to restock with
fresh food. We set out for Lisbon the next day and still had
the 25 to 30 knot Nlys to contend with. The engine by this
time was erratic and I decided that a full service by a competant
mechanic was essential. The secretary of the yacht club in
Lisbon was very helpful and he got everything done in 24
hours. We departed for Bayona hoping to make up for some
lost time and still the N wind blew.
Bayona was duly reached and the final 100 miles saw the
wind moderating and some decent weather. The Yacht Club
here must be one of the most pleasant that I have visited and
also the most helpful. By this time I was getting out the sextant
because this was all I had for the crossing of the bay and when
we finally departed from Bayona we had 600 miles to run to
Cork.
I must say we were lucky during this period and never had
more than 20 knots of wind and mostly SWIy. My celestial
was okay and I must admit that a rather fortuitous meeting
with a Royal Naval vessel some 80 miles from Cork enabled
me to have an accurate fix.
All told an adventure that has once again shown me that
Portugal, despite the relatively low cost of living has very few
attractions for me and until they relax some of their rules and
regulations, I will not be rushing back. The two intrepid crew
members have had at the age 18, the experience of crossing
the Bay of Biscay and they have also had first hand lessons
in anatomy!!
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The Vice Commodore Liam McGonagle writes: The rain
in Spain falls mainly on the plain. The rain in Scotland falls
mainly. At least it did in July 1985 when the Clyde Cruising
Club organised an international Cruise-in-Company to
celebrate the 75th Anniversary of its formation.
John Guinness’s 50-footer Deerhound retuned to Scotland
after a very successful cruise to the Faroes, and the serious
business of enjoying ourselves began at Crinan on Sunday 14th
July.
The gathering at Crinan was blessed with one of the few
sunny interludes we had, and the Canal basin and outside
anchorage were an ideal starting point for the Cruise. The scene

Vice Commodore Liam Mcgonagle and John Guinness with the I.C.C. presentation to the CCC Commodore Bill McKean.Photo: Brian Glynn

was colourful, exciting and highly gregarious, and we looked
forward to two weeks of sun and fun. Fun we had, but almost
no sun.
The following day the entire fleet of more than 200 yachts
raced from Crinan to Tobermory -- about 35 miles.
Tobermory. Anchors dragging. Soggy dinghies. Soggy
oilskins. Soggy sweaters. Soggy socks. Will we ever be dry
again? Thank God for ’The Mishnish’ and real whisky from
the Islands! The accents of Highlander and Lowlander,
Bostonian and Belfastman, Dubliner and man of Plymouth
mixed in mutual friendliness and incomprehension.
The next morning Deerhound motored the few miles to
Loch na Droma Buidhe, where the CCC aspired to construct
the largest-ever Sunflower Raft from participating yachts. The
weather was most unkind -- rainy, windy, cold -- and looking
as if it would worsen. Even John Mill -- the eternal optimist
-- grew despondent. Could he possibly create a Raft at all,
not to mention a record one? As the afternoon wore on, and
cleared, the boats came in dribs and drabs through the narrow
neck of the Loch. The two part- circumferences of our circle
began to fill out. But it is now 5 p.m. and there seems no
hope of connecting the two parts. The circle is too large for
the available boats. A crisis council-of-war is held.
Commodore Bill McKean sets off for the leeward segment and
persuades several to up-anchor and move to the other side of
the circle. Warps are ferried in floppy dinghies and applied
to sheet winches, small boats are almost torn apart, retired
deck-apes grunt and groan, the gaps close slowly, slowly; a
rope snaps, a gap opens, reconnection, the gap narrows. Can
we do it? It is now 6 p.m. Then we see a small figure in a
small dinghy, elegantly clad in old sweater, woolly hat, shorts
and boots coming towards in jubilation. John Mill has done
it!! The circle is complete. But how many? He travels the fleet,
boat by boat, counting and checking. He reaches the
Commodore. All hell breaks loose, horns, hooters, pots, pans,
yelling, screaming, singing. We have a world record Raft --191
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boats. Joy unconfined! An afternoon to remember.
Congratulations, Commodore McKean and John Mill.
The lows continued to roll in from the Atlantic and we
wondered how many would struggle out to the Hebrides as
we beat to Castlebay in Barra. Our object was to attend a
’private’ party in Kisimul Castle, the restored stronghold of
the Mac Neil Clan, sited on an islet just offshore. The Mac
Neil, a Chicago lawyer, soon found his castle invaded by about
500 of his intimate friends in dripping oilskins. Quite a party.
I believe the castle still stands.
Sunday morning dawned. No rain. The Mac Neil has
obviously joined Sandy Taggart in prayers to the Celtic gods.
We crossed the bay to Vatersay where to our amazement about
100 yachts gathered from everywhere. The sun shone and gave
heat. Layers of damp clothing were unpeeled. The occasional
bikini and other delights appeared. A lone piper walked the
beautiful, deserted, white beach playing sad songs. It was
almost dream-like as we went ashore -- probably 700 or 800
of us -- to a leisurely feast prepared by Sandy’s volunteers
on barbecues spread along the beach. Then the music and
singing began with the enthusiastic participation of the Gaelicspeaking locals. The Outer Hebrides Haggis Hurling Contest
was the event of the day and .......... one of Ross Courtney’s
crew, out-distanced all the young and old bucks. It was a truly
wonderful day and everyone agreed that it was, and likely to
remain, one of the most memorable cruising gatherings ever.
Again, the CCC’s organisation and friendliness were superb.
The bad weather returned as we headed back to the last
party at Melfort Hotel. En route we stopped at Iona and drew
inspiration from the abode of Columba, who could well he
said to have been the original founder of the Irish Cruising
Club.
The final fling took place on Thursday 25th July in a
marquee in the grounds of the Hotel. During the speeches and
thank-yous, John Guinness on behalf of the ICC presented
the CCC with a set of six miniature brass flagpoles with

I.C.C.’s Vice Commodore Liam Mcgonagle persuades our gracious Scottish
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burgees of Flag Officers of the CCC, RCC and ICC. Vast
hordes wined, dined and danced until the festivities -- and
the Cruise-in-Company -- were terminated by the
thunderstorms and heavenly pyrotechnics which devastated
much of the British Isles that Friday morning.
It was a dramatic end to a damp but highly enjoyable
gathering. Thank you, Clyde Cruising Club. Roll on, your
Centenary! !

George Nairn writes: Thanks to the poor weather this socalled summer, my Hillyard Marden made very few passages.
The first offshore was to the ICC Rally at Holyhead and
Menai Straits in lovely weather over the June Holiday.
Holyhead, destination of many an ISORA outing in past years
holds no great attraction, but the Menai Straits deserve another
more leisurely visit. A very attractive spot, despite the tides,
and we were very impressed with the amount of effort to lock
us into and out of Portdinorwick on mainland Wales, all for
free. Our next trip -- a mini -- was with a Royal St. George
party of five boats to Lambay Island where an IWC volunteer
spoke to us on the bird life. Robert Fowler guided us around
the Lutyens designed house and buildings and Lord Revelstoke
chatted to us on his life on the island.
My original plan for our 1985 cruise was Scilly Isles and
the south coast of England but the CCC 75th Anniversary
Rally prevailed and we left Dun Laoghaire on July l lth at
23.00 hours for Bangor, Northern Ireland, where we arrived
on the evening of ’the twelfth’ and spent a pleasant evening
and night there, calling to the RUYC for a drink. Away from
Bangor early next morning, in lovely weather, we found our
engine overheating in mid North Channel and sailed on while
a cooling water blockage was cleared. Due to this delay we
made for Lough n’Chnuic in Kidalton Bay on Islay. A lovely
spot with seals popping their heads up to welcome us in, but
not so the Hotel who told us that the Bar had closed half an
hour earlier at 23.00 hours. It wasn’t only David Bellamy who
found no welcome on Islay!
Again an early start at 06.05 hours and sailing and motor
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sailing we had a pleasant trip to arrive in sunshine by 13.00
hours in Crinan, delighted in seeing our friend Michael
Walden’s Hillyard, Trimley Maid all the way from Poole, at
my suggestion, anchored and tied alongside another Hillyard,
Fiammetta (Sandy Thompson). We anchored and at their
insistence tied alongside to have a Hillyard party of an
Irishman, an Englishman, and a Scotsman! (Michael Walden
had corresponded with me since we passed in opposite
directions off Galley Head in 1983. He followed my suggestion
to come north and we met for the first time in Dun Laoghaire
on his passage up the Irish Sea. Sandy Thompson, a local Scot,
had practically rebuilt Fiammetta and had rigged a bowsprit!)
An excellent opening party at Crinan Boatyard and at 09.30
hours we started a delightful sail to Tobermory where Trimley
Maid’s Skipper dined us all at the Mishnish Hotel, paying his
debt in our challenge race as the loser.
The cruise progressed through the enormous sunflower raftup at Lough Drom na Buidhe, various parties on board
Marden and many other craft and in various loughs and spots,
a visit to Aringooer on Coll, Lough Aline, Lough Spelve (a
wild spot), Puilladobhrain (to be recommended) Oban,
Ardinamir and finally to Arduaine, Lough Melford where we
rejoined Trimley Maid for the final party ashore.
Friday 26th July, in company with Trimley Maid we set off
through electric storms, sheets of rain, exercising warships and
basking sharks down the Mull of Kintyre for an overnight sail
to Peel, I.O.M. where we had a good meal, a good sleep. We
set off next morning for Dun Laoghaire, where Peggy
entertained the Trimley Maid crew at our house for a dinner
and farewell get- together. Michael and crew left for Poole
next morning.
Our main cruise was 625 miles, visiting Northern Ireland,
mainland Scotland and the inner Hebrides also Isle of Man,
it was rain drenched but enjoyable, the crew being George
Nairn, Peggy Nairn, Jack Nairn (son), Lyall McNab and with
Jack Young joining for the return trip in place of son Jack
who flew back to Marlow leaving at Lough Melford.

W. M. Nixon writes: Much is made these days of the drama
of the Maxi Raters, 80ft slooPs which range the oceans in
pursuit of similar giants to give some of the most spectacular
sport afloat today. But when you see them, massive and all
as they are, inevitably you recall that in the 1930s the J Class
raced together, boats of such a size that they make the Maxi
Raters look like tiddlers. And before that, in the quarter
century prior to World War I, the giants of the 23 Metre Class,

it takes just about everyone to haul up the mainsail, which weighs half
a ton in Terylene. and was two tons when made of cotton.Photo: W.M.
Nixon

The day Velsheda came to call...actually, she was in Ireland for several days, at the Royal Ulster in Bangor, and at the Royal Irish in Dun Laoghaire.
Many members were among those who took the opportunity to sail aboard this remarkable floating dinosaur.
Photo: W.M. Nixon

boats of similar hull size to the J Class but setting twice as
much sail in fantastic jackyard tops’l rigs, astonished sailors
the world over.
Tile 23 Metres are long gone, but some ghostly J Class boats
remain. One of them, Velsheda, designed by Charles E.
Nicholson and built by his firm of Camper & Nicholson in
1933, lingered long in the Hamble river in a mudberth. I
remember being aboard her there, and another nearly relic,
Endeavour, in the summer of 1962. Few would have thought

5
Starting to travel with Bobby Barr on the helm, getting much advice from
Derry O’Brien and Roger Alpin. Norman Pullen, who sails this monster
on delivery passages with a crew of only six, is on the right of the picture.
Photo: W.M. Nixon

that one day, Velsheda would sail again in all her finery.
But she was a remarkable ship, built in steel for W. L.
Stephenson who was the man who introduced Woolworth’s
to Britain. The boat was named for his daughters -- Velma,
Sheila and Daphne -- and she was a giant, being 127.41ft
LOA, 83.0 waterline, 21.4ft beam, and 14.96ft draft. She was
205 tons Thames Measurement, 143 tons deadweight, and all
other dimensions are to scale, but it is when you come to
consider her sailplan that the real impression is made. Her

6
Getting down to her work -- at 143 tons deadweight, the skill of Charles
E Nicholson as a designer becomes evident, for even at this angle of heel
she can be steered by one man despite the smalness of the wheel.Photo:
W.M. Nixon

/
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mainsail in the original cotton weighed 2 tons when dry, it
was something like 5,500 square feet in area, and her total
sail area (without enormous spinnaker) was 7,500 square feet.
Her mast is the height of a standard 14-storey block -- to
get that into perspective, you have to remember that the top
of a 12 Metre’s mast only reaches to the point where Velsheda’s
lower forestay (repeat, lower forestay) reaches her mast. The
top of the mast of an average 40ft cruising sloop wouldn’t
get anywhere near Velsheda’s lower spreaders.
By now, you will have noted we are using the present tense.
For not only has Velsheda lived on in her mudberth in the
Hamble, but since 1983 this sailing dinosaur has been back
in full commission, restored in a remarkable act of faith and
enthusiasm by Terry Brabant, a Southampton entrepreneur.
He didn’t really know much sailing before he started, but he
fell for this elegant hulk, hook line and sinker, and the result
is that in June of 1985 a number of ICC members, north and
south, were able to sail on this ghost from the past. For now
she works for her living as an exotic charter boat, and in June
she spent a week in Ireland thanks to Norman Sheils of the
Royal Ulster Yacht Club in Bangor, and Terry Johnson of
the Royal Irish Yacht Club in Dun Laoghaire.
Despite all the Uffa Fox books which so featured the giant
racers, nothing really prepares you for the first sight of this
incredible craft. She is large beyond belief. But because she
is so beautifully proportioned, you are not at first aware of
her sheer size, let alone of the weights which her fantastic sail
plan impose. Terry Brabant has insisted that she be as authentic
as possible, so she still has no auxiliary engine, and her sail
control hardware, while making some concessions to modern
development, is really set in the 1930s.
As a result of sailing aboard her on a classic 1985 day which

As to the manner born -- Mervyn Hall in his element

had everything from a flat calm to Force 6, I can only say
that all involved were lost in admiration of those heroes of
fifty years ago who used to race this mighty machine. The
loads are unbelievable, the skill of the designer in producing
a 143- ton hull so perfectly balanced that it can be steered -albeit at times with difficulty -- by just one man on a tiny
wheel, is really remarkable. Today’s Maxis may be magnificent
machines, but they pall into insignificance beside Velsheda.
Further to her authenticity, she doesn’t even have guard rails.
Thus it wasn’t perhaps surprising that, while she was in Belfast
Lough, one of our members, David Kensett, should fall
overboard. He was smoking a cigarette when he went over.
He was still smoking it when they hauled him back aboard.
Perhaps the spirit of the old big boat sailors still lives after
all ........

Michael O’Rahilly writes: This year Red Velvet went North
to Scotland for the Clyde Cruising Club Rally in search of
a wind propelled cruise, having gone South to Brittany in
1983/84 -- unrecorded in the Journal, for the boring details
of fine weather and gastronomic delights would have been
outdone by accounts of long motoring passages.
So North up the Clyde through the canal for the party at
Crinan, on to Tobermory to lose a propeller blade and spend
time storm bound. Cruised out to Rhum and the Isle of
Oronsay in the Sound of Sky and back to Lough Melford.
Taking a short cut through the Cuan Sound, we were not
disappointed by the promise of a six knot tide stream, and
we shot past the Cleit rock wondering would we get around
the corner with the feeling we left skid marks.

Photo: W.M. Nixon
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Le dejeuner sur le foredeck -- Brian O’Halloran, Brian Tucker, Derry
O’Brien and Liam Mcgonagle with acres of boat around them.Photo: W.M.
Nixon

Prudence demanded that efforts be made to fix the
propeller, so we were hauled out by Camus Marine who were
the soul of efficiency. Back in water two hours later but still
without power, we are faced with sailing home -- a three day
passage back to Dun Laoghaire. Almost twenty-four hours
becalmed in the Sound of Jura -- is this a record for the
summer of ’85?
Then thunder and lightning as we rounded the Mull of
Kintyre, which stayed with us for twelve hours. A draft of
fish on the mackerel lines made up for the lack of fresh food
before spending twelve hours close hauled to home.
We were away for fifteen days and although circumstances
prevented us keeping step with the cruise, despite the weather
we had some memorable sailing, made many friends, and
enforced tremendous Scottish hospitality.

Dermod Ryan writes: In January last, during a visit to the
United States, I met an American friend, a keen sailor, who
by virtue of living in mid-Texas is confined to sailing on a
nearby lake.
Envy was apparent as I enthused about the beautiful cruising
grounds convenient to our doorstep so much so that I felt I
should invite him and his wife to join me in June for a twoweek cruise to Brittany, my son Paul and Jack Fitzgerald were
also coming. As mentioned elsewhere Sceolaing was not ready
for launching but Mervyn Hall kindly loaned me Andante.
She is a typical modern 36 footer, fast in all winds, even the
faintest, spacious below with a double cabin beneath the
cockpit sole, a lovely yacht dripping with goodies.
We left Dun Laoghaire after midday on June 15th and
motored in light Nly winds to Arklow for the night. We ran
aground in Arklow harbour, but manoeuvered off with advice
from nearby fishermen.
Next day also calm as we motored S in clear, but cold
conditions. Having motored for some sixteen hours the wind
gradually filled in from the SW and eventually rose to force
6 giving us a heavy beat to the Scilly Isles. The Islands were
covered by heavy mist which fortunately cleared from time
to time thus enabling us to locate and enter through St. Mary’s
Sound. The harbour was asleep as we tied alongside at 22.00.
A fisherman warned us of the harbour’s poor holding and
loaned us a 60 lb. fisherman anchor which held us safely for
the next six days as we sheltered from continuous gales. In
fairness the first two days were sunny and my guests were
bowled over by the beauty of the Scillies. They toured St. Mary
and Tresco and were in no way upset when the gales arrived
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and forced us to stay put, although the cold was getting
through to them. The temperature in Texas was over 100F
when they left home. They were not the only ones to feel the
cold however as due to the miserable summer the number of
visiting yachts was down by 60°7o on the norm. Verve was
anchored and we commiserated with each other.
The gales eventually subsided on Sunday and although we
had only seven days left to complete our cruise we set off for
Camaret. The wind rose to W 5/6 and Andante surfed at speed
before the large following waves. Our passage time was far
too quick for we arrived hours early for the spring ebb that
was to take us through the Chanel du Four. The seas off
Ushant were decidedly unfriendly, indeed a ship fifteen miles ¯
to the south of us sank when her cargo shifted. We could
follow their plight on the VHF radio. It seems that after the
cargo shifted, the ship listed badly, so much so that she made
water and started sinking. With the big sea running the ship’s
company had great difficulty climbing down the sloping decks
and boarding liferafts. Several ships were standing by.
The marina in Camaret was almost empty when we arrived.
Morgat, our next port of call, was the same, even Concarneau
had spaces aplenty when we arrived there on Wednesday.
The weather was still pretty miserable but to the Americans
Brittany was marvellous. Towns with character, a chance to
improve rusty French, splendid food etc., what more could
one want? a little warmth perhaps. Having spent three days
in Brittany our dead-line compelled us sail the 400 mile return
journey to Dun Laoghaire non-stop. We completed the
journey in 2 1/2 days before a blessed free wind.
The cruise to Brittany is somewhat of a milk-run now-adays but my friends thoroughly enjoyed it, even more so now
in hindsight when they project their slides, they don’t feel the
cold ! !

Tony Walsh writes: A year to remember and to forget
quickly. Nothing but gales and wet miserable weather. With
Norbert Reilly ICC and his new 42ft Baltic Rob Roy we cruised
once again to the south coast of England during the last two
weeks of May. We visited Scilly Islands, Weymouth,
Dartmouth, Fowey, Newlyn and had a great last night in our
favourite restaurant in Penzance before being blown up the
Irish Sea to Howth in a Sly gale. Definitely a year to forget.

David Whitehead writes: This year was pretty much a nonevent as far as cruising goes. A planned cruise to Scotland
to coincide with the CCA anniversary Muster at Barra had
to be abandoned as a result of "the curse of the drinking
classes", which intervened at a late stage. In addition,
substitution plans for some family cruising on the west coast
were waylaid by a short circuit in Shemite’s voltage regulator
which burned out some of the electrical wiring in the engine
compartment, leaving us without lights, battery charging,
engine starting capability and (believe it or not) no gas
cooker!
The latter failure merits explanation -- having installed a
safety cut off for the gas, which operates at the behest of a
’sniffer’ in the bilge, I discovered that with power failure a
solenoid clicks into the ’off’ position until power is reconnected
-- so rio cooker! Repairs were carried out by Adrian O’Connel
but two weeks were to elapse before a suitable voltage regulator
was delivered from England -- by which time I had left for
Cowes and the Fastnet race. Anyway I take some consolation
from the awful ’summer’ of 1985. It would have been fairly
depressing to be laid-up in a good spell of weather -- in this
summer it was almost a blessing!
A delivery crew skippered by Larry Swan took Donal

Morrissey’s Joggernaut to Lymington in generally miserable
conditions. The Fastnet crew of myself, Donal Morrissey, J.
P. English, Jim Grealish, Tom Coll and Barry Heskin joined
the stalwart Paddy Donovan at the Berthon Marina where we
stored ship before sailing over to Cowes for the Fastnet. Our
Fastnet was a brief but exhilerating one; we had a sharp beat
to the Needles, and tacked on to port 8 miles SE of Portland
Bill, after which a fast reach took us to Start Point where we
arrived 10 miles offshore at 07.00 on 11 August. Between 07.00
and 08.30 the wind piped up briskly to a full gale (40-45 knots
wind speed) as sail was cranked down from full main and No.
2 jib to trisail and No. 4. All this being amply presaged by
the glass dropping 17 mb in 4 hours -- not to mention
numerous gale warnings on BBC and VHF radio.
We could not get the third reef line passed and had torn
the lower batten pocket while reefing, in addition ’something’
had happened to the steering gear at about 08.15. With the

Joggernaut in Plymouth. ’they can’t blame this one on the navigation either’
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tide turning foul we decided to shelter behind Berry Head and
get sorted out for a restart when the ebb started to run again.
We ran off to the north in a good gale gusting 55 knots and
anchored under sail in a nifty little cove just west of Brixham
Harbour at 12.40.
Here inspection revealed the rudder tube bent at a sharp
angle forward and to one side, causing the blade to jam against
the hull when the tiller was put to starboard. We retired and
moved to Torquay for the night, then motor sailed round to
Plymouth where the damage was repaired (ably) by Adtech
Engineering and Julian Brooke-Haughton.
I had to leave from Plymouth but Donal Morrissey and the
rest of the crew had a rapid sail from Plymouth to Crosshaven
leaving the Mayflower Marine at 11.35 on 17 August and tying
up at the Royal Cork Marina at 21.40 on 18 August, having
sailed the 220 miles in 34 hours. We’ll be back in ’87.

Photo: David Whitehead

The award winners

The Faulkener Cup

1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1947
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1981

Winner

Yacht

Keatinge & McFerran
A.W. Mooney
D. Tidmarsh
Mrs Crimmins
H.D.E. Barton
A.W. Mooney
D. Tidmarsh,
H.P. Donegan
Miss D. French
A.W. Mooney
L. McMullan
H. Osterberg
H.W.S. Clark
P. O’Keefe
H.W.S. Clark
B.C. Maguire
C. Love
N. Falkiner
R. O’Hanlon
R.P. Campbell
P.H. Greer
R.D. Heard
N. Falkiner
R.D. Heard
T.H. Roche
R. O’Hanlon
L. McMullan
R. O’Hanlon
R.P. Campbell
R. O’Hanlon
J. Virden
J. Virden
R. Sewell
J. Virden
A. Leonard
J. Gore-Grimes
J. Eves
G. Leonard
B. Law
J. Gore-Grimes
M.P. O’Flaherty
J. Gore-Grimes
J.F. Coffey
E.P.E. Byrne
R. Cudmore
O. Glaser
J. Gore-Grimes

Marie
Nirvana
Foam
Nirvana
Dauntless
Aideen
Foam
Gull
Embla
Aideen
Rainbow
Marama
Zamorin
Mavis
Caru
Minx of Malham
Galcador
Euphanzel
Harmony
Minx of Malham
Ann Gail
Huff of Arklow
Euphanzel
Huff of Arklow
Neon Tetra
Tjaldur
Rainbow
Tjaldlur
Verve
Tjaldur
Sharavogue
Sharavogue
Thalassa
Sharavogue
Wishbone
Shardana
Aeolus
Wishbone
Sai See
Shardana
Cuilaun of Kinsale
Shardana
Meg of Muglins
Beaver
Morgana
Verna
Shardana

1982
1983
1984
1985

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Yacht

R. O’Hanlon
M. Park
R. Gomes
J. Beckett
J. Guinness
G. Leonard
W. Clark
J. Guinness
J. Villiers Stuart
J. Gore-Grimes
M. Villiers Stuart

Clarion
Kitugani
Ainmara
Dara
Sule Skerry
Wishbone
Wild Goose
Deerhound
Vinter
Shardana
Winifreda of Greenisland

Deerhound
Red Velvet
Velma
Deerhound
Shardana
Sung Foon

The Atlantic Trophy

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Winner

Yacht

R. Cudmore
A. Doherty
David Nicholson
M.H. Snell
David Nicholson
J.F. Coffey
J.F. Coffey
J.F. Coffey

Morgana
Bali Hai
Black Shadow
Golden Harvest
Black Shadow
Meg of Muglins
Meg of Muglins
Meg of Muglins

The Round Ireland Cup
Winner
1941
1951
1954
1955
1956
1957
1961
1963
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1971
1973
1974
1975
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

The Strangford Cup
Winner

J. Guinness
D.J. Ryan
W.A. Smith
J. Guinness
J. Gore-Grimes
T. Morton

E.J. Odium
Brendan Maguire
Wallace Clark
Dr R.N. O’Hanlon
R.C. Arnold
R.P. Campbell
C. O’Ceallaigh
W. & B. Smyth
N. Falkiner
L. McMullen
C.H. Green
J.D. Beckett
R. Mollard
N. Tomlinson
J. Gore-Grimes
R.P. Campbell
J.B. Law
G. Leonard
R.P. Campbell &
J.R. Osborne
J. Guinness
P. Gray
R. M. Beirne
W. M. Nixon
A. Doherty
J. Guinness
T. O’Keefe

Yacht

Minx of Malham
Caru
Ancora
Maid of York
Minx of Malham
Julia
Wynalda
Euphanzel
Rainbow
Helen
Dara
Osina
Pellergrina
Shardana
Verve
Sai-See
Wishbone
Verve
Deerhound
Korsar
Rila
Turtle
Svegala
Deerhound
Orion

The Fortnight Cup

1958
1960
1961
1963
1964
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Winner

Yacht

L. McMullen
R.I. Morrison
H.W.D. McCormick
W.M. Nixon
W.M. Nixon

Rainbow
Vanja IV
Diane
Ainmara
Ainmara

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

W.M. Nixon
H.W.S. Clark
Miss E. Leonard
P. Dineen
R.C.A. Hall
N.St.J. Hennessy
J. Oliver
C. Green
M. Tomlinson
J. Wolfe
J. Gore-Grimes
A. Morton
R. Dixon
B.J. Law
R. Paul Campbell
S. Orr
D.J. Ryan
C.P. McHenry
B.H.C. Corbally
R. Barr

Ainmara
Wild Goose
gamita
Huntress
Roane
Aisling
Vandara
Helen
Pellergina
Gay Gannet
Shardana
Sung Foon
Oberon
Sai-See
Verve
Den Arent
Red Velvet
Ring of Kerry
Puffin
Joliba

t955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973/1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

The Wybrants Cup

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

Winner

Yacht

J.B. Kearney
Dr L.G. Gunn
J.B. Kearney
Leslie Chance
A.W. Mooney
Dr O.P. Chance & R. Storey
J.B. Kearney
K. McFerran & Dr O’Brien
D. Keating & R. O’Hanlon
J.B. Cottrell & J.F. McMu[lan
)
) No Award
)
J. B. Kearney
H. Osterberg
Dr R.H. O’Hanlon
P. O’Keefe
A.W. Mooney
P. O’Keefe
H. Osterberg
No Award
T. Crosby

Mavis
Albatross
Mavis
Britannia
Aideen
Saphire
Mavis
Huzure
Evora
Minx

R.P. Campbell
S. F. Thompson
Col W.S. Knox-Gore
D.N. Doyle
G. Kimber
J.C. Butler
S. O’Mara
D.N. Doyle
Lt Corn T. Sheppard
T.F. Doyle
S. O’Mara
D. N. Doyle
P. H. Greer
D. N. Doyle
R.I. Morrison
Hugh Coveney
J.A. McKeown
J.C. Love
No Award
Chris Green
D. J. Ryan
A. McMillan
A. McMillan
W.M. Nixon
R.M. Beirne
M.M.A. D’Alton
R. Barr
B. Hegarty

Alata
Second Ethuriel
Arandora
Severn 11
Astrophel
Happy Morning
Fenestra
Severn I1
Grey Lag of Arklow
Elsa
Oisin
Moonduster
Helen of Howth
Moonduster
Querida
Dalcassian
Korsar
Fionnuala
Norella
Red Velvet
Goosander
Turtle
Givusa Kuddle
Siamsa
Condor
Freebird

The Fingal Cup

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Mavis
Marama
Evora
John Dory
Evora
John Dory
Marama

Winner

Yacht

Robert Barr
W. Walsh
J. Gore-Grimes
R.M. Slater
P. Barry

Condor
Carrigdoun
Shardana
Tandara
St. Patrick

John B. Kearney Cup
1983
1984
1985

If
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P. Campbell
J. Moore
Jennifer Guinness

List of Members

An asterisk denotes an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Adams, Peter J, 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F, 1974
Anderson, James B S, 1982
Aplin, Roger, 1972
Ashenhurst, C.G., 1980
Balmforth, M.B., 1966
Barnes, Dermot, 1955
Barr, Robert, 1969
Barr, R.G.M., 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel, 1971
Barrington, Desmond J., 1983
Barry, Paddy, 1984
Barton, Robert W., 1982
Beck, Horace P., 1963
Beckett, John D., 1963
Beckett, Dr. W.K., 1973
Beirne, Ronan M., 1975
Benson, Dr. R., 1975
Black, Brian, 1981
Blaikie, James A., 1969
Bourke, John P., 1965
Bourke, J. Roger, 1940
Bourke, Dr. Michael Paget, 1975
Bourke, Philip, 1983
*Bourne, Edward, 1978Hon Sec
R.C.C.
Bowring, Wing Cdr J.H., 1973
Bradley, Brendan, 1980
Brady, William, 1985
Bramwell, Dr. B.R., 1963
Branigan, Patrick M.C., 1982
Brindley, Aidan C., 1954
Broderick, K.J., 1943
Brown, Richard P., 1970
Brown, Mrs. M., 1973
Bryce, Robert G., 1969
Bunting, Peter J., 1962
Bunting, Mrs. E.A.M., 1969
Burke, J.F., 1971
Burns, Richard M., 1969
Butler, J.C., 1959
Byrne, E.Philip E., 1982
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Byrne, H.E.O’C., 1974
Cagney, Mrs. Romaine, 1978
Cahill, James, 1978
Cahill, Bernard M, 1984
*Campbell, R.P., 1934 (1969)
Carr, W. Derek, 1972
Carr, Mrs. J.E., 1972
Cassidy, Brendan, 1982
Cassidy, Liam, 1978
Cassidy, Robert, 1984
Clapham, John F., 1965
Clapham, Mrs D., 1974
Clark, H.W.S.M.B.E.DL, 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S.H.R., 1967
Clarke, Anthony A., 1985
Coad, Brian P., 1982
Coe, R., 1957

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.
Elm House, Mannamead Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, Calcaria
Shangri La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co Louth.Kami Kai
30 The Orchard, Glenageary Wds, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (806531)
Gaskins Leap, Thormanby Rd, Howth, Co Dublin. (323090)Baily of Howth,Mij
Synge Street, Dublin 8. (857248/756426)
5 Wilson Road, Mount Merrion, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (881491) Ailsa
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA. (Toward 0369-87-251) Sgeir Ban
D320 Punto Romano, Marbella, Spain,
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co Dublin. (893269)Joliba
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down. (813369)
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down. (813369)
37 Ballinclea Hghs., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (855732)
21 Belgrave Rd, Monkstown, Co Dublin, Saint Patrick
13 Waterloo Pk. Sth., Belfast, BT 15 5 HX, Timella
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A.. (Vermont 05766)Jack Ivor
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin. (889826)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (880162)
49 The Drive, Woodbrook Glen, Bray, Co Wicklow. (822567)
64 Bellevue Rd, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (802352)Marlou
45 Lecale Park, Downpatrick, Co Down. (Downpatrick 2835)Chancer
Lyndhurst Cresc, Springhill Rd, Bangor, Co Down. (Bangor 2209) Different Drummer
Albert House, Victoria Rd, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (858355) Miss Fionnuala(PO)
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave, Limerick. (061-28026(Off:O61-31544))Iduna
9 Morton Tce., London, SW 11 2NS,
104 Mt Anvil Pk, Dublin 14. (887491)Fiacra
33 Hestercombe Ave., Fulham, London, SW6 5LL. (01-736-4545)
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (853899)
Fairview, KindlestownHill, Delgany, Co Wicklow. (874034)
81 South Mall, Cork. (Office 021-20917)
Killinchy, Co Down. (541505/Belfast 669300)
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin. (982236)Maximizar
25 Seabank Crt., Sandycove, Co Dublin. (809039)Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (886784)
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co Down. (209)
6 Monastery Crs, Clondalkin, Co Dublin. (592898)Aurora
St Benedicts, Thormanby Rd., Baily, Co Dublin. (322829)
Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Rd, Newtownards, Co Down. (812310)
Ballreagh Farm, Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co Down. (812310)
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork. (021-33730)Golden Shamrock
Box 409, Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A., Adele
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork. (021-811343)Tam O’Shanter
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin 14. (981951)Beaver
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin, Nixe
Lismoyle, Shore Rd., Malahide, Co Dublin. (450498(Office):757911)Rapparee
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13. (323239)
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (094-21364(Off:Swinford7))
Cuan Ban, Colla Rd, Schull, Co Cork. (028-28309) Whistling Oyster
Cuilin, Bray, Co Wicklow. (821028) Verve (PO)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down. (2051)Melora III
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down. (2051)
Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (322254)Anita
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave E, DunLaoghaire, Co Dublin, (806380)Rhapsody
Lee View, Inniscarra, Co Cork,
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast. (63177)Tresillian Ill
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast. (63177)
Gorteade Ctg., Upperlands, Co Derry. (Maghera 747)Wild Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co Down. (541814)
Ocknell House, Stoney Cross, Lyndhurst, Hams., England,
12 Westfield Park, N.C. Road, Limerick. (061-51823.Off 061- 44852)Silver Breeze
Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny. (056-29417)Raasay
Craigie, Monastereven, Co Kildare. (045-25300)
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Coffey, John F., 1981
Colleran, Patrick, 1980
Collins, Michael D., 1975
Connor, Brendan J., 1980
Cooke, Victor A., 1977
Cooke, K.L., 1959
Cooper, Paul D., 1983
Corbally, Bernard H.C., 1984
Costello, Walter F., 1980
Cotter, William J., 1975
Courtney, Peter, 1982
Courtney, Ross, 1948

Elsinore, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey, Co Dublin. (859206) Meg of Muglins
17 Whitehall Rd, Churchtown, Dublin 14. (984994)
Inniskeel, King Edward Rd., Bray, Co Wicklow, (867619)Ardrichele
22 Offington Dr., Sutton, Dublin 13. (322403(Office:747021)Vinter
Islandreagh Hse, Dunadry, Co Antrim, Misaja
Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, (322348 (Ofice:771801))Kumaree
91 Kilbarrack Road, Raheny, Dublin 5. (326014)
Gilspear, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow,
12C The Lodge, Corrbridge, Howth, Co Dublin. (323095)
6 Old Orchard, Templeogue, Dublin 14. (904192)
Seamount, Balscadden Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (322008)0ona
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co Dublin. (323090 (Office:322721))Bandersnatch of
Ho wth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3. (339593 (Office:771553))
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co Louth. (041-51329)
Lynton, Dalkey Avenue, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (859775)
Castlebuoy, Strand Road, Baldoyle, Co. Dublin. (323423)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork. (021-52420)
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork. (021-291060(Office:24019))Setanta Too(PO)
Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co. Cork,
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork. (021-291060)
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork, (021-294307(office:24019))
6 Camden Place, Cork. (021-53726)
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-293016(office:24091))Auretta
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-293016)
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021-293024)
Goodbody & Wilkinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2. (773481)Morgana
Goodbody & Wilkinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2. (773481)Morgana
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021-293625) Anna Petrea
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322428)Leemara III
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6. (977002 (office:778932)
22 Raillis Avenue, Largs., Ayrshire, Scotland. (0475-675477)
11 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co Down. (Holywood 6469)Leanda
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin, ((Office: 763671))Siamsa(PO)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021-72471)
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan, 48236, U.S.A.. (313-885 4374)Boru
Rockmount, Montenotte, Cork. (021-505969 (Off:505399))Bokma
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down. (Holywood 2287)
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down, Suvretta
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down,
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain,
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain,
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork, Darinda
lnwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (491326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, (698103) Charles Whittan(PO)
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down. (61410(Off:Dundonald4535))Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow. (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down. (2164)Seaboard(PO)
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, Seaboard(PO)
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co Limerick. (061-88245/44604)Aquelina
Drumadarragh House, 2 Drumadarragh Rd, Doagh, Ballyclare, Co Antrim. (B’Clare
40480)
2 Southern Rd, Cork. (021-21327)Bali-Hai
St. Etchens, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041-38944(off. 042-7221))
Carrigmore, Glounthaune, Co. Cork. (021-953137)White Rooster
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (370)Maid of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-23706.0ffice:25235)Moonduster
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-23706)
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co Wicklow. (862779)
Ardmanagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork. (021-841199)
Ballylickey, Bantry, Co. Cork. (027-50352)Samharcin an lar
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware, 19732, U.S.A., Barlovento II
Prospect House, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow,
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (691158.Office:770733)Anasu H
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork. (021-953441.Office:505264)
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin. (807918)
41 Victoria Ave, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 3EB. (0247-811421)
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork,
45 Sciennes Road, Edinburgh, EH9 INS,
70 Thornleigh Gdns., Bangor, Co. Down,
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (805160)Ariadne
56 Cabin Hill Gdns., Belfast. (653917)
Ganaway, Ballywater, Newtownards, Co. Down, BT22 2LJ. (Millisle 861213 (O.Belfast
224271) Takahe(PO)

Cox, James F., 1970
Coyle, Michael F., 1971
Cresswell, R.S., 1949
Cronin, T.P., 1981
Crosbie, E., 1957
Cudmore, Fred, 1947
Cudmore Fred Jnr., 1966
Cudmore John, 1977
Cudmore Justin R., 1966
Cudmore Peter F., 1966
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore. Mrs. Mary, 1970
Cudmore. H.(Jun.), 1959
Cudmore. Ronald, 1964
Cudmore. Anne, 1979
Cudmore. Richard B., 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W.R., 1970
Cullen, M., 1971
Cunningham, Brian, 1967
Currie, John D., 1985
d’Alton, M.M.A., 1956
d’Alton, Robert, 1978
Dalton, Brian, 1969
Daly, Dominic J., 1968
Davey, D.W.H., 1969
Davis, Samuel, 1980
Davis, Mrs. Helen, 1980
de Quincy, Roger, 1969
de Quincy, Mrs. Sheila, 1974
Dean, Douglas, 1965
Dempsey, J.A., 1973
Denham, Dr. P.C., 1975
Devenney, E.K., 1973
Dick, J.R.William, 1971
Dickinson, L.B., 1969
Dickinson, William B., 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A., 1965
Dixon M.B.E., Hon. Robin, 1977
Doherty, Tony, 1969
Donegan, Patrick, 1968
Donegan, James D., 1983
Dorman, Dr. J.K.A., 1971
Doyle, Denis N., 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Doyle, John G., 1967
Doyle, D. Conor, 1966
Du Plessis, Hugo, 1978
du Pont, Pierre, 1969
Ducane, Charles A., 1983
Dunn, Aidan, 1963
Dwyer, Kevin F., 1966
Dyke, Stanley W., 1965
*Elliot, W. Mayne, 1932 (1982)
Ender, Theodore, 1972
England, Mrs. Elizabeth M., 1967
Escott, William P., 1980
Espey, Fred.J.K., 1979
Everett, T., 1975
Eves, Jeremy R.F., 1975
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Eves, Roland E., 1982
Eves, Alastair R W, 1984
Eves M.B.E., F. Maitland, 1967

Carrig-Gorm, 27 Bridge Road, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co. Down,
The Sheiling, Downshire Rd, Bangor, Co Down,
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down, BT22 2LJ. (Millisle 861213 (Office
Bangor 615 31) Takahe(PO)
3 Kylemore Park, Taylors Hill, Galway. (091-23997)
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co Dublin,
C/o Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co Dublin,
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 541114)Moss Rose
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 541114)
19B Victor Hugo, 92200 Neuilly, Sur Seine, Paris, France, Skaco H
214 Grange Road, Rathfarnham, Dublin 6. (941980 Office 685777)Sinead
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841428~51848)Spellbound of Skellig
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841428/51848)
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (858087)Silver Shadow
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (3667)Onaway

Fahy, Patrick J., 1982
Fannin, Robert N., 1959
Fannin, Robert J., 1981
Faulkner, Dennis J., 1960
Faulkner, Mrs. J.K., 1969
Felix, Bernard, 1963
Fergus, Sean G., 1985
Fielding, Dr. R.J., 1956
Fielding, Mrs C., 1971
Finnegan, John J., 1966
Firth, Ivan J., 1978
Fisher, J.D.F., 1969
FitzGerald, C.J., 1944 Commodore
ICC
FitzGerald, David H.B., 1966
Fitzpatrick, Thomas J., 1985
Flanagan, Jack J., 1980
Flowers, Maurice H., 1983
Fogarty, John J., 1967
Fogerty, Walter B.C., 1983
Foley, Mrs. Clare, 1980
Fowler, Robert J., 1969
Fox-Mills, Barbara, 1981
French, Miss D., 1934
Fryer, Patrick J.H., 1969 .
Gallagher, Benignus N., 1980
Geldof, Robert, 1968
Gibbons, Stephen, 1984
Gibson, James C., 1977
Gilmore, Dr. W.R., 1985

Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Rd, Cork. (021-292210, Off: 021-20095)Mandalay
Tower View, Tonreo, Clarenbridge, Co Galway, (091-86115. Off: Tynagh 214)Partizan of
Emsworth
2 Baily Green, Howth, Co Dublin. (325554 Office 688644)Sasha
Reamount House, Lusk, Co. Dublin. (437233)Rockabill
3 Carisbrooke Tce, Upper Clifton, Bangor, Co Down, Autonomy
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Cork, Nora Sheila
Burnley, Ennis Road, Limerick, Sarcelle
2 Richmond House, Richmond Hill, Monkstown, Co. Dublin. (806632)Vision 3
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (858529.0ffice:801422)Spectra
The Tansey, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322823)
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow. (876374)
C/o Miss C S O’Donnell, 21 Baldrine Park, Baldrine, Isle o Man,
4 Carrickbrack Hill, Sutton, Dublin 13, Blue Belle
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (802818.Office:778869)
33 Killowen Village, Newry, Co Down, Saoirse
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down. (23438)Chloe
9 Coastguard Lane, Groomsport, Co Down, BT19 2LR. (Donaghadee 882410)Scotch
Mist
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin. (324797/688227)Tritsch-Tratsch 1II; Verna
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W.. (337-2889)Melite
Lamlash, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth, (041-8740/08165)Alpara
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down. (365)
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down. (365)
Roxboro, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322449. Office: 748537)Gibbon

Glaser, Dr. Otto, 1972
Glover, Dr. W.E., 1963
Gogarty, Desmond, 1960
Gomes, H.R., 1967
Gomes, Mrs. Deirdre, 1980
Gore-Grimes, Anthony, 1978
Gore-Grimes, John, 1973 Hon Editor
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323670. Office: 748537)Shardana
ICCAnnual
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323670)
Gore-Grimes, Mrs. J., 1975
Goulding, Tom, 1980
12 Asgard Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, Walrus
Gray, C.Peter, 1980
45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (853911 (Office: 777623)) Andromeda
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 6SJ. (33676)
Green, Dr. Michael, 1964
Greenhalgh, David, 1978
15 Ashley Park, Bangor, Co. Down, Freemew
Cynara, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin. (323731.Office:983911)Deilginnis;
Greer, Howard, 1966
Bright Eyes(PO)
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (323195.0ffice:771801)Tarquin
Greer LL.D., P.H., 1951
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323123.Office:716944)Deerhound
Guinness, J.H., 1961
Guinness, Mrs. M.J., 1966 Hon.
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323123)Stroker(PO)
Publications. Of
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323123)Hera
Guinness, Ian R., 1979
Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks., HP16 ORF, England. (Great Missenden 2322)
Guinness, Peter, 1963
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Hall, Mervyn J., 1970
(858264.O ffice:773167)A ndante
Hall, R.C.A., 1952
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841083)Roane(PO)
Hall, Mrs. Nancy W., 1965
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841083)
Kinsale 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliz, Victoria, 3930, Australia,Rosbeg
Hanan, Thomas J., 1937
22 Lynwood, Ballinteer Road, Dundrum, Dublin 16. (951767. Office 744795)Pamela
Hand, Frank, 1985
Harbison, Dr. John F., 1977
30 Casana View, Howth, Co. Dublin. (325212)
Harte, Edward D., 1969
Mill House, Coosheen, Schull, Co. Cork. (028-28385)
7 Janeville, Ballintemple, Cork. (32793)
Hassett, Barry, 1975
Hawthorn, George S.N., 1985
77 Tullynakill Rd, Ardmillan, Comber, Co Down,
Hassett, Barry, 1975
7 Janeville, Ballintemple, Cork. (32793)
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852258)Harklow
Heard, Mrs. Ruth, 1967
South Winds, Ulverton Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (804372)Four Seasons
Heath, Lewis F.G, 1978
Hegarty, Brian, 1957 Hon.
Cairngorm, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323421)Freebird
Sec.LC.C.
Hegarty, Dermot, 1959
2 Killeen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin. (450603)
Hemphill, Lord, 1981
Raford House, Kiltulla, Co. Galway, Knocknagreena
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Hennessy, Dr. Noel St.J., 1957
Henry, Dr. George R., 1969
Henshall, James A., 1979
Hicks, Henry R., 1981
Hill, Michael, 1980
Hillard, C.E., 1961
Hogan, Thomas P., 1967
Horsman, Henry F., 1952
Hosford, W.K., 1974
Hughes F.R.S.C, N.C., 1972
Hunt, C.K., 1963
Hutchinson, William R., 1969
Irving, J.F., 1960
Irwin, D.M., 1973
Irwin, John, 1982
Jameson, J. Patrick, 1968
Johnson, Terence, 1960

The Hollow, Tibradden Road, Rockbrook, Dublin 16,
The Master’s House, Rotunda Hospital, Dublin l.Jacqueline
Lonsdale, 743 Shore Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim,Maimoune(PO)
Ganaway, 107 Whiterock Bay, Killinchy, Co. Down. (0238-541447)Roe (PO)
86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim,
Barlogue, Ard Foyle Ave, Ballintemple, Cork. (021-291061 O:021-831453)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin. (808103)
Glenteigue, Arklow. (0402-9804)
Ravenswood, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast. (Drumbo 323)Taitsing
Fortview, Ardbrack, Kinsale, Co. Cork. (021-72534)
42 Ballyeasborough, Road, Portavogie, Co. Down, BT22 I DB. (512)Vagrant
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Term, Shropshire, Saunterer of Leigh
37 Ward Ave, Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HP. (Bangor 462273)Sea Otter
23 Killinchy St., Comber, Co. Down,
Evora, Dumbo Hill, Howth, Co Dublin. (322931/741231)Findabar of Howth
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (851439.0ffice:960144)State
0 ’Chassis(PO)
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Rd, Donaghadee, Co. Down, BT21 0PD. (883951)Vamp of Hamble
53 Bayside Walk, Sutton, Dublin 13. (323062/331103)
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (805982)
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork. (021-831235)
Sliabh Riach, Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin, Lady Panther
11 Stradbrook Hill, New Road, Monkstown, Co. Dublin,
Pasate Cala, Encantada 6.3.2, Palma de, Majorca, Spain. (71-450454)
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (972567)Jeepers
75 Dunluce Road, Clontarf, Dublin 3,
Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Cork. (021-291799.Off021-292813)
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 541470)
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 541470)Icarus of
Cuan
Edgebank, 16Deramore Park Sth., Belfast. (660500)Tosca IV of Bangor
17 Silverbirch Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU. (0247-62128)Ceres
109 Essex Rd., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, U.S.A. Snowstar
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323442.Office:778932)
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork. (023-43553.0ff.:O23-43240)Yami Yami
15 Wyvern, Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin,
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (853312)
Hillside, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin. (894406)
San Jose, North Circular Road, Limerick. (061-53167)
7 Richmond Ave, Monkstown, Co Dublin. Siamsa (PO)
274 Grange Rd, Worplesdon, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 6QZ.
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim. (70461.Office:77317) Redwing
Heydere, Westfields, N. C. Road, Limerick. (061-51567.Office:45290)Mokav H
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin. (889486)
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast, BT4 2DX. (656989) Sarita
Graigeveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (0849-541579) Wishbone
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork. (021-831139)
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021-293977/26841) Rebel County
El Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852837)
Corrig, Convent Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (859782) Little Egypt
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (322507) Gunfleet H
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (324181.Office771801)
Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (021-882303) Vive (PO)
29 Bridge Road, Helens Bay, Co. Down.
Huckleberry, 37 Blackhills, Esher Surrey, England, KT10 8QS.
Ballynally Lane, Moville, Co. Donegal. (Moville 239) Eoin Ruadh
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co Wicklow. (582101) Heather Bell
Delgany, Newenham Drive, Douglas, Cork. (293577.Office:962222) Windhover
White House, Dalkey Avenue, Co. Dublin. (859585) Aileen
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork. (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork. (021-33439) Pidun
Cloghreen, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322408)
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2237) Snow Goose of
Moygannon
2 Sarto Rd, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13. (323229. Office 771801) Demelza
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-293966.Office:25252)
57 Sydney Parade Ave, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (696100.Office:682781) Symphonie
4 Barnstead Drive, Blackrock, Co Cork. (021-294197) Luv Is
Stagg Rock, Nashville Park, Howth, Co Dublin.
Sunnyside, 16 Killoughey Rd, Donaghadee, Co. Down, BT21 OBL. (0247-883553)
Mandarin
Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin. (893565) Estrellita (PO)
Woodley, Eaton Brae, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (824457) Lovely Lady

Johnston, Denis B., 1979
Kavanagh, Gerald P., 1980
Keane, Barry, 1975
Keily, D.J., 1973
Kelleher, James J., 1985
Kelliher, E. Brenda, 1983
Kelliher, Malcolm E., 1982
Kelly, C.D., 1975
Kelly, John C., 1979
Kenefick, Neil G., 1985
Kennedy, Mrs. B., 1973
Kennedy F.R.C.S, T., 1973
Kennedy Q.C., Hugh P., 1963
Kenset, David J., 1978
Kiley, John C., 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph, 1971
Kirby, Tom, 1971
Knight, R.D., 1971
Knott, H.B., 1964
Lane, Dr. Victor, 1983
Larkin, Frank J., 1982
Latham, Leslie D., 1984
Laurence, David T., 1975
Law, J. Brian, 1975
Lawless, Peter D., 1964
Lee, Reginald, 1961
Lennox, George A., 1969
Leonard, Alan G., 1964
Love, Mrs. T., 1963
Love, Clayton (JunO, 1971
Love, D.B., 1963
Lovegrove, Richard B., 1981
Luke, Derek, 1959
Luke, Dermot, 1955
Lyden, Brendan P., 1968
Lynas, Mrs. Maria, 1981
Lyster, W. Bruce, 1985
MacLaverty, K.J., 1961
Macauley, W.P., 1963
Macilwraith, George H., 1970
Macken, J.J., 1949
Madden, Arthur G., 1961
Madden, Dr. J., 1971
Magan, Arthur S.C., 1981
Magennis, C., 1975
Maguire, Neville D., 1985
Maher, Patrick J., 1959
Malone, Stephen A., 1979
Mansfield, Stafford, 1981
Markey, James A, 1984
Marshall, A.H., 1963
Martin, Clive C., 1978
Martin, F.D., 1954
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Martin, J. Kenneth, 1982
Tres Fleur, Westminister Rd., Foxrock, Dublin 18. (893981) Estrellita (PO)
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks., England. Pintail of Kew
Masser, K., 1966
Massey, Nicholas W., 1980
2 Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Co. Dublin. (325058)
Maxwell, Cdr. J.D., 1982 R.N.Retd.
Old Court, Strangford, Downpatrick, Co. Down. Virago of Strangford
McAnaney, E., 1975
88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6. (971421)
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast, BT1 19SZ. (613712) Capella of Kent
McAuley, Daniel J., 1979
McAuley, F.D., 1961
45 Upper Leeson St., Dublin 4.. (604580)
MCh.D.O.M.S.
25 Thormanby Road, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin. (322126)
McBride, Denis, 1972
lona, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323335)
McBride, Edward D., 1970
McCann, George, 1968
21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down. (Bangor 62035)
McCarthy, Vincent J., 1977
Rosmullagh, Ashford, Co Wicklow.
Kedges, Forthill, Summercove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (Office 505338) Renric
McCarthy, Francis, 1985
McClement, Donald J., 1983
2 Cedar Grove, Glasheen Road, Cork.
McConnell, J.C., 1958
McConnell House, Charlemont Place, Dublin 2. (858451.Office:781544) Snow Bird
120 Balinclea Hgts., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (Office:781544) Bloodhound
McConnell, John H., 1965
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (858451) Kala
McConnell, Mrs. M.T., 1959
Derryverogue, Donadea, Naas, Co Kildare.
McConnell, Stafford C., 1971
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co Donegal. (Greencastle 5/Derry65014) Manaan Maclir;
McCormick, W.H.D., 1956
Vinga H
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down, BT19 1JJ.
McDowell, J.R., 1963
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin. (893153)
McFerran, K., 1931
Dept.of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Rd, Belfast, BT9 7BL, (667208)
McFerran, N., 1965
McGonagle, Liam, 1959 Vice ComThe Tansey, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322823.Office:761818) Ounavara of Ho~vth; Corcomroe
modore ICC

(PO)
McGuire, John F., 1975
McHenry, Cormac P., 1980
Mcllwaine, A.D., 1960
McKee, Michael, 1962 Rear Commodore ICC
McKenna, David C., 1964
McKinley, Fergus, 1953
McKinney, John H., 1975
McLaverty, C.P., 1961
McMahon, James, 1973
McMillan, Alistair, 1968
McMordie, H.M., 1972
McMullen, L., 1940
McMullen, Colin P., 1975
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Mellon, D.E., 1947 M.D.
Miller, C.G., 1955
Minchin, John, 1960
Mollard, Robert E., 1969
Monson, Roderick G., 1983
Montgomery, E.J., 1955
Moore, John S., 1985
Moose, W.P., 1964
Morck, Dr. P.B., 1958
Morck, Mrs. P.C., 1962
Morehead, R., 1950
Morris, Dr. Geoffrey, 1983
Morris, Arthur, 1961
Morrison, R. Ian, 1957
Morrissy, Donal, 1982
Morton, Admral Sir Anthony, 1970
G.B.E. K.C.B.

The Garden Flat, 22 Hyde Park Gardens, London, W2 2LY. (01-262-1363)
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14. (884733.) Ring of Kerry
Glebe Cottage, 7 Church Hill, Killinchy, Co. Down. Sheenan
52 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HL. (Bangor 2692)
C/o International Leasing, Llyods Bank Intnational Ltd, 40/66 Queen Victoria St, London EC4.
Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (888376)
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14. (982514.Office:978490) Aracaty H (PO)
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9.
Rathlin, 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (972391)
Treborth, Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin. (324042) Brent Goose
Strangford, Downpatrick, Co. Down. Anolis
11 Almoners’ Ave., Cambridge, CB1 4NZ. (247020)
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (821018) Kilderkin
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045-7728)
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (973075)
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co Wexford. (053-58836) Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (831392) Windrose
27 Sion Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (854317.Office:505677) Korsar
2 Castlehill Rd., Stormont, Belfast, BT4 3GL. (656051) Mazara
78 Northumberland Rd, Dublin. (681903.Office:761201)
24 Park Avenue, Newcastle, Co Down.
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny. (056-27125)Acari
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. (0404-5164)Samantha
23 Albany Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6.
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork. (293297.Office:502381) Blue Jay
Clonmore House, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny.
Clonmore House, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny. (051-95105)
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin. (323106) Safari of Howth
Clarenbridge House, Clarenbridge, Co. Galway, . (091-86225) Joggernaut (PO)
Flat 6; Amhurst, 90 St Cross Road, Winchester, Hants, SO23 9PX. (0962-56393) Sung
Foon of Beaulieu
Struan Hill, Delgany, Co. Wicklow. (01-874785) State O’Chassis (PO)
59 Sefton, Rochestown Ave, DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin. (855026) Tiger
38 Avenue Morley, Fort George, St Peter Prt, Guernsey. ((0481)26991) Maid of Kileen
38 Ave Morley, Fort George, St Peter Prt, Guernsey, C.I. (0481-26991) Chrismi of Sark
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd., Cork.
Grange Lodge, Kill’O’the Grange, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (894356) Marden
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (841055) Black Shadow
Farmhill, Farmhill Road, Marino, Holywood, Co. Down. (Holywood 2196) Ragnar
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323929) Turtle (PO)

Mulhern, James, 1958
Mullen, T.J., 1975
Mullins, John, 1972
Mullins, Peter J.D., 1971
Murphy, W.J., 1963
Nairn, George E., 1980
Nicholson, David, 1980
Nixon, James, 1971
Nixon, W.M., 1963
O’Boyle, Donal, 1974 Hon Treasurer
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (021-831028)
1CC
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. (852754) Live Wire
O’Brien, Daniel D., 1978
Flat 3 Bear Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Hbr., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (804369)
O’Brien, John J., 1971
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O’Ceallaigh, C., 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M., 1963
O’Connor, Daniel, 1971
O’Connor, Dr. M., 1957
O’Donnell, Barry, 1984
O’Donoghue, Dr. R.F., 1971
O’Farrell, Michael, 1975
O’Farrell, Vincent J., 1981
O’Flaherty, Michael, 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas, 1975
O’Halloran, Brian, 1983
*O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., 1962 (1984)
M.D.
O’Hanlon, Andrew, 1969
O’Keeffe, Dr. Maurice, 1972
O’Keeffe, Thomas, 1983
O’Morchoe, David N.C., 1981
O’Neill, J. Russell, 1964
O’Rahilly, Dr. Michael, 1979
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1964
O’Sullivan, Patrick J.F., 1984
Olver, John R., 1971
Orr, Arthur S.P.Vrd., 1970
Orr, S.A., 1973
Osborne, James R., 1974
Osterberg, Paul, 1949
Park, Dr. David S., 1969
Park, Mungo, 1955
Patton, Henry A., 1969
*Paul, Alan H. O.B.E. (1958)
Payne, J. Somers, 1969
Pearson, Alan J., 1983
Pearson, J.D., 1950
Perkins, R.Forbes, 1980
Pritchard, P. Marshall, 1966
Pritchard, Mrs. Maura, 1966
Radley, George, 1971
Rea, William T., 1977
Reilly, Norbert, 1983
Revill, Reginald G., 1979
Riordan, S. William, 1985
Roberts, Rex, 1974
Roberts, T., 1973
Robinson, A., 1973
Roche, Charles A., 1972
Roche, John O’S., 1978
Roche, Pierce, 1975
Roche, T.H., 1935
Rogerson, Frederick, 1969
Rogerson, Frederick J., 1983
Ronaldson, Charles E., 1967
Ronan, J.G., 1956
Ross, John M., 1983
Russell, John F., 1965
Ryan, David F., 1973
Ryan, Dermod J., 1971

46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852619) Julia
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852619)
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (893395.Office:764661) Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Sq., Dublin. (767136) The Lady Beatrice
58 Ailesbury Rd, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4..
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (841051) Cabaret
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Rd., Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2620) Cuchulain
Ardbrack Cottage, Kinsale, Co. Cork. (021-72148)
Le Fainel, St Martin’s, Guernsey, C.I.. (0481-37650) Cuilaun
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dubin. (905800.Office:689690) Triona
Balrath, Co. Meath.
Craigholm, Brighton Rd., Foxrock, Dublin 18. (896284)

Ryan, Senator Eoin, 1957
Ryan, Frank, 1971
Ryan, John, 1956
Ryan, Paul J., 1984
Ryan, John A., 1985
Sadlier, Frank A., 1985
Selig, Ivan, 1965
Sewell, Richard G., 1969
Shanahan, Timothy P., 1984
Shanks, T.R.J., 1972
Sharp, Ronald, 1974
Sheil, Leonard, 1968
Sheil, David J, 1985
Sheppard, T., 1957 Lt Comm. RN
Retd
Sheridan, Frank W., 1981

8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (965130)
54 Oaktree Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin. (887077)
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale, Co. Cork. (72458.Office:72253) Miss Demena
Tawlaght, Fenit, Tralee, Co. Kerry.
Ardgarry, Gorey, Co. Wexford. (055-21803)
59 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down.
38 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (695285) Red Velvet
9 Rock Street, Tralee, Co. Kerry. (066-21011) Ceili
4 Princes St, Tralee, Co Kerry.
31 Oakwood Grove, Warwick, CV34 5TD, Moody Blue (PO)
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast. (63601.Office:57261)Maimoune (PO)
41 Wardown Cresc., Luton, Bedfordshire. (410034)
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (979039) Verve (PO)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down. (226)
The Croft, 144 Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down. (813593) Cruiskeen
Carrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322210)
Four The Trees, Donaghadee, Co. Down, BT21 ODU. (882517 Off:0232-663166) Nisha
Broadlands Cottage, Britwell Salome Nr., Watlington, Oxon, England.
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831128) Melody
Craigview, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (322276)
Craigview, Claremont Road, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322276)
Owl’s Nest, Box 398, Manchester, MA 01944, U.S.A. (617-526-1492) Goldeneye
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. (852237.Office:853634) Norella (t90)
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. (852237) Norella (PO)
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021-811394) Cecille
25 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 6.
20 Offington Court, Sutton, Dublin 13. (393186) Rob Roy
11 Burrow Rd., Sutton, Dulin 13. (325544.Office:765801)
Greylands, Knocknacree Rd, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (859081. Office 760631)
Stratford, Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (805328.Office:808305)
The Residence, Kilboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down. (470) Petrel
Grove Farm, 2 Grove Rd., Annalong, Co. Down. (Annalong 8043) Diane of Down
Rosciar, Killincarrig Rd, Greystones, Co Wicklow. (874572)
20b Strand Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13. (324671)
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim.
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (881093.Office:775014) Neon Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Rd., Dublin 14. (Office:984444) Happy Return
113 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin. (886437)
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down. (65681) Erlin Mor (PO)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021-811370)
Ballyrobin Cottage, Muckamore, Co. Antrim.
34 Killnakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin
30 Dublin Rd., Skerries, Co. Dublin. (491438)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Pk Rd, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (803585.Office:50361 t)
Sceolaing
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770)
7 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (894026.Office:266641) Aracaty III (PO)
Elstow, Knapton Rd., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin. (807151)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Sandycove, Co Dublin.
Homefield, Lr Kilmacud Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin. (882012) Saki
3 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co Down. (02317-3975) Ocean Dove
20 Callender St., Belfast, BTI 5BQ. (Dub.960382:Belfast 43878)
7 Edith Tce., Londow, SW.10. (352-7367) Thalassa
1 Strand Rd, Sutton, Dublin 13.
10 Massey Ave., Belfast, BT4 2JS. (63809(Office:084-245454)) Maimoune (PO)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Ave., Milngavie, Glasgow, G62 8AV. (041-956-1984)
Portlet, Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (801878) Gay Gannet
Cloonbane, Doneraile, Co Cork. (022-24148 Off 021-968935) Peggy West
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. (853371) Greylag of Arklow
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Rd., Galway. (091-63920)
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Siggins, Brian, 1985
Simms, R.J.A, 1969
Simpson, Peter C. D,, 1982
Sisk, H.B., 1973
Slater, Ronnie, 1977
Smiles, Alan E., 1958
Smullen, Brian P., 1968
Smullen, John D., 1961
Smyth, B.T., 1960
Smyth, F.B., 1964
Smyth, W.A., 1960
Smyth, Francis G., 1979
Smyth, Nicholas L., 1983
Snell, M.H., 1974
Somerville, R. Andrew, 1980
Somerville-Large, P.T., 1946
Speidel, Noel, 1968
Steadman, David, 1967
Stevenson, John A., 1964
Stevenson, John C., 1984
Stewart, Alan C., 1959
Stewart, R.R., 1968
Stillman, Chris. J., 1985
Sullivan, C. St.J., 1955
Sullivan, Michael R., 1967
Taggart, A.G., 1970 Hon. Sec.
C.C.C.
Taggart, John I., 1975
Tierney, John, 1960

50 Cruachan Park, Rahoon, Galway. (091-21441 Off. 091-51706) Finavarra
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HW. (3563)
Sandhill, Bastardstown, Kilmore, Co.Wexford. (053-29676)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co. Kildare. (045-76268.Office:514624)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. (852373) Tandara
321 WestLyon Farm Dr, Grennwich, CT06830, U.S.A..
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6.. (806729.Office:605011)
Woodbrook Side Lodge, Bray, Co.Wicklow. (821454)
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drumbeg, Dunmurry, Belfast, BT17 9LH. (610310)
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5. (313897.Office:338133)
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drumbeg, Dunmurry, Belfast, BT17 9LH. Velma
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co Down. (60081) M’Lady of Down
Ardkeen, Castleroy, Co. Limerick.
Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork. (021-883193) Golden Harvest
Economics Dept., Trinity College, Dublin 2. Emanuel
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862216)
The Lodge, Clifton, Port St.Mary, I.O.M..
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4. (656145) Dolphin
c/o Asistance Techq., Maritime, 29 Rue de, Miromsnil, 75008 Paris. (878-8480)
Ardmore, 1 Seaforth Rd, Bangor, Co Down.
6 Haile Park, Haile; Egremont, Cumbria, CA22 2ND, England.
St. Adrians, 146 Dublin Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13. (322937)
3 Thomastown Rd, Dun Laoire, Co Dublin. (852084. Office 772941) Antirrhinum
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (854744)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd, Cork. (292734.Office:25331)Meander 111

Tisdall, Patrick, 1974
Tomlinson, Michael, 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly, 1965
Traynor, Colm, 1975
Traynor, Frank, 1985
Tucker, Brian A, 1985
Tughan, D., 1969
Turvey, Desmond E., 1980
Tyrrell, John, 1940
Tyrrell, Aidan, 1971
Tyrrell, Dr. Declan, 1985
Vickery, lan, 1972
Villidrs-Stuart, James, 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M.F., 1957
Virden, Jonathan, 1968
Waddell, John, 1981
Waldron, Dr. Oliver C., 1978
Walsh, Anthony, 1979
Walsh, Patrick J., 1982
Walsh, Reginald T., 1950
Walsh, William, 1968
Waters, L. Roy, 1985
Watson, Neil, 1962
Watson, Richard R., 1962
Watson, Mrs. Patricia, 1966
Watson, William R., 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M., 1975
Whelan, Patrick, 1980
Whelan, Geoffrey F., 1985
Whelan, Michael J., 1985
Whelehan, Harold, 1979
White, John N., 1974
White, Lawrence W., 1980
Whitehead, David, 1972
Wilby, K.A., 1964
Williams, W. Peter, 1968
Williams, David J., 1984
Wilson, P., 1964
Wingfield, Robert T., 1969
Winkelmann, Franz C., 1984
Wolfe, J.M., 1959

Highlaws, 3 Camstradden Dr Wst, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 4AJ. (041-942-0615)
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 531232)
Aisling, Knapton Rd., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin. (804391.Office:767998) State
O’Chassis (PO)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork. Severance
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire, L64 6QE. (Neston 051-3364259)
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire, L64 6QE. (Neston 051-3364259)
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5. (313122)
34 Rathdown Park, Terenure, Dublin 6.
Carrick, Baily, Co Dublin. (323690. Office 532937) Leigh Mary
Portavo House, 176 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down. (883351)
Gorsehaven, Shielmartin Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13. (324241) Corcomroe (PC))
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co Wicklow. (0402-2452:Yard 2403)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork. (Coachford 117)
Visby, Ielton Park, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (805853)
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork.
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr.Cappoquin, Co, Waterford. (024-6144) Arctic Tern
Loughside, 53 Shore Rd., Carrickfergu, Co. Antrim, BT38 8WA. (Whiteabbey 62245)
Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High Street, Yalding, Kent, ME18 6HZ, Twayblade
Ringveagh, 10 Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (Killinchy 541264) Heather of
Mourne
The Cottage, Littlewick Green Nr, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 3QU. (0628-82-2013)
Redrock, Skerries, Co. Dublin.
Beaumont House, Woodvale Rd., Beaumont, Cork. (021-292556) Lola
Kildary., 65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4. (691385) Sapphire
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831483.Office:502358) Carrigdoun
13 Craigdarragh Park, Seahill Craigavad, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 OEA. (Holywood
3763 Off Belfast 234466) Melandy
Wentworth House, Church St., Wicklow. (0404-2152. Yard:2492)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (322472) Bright Eyes (PO)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (322472)
4401 43rd.Street Sth, St. Petersburg, Florida, 33711, U.S.A. Strathspey
The Riggins, Greenpark, Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath. (256643)
Lotaville, Tivoli, Cork. (821227) Charlina
Thulla Lodge, Nashville Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (323526 Office:777532) Evolution
Willowdale, Orwell Park, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973373 Office:760696) Maunie
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (324139.Office:720622) Turtle (PC))
3 Hillcourt Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (855514.Office:806820) Glenmumbles (PC))
Boardman Ave., Manchester, Massachusett, MA 01944, U.S.A. Witchery
c/o 1625 Broadway, Suite 1550, Denver, CO 80202, U.S.A. Shemite
33 Castle Rd, Studley, Warwickshire, B80 7LS. (Studley 4080) Kontiki
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down. (Ballygowan 360)
4 Prospect Park, Ballygowan, Co Down, BT23 6LW.
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 3BA. Nan of Gare
The Spring House, Grimston Melton, Mowbray, Leicisters, LE14 3BZ. (0664-812785)
12 Anglesea Rd, Dublin 4. Siamsa (PO)
53 The Village, Bettyglen, Watermill Rd, Raheny, Dublin 5.
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Wolfe, John W., 1978
Wolfe, Peter C., 1974
Woode, Wolfe C.F.W., 1958
Wylie, lan E., 1971

Seaview Cottage, Seatown, Swords, Co. Dublin.
34 Croudaun Park, Celbridge, Co. Kildare. (514257)
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.
22 Marmont Park, Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2GR. (760158.Office:20202)
Hallo we "en
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List of Yachts

rig description indicate that the yacht is built of wood, fibreglass
The letter G before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the
or steel.
Owner
W.P. Moss
R.M. Burns
C.G. Ashenhurst
H. DuPlessis
D. Gogarty
A. Dunn
M.J. Hall
C. P. Gray
B. Cassidy
R.B. Cudmore
H.M.McMordie
C. J. Stillman
P. A. Dineen
F. Ryan J. McKinney
J. Villiers-Stuart
M. Collins
F. Espey
H. Cudmore Snr
Mrs. M.P. Browne
M. H. Flowers
J.B.S.Anderson
A. Doherty
R. Courtney
E.P.E.Byrne
D. Nicholson
J.H. McConnell
B.N. Gallagher
R. Morehead
D.J. Daly
B. Dalton
A. McMillan
H. t3reer & R.R. Watson
R.F.O’Donaghue
P.J. Adams
C.G. Miller
D.J. MacAuley
W. Walsh
G. Radley
D. Kensett
B. Black
P. Whelan
J.C. Gibson
P.J.D. Mullins
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.H. Guinness
H. Greer
N. D. Maguire
A. Robinson
J.A. Blaikie
R. A. Sommerville
K.J. MacLaverty
C.E. Ronaldson
K.J. & C.C. Martin
G. F. Whelan
P. Bourke
B. Siggins
J.P. Jameson
L.F.G. Heath
E.K. Devenny
B. Hegarty

Yacht
Acari
Adele
Ailsa
Aisling na Mara
Alpara
Anasu H
Andante
Andromeda
Anita
Anna Petrea
Anolis
Antirrhinum
Aquelina
Aracaty III
Arctic Tern
Ardrichele
Ariadne
Auretta
Aurora
Autonomy
Baily of Howth
Bali Hai
Bandersnatch of Howth
Beaver
Black Shadow
Bloodhound
Blue Belle
Blue Jay
Bokma
Boru
Brent Goose
Bright Eyes
Cabaret
Calcaria
Calloo
Cappella of Kent
Carrigdoun
Cecille
Ceres
Chancer
Charlina
Chloe
Chrismi of Sark
Cruiskeen
Cuchulain
Cuilaun
Deerhound
Deilginis
Demelza
Diane of Down
Different Drummer
Emanuel
Eoin Ruadh
Erlin Mor
Estrellita
Evolution
Fiacra
Finavarra
Findabar of Howth
Four Seasons
Freda
Freebird

T.M. Rig
11.00
28.00
4.00
10.00
14.00
17.00
13.00
4.00
0.00
6.00
15.00
5.00
8.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
0.00
9.00
0.00
12.00
21.00
6.00
13.00
3.00
10.00
5.00
9.00
12.00
16.00
15.00
7.00
9.00
10.10
10.00
4.00
16.00
22.00
12.00
4.00
10.00
30.00
6.50
48.00
15.00
11.00
28.00
28.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
9.00
16.00
10.00
6.00
12.00
16.00
21.00
6.00
8.00

Built

Sloop W.
1939
Ketch F.
1969
Sloop W.
1959
Ketch F.
1978
Sloop F.
0
Ketch F.
1968
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop W.
1962
G. Sloop W. 0
Sloop F.
1976
Ketch W.
1900
Sloop F.
1964
Sloop F.
1985
Sloop W.
1955
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1938
Sloop F.
0
Motor
1977
Sloop F.
1979
Ketch F.
1981
Sloop W.
1962
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1976
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
1971
Ketch F.
1979
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1980
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1977
Yawl W.
1959
Sloop W.
1964
Sloop F.
1981
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop W.
0
Sloop F.
1979
Ketch F
1976
Sloop W.
1967
Ketch S.
1978
Ketch W.
1962
Sloop F.
1971
Ketch W.
1970
Ketch F.
1970
G. Sloop W. 1907
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1974
Sloop W.
1962
Sloop W.
0
Sloop
0
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1970
Ketch S.
1978
Cutter W.
1911
Sloop F.
1976
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Designer & Class
Robert Clark
Hood 50
Dragon Petersen & Thuesen
Westerly Berwick 32
Dufour 35
W. Rayner; Atlantic
Yamaha 35
Dragon
Howth 17 O.D.
Peter Brunn 28’ Grinde
E.H. Hamilton
Snapdragon 23
David Thomas
C.A. Nicholson Int.8m.
Nicholson 32
Group Finot Fastnet 34
Yamaha 30
Norman Cruisers Lancs.
Holman & Pye 36
Oyster 46
Sparkman & Stephens 37
Oliver J. Lee Hunter 501
Contessa 35 Peterson
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
David Sadler Contessa 32
Sadler 35
Banjer
V. Aarnipalo Finmar 36
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
D. Sadler Contessa 32
Van de Stadt. Jupiter ½ ton
Holman & Pye UFO 34
A.C. Robb Jenny Wren
Buchanan
Philippe Briand.Sun Fizz 40
S. & S. Swan 36
Dragon
Van de Stadt
Moody 52
M. Griffiths Golden Hind
Joubert
J. Tyrell
P. Brett Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Hood 50
Howth 17
R. Holland
Holman & Pye Gladiateur
W.P.Brown Ruffian 23
Raymond Wall
Tord Sunden Folkboat
J. Cisiers. Noray 38
Jean Berret
Westerly Centaur
R. Holland
Sparksman & Stephens 40’
Heath 40’
C.J. Butler Achilles 9 metre

Owner

Yacht

T°M.

Rig

Built

Designer & Class

D.H.T. Greenhalgh
L. Sheil
A. Gore-Grimes
J.N. White
M.H. Snell
J.F. Burke
R.F. Perkins
T. Sheppard
D. Luke
R. Cassidy
I. Wylie
F. Rogerson
Mrs Ruth Heard
J. Waddell
W.P. Macauley
I.R. Guinness
T. & B. Kennedy
J. R. Bourke
H. P. Beck
J. Finnegan
C.D. Kelly
D. J. Morrissy
R. Barr
C. O’Ceallaigh
M.T. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart
K. A. Wilby
R. Mollard
K.L. Cooke
J.J. Kelleher
J. D. Currie
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
B. Tucker
D.E. O’Connor
R.B. Lovegrove
D.D. O’Brien
H. du Plessis
P.J. Walsh
F.D. Martin
S. Mansfield
F.G.Smyth
J.A. Mullins
J.K.A. Dorman
ASP Orr/JA Henshall/R
Shanks
C.J. FitzGerald
A.H. Marshal
G. E. Nairn
R. Benson
M. J. Whelan
P.M.C. Branigan
R. G. Monson
M.R. Sullivan
J.F. Coffey
L. R. Waters
W.D. Carr
J.B.S. Anderson
Dr M. O’Keefe
J.P. Bourke
P.D. Lawless
J.R.H. Olver
D.N. Doyle
R. Cudmore
D.J Faulkner
F.D. Tughan
P. Wilson
T.H. Roche
H. A. Patton
Dermot Byrne

Freeme w
Gay Gannet
Gibbon
Glenmumbles
Golden Harvest
Golden Shamrock
Goldeneye
Greylag of Arklow
Gun fleet of Howth
Gyn Trapp
Hallo ween
Happy Return
Harklow
Heather of Mourne
Heatherbell
Hera
Icarus of Cuan
Iduna
Jack Ivor
Jane
Jeepers
Joggernaut
Joliba
Julia
Kala
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Kontiki
Korsar
Kumaree
Lady Panther
Leanda
Leemara III
Leigh Mary
Leprechaun
Little Egypt
Live Wire
Loe Vean
Lola
Lovely Lady
Luv Is
M’Lady of Down
MaM of Killeen
Maid of Skye

10.00
7.00
5.00
4.00
16.00
9.00
12.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
3.00
5.00
12.00
10.00
52.00
0.00
15.00
4.00
20.00
4.00
5.00
12.00
12.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
7.00
10.00
6.00
16.00
6.00
12.00
12.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
5.15
11.00
16.00
11.00
10.00
20.00
9.00

Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Yawl W.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor W.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F
Sloop W.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F
G.Cutter W.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.

1961
1963
1978
1950
1974
1976
1960
1961
1969
1977
1970
1965
1963
1973
1932
1899
1980
1939
0
1959
1978
1979
1979
1947
1974
1969
1947
1978
1969
1970
1984
1950
1984
1981
1962
1975
1976
1978
1979
1982
1981
1979
1976
1955

Nicholson Jolina
C.R. Holman Sterling
Folkboat
A. Mylne Glen O.D.
Giles Bowman 40’
Ron Holland
Concordia 40’ Yawl
Laurent Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
Cuthbert & Cassian
Squib
Holman-Stella
J. Tyrrell
Holman & Pye. Centurion
J.N. Miller & Sons
Howth 17’ O.D.
Moody 36
L. Giles Lymington L.
Moody 44
Dragon O.D.
J. 24
Dubois. G.K. 34
Holland N.I.C. 345
M. Giles. W. Channel O.D.
Derek Stukins. Downcraft 21
Guy Thompson T. 24
Robert Clark
C & C
Sparkman & Stephens 34
Dufour
German Freres
Warrington Smith
R. Carter. Southerly 115
J.A. Bennet
Peterson Thuesen Dragon O.D.
P. Norlin Scampi MK IV
High Tension 36 De Ridder

Maimoune
Mandalay
Mandarin
Marden
Marlou
Maunie
Maximizar
mazara
Meander HI
Meg of Mullins
Melandy
Melora IlI
Mij
Miss Demena
Miss Fionnuala
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster
Morgana
Moss Rose
Myth of Mourne
Nan of Gare
Neon Tetra
Nisha
Nixe IIl
Nora Sheila
Norella
Ocean Dove
Onaway

2.50
14.00
7.50
9.00
9.00
14.00
9.00
8.00
11.00
12.00
10.00
27.00
5.00
9.00
9.00
5.00
14.00
20.00
10.00
77.00
15.00
13.00
20.00
8.00
27.00
5.00
8.00
9.00
6,00

Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Junk
Sloop W
Motor
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Ketch
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
Sloop W.
T.S.D.Y.S.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Ketch W.
Sloop W.

1902
1979
1981
1963
1934
1976
1978
1957
1978
1972
1965
1959
1978
1965
1974
0
1976
1981
1970
1973
1970
1965
1954
1965
1942
1955
1967
1959
1961

~L. Hope Fairy
A. Primrose Moody 33
A.H. Marshal
D. Hilliard
Musler 35’
A. Primrose
Pelle Peterson Maxi 95
McGruer
McGruer Grampian 34’
Nicholson 35
Nicholson 32 MKiv
A. Mylne & Co.
Folkboat
J. Alden. Mistral 36
Albinson Comfort 30
Ron Holland Eygthene 24
Moody 33 A. Primose
German Frers 52’ A.C.
Holman & Pye Bowman 36
Herd & Mackenzie
A. Gurney Rancher 41
Sparkman & Stephens 8 C/R
D. Hilliard
A.V. Burnard
Baglietto (R.S.N.) M.T.B. 20m.
L. Giles Vertue
Murray Int. 7m. C/R
M. Griffiths
R. Warrington-Smith

J.J. Fogarty

Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
F. A. Sadlier
J.D.R. Fisher
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A.Primrose; Moody 30
German Frers. First 42
Van de Stadt DBI 3¼ Ton
John Perryman; Rathlin
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard

Owner

Yacht

P. Courtney
Oona
L.D. McGonagle
Ounavara of Howth
F. Hand
Pamela
D.H.B. Fitzgerald
Partizan of Emsworth
D. J. Sheil
Peggy West
R. Morehead
Pipit
Procyon
W. Rea
S.H.R. Clarke
Quiver VIl
B.P. Coad
Raasay of Melfort
J. Nixon
Ragnar
H.E.O’C. Byrne
Rapparee
D. McKenna
Rapparee
C. Love Jnr.
Rebel County
Dr. M. O’Rahilly
Red Velvet
J.B. Law
Redwing
F. McCarthy
Renric
L. Cassidy & W. Riordan
Rhapsody
C.P. McHenry
Ring of Kerry
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
Roane
N. Reilly
Rob Roy
J.J. Flanagan
Rockabill
H.R. Hicks
Roe
Rosbeg
T.J. Hanan
R.I. Morrison
Safari of Howth
Paddy Barry
Saint Patrick
J. A. Ryan
Saki
P. Morck
Samantha
Hugo du Plessis
Samharcin an Iar
Reginald T. Walsh
Sapphire
W. B. C. Fogarty
Sarcelle
G.A. Lennox
Sarita
T. Fitzpatrick
Sasha
J.F. Irving
Saunterer of Leigh
D. Ryan
Sceolaing
W. R. Gilmore
Scotch Mist
D. M. Irwin
Sea Otter
L.B.Dickinson
Seaboard
F. Cudmore
Setanta Too
P.A. Tisdall
Severance
M. Balmforth
Sgeir Ban
J. Gore-Grimes
Shardana
A.D.MacIllwaine
Sheenan
D. Whitehead
Shemite
M.M. D’Alton/F.C.Winklelmann/
Siamsa
Dr. O. Glazer
Verna
P. Campbell & J. Osborne Verve
B.P. Lyden
ViVi
B. Connor
Vinter
Cdr. J.D. Maxwell
Virago of Strangford
C. Foley
Vision 3
T.J. Goulding
Walrus
B.M. Cahill
Whistling Oyster
J. D. Donegan
White Rooster
H.W.S. Clark
Wild Goose of Moyle
J. Minchin
Wild Rose
G.H. Macilwraith
Windhover
M.F. Villiers- Stuart
Winifreda of Greenisland
A. Leonard
Wishbone
Witchery
L. W. White
T. Kirby
Yami-Yami

T.M.

Rig

Built

Designer & Class

0.00
21.00
6.00
17.00
10.00
4.50
4.00
24.00
11.00
4.00
10.00
6.00
20.00
12.00
6.50
4.00
10.00
6.00
14.00
20.00
10.00
4.00.
2.00
17.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
16.00
7.00
6.00
12.00
5.00
10.00
16.00
9.00
7.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
9.00
I0.00
15.00
7.00

Sloop W.
Ketch F.
G. Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
G. Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Lug W.
Yawl F.
G. Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Gaff Cutter
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
Slop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop. F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.

0
1974
1890
1972
1976
1971
0
1972
1972
1972
1979
0
1979
1971
1911
1972
1978
1973
1969
1983
1982
1921
1973
1982
1909
1979
1978
1977
1965
1951
1910
1968
1970
1969
1977
1985
1938
1977
1982
1980
1977
1937
1973

Howth 17 O.D.
Laurent Giles Moody 46
O’Casey
Holman & Pye Island 40
Westerly
A. Primrose Seal
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
Camper & Nicholson
Peter Brett. Rival 34.
Dragon
R. Holland Club Shamrock
Ecume de Mer
Holland 2 Ton A.C.
Hustler 35 Holman & Pye
Albert Strange
Westerly Cirrus
Holland Club Shamrock
Kerry 27’ O’Brien Kennedy
D. Hillard
Baltic 42
Jean Berret First 30E
A. Mylne. River Class
G. Gletcher Ultimate
Hallberg Rassy 42
40’ Galway Hooker
Nicholson 31
Roger Dongray
Westerly. Conway 36
Colin Marine
Bangor S
H.W. White
Folkboat
A. Buchanan. Neptune
Camper & Nicholson Nicholson 43
D. Sadler
Westerly Griffon
Robert Clark
Holland Club Shamrock
Oyster 39
Ruffian 8.5 W.P. Brown
Camper & Nicholson 31
A.M.Dickie & Sons
SHE 27

5.00
40.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
11.00
4.00
6.00
18.00
14.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
13.00
9.00
12.00
6.00

Sloop F.
Ketch S.
Yawl W.
Sloop W.
Sloop G.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop W.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.

0
1973
1963
1925
1978
1962
1963
1978
1983
1980
1936
1969
1980
0
1965
0
1978

W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
Van der Meer Trewes 59
A.C. Robb. Princess
K. Reimers 30 sq.m.
Westerly Berwick
Nicholson 36
5.5 Meter
Super Seal 26’ Ron Holland
Holman & Pye. Oyster 435
S. Jones
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
Sadler 25
The Admiralty
Holman North Sea 24
Sparkman & Stephens 35’
Sadler 25

Sloop
Sloop
Yawl
Sloop
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F.
F.
W.
F.

Photo: Tom Lawlor

Bandersnatch passes under the Menai bridge.
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